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Discover the music you've been missing in your audio system with the
new SLA-70 vacuum tube 70 watt (35 watt per channel) Class A stereo
amplifier from Cary.
The most exciting feature of the SLA-70, aside from how gorgeous it
looks, is the delightful, sensual beauty of the music it recreates. The first thing
that strikes you about your new SLA-70 is its incredible transparency and
resolution of detail in the music. The SLA's sensual nature is best shown
in the sense of life it reveals in female vocalists. This amp presents music
with such presence and directness, you'll be drawn into the music hour
after musically satisfying hour. The SLA-70 will draw you in even
further when you realize how lucid and utterly uncolored neutrality
reveals delicate nuances in the sound stage.
Need more power? The SLM-70 mono blocks offer 70 watts Class A
power per channel on two gorgeous nickel chrome plated chassis.
To find out more about the full Cary line of exciting audio products,
visit your nearest "High End" audio dealer or call 1-800-421-5456 or
FAX 919-460-3828 for additional information.

101J WOODWINDS INDUSTRIAL COURT, CARY, N C 27511

Iii complete your amplification
nerds, couple apair of til.‘1-711
monos or the SL A-70 stereo
amp to the Cary SLP-70
full feature preamplifier.
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COMING ATTRACTIONS
Next month, we will be publishing Stereophile's first "Recommended Recordings." Music
Editor Richard Lehnert asked every Stereophile
writer to list the five records without which life
would not be worth living; the result will be
what we hope will be the definitive list of
"must-have" records regarding performance
and sound quality. In addition, equipment
reviews in January will include: amplifiers from
Krell, Threshold, and Goldmund; loudspeakers
from Avalon, Snell, and Phase Tech; and CD
players from CAL, Sony, Philips, and The Mod
Squad. And Martin Colloms offers an essay
examining the state of subjective reviewing.
Although we always do our best to put out
the best magazine we know how, it is gratifying
to have others endorse our efforts. We were
proud, therefore, when the jury selecting
finalists for Magazine Week's 1990 Publishing
Excellence Awards chose Stereopbile to be one
of the three finalists in the Engineering/Technology category. (The other two were Popular .11ecbanics and Technical Review.) We
didn't win the award — that honor went to

Errata
In the first installment of Peter Mitchell's "Yankee Audiophile" column, he gave the price of
the Classé DR-8 amplifier as $3000 each, or
$6000 for abridged pair. According to the new
Audio directory, the actual list price of the DR-8
is $2495 each, so abridged pair would cost no
more than $5000. In October's "Recommended Components," Ihad quoted Larry
Greenhill as saying he preferred the Wadia 2000
to the Krell 64 digital processor. Dr. G. has
pointed out that as he hasn't heard the Wadia,
this statement is not entirely correct. Iapologize to both Larry and to Krell; Ihad misunderstood the tape Ihad made of the heated discussion about the respective merits of the two
processors at the August Stereophile Writers
Conference when compiling the listing. Ihad
also dropped the PSB Stratus loudspeaker from
"Recommended Components" under the
impression that it had been replaced by the
Stratus Gold; this, too, was incorrect, and the
Stratus therefore is reinstated in Class C.

Popular Mechanics—but maybe next year...
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AS WE SEE IT

ROBERT HARLEY

PRoVING THE EMSTENCE OF FISH

Everybody, including myself, was astonished to find that it
was impossible to distinguish between my own voice, and Mr.
Edison 's re-creation of it.
—Anna Case, Metropolitan Opera Soprano, 1915

I

ii the July "As We See It" ('l.13 No.7, p.5),
Iexamined the conflict between those

who believe existing measurements can

reveal and quantify every audible aspect of a
component's behavior, and those who consider the listening experience afar better indicator of acomponent's performance than the

numbers generated by "objective" measurements. Implicit in the objectivist position is the
assumption that phenomena affecting adevices
audible characteristics are well understood: any

ences. It is also axiomatic that vast areas of
audio reproduction, far from being fully researched and understood, are instead considerably more complex than the simple scientific
models used to describe them.
Agood example of this is the well-publicized
subject of CD treatments. In the October issue
(Vol.13 No.10, p.5) Idescribed my experiences
with cryogenically frozen CDs, as well as CDs
pressed from the same stamper but made from

mysteries have long since been crushed by the

different molding materials. Iam particularly
fascinated by CD treatments not for what they

juggernaut of scientific method. If people then

do, but for what they represent. The fact that

hear differences that "science" cannot measure

cryogenically freezing aCD results in an eas-

or quantify, those differences exist only in people's minds and have no basis in reality. Consequently, observers' listening impressions are

comfortable (for the engineering establishment) conclusion that everything is not as

virtually excluded from consideration as merely

simple and well-understood as is thought.

"subjective," unworthy of acceptance by audio

A result of this dichotomy is that academic
researchers—the very people in whose hands

science. This belief structure is at the very core

ily audible change in sound points to the un-

of the audio engineering establishment, and is
the guiding force behind their research efforts!
The subjectivists believe that the ear is far
superior to test instruments in resolving differStereophile, December 1990

I""Ri doubt everything or to believe everything arc two equally
convenient solutions; both dispense with the necessity of
reflection." Jules Henri Poincaré, as quoted by Bertrand Russell
in the preface to Science and Method

There are those people who say that to choose ahi-fi you have to understand the jargon, and
know all about power ratings and performance figures. In our opinion, these people are
talking nonsense. Because specifications don't tell you what ahi-fi actually sounds like.
The only way to find out is to listen. Go to your Linn dealer, and you can
compare our hi-fi with aselection of other good equipment. You don't
have to be an expert. You'll find it very easy to hear the difference To be
honest, the best system will stick out like abanana in ahi-fi ad.

LINN

It's as relevant to hi-fi as technical specifications.

For additional information on Linn
Hi -Fi, and the name of your
nearest Linn dealer, contact:

Audiophile Systems. Ltd. 8709
Castle Park Drive, Indianapolis,
IN 46256. (317) 849-7103

Aldburn Electronics, Ltd.. A-1455
Crown St., N. Vancouver, BC
Canada V7J 1GH. (604) 986-5357

lie the tools and knowledge to discover the

"New Frontiers in Digital Audio" presented at

physical causes of these phenomena—are the

the most recent Audio Engineering Society

least likely to listen critically and the most likely

Convention in Los Angeles. Ibelieve this paper
will one day be considered aturning point in

to dismiss the audiophile's claims as nothing
more than voodoo. Consequently, their researc.h

digital audio's evolution. Copernican in scope,

direction is dictated by improving measured

it is likely to radically change the direction of

performance rather than increasing subjective

and thinking in audio engineering. Lagadec's
thesis is of utmost importance to the audi-

performance; the latter is far more meaningful when the goal of research is to better communicate the musical experience.
Those who make their livings from digital

ophile, both because of its promise of greatly
improved digital audio, and for its validation
of afundamental audiophile philosophy: the

audio (like mastering engineers) have long com-

importance of critical listening in evaluating

plained about sonic anomalies and perceptual

audio technology over the belief that existing

differences where no differences should the-

measurements can reveal all differences. Fur-

oretically exist. The academic audio commu-

thermore, and perhaps most significant, the

nity, as well as manufacturers of professional

paper was written by aman considered by

digital audio equipment, maintain that these

many to be the world's foremost thinker in dig-

differences—unsupported by theory and

ital audio, whose ideas carry enormous influ-

unmeasurable—are products of the listeners'

ence in the audio engineering community.

imaginations.

As apioneer in digital audio since 1973, Dr.

This thinking was exemplified by events dur-

Lagadec has conducted fundamental research

ing atwo-day Sony seminar on digital mastering technology Iattended afew years ago. The

developers of the Digital Audio Stationary Head

designers of the Sony PCM -1630, DAE- 1100
digital editor, and other digital mastering equipment were present. The seminar wa.s attended

into digital signal processing, was one of the
(DASH) format while at Studer, and has offered
broad, conceptual insights into the nature of
digital audio. He holds aPh.D. in Technical

by mastering engineers who work with, and

Sciences in the field of Digital Signal Process-

listen to, this equipment daily.
One of the mastering engineers expressed

digital audio standards within the AES, of

his concern over the audible degradation that

which he was named aFellow in 1983. He is

ing, and has been actively involved in setting

occurs when making digital-to-digital tape

now responsible for all professional digital

copies, and the sonic differences introduced

products at Sony. It is difficult to overstate Dr.

by the digital editor, especially when using the

Lagadec's credentials or his ability to influence
digital-audio thinking.

editor's level adjustment. 2These comments set
off an outspoken flurry of concurrence among

"New Frontiers in Digital Audio" is bold in

the assembled mastering engineers. The Sony

concept, brilliant in its simplicity, and technically incontrovertible. The paper identifies two

designers argued vehemently that no differences were possible, and regarded the collec-

areas of digital audio considered fully under-

tive perception with some amusement. This

stood—digital-domain gain adjustment and

exchange is amicrocosm of the conflict be-

dither—and reveals fundamental concepts

tween those who listen and those who measure

about these areas that had not previously been

Such is the background of this essay's sub-

considered. 3 Moreover, the paper correlates
these new discoveries with the perceptions of

ject, apaper by Dr. Roger Lagadec entitled
2It is common practice among many record companies, when
transferring the analog master tape to digital. to "clean up"
the tape by following the fades on the analog master with the
digital fader This reduces the analog tape hiss during the fade
and inserts "digital silence" (all encoded data words are zeni)
between tracks. Ilowever, this standard practice CaUSCS lowlevel signals—already achallenge to digital—to he requantized
in an extremely coarse way. The end ola fade often includes
reverberation decay that contains spatial information—the
worst place for loss of low-level resolution. And now since
the analog master has been converted to digital and is "perfect," "permanent," and "impervious to tape degradation."
the analog master is sometimes destroyed to clear vault space.
Recently, however, there has been atrend away from subjecting
the program to such "improvement."
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3When asignal is attenuated in the digital domain, each sample
is multiplied by anumber less than I(the coefficient ). with
the coefficient determined by the amount of attenuation.
Requantization noise is added to the signal since the new number generated (the product of the sample and the coefficient)
must be rounded off to the nearest quantization step, creating an amplitude error that is manifested as quantization noise.
Dither is typically analog white noise added to the signal
before it is digitized. The addition of dither allows resolution
below the tease Significant Bit (1..Sli), and renders quantization noise less audible by making it more random and less correlated
refer readers interested in learning mon: about digital audio
to Ken Pohlrnann's excellent hook, Principles of Digital .Audin
Second Edition, published by Iloward W. Sams & Company.
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THE SLEEPER HAS AWAKENED

KSA-250 Stereo Balanced Amplifier

MDA-500 Mono Differential Amplifier (one shown)
KBL High Level Preamplifier (top)
KPA Phono Preamplifier (bottom)

Krell Industries has long been recognized in international audiophile groups as
aleader in amplifier and preamplifier design. This enviable reputation has been
earned through acombination of superb sonic quality, innovative features, reliability and impeccable service. Due to steady growth Krell products are now
available in fine audio retail stores across the country.

KSL High Level Preamplifier (top)
KSA-150 Stereo Balanced Amplifier

KST-100 Stereo Amplifier (bottom)

///////,W ,
W 1/////11/1

KSP-78 Stereo Preamplifier

MDA-300 Mono Differential Amplifier (one shown)

Krell has great respect for its customers and their investments. The current line
of Krell product reflects this thinking by offering unmatched flexibility and freedom from obsolescence. For example, the KSA-150 amplifier can be converted
into an MDA-300 mono unit and combined with asecond new unit, thereby
protecting the original investment. With the purchase of aKrell product you
acquire the finest in audio amplification and the knowledge that Krell provides
consummate support for its customers.

KRELL INDUSTRIES
35 Higgins Drive •Milford, CT 06460
Phone: 203-874-3139 Fax: 203-878-8373
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trained listeners whose comments were once

precise spatial definition"). The audiophile,

considered heresy. Significantly, Dr. Lagadec's

however, would have described these percep-

thesis extends beyond digital gain adjustment

tions in more blunt terms; textures hard rather

and dither: these two relatively simple issues

than liquid, loss of inner instrumental detail,

are paradigms for the broader and more com-

and acollapsed soundstage.

plex conflict between measurement and hu-

Dr. Lagadec supports his thesis with avery

man musical perception. In this analysis, Iwill

simple analysis of what happens when chang-

avoid most of the paper's technical details and

ing level in the digital domain and the nature

focus instead on the broader issues raised.*

of the attendant requantization error. This func-

Dr. Lagadec challenges the conventional wis-

tion is considered perhaps the simplest and

dom that requantizing adigital audio signal

best-understood type of digital signal process-

with adigital fader produces only achange in

ing. However, he has discovered apreviously

level accompanied by aslight noise increase.

unknown form of error created by this simple

"The imprecise, but by no means uncertain,

processing: the digital gain control's transfer

answer of experienced users has sometimes

function (difference between input and out-

been that—with critical signals—the texture

put signals) varies according to the amount of
gain or attenuation. The nature of the trans-

of the new signal, its fine structure, possibly its
precise spatial definition, will be affected: the

fer function's non-linearity (imprecision), in-

signal will (sometimes) have changed in away

troduced by changing gain in the digital domain,

uncorrelated to level change and noise level,

is determined by the gain pair ratios; ie, the rela-

in spite of the extreme simplicity of the digi-

tive beginning signal level and the signal level

tal signal processing it underwent ....The rest
of this chapter cannot have the ambition of

after gain reduction. Iwon't go into the details
here: the phenomenon is explained and docu-

proving that such vague (but genuine) com-

mented fully In the paper.

ments are true in an absolute sense. Rather, It
will try to make the point that, based on a

This discovery is extraordinary for two reasons. First, it vindicates those who have long

straightforward analysis, it is implausible that
well-trained personnel would not detect differ-

maintained, after critical listening, that digital

ences beyond noise and signal level." (emphasis

faders affect sound quality. 5Second and more
important, it reveals that even the simplest

in original)
This, in itself, is aremarkably bold position

aspects of digital audio that are thought to be

for Dr. Lagadec to adopt. lb acknowledge that
previously unidentified phenomena affect the

stood. Dr. Lagadec has worked for the past 7

subjective perception of digitally processed

ital level control, yet recognized and began
researching this phenomenon during only the

music is indeed amilestone on the road to
improving digital audio. Furthermore, the thesis
doesn't summarily reject the listening experience as an important contributor to understanding these phenomena. The audio engi-

well understood are, in fact, not well underof his 17 years in digital audio in the area of dig-

past year. Again, Iquote Dr. Lag,adec's paper:
"It is remarkable that such asimple system,
eminently amenable to the methods used in

neering establishment typically rejects listening

non-linear dynamics, has not—to the author's
limited knowledge—been widely publicized

because one's perceptions cannot be proven

yet. If an element of surprise can come from

in ascientifically acceptable method and are

analyzing such simple systems, more instruc-

therefore meaningless. It is also unusual for a

tive surprises may be in store when more com-

man of science to use alexicon associated more

plex ones are scrutinized."

with audiophiles than scientists ("the texture

With this last sentence, Dr. Lagadec implies

of the new signal, its fine structure, possibly its

that adigital Pandora's Box may be opened by
closer analysis of other aspects of digital audio.

4 A Preprint of New Frontiers in Digital Audio (preprint
#3002, Session Paper #K-2) is available from the Audio Engineering Society, 60 E. 42nd Street, New York, NY 10165.
Imust stress that this essay is merely my interpretation of
1)r. Lagadec's ideas, which Ioffer with great trepidation
Readers are encouraged to order the preprint and form their
own conclusions. In addition, Ishould distance my opinions
and speculations from those put forth in the paper. Ihave Wien
avery broad interpretation and am. admittedly, far from unbiased and dispassionate about the subject.
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Like the Pandora's Box of Greek mythology
5As did Doug Sax, the co-founder of Sheffield Lab who runs
The Mastering Lab, adisc-cutting and CD master-tape preparation facility in Hollywood, CA. In an inteniew with JA, published in the October 1984 issue of HFN/RR and later in the
mastering industry magazine One-on-One, Doug maintained
that When you go through adigital editor.
the loss is traumatic. You go in apples, you come out oranges:* See also my
interview with him in Vol.12 No.10.
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that contained the world's troubles, this dig-

This represents aremarkable shift in thinking

ital Pandora's Box may reveal other problems

away from the scientific dictum that measure-

in digital audio that no one knew existed. An
understanding of these cracks in conventional

ments and theory are more reliable and important than human perception in determining

digital audio theory will go along way toward

"what is good" in music reproduction. The

correlating listeners' subjective impressions
with objective fact.
The paper then examines dither, another

human perceptual element in audio engineering has long been disregarded because it cannot be quantified. The ability to measure and

area which, like digital gain adjustment, is considered a closed subject because it is well

science judges that entity's reality The scien-

quantify an entity are the criteria by which

understood. Dr. Lagadec presents ahypothesis

tific mind tends to mistrust anything than can-

which states that dither should be optimized

not be represented or communicated by lin-

based on the ear's short-term perception of
quantization noise, rather than the current

ear symbols. These symbols that describe
reality, obtained by measurement and calcu-

mathematically based long-term analysis: "Needless to say, the 'optimal' dither types in the long-

even mistaken for, the actual reality they try

term statistical sense which have been proposed by Vanderkoy [sic] and Lipshitz6 are a

to represent. It is thus momentous that one
of the world's foremost audio scientists has

very valid first approach. As they are, however,

called for accepting musical perception directly

independent of any practical detector model,
it is not unfair to expect further improvements

rather than in the abstract, linear terms of representational thinking.

in perceived performance from dither models
optimized in adifferent, less mathematically

Dr. Lagadec points to some future directions
in digital audio, including "a much greater word

rigorous, and more perceptually oriented way"
With that analysis, Dr. Lagadec again pro-

length" than the current 16-bit system, and

poses that an existing precept, thought to be

tional bandwidth would be "kept open for, say,

immutable, is in fact far from asettled question.

low-level harmonics, harmonics due to non-

lation, assume agreater importance than, or are

bandwidth much wider than 20kHz. This addi-

Moreover, one can infer that future research

linear processing, and out-of-band noise shap-

should be based on improving perceptual qual-

ing." An advantage he notes of having band-

ities rather than conforming to mathematical

width beyond 20kHz "would be the freedom

theories. This is reflected in the phrases "inde-

to disregard the arguments as to whether there

pendent of any practical detector model" (my

is perceptible sound beyond 20kHz." However,
he notes that "For economic reasons, it is evi-

interpretation: "without regard for human
hearing"), and "dither models optimized in a
different, less mathematically rigorous, and
more perceptually oriented way." (emphasis
added)

dent that hardware capable of such parameters
at an acceptable cost is not for this decade."
This concept of today's digital audio being
in its infancy and subject to radical changes in

Significantly, this suggests that the criterion

fundamental precepts is in sharp contrast to the

for what is considered optimum dither should

prevailing view among most academics that the

be based on human hearing rather than on

20kHz bandwidth is adequate, and that prop-

purely mathematical ideas or measurements

erly dithered 16-bit representation provides

that have little relation to auditory perception. 7

sufficient resolution and dynamic range. In-

6Vanderkooy, J. and Lipshitz, S., - Dither in Digital Audio,"
Journal of tbe Audio Engineering Society, Nb1.35 No.I2,
December 1987.

eters are perfectly satisfactory for music were

7To be fair to the Lipshitz and Vanderkooy position on dither,
their iecent research and that of some of their students has been
toward developing the idea of relating the spectral shape of
the dither noise to the manner in which the ear's sensitivity
varies with frequency In other words the noise will have very
little content between litHz and 4kHz, where the ear is very
sensitive, but considerable more above 10kHz, where its audi•
bility is reduced. This idea was most recently discussed in a
paper presented at the 1990 Los Angeles AES convention,
"Psycho-Acoustically Optimal Noise-Shaping" by Robert A.
Waruiamaker, available as preprint #2965 (Session Paper #F1-5). Note, however, that the character of the shaped dither
noise is still treated in along- term statistical manner. —3A

Stereophile, December 1990

deed, the idea that today's digital audio paramexpressed by Dr. Stanley Lipshitz parenthetically in his

— ftitorial

on Phase," given at the

convention. He somewhat derisively scolded
critics of digital audio for speciously (in his
view) blaming today's digital audio's fundamental parameters (he specifically mentioned sampling rate and word length) as the cause of its
inferiority (in the critics' view) to analog.
Dr. Lagadec then says that since the previously unknown aspects of digital audio he has
11

TWO'S COMPLEMENT

Proceed digital components. Innovative
expressions of technology dedicated to a
singular goal: reconstruction of the musical
information encoded in the digital medium
with convincing fidelity
The PCD compact disc player integrates
original Proceed digital design concepts into a
single chassis, offering unprecedented sonic
performance and manufacturing quality in its
class.

PM'

The PDP digital processor improves upon technology developed for the PCD and provides
our finest performance level of digital to
analog conversion for all existing digital
sources.
The PDT digital transport combines our PCD
transport mechanism with active circuitry
which supplies asuperior quality digital
output to complement an external processor.
An ideal component for those seeking the
highest level of sonic performance from
compact disc.

(PROC E E D
PROCEED'.products are manufactured and distributed worldwide by MADRIGAL AUDIO LABORATORIES
PO. Box 781. Middletown. CT 06457 FM (2O3 ,•3(,

discovered correlate to what critical listeners

manipulating signals, moving them in space

have been saying for years, perhaps other claims

and time, which few of our predecessors

of audible differences should not be dismissed
so cavalierly by the audio engineering establishment, despite the lack of scientific proof

dreamed of. The tools deserve to be used, and
our engineers deserve to be guided, by scientists who will advance the state of the art ahead

of such differences. Iwas astonished by the

of the state of the industry."

paper's last paragraphs (quoted below), in
which Dr. Lagadec expands his thesis by bring-

Although the tenets put forth in "New Frontiers in Digital Audio" are hardly new to audi-

ing up the subject of audible differences be-

ophiles, the paper is revolutionary to the mind-

tween cables. Claims of differences between
cables have long been abugaboo of audio

set of the audio engineering community. What
makes this paper such asignificant and extraor-

engineers. Further, he contends that if no meas-

dinary event is the credibility and influence of

urable differences exist between cables, yet

its author. You may be certain that Dr. Lagadec

critical listeners report such differences, per-

does not speak lightly or from ashaky plat-

haps our understanding of human hearing
acuity is suspect, rather than the rationality of

form. Consequently, the ideas expressed in the
paper will be given serious consideration by

those who hear differences.
The paper concludes by calling for the world's

ideas when espoused by those of us without

audio scientists and researchers to vigorously

Ph .
Ds.

pursue these new challenges and to make room

those accustomed to attacking the very same

As Iconsidered the paper's ramifications, I

for, rather than exclude, the role of listening in

couldn't help thinking about the people who

advancing audio science. Dr. Lagadec writes:
industry is full of lore as to the superior

for years have reported sonic anomalies in digital audio, only to be met with skepticism and

sound quality of some cables, connectors, electronic devices, and the like Assuming, as scien-

ridicule. This is especially true of Doug Sax,
who was one of the first and most outspoken

— the

tists presumably should, that things can only

critics of digital. During the past eight years, he

sound different if they cause signals to become

has reported his listening experiences to an

different, and using the technology available

indifferent world. Despite his pre-eminence

today to ascertain whether differences do exist,

in the field of record mastering, he is regarded

and if so what they consist of, we may hope to

as apariah by the audio engineering commu-

achieve reproducible improvements; to deepen

nity for his views, views which Ibelieve have

our understanding of sound quality; and to sep-

been taken astep toward scientific fact by "New

arate unfounded legends from justifiable improvements.

defined as the arriving at conclusions ten years

Frontiers in Digital Audio." If "genius" is

"Conversely, if we were to discover that,

before the rest of the world reaches those same

when, say, different cables are used, the signals

conclusions, then both Roger Lagadec and

look the same beyond the resolution of today's

Doug Sax, disparate as their approaches are,

best converters, but still sound reproducibly

certainly qualify. The fact that Dr. Lagadec's

different, then we would indeed still have

paper may cause the audio engineering estab-

much to learn about human audibility.
"The advanced tools available today—the

lishment to take seriously the listening impressions of people like Doug Sax is small conso-

recorders, computer software, workstations,

lation to music lovers who must listen to

DSP chips and boards, monitor systems, A/D
and D/A conversion systems, instrumen-

inferior CDs made during the period between
when the problems were first reported (1982)

tation—and which are within reach of any uni-

and when the problems' existence were proved

versity might be put to use, scientifically, ag-

in ascientifically acceptable method (1990).

gressively, to find out how we hear, and how

"New Frontiers in Digital Audio" holds out

we might improve what we hear. Every gener-

the hope that one day digital audio may exceed

ation since Edison's days has said that its sound

analog's performance in all respects. It is my

recordings were almost better than the original,

sincerest hope that our successors regard to-

and at the very least indistinguishable from

day's pronouncements of digital audio's quality

reality. Ours will hardly be an exception, neither in hubris and hype nor in the disappoint-

with the same combination of humor and
incredulity with which we view Anna Case's

ment. Yet we have tools for generating and

assessment of Mr. Edison's machine.
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Chronos.
Is it
beautiful sound
enhanced by
sensual design?
Or
beautiful design
enhanced by
sensual sound?
When you hear the new Chronos tube preamplifier with separate
power supply, and the new Chronos 112 Watt monobloc tube
power amplifier, the decision is yours. You may think it's both.

MICHAELSON

AUDIO

FOR MORE INFORMATION WRITE TO MICHAELSON AUDIO, 510 HERON DRIVE, UNIT 30713,
PO BOX 334, BRIDGEPORT NJ 08014 OR TELEPHONE 609 467 5588 OR FAX 609 467 8741.

FET nine/e preamplifier:

Threshold founders Nelson Pass lrightl
and René Elesné with the first Threshold
preamplifier: the Model NS 10. The NS
10 contained advanced single-ended ultra
class Aand non-feedback technology
which predated the present popularity of
these techniques Typically for Threshold.
the 1977 introduction of this preamplifier
set state- of -the-art standards that are
still valid today

S/160 -S/250

Component selection and quality verification are similar in all respects with
those applied to the more extravagant
These new power amplifiers bring the Threshold models. This allows the
purity Of Threshold STASIS Operation S/160 and S/250 to significantly outinto consideration for systems
class in linearity, dynamics, and
previously restricted to conventional
reserves all other candidates lor cost
amplifier technology and construction. effective installations.
STASIS power amplifiers

Extending its preamplifier
tradition Threshold now
introduces the Model FET nine/e
This new component provides cartridge gain plus full line level control
facilities within asingle chassis. Its
design embodies advanced circuit
concepts drawn from those of the
ultra-high performance Threshold
FET ten/e system. As aresult the
FET nine/e is able to provide alevel
of music reproduction that will
impress the most critical of listeners.
The Fet nine/e demonstrates
Threshold's commitment to excellence with craftsmanship and finish
that stand as benchmarks for the
industry. All gain devices are
individually selected for breakdown,
gain, noise and linearity. Circuit
paths, connectors, and even
the front panel fastening hardware
is gold plated. Advanced circuit
topologies and superb metalwork
combine for flawless performance
and beauty that will endure over
years of rigorous use.

Presenting new Threshold components

rnetek.r

Your Authorized Threshold Dealer will be
pleased to audition these exciting new
Threshold components. For the location
of your nearest Threshold dealer you
may call 1(800) 888 8055, or write
InConcert, 12919 Earhart Avenue. Auburn,
California 95603

Threshold

Threshold
components are
exclusively
distributed by

More than audio excellence.
division el
Threshold
corporation

LETTERS
We regret that resources do not permit us to reply individually to letters, particularly those requesting advice about particular equipment purchases. Were we to do this, asignificant service charge
would have to be assessed—and we don't have time to do it anyway! Although all are read and
noted, only those of general interest are selected for publication. Please note, however, that
published letters are subject to editing, particularly if they address more than one topic.

Congress vs AAHEA

timent in Washington, our only hope was to

Editor:

make legislators aware of the uniquely American makeup of the market above $1000 and

As Iwrite this, the battle is not yet decided.
Congress may yet impose a10% tax on all consumer electronics products over $1000. This
ill-advised proposal would dramatically change
the face of high end as we know it. One of the
last bastions of American technical prowess
could be eliminated, not by competition, but
by Federal law.

what their proposed tax would do to ahightechnology industry consisting primarily of
small, privately held companies.
The response to the Academy's pleas was
overwhelming. Within three days, virtually
every manufacturer, distributor, and dealer of

Kathy Gornick and Imet with Gary Shapiro,

high-end audio in the US was made aware of
the urgency of the situation. All were asked to

VP of the EIA/CEG, in mid-September to establish dialog between the Academy for the Ad-

and write. The Academy provided phone num-

vancement of High End Audio (AAHEA) and
the group that runs the CE Shows. We were not

have everyone in their organization phone, fax,
bers, sample letters, and statistics. PARA [the
Professional Audio/Video Retailers Association], IPRO (the Independent Representatives

prepared for the bad news Gary was about to
deliver. The "Budget Summit" occurring to
hammer out acompromise on the next federal

Association], and NFIB [the National Federa-

budget would include some sort of "luxury"

tacted. Major newspapers were informed. Some

tax on Consumer Electronics. Though the
exact numbers hadn't been agreed upon, it was

manufacturers shut down production to have

said that the deal was all but done. Gary sent
afax to all the specialty manufacturers who display at CE Shows urging them to contact their
congressmen and senators.
What else could we do? The Academy, just
barely launched, hadn't even gotten out formal
membership invitations. Yet this was the kind
of problem that the Academy hoped to be able

tion of Independent Businesses] were con-

their employees make phone calls. Others refused orders if dealers had not called or written
their congressmen. One even enlisted the talk
radio network in his city. Dealers brought their
customers into the battle. The Academy contacted every member of Congress at least once.
High end came together as never before.
So after the thousands of man- and womanhours expended by virtually everyone in the
high end, we wait. Ours was but asmall part of

to address once established. This was why the
steering committee and the Board spent so

alarge effort to stop taxes on consumer elec-

much time fine-tuning what the organization

tronics. But whether we succeeded or not,

should be. Nobody expected their vision to be

Larry Archibald [Stereopbile], Wendell Diller

tested so quickly and so critically. High end had

[Magnepan], Joyce Fleming [The Mod Squad],
Mark Glazier [Madrigal], Kathy Gomick [Thiel],

to be mobilized, and who but the Academy,
with its extensive membership list, was in a
position to act quickly enough? There were
only two weeks until the budget deadline.

Sallie Reynolds [The Absolute Sound], John
Russell [Bryston Vermont], Gayle Sanders

cess depended on contacting anyone who had
an interest in the continuing success of the

[Martin-Logan], Karen Sumner [Transparent
Audio Marketing], and Kevin Voecks [Snell] led
the charge and were instrumental in organizing
the kind of unified fight skeptics said could

high-end industry, more specifically the Ameri-

never happen in our industry.

can high-end industry. The attack was aimed
at local congressmen as well as the "Budget

It is an auspicious beginning for the Academy. Ihave never been more proud to be apart

Summit" group. Given the protectionist sen-

of the high end than Iam today. Let's hope

By the next day, the plan was formed. Suc-
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Congress doesn't vote to darken the bright
future high end has before it.
William Peugh II
(International Audio Technologies)

Larry Archibald, Publisher
Stereopbile
P.O. Box 5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502
Dear Larry:

Executive Director, The Academy for

Thank you for your recent correspondence

Advancement of High End Audio

regarding the possibility of increased taxes on
consumer electronic products. Iam glad to

Bill's letter was written before President Bush

have your views on this important matter.

announced the proposed deficit-control budget package on Sunday September 30. which

the industry and the impact a$1000 threshold

was then rejected by the flouse on October 5.
Although proposed "luxury" taxes remained
in forcefor expensivefurs. jewelry and cars,
the 10% extra tax on electronic components
casting more than 11(X10 had been deletedfrom

Iappreciate your input on the structure of
would have on electronic equipment manufacturers in the United States.
Congress is currently faced with the goal of
raising $20 to $25 billion to meet our budget

the defeated package, presumably because of

targets. Many proposals have been voiced as a
means of fulfilling these numbers.

the efforts of the Academy and the high-end
industry. !sit befuddled, however at the close-

spending should be addressed before we in-

ness of this shave. Given that more than 60%
of components priced over $I(X)0—an apprax-

crease taxes. It is evident, however, that some
revenue-raising proposals are necessary to

Istill insist that reductions in government

imately $300m annual market—are made in

ensure the fiscal soundness of our Country.

the US, bow could atax that would undermine
vis-à-vis the Japanese competition, atax that

Given this, any taxes that are considered must
be efficient and equitable.
lam very sensitive to the tax burden that the

would raise amere $30m or so annually be

audio manufacturing industry must endure.

seriously proposed by politicians apparently

And I'll do my best not to make your job any
harder.

the marketability of domestic hi-fi equipment

concerned with the reduction of imports ,and
the preservation of American jobs? Unless, of
course, they believe that all hi-fi equipment is
imported and that there are not therefore any
domestic manufacturers to be offended by

Again, thanks for contacting me. lam keeping your views in mind.
My warmest personal regards.
Senator Pete V. Domenici

such atax. Making the American public and
their elected officials aware that the US does

R-NM

have ahealthy domestic hi-fi industry would

The ACLU Monthly?

therefore seem to be the Academy's nevi priority.
Some progress bas been made in Congress.
In the industry newsletter Inside Track, it was
reported that Speaker of the House 7bm Foley

Editor:

and Representative Dan Rostenkowski were

As arecent subscriber, Ihave been quite pleased
with your publication. Ifind the music reviews
of special interest, and the equipment reviews

high end, as is Senator Pete Domenici, as you

are well done and very informative. ..Congratulations on awell-balanced, interesting
publication.

can seefrom his letter to Larry Archibald that
follows. But Iworry that, too often, politicians

to your attention the fact that the name on the

aware of the uniquely American nature of the

will echo New York Senator Daniel Patrick
Moynihan, a member of wbose staff, upon
being informed of tbefact that the proposed
luxury tax would hurt American companies,
responded to Stereophile's Ken Nelson by saying "So what? We bave to raise revenue from
somewhere."
—JA

Oh, by the way, Ijust thought Iwould call
cover of the issues that have received is Stereopbile. Imention this because in the last few
issues, some letters that apparently were intended for The ACLU Monthly were mixed in.
In fact, in the September issue, aletter from a
Mr. Kohn was published that, among other
things, urged more editorial viewpoints on
what he has mistaken as an important issue disguised as trash. As Iam sure you realize, subjects such as this (as well as which deceased

IExcept. apparently, oil.
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REFINING
OF EXPIn
THE MUSII

MONITOR AUDIO
Making music is an art; making loudspeakers is a science.
Nowhere will you find leading-edge technology put to finer
effect than with Monitor Audio.
Monitor Audio's gold-dome tweeters and ceramic coated metal
cone woofers work as one, producing staggering detail and
dynamics within acoherent sound stage.
Beautifully hand finished to the finest furniture standards using
only premium matched, real-wood veneers, that's Monitor Audio
--where art and science meet!
(Studio 10). .."I found listening to this design to be an
eddlarating experience bordering on intoxicating at
unies, and one that didn't pall."
Hi -Fi Review (Feb. 90)

MADE
IN
ENGLAND

For information on the complete line of award winning loudspeakers contact;

IÇF_.VRO

INTERNATIONAL INC.
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Fax. (416) 428-0004
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reduce the amount of space available for the
subject at hand. Iused to subscribe to acom-

Mitchell & SCMS
Editor:

puter magazine until they were afflicted with
the same symptoms Inow see in the pages of
Stereophile. Ihope that you won't let the same

Peter Mitchell's "Industry Update" column in
your September 1990 issue inaccurately de-

thing happen to your magazine.

stated that Jay Berman, president of the RIAA,

Dexter W. Jones
Deerfield, IL
I'm sorry you feel that way, Mr Jones. Neither
hi-fi nor music nor computers can exist in isolation from the real world, and the issues you
mention, though peripheral, do seem to me to
be worthy of debate within Stereophile's pages.
In particular, Mr Kohn's raising of the issue
offreedom of speech with respect to 2 Live
Crew's lyrics is germane to any publication

scribed the Senate hearing on SCMS. First, he
wanted the bill amended to cover Digital Compact Cassette (DCC). The bill as currently written would cover DCC, and Mr. Berman in fact
wanted DCC excluded and the bill narrowed
to cover only R-DAT so that more restrictive
legislation could be written specifically for
DCC. The wisdom in the record industry is that
R-DAT will fail in this marketplace and DCC
succeed. Berman thinks the feeble SCMS sys-

tem is better than nothing, but certainly adethat puts the needfor its readers to be truth- • quate to deal with the threat he sees posed by
fully informed above any obligation to be
DCC.
responsive to the needs of its advertisers. WilSecond, Mr. Mitchell implied that Iwas

liam Ziffjr, one of the more commercially suc-

"brought forth" by the Copyright Coalition to

cessful publishers, recently said2 that "We

pour cold water on SCMS. In fact, Ishowed up

expect the editor's quest for journalism to
offend asignificant number ofpeople every

to speak for myself and Isosonics. My argument

year .." Ialso believe that responsible editing

but did allow the Japanese to soak consumers

was the SCMS didn't protect copyright holders,

will inevitably result in some magazine

by charging high prices for "professional DAT

readers being offended, but that's the price to

recorders" without SCMS. Igot into abig argu-

payforfreedom of speech and expression and
the dissemination of the truth. (Incidentally,

man, who testified that SCMS was difficult to

ment in front of the Senators with Len Feld-

ldofind 2Live Crew's lyrics extremely offen-

bypass. Isaid that Ispoke from experience

sive, agreeing with George Will in Newsweek

since our PCM 4.1 inadvertently defeats SCMS

that they promote the idea that it's okay to use

when placed between two R-DAT machines

unwilling women for violent sexual gratifi-

and that the signal only travels through $10

cation, and yes, lam acard-carrying mem-

worth of chips from digital input to digital output (ie, if you aren't using the portions of the

ber of the ACLU.)
So am I.

—RL

unit that store and retrieve digital audio from
video tape). Although Len never claimed to
have any expertise in designing digital circuits,

Paper or plastic?
Editor:

the Senators didn't know whom to believe. The

You might be interested in something Iread the
other day on the subject of landfills. It is acom-

argument was nicely settled by George Wilson,

mon but erroneous belief that plastic is evil and
paper is good. The facts are we are burying far

me, who brought his $44 purpose-built bypass
box along.

the only electrical engineer there aside from

more paper than plastic and the paper does not

Finally, Mr. Mitchell notes that copy protec-

disappear through decomposition. The landfills are so well sealed that the garbage is

tion is asserted when the C bit is 0rather than
1, and seems to think that this matters ("someone has to take the trouble..."). Electrical

preserved for decades. Possibly many decades.
So, those plastic shipping wrappers aren't so
bad after all.
Vincent M. Knoll

engineers find it just as easy to assert "posi-

Seattle, WA

asserted" ones such as the C bit. Wiring apin

A is bad, but B is as bad as A; ergo, A is good?
—Andrew Main

to ground is no harder or easier than wiring it

Stereopbile production staff

tively asserted" digital signals and "negatively

to +5V. Permanently setting abit to 0or 1is not
likely to be regarded as trouble by any competent engineer, and given the way digital audio

2In an interview in Magazine Week, August 27, 1990.
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"Get out your checkbook, Michael."
Robert Harley, technical editor,
Stereophile, in his Aug. 1990
review of the Theta DS Pro basic

Robert Harley on his friend Michael:
". ..willing to fork over acouple of kilobucks,
provided the processor provides truly musical
performance and isn't likely to be
significantly surpassed at the price anytime soon. -

Robert Harley on Theta DS Pro Basic:
"To say Iliked the Theta DS Pro Basic
is an understatement. It provided
alevel oemusicality Iwould never
have expected at this price."
"It had all the attributes of the best digital
playback: adeep and transparent soundstage,
smooth tonal balance, spatial detail galore.
and textural liquidity."
"The DS. Pro Basic clearly breaks new ground
in affordable digital playback. It represents
aquantum leap in what we can expect from a
$2000 processor. All contenders for the title
of best reasonably-priced converter must regard
the Theta DS Pro Basic as the benchmark
against which all others are judged: .
"Get out your checkbook, Michael.
The Theta DS Pro Basic is exactly
what you've been waiting for. - Robert Harley,
Stereophile, Vol. 13, No.
Aug. 19

THMTA

«MIMI
Michael, with his brand new Theta DSPro'Rasic

•
.1,
0
•
e.

Digital Dane Right

Theta Digital Corporation
5330 Deny Ave., Suite R, goura Hills. GA 91301
($18) 597-9195. FAX (8.1
.
8") 597-1979
•

one way or the other.

Philip Greenspun

Isosonics Corporation, Cambridge, MA

tra be seated? All violins to the left? Cellos center or right? Then comes the location of my
seat. In a2000-seat concert hall the golden-ear
listener must hear 2000 different combinations.
But surely there will be a huge difference

A question of scale
Editor:
Congratulations are due Peter Mitchell and Stereopbile for his essay in the September issue
(p.5), "A Question of Scaler He drives an opening wedge of sanity into Stereopbile's portal.
He lets in ahuge breath of fresh air, abroad ray
of light, ahope for increased reliance on the

between afront-row seat at the right edge, a
center seat in row 10, and the last balcony seat
to the left. All the above influence treble, bass,
detail, sweetness of sound, and dynamic range.
Strangely, those are the factors we judge speakers
by. In my view, speakers should be judged between each other, live sound must be left alone.

scientific method in making judgments. He
presents arefreshing perspective on basics and

Maybe the whole hi-fi business is so booming

tweaks, and on high-end units and those lower

because, for half the price of aticket, you get

down. The item is required reading and rereading.

the best seat in the house.

Ernest Winter
Bethesda, MD

Speaking of the scientific method, Iam not

Peter!

altogether convinced by Ken Kessler's enthusiasm about Kontak, acontact cleaner, in the

Bravo,

August issue (p.57). His endorsement would be

Bravo, Peter! ('As We See It," August 1990) This

Editor:

more credible had he done something more

thoughtful article wonderfully expressed my

scientific, about as follows: Apply Kontak only
to the interconnects for one channel, say the

own reasons for preferring CD replay to LP. I'm
fed up with being treated by the audio press as

left. For the right channel, go through the same

acloth-eared philistine who has swallowed,

procedure of disconnecting and reconnecting
the cables, but without applying contact cleaner.

hook, line, and sinker, the record companies'

Using amono source, one speaker, and aswitch
to feed either channel to the speaker, compare

"perfect sound forever" hype. Isimply can't
deny that surface noise, clicks and pops, inner-

the two channels. It is possible that the wiping

groove congestion, and vinyl's myriad other
failings bother me much more than do CD's

effect of disconnecting and reconnecting cables,

particular inadequacies.

particularly if done with atwisting motion,

The only point with which Imust take minor

could account for reduction in resistance and

issue is Peter's categorization of audiophiles

improvement in sound. Herman Burstein

A question of acoustics

into two camps: the pro-CD and the LP faithful.
I, along with, I'm sure, many of Stereophile's
readers, fit into neither category comfortably.
Our music collections roughly fit the following

Editor:

criteria:

Referring to some issues discussed in Peter W

1) virtually all newly purchased music is on
CD;

Wantagh, NY

Mitchell's "A Question of Scale" editorial l'As
We See It," Vol.13 No.9], Iam quite impressed
at the minute differences picked up by expert

2) LPs are replaced by their CD equivalents
whenever possible and at whatever rate the

listeners, specially if this is possible in arange

software budget will allow;

of 7.7 to 8.5 on ascale of 1to 10. Some explanation would, however, be useful on how the
value 10 for live music is measured.

3) asignificant number of the records we
own will never be available on CD, meaning
that vinyl replay will forever remain an impor-

Ibelieve that high fidelity has reached such
an advanced point that acoustics must be con-

tant, though not permanent, part of the audio
system.

sidered in any evaluation. Being an orchestral

This relatively small amount of vinyl does
not justify the purchase of aturntable in the

music listener, let's suppose Iwish to listen to
the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra. Should it
be in the Musikvereinsaal, Vienna, Lincoln

Sondek/Xerxes/HW-19 price bracket (though
surely some would disagree), but neither does

Center, or Constitution Hall in Washington,
DC? The sound in the many halls available can

Thorens. It is thus in the middle ground that

be rated from 1to 10. Next, how will the orches-

Iwould like to see the bulk of Stereopbile's
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HEARI\G AD
Your ears are acute enough to
hear the ultimate reproduction that
your system is capable of delivering.
But does your system deliver?
It won't if you overlook one of its
most important components, the
interconnects.
Esoteric Audio Inter-Connects
are designed to maximize the
delivery of source signals. And that
will aid your enjoyment of the best

your system has to offer.
Ask your dealer for more details
about Esoteric Audio interconnect
systems or simply send $2.00 for our
latest color brochure.
Dealer inquiries invited.

ESOTERIC
AUDIO USA
RR 3Box 262
Winder, Georgia 30680

turntable reviews, even though most of these

tortions, think again. While adigital system will

are not new products. Irealize you review

not generate harmonic distortion, it will gener-

what's being produced, which in this day and
age means high-end turntables. However, wor-

ate distortion that is non-harmonically related
to the music and is instead related to the sam-

thy $500-1600 decks such as the Heybrook

pling frequency. Each time the signal is sampled

TT2, Alphason Solo, Revolver, Michell Syncro,
Oracle Paris, and Systemdek IIXE are, to my
mind, more important to the music-lover of

and quantized, the distortion is generated.
Because classic distortion equipment is designed to read distortions that are harmonically

fairly modest means at this point in time than

related, such equipment will not read the types

are the superdecks.

of distortion actually generated. The distortion

Jim Barnard

Toronto, Ontario, Canada

A fundamentally flawed
Mitchell?

spec is called nonharmonic distortion, and a
good CD player will generate levels of it about
40dB down. This type of distortion is very evident to the ear. Audiophiles do hear it (bright,

Editor:

brittle, etc.). Nonharmonic distortion is more

Isuspect that you will have received several let-

evident as frequency increases. This problem

ters concerning Peter Mitchell's diatribe in the

would be dramatically reduced by increasing

August 1990 Stereophile ("As We See It," p.5),

the sample frequency, both in record and play-

but in case others are not doing their job, Ishall
throw mine upon the stack. Isuspect there are

back, but the political ballgame that is Philips
and Sony will not allow it for many years due

many like myself who will not agree to disagree

to the incredible consumer backlash that

concerning PM's views. Ifeel PM's thesis is fun-

would occur. Thus Digital Winter.

damentally flawed. Grab your August issue and
read along.
1) LP "lovers" are not necessarily highly

2) LP "lovers" do listen to very complex
material; the idea that such is not so is simply
ludicrous! Ifound it telling that the only rec-

trained to "tune out" ticks and pops. Anyone

ord labels PM cared to mention were two

who has spent any time at live concerts knows

known for their poor sonic character among

that if you concern yourself with every last

record collectors, and are known that way on

cough and shuffle created by the audience you

CD as well! Columbia and DG are particularly

will drive yourself mad. Ticks and pops are no

known for the lack of dynamic range on all

different. A properly set-up stereo will not

their recordings. Try aquality record sometime.

overemphasize ticks and pops, and when they

A good record does give you asense of the

appear they are more often in the speaker than

orchestra going full tilt.

in the soundfleld. You may use that as one very

3) Iknow a few audiophiles desperately

accurate measure of the quality of asystem or
its setup. (Not to mention the care that agiven

seeking four-channel LP recordings, and I
agree with PM that the addition of surround-

recording has received. Take care of your soft-

sound effects can greatly enhance the sense of

ware! Record companies are not music libraries,

reality arecording can impart. If you don't be-

they are companies in the business of making

lieve me, set up atwo-channel stereo in agood
auditorium and play back aproper two-mike

aprofit with music. Recordings therefore are
not disposable items. They will go out of print

recording. Please keep in mind that most

as profitability goes down.) If the ticks and

producers aim for front-row center. PM's com-

pops get louder, something has gone wrong.

ments concerning Row J, "subtle" differences

Negative feedback in the playback chain will

in imaging, and such do make one wonder. Ste-

enhance ticks and pops due to time-domain

reo and high-end audio in general are all about
making the playback sound real. Arbitrary

distortions and enhanced odd-ordered harmonic content in the signal. Ido see PM's point

decisions about what one prefers are not in the

about wow being avery real problem, but one

scope of such an endeavor. Deciding what one

that is solvable (however unlikely due to the

prefers is fine, but the result may not be true

current market disposition).

to the music. This is alesson for the record

On the other hand, it is not possible to separate the distortions caused by digital playback

labels as well.
It sounds to me as if PM has spent many years

systems, as they are inherent in the soundfield.

listening to mediocre recordings, and if he is

If you think digital systems do not generate dis-

sick of that, Ican hardly blame him. The Le like
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There's More to Monster Cable
Than Meets the Eye.
Interlink® 400
An Audiophile Best Buy

A lot of cables look alike on the outside, but it's what's on the inside
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areputation for producing the highest quality cables made today.
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the CD or any other source we currently have

new CD reissue of their tunes.

at our disposal, is flawed in many ways. So is
the equipment that reproduces these recordings. It is usually more effective to deal with

"‘Xt would rustle papet we could hear breathing ...
Bonnie played guitar over in the corner
to keep us in rhythm, and you could hear her

problems by finding solutions to them, rather
than running away. You would do that if it was

gone on the CD, it's amazing ...
it's like from

an amplifier or speaker that had aproblem;
why are the recordings any different? Ulti-

outer space or something."
Sure is. All the things that brought me into

mately, all problems are soluble (even digital

hi-fi were gone. and I'm ticked.

systems can someday be fixed). For now. digital
systems are definitely aflight rather than fight

Maybe some fool really thought that he
should take this stuff out somehow. Maybe it

behavior.
Please do not get me wrong. PM is entitled

either explanation.

fingers sliding on the strings. ..
but that's all

just doesn't survive on CD. Icould believe

to his interests as guaranteed by the US Con-

When Iwas servicing electronic musical

stitution, but please do not mistake his voice
as that of authority.
Ralph Karsten

instruments for aliving. Id spend alot of time
retubing and biasing guitar amplifiers. These

St. Paul, MN

aren't the most high-fidelity devices in the

A fundamentally correct
Mitchell?
Editor:
Bravo to Peter W. Mitchell on his article "Can
We Agree to Disagree" in the August 1990 issue
(Vol 13 No.8). He hit every topic that Iusually

world, but their power amplifiers weren't too
different from the tube hi-fi jobs of yore.
Now, one of the procedures that was very
well-defined was the process of setting the correct idle current of the output tubes. You fed
atone into the amplifier, and starting from the
lowest setting, increased the idle current until

end up discussing with other "analog LPloving" audiophiles. When the CD was re-

your output waveform was smooth and straight

leased, all Icould say was "awesome." Ino

get ahitch at the zero point. Too much and

longer listen to proponents of the LP unless

you'd get smoke.

as it crossed zero. Too little current and you'd

they can tell me that they attend at least two

Some guys were really vehement about this.

indoor Classical performances amonth! There

Forget the tube charts. Forget the specs. Just

are no ticks or pops to be found at Orchestra
Hall in Chicago—I can't recall ever picking up

the positive half of the wave to the negative

atrace of inner-groove modulation! Try and
put the full dynamics of aLyric Opera soprano

this was that it didn't give you avery good -

on vinyl—not possible! Mr. Mitchell is correct

sounding amplifier. Nothing you could put your

in stating that the surround-sound available in

finger on, just that the amp sounded dull and

today's digital components adds the realistic
touch—particularly for those of us who sit 7th-

you couldn't really get into playing through it.

to 10th-row center. Try recreating those subtle

ences before Iwent and set up an amp with a

reflections and grand dynamics with two LP
grooves—stylus mechanics aren't very forgiv-

guitar and speaker plugged in. What Ilearned

ing! Finally, Mr. Mitchell reaffirms my belief that

crystal-clear.

look for an undistorted output swinging from
half, and you had it right. The only trouble with

Well, it didn't take too many of these experi-

was, as the Big B would say, nebulous but

digital recording and reproduction media are

I'd set the bias so the wave looked good.

improving every year—something to tempt

Blah. Iturned the signal way down and the

audiophiles for years to come!
William H. Phillips

limed it up. 'Rimed it up. All of asudden, a

Vernon Hills, IL

'scope way up. Cranked up more current. Blah.
faint background of hum and noise came in,
as if it had been squelched all this time. And,

The wonderful clarity
Editor:

so help me, that guitar just came alive. It was
like taking off year-old rusty flatwounds and

Ijust heard aradio interview with the male

stringing up anew set of today's super-respon-

vocalist from the Fleetwoods, the feathery sing-

sive strings. You could just brush astring with

ing group from the skinny-tie era of rock. He

your hand and hear all kinds of harmonics

was marveling at the wonderful clarity of the

swirling around in there.
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And this was with ajunky 12" speaker. And
it didn't really matter what volume Iused to do
my setup. You just had to get the amp tight onto
all the tiny little stuff around zero.
So where are we going with all of this? Here:
My experiences with zero-crossing behavior
in amplifiers sound an awful lot like some of
the complaints we hear about CD sound, don't

Ibelieve that the music industry again has
duped us when it comes to "perfect sound forever." Iam currently doing some investigative
work to find the pressing culprit, and will
report on these findings later. My conclusion
is that you don't have to put anything on aCD:
it will self-destruct without any help.
On another note, the time has come for

they?
Isay, and this is conjecture, that the use of

another reader survey. My software buying

alinear conversion scale is dead wrong. In fact,

markets, have reversed my purchasing to 100

and this is conjecture, whoever it was who
decided on alinear conversion scale is an idiot.

not the case two years ago. Ihave seen the light,

If atrue log scale was too radica1, 5they should

and Idon't like it.

habits, thanks to yard sales, closeouts, and flea
LPs to every one CD. This change was surely
John F. Goad
Apopka, FL

have drawn acurve between alog and aline
and used that. Much of the detail that makes hifi is certainly lost in asystem that doesn't
closely resolve around zero, and you can't get

Polycarbonate under attack

it back. What would you do, synthesize the fin-

The intent of this letter is definitely not to fur-

ger sounds?

ther fuel the controversy over whether or not

Editor:

Perhaps some engineering group ought to

to treat CDs (with polishes and the like). How-

look into this. Imagine asemi-log 96kHz sys-

ever, Iwould like to comment on JA's discus-

tem recording nice, fat, permanent data on a
metal Beta cassette.

sion, on p.39 of the August issue, concerning
the polycarbonate of which CDs are made.

That background noise (aka "ambience") is
essential for anyone who likes music played by

tensile strength and durability (as evidenced

While polycarbonate does exhibit tremendous

humans. It puts you at the performance like

by its use as bulletproof glass and power-tool

nothing else. Ibelieve that CD can't pull it off

housings, etc), it is, in fact, one of the least inert

and that's just tuff for us. Hilary Paprocki

resins used in plastic products. Oils, greases,

Rochester, NY

and even basic (pH) detergents can easily attack
the surface of the plastic, thereby affecting

CD rot forever?
Editor:

the optical clarity for which polycarbonate is
known. My company has been manufacturing

Ihave been following the "tweaking" of compact discs in these pages for the past several

quality plastic laboratory products for over 40
years. VC/e use nearly 30 various resins (plastics)

issues. Ibelieve that Mr. Nixon [May 1990, p.35;
September 1990, p.11] may be suffering the

in 82 molding grades. While polycarbonate is

same problems that Ihave had with older CDs,

quiring strength and optical clarity, it is never

widely used in our product line for items re-

except that my problems are not Armor-All-

recommended for use in products where good

related.
Idecided to "green" and Rain-X my collec-

chemical resistance is needed. This is, of course,

tion last month. Ihave never before washed or
treated my collection. Ihave noticed that every

of treated and untreated CDs (using rings, polishes, or green edge), and preferred those

CD over five years old, except for Sheffields,

treated. However, until products especially for-

distressing, as Ihave compared identical copies

possesses the milky-looking blotches that Mr.

mulated for safe use on polycarbonate CDs are

Nixon's CD exhibited. Every CD Iown was

devised, you won't catch this audiophile sub-

bought new, so there have been no possibili-

jecting his discs to anything other than a
clean/damp cloth! This all goes to show you:

ties of someone else treating them. And yes,
several of the older CDs are unplayable.
3Unfortunately, while the idea of logarithmic quantization,
which increases in definition as the signal goes down in level,
Is very appealing, its my understanding that the errors due
to anon-perfect logarithmic quantizer are even more subjectively unpleasant than those typical of aconventional linear
device.
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My Grandfather was correct when he told me,
years ago, "just because you can bang anail into
wood with ablob, that doesn't mean you can
polish the blob with avinyl protectant." Hrnmm
....
(Got that, JA?) Christopher T. Evans
Towson, MD
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"For once, an add-on subwoofer actually
delivers true subwoofer bass with high
quality and high quantity at the same
timer
Larry Greenhill
Stereophile, Vol. 12. No. 10. Oct. 1989
Velodyne is one of the hottest names in
today's audio/video industry Why?
Because whether you're upgrading a
current system or building anew one,
there is no other single component that
can boost asystem's overall performance like aVelodyne subwoofer.

asystems approach of redesigning the
driver and electronics from the ground
up, Ihave developed asystem that delivers high output levels with unprecedented low levels of distortion!"
David Hall, President/Founder
Velodyne Acoustics, Inc.
All Velodyne subwoofers are complete
systems. Just plug one in to experience
the full audio spectrum: Cleaner mids
and highs with low frequency response
that you never thought possible. It's a
dynamic overhaul for your system.

the integration was seamless and
changed the overall character of the
system in asynergistic, beneficial
direction"
Larry Greenhill
Stereophile, Vol. 12. No. 10

"Other subwoofers had not moved much
air and certainly hadn't coupled with the
room. ...Not so with the Velodyne-1 was
there!"
Larry Greenhill
Stereophile, Vol. 12. No. 10

What makes the difference? Velodyne's
patented High Gain Servo (HGS)
technology; which represents amajor
breakthrough in loudspeaker design.

Experience All The Music:
Experience Velodyne.

"I determined that ahigh performance
accelerometer based feedback system
would be the only way to truly correct the
problems that plague low frequency
reproduction. Such asystem had never
been successfully built before. But through

Velodyne
Velodyne Acoustics, Inc.
1070 Commercial St., Suite 101
San Jose, CA 95112
408/436-0688 8tX)/VELODYNE

Silverton & the Silver Seven-t

sounds good keep it, or replace it with some-

Editor:

thing better yet. Ascension, like space, is with-

This marks my third Bob Carver outburst via
Stereophik's "Letters" column. But the good

out end. God bless you. Feed the finch.
Mike Silverton

Editor, ever the provocateur, will doubtless
print it, given his fondness for keeping the pot
simmering.

Brooklyn, NY

A chap named Brian Ballance disclosed in

Those graphs...
Editor:

the August 1990 issue that another chap, A.

Oh, about those graphs ...what, exactly, am

Randal Bingham, may have had sub rosa rea-

Ito make of them? Sometimes the squiggly line
goes up, and that frightens me. Sometimes the

sons for tub-thumping for Bob Carver. It seems
(I've no reason to believe that the facts are other

little line points down and, well, my eyes fol-

than stated) Bob gave A. Randal stuff to evaluate

low and ...
I'm embarrassed to say that my

without ever exactly asking that it be returned

socks are mismatched again. Acommon audi-

the next day. As "Letters" readers are well

ophile problem. In every issue Isearch with-

aware, I've thumped tubs for Carver too, and

out success for the dot that says "Katmandu"

similar charges might easily have been laid at

on those MLSSA plots. If it's not the Himalayas,
Idemand some indication in the future of

my doorstep by an ill-intentioned acquaintance
or friend: the Silver Seven-t mono amps I've

where those summits are. (Hey, you'd have a

carried on about function at my digs on long-

poor in-room response, too, if two Krells
pushed 60 amps peak-to-peak into your point

term loan. In other words, Ihaven't paid for
them. Matter of fact, Bob wanted me to have
speakers as well—I heard his Silver Edition in
ashowroom and was quite blown away and
told him so—but Ideclined: I'm an Allison buff
and will probably so remain into perpetuity or

source. Lucky that my screams have been
dithered.) I've found that squarewaves are painful to hear; forgive me if Iprefer the rounder
sound of Handel. The step response of that
speaker is good, but Fred Astaire was better.

death, whichever comes first.
Bob's aspontaneous, openhanded gent, but
whether this spontaneity arises from agiving

And will someone close the 5ms impulse window? Ifeel acold draft coming in from Sony

spirit or canniness I'd not care to speculate Suffice to say, Carver's not an idiot. Suffice also to

Perhaps the graphs should be more numerous and bigger. Pop-ups, maybe. 4

say, were Ithe least dissatisfied with the SS-ts,
I'd have returned them. As arecord reviewer

William Smith
Somerville, MA

and Philips. Ahhh ...
thanks, that's better.

of audiophilic stripe Ineed to feel secure in the
belief that the equipment Iuse conveys as accu-

Us vs them?

rate asense of arecording's engineering as play-

Editor:

back hardware allows. Without intending to
sound any more arrogant than is absolutely

me and, Iassume, many of your readers.

necessary in order to make the point, Ican
afford just about anything the high end has to

listing from your New York show attendees had

offer (and live in the shadow of anot-insane
wife's potential for just wrath). That Ihave not

Definitive Hi Fi's Wilson/Krell setup at #1, the
Duntech/Jadis/Wadia combination at #2, and

sprung for replacements for my SS-ts addresses
what Ithink of their merits, no less milady's

Shahinian/Bedini at #3. Much further down the

Ihave aserious question for you that puzzles
In the August issue (p.100), the "best sound"

lungs. Ilove her and them, and that's all she

list came Burmester/B&W (#8) and Michael
Hobson's Avalon/Rowland room (#9). And yet,

wrote. ..

just prior to the listing came the show reports

As I've mentioned before I've little patience
for subjectivism in audio hardware evaluation.

Holt, and Clark Johnsen. The first three, equip-

It leads to interpretive creativity. Isuggested

ment reviewers all, each mentioned the Bur-

in the past that the SS-ts be scrutinized by way
of blind testing. The idea has been brushed

mester/B&W and Avalon/Rowland as their
choices for "best sound." More interestingly,

aside, as would be aloaded revolver by some-

two of the four specifically mentioned the

one uninterested in shooting himself. Whatever you've got, dear Stereopbile reader, if it
Stereophile, December 1990

from Tom Norton, Guy Lemcoe, J. Gordon

4Don't worry, I've re-upped for three more years More JGH,
please.
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The Mirage M-I s
have garnered their fair share
of raves frorn the industry. They've invoked such
comments as "...I'm completely bonkers over this
product.: and 'The M-1 is and will be for many
people their absolute reference'?
Upon first listen, most people are astonished
by their sonic transparency. The speakers virtually
seem to disappear. In our view, that's the mark of a
good loudspeaker.
We've extended that philosophy to the Mirage
60-Series loudspeakers as well. Each reflects an
overall concern for naturalness, genuine musicality
and transparency.
Like the M-1s, they're designed for optimum
dispersion. The perceived sound stage is dramati-

cally extended without compromising center
imaging. The specially-designed woofers reproduce
low frequencies with undaunted accuracy.
The mark that Mirage has made on the audiophile world is substantial. From the flagship M-I s
to
the wide range offered by the Mirage 60-Series, you
simply can't do better.
Just give them alisten. You'll hear what we mean.
Fora free booklet of M- lreviews from seven leading
audio publications, write us or see your
Mirage dealer.
.

mirage
AUDIO PRODUCTS INTERNATIONAL CORR
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Duntech/Jadis/Wadia rooms as among the least

could scarcely ignore his macho swagger when

satisfying, while Gordon expressed disappoint-

he bragged how, at the recent Stereophile High

ment with the Shahinian/Bedini room and Tom
was noncommittal.

End Hi -Fi Show, he said to one ignorant questioner, "Listen: just leave. Do it right now" He

While the consistency among the reviewers

also described ahot exchange with aRichard
Simon, and with considerable animosity

was an encouraging result, the apparent differences of opinion between the reviewers and
the attendees are fascinating; Iwas wondering

emphasized that Simon was "in his late 50s and
with his stomach spilling out afoot over his

if you would or could make any comments on

belt." Their argument climaxed with Johnsen

these disparities.

Jack English

saying, "Mister, yer head is too fat, like yer

Watchung, NJ

stomach. You are stupid and overweight all

You got me, Jack. A related but somewhat

over. Get outta here!" This argument was sup-

different question was put to me recently by

posedly resolved on acordial note, but Clark
Johnsen nevertheless felt compelled to reiterate

aretailer "Why" be asked, "have reviewers
for all the high-end magazines embraced the
idea of separate DIA processors and trans-

his boorish ad hominen arguments. The end
result: dull, perverse writing that was neither

ports when their readers continue to buy one-

entertaining nor informative.

piece CD players?" Ican only conjecture that
the answer to these questions involves re-

patience and loyalty of your readers. Some-

viewers either being more critical than the

times your magazine seems scarcely humane,

Please, Stereopbile, you are trying both the

average audiophile, or forming asubset of

much less user-friendly. Can't you try for abet-

audiophiles with somewhat different needs/

ter approach?

tastes, ora combination of the two.

—JA

Music, magazines, & tantrums

Francis Baumli
Murphysboro, IL

Wadia vs Theta

Editor:

Editor:

Over the last several years Ihave become in-

The August issue of Stereophile, with its very

creasingly distressed by what Iterm "the odd

favorable review of the Theta DSPro Basic com-

audiophile attitude" about music It seems that

pared with the Wadia X-32, left me in adeep

most audiophiles spend their time listening to

depression for four days. Being arecent and

speakers, cables, cartridges, tonearms, proces-

pleased Wadia owner, Iwas very anxious to

sors, this modification or that tweak, but never

now audition the Theta.
To reduce my anxiety, Iwent to aTheta

listen to music. This attitude was recently
summed up in your magazine (Stereophile,
August 1990, p.99), by Clark Johnsen's scarcely
facetious comment, ". ..
music is adamn distraction from audio."

dealer for achance to home-audition the unit.
Although the dealer only featured the top-ofthe-line Theta Pro model, Ilistened to their sys-

Iconsider it an obscene affront to my aes-

tem consisting of: Quicksilver valve preamp,
Philips CD, Theta Pro D/A, and Mentmore

thetic sensibilities when Iwitness people spend-

monoblock tube amplifiers feeding apair of

ing multi-thousands of dollars to audition

Clements FtB 8.0 Mk.II speakers. The entire sys-

equipment and sound who seem to have lost

tem sounded wonderful: smooth, transparent,

virtually all appreciation of music itself. Music's

wide soundstage, depth, etc. The dealer then

emotional beauty is virtually ignored; instead,

insisted that Ilisten to apair of $3500 Merlin

there is an undue intellectual attachment to

International speakers through the same sys-

technological hardware, data, and measure-

tem. They were abig disappointment—sound-

ments. This "odd audiophile attitude" seems

stage was confined to the speakers' left and

to embody a20th-century machismo. Today's
audiophiles are men who have put down their

speakers (like a"picture frame"), and they were

fists, but now exchange volleys of verbal aggression. ..
Imyself try to overlook the tiresome machismo, the strutting and posturing, the "mine
is bigger than yours" attitude. But when read-

right, depth was limited to slightly behind the
also very harsh and bright. Isat there wonder'ing, why wasn't the Theta doing its job? Is it the
Theta? Could the speakers alone make such a
dramatic change?
After considerable thought, the message

ing Clark Johnsen's aforementioned article, I became apparent to me that the complexity of
Stereophile, December 1990
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Finally,
aCD player
that reproduces
all of the music,
not just bits,
and bytes of it.
A

dcom's new GCD-575 Compact Disc Player has been
worth waiting for. Now there's aCD player with
analog audio circuits as advanced as its digital stages.
Featuring ano-compromise Class "A" audio section, the
GCD-575 is the first affordable CD player that delivers the
long anticipated technical benefits of digital sound. So visit
your authorized Adcom dealer and listen to all of the
music...not just bits and bytes of it.

ADCOM
f'ne slerec

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816 U.S.A. (201) 390-1130
Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC. Pointe Claire, Quebec H9R 4X5

delivering audio/sonic quality is governed by

8, was the last straw.

the components' compatibility, [their ability]

Ihave owned over adozen Beethoven cycles

to form asystem that will please the listening
taste of the consumer. Therefore, it raises the

during my time—including my previous favorite, Toscanini's magnificent cycle with the

question: could the equipment used in the

NBC—and far from finding Mr. Hogwood's

August review have been abetter match for the

efforts "characterless" and "ugly," Ithink his

Theta than the Wadia?
Although Inever got achance to take the

is not only one of the best Ihave ever heard,
but, to my mind, captures the essential spirit

Theta DS Pro Basic home for an audition and

of Beethoven as no other cycle before or since.

compare it with my Wadia, the pleasure Iget

Why, after more than 200 years, will people

from my audiophile system is immense! Would
the Theta have done abetter job? Who knows,

not accept Beethoven as Beethoven? Why do
they try to make him into Mozart or Haydn or

but I'm no longer adepressed Wadia owner!

Weber or Brahms? The "coarse" and "crude"

Robert A. Golembe

manner which Mr. Frank refers to in his review

Pittsford, NY

was, from all accounts, part of the man's per-

P.S. Isn't this afun hobby? Thank God it's not

sonality. His contemporaries didn't like it then

ascience!

and people like Mr. Frank don't like it now, but

Hearing vs reviewing

loud with contempt at that attitude. Ican only

I'm sure Beethoven would have laughed out
Editor:

thank the gods that Mr. Hogwood and afew

Anthony Molfetta ("Letters," May 1990) seems

others have allowed this perennially misunder-

to feel that "if areviewer's high-frequency

stood composer to finally come to life.

range is limited," by age, he implies, "this defi-

There is aferocity, urgency, even arage in the

ciency [may] impede the reviewer's ability to
perceive with accuracy the realism of music."

music of Beethoven that no other composer
possesses, and to strip the music of those qual-

However; asubjective critique of audio equip-

ities is to deny its essential emotional message.

ment does not judge the realism per se of the

Perhaps Mr. Frank is simply afraid of Beetho-

reproduced music, but rather its accuracy com-

ven, and feels more comfortable listening to

pared to music performed live. If areviewer

him with his head buried in sand. But for my

hears nothing above, let's say, 12kHz, he will

money, if, at the end of aBeethoven perfor-

not hear extreme HF either in his listening

mance, the instruments aren't broken, the piece

room when assessing components or in acon-

has been played without sufficient apassion-

cert hall. In other words, he could still be per-

ata. And if you think I'm being frivolous,

fectly capable of comparing what he hears

remember Beethoven's own instructions regarding the playing of the "Hammerklavier"

through an audio system to what he hears regularly (one would hope) at concerts.
Only when acomponent is capable of repro-

sonata!
For those who care, Ihighly recommend the

ducing accurate bass, accurate mids, and accu-

book Beethoven and His Nine Symphonies, by

rate lower highs, but falls apart in the extreme

George Grove (Dover 1334), aprofound and

upper frequency range, might apositive review

loving look at the composer's most influential

by said writer perhaps be considered mislead-

body of work by one who was almost literally

ing. And even then, this would only make a

in earshot of the original "original-instrument"

difference to those (un)lucky few whose hearing extends toward that of the average canine.

versions. It includes the famous account by

Russell Lake

still controversial Symphony 7, which should

Toronto, Ontario, Canada

give the reader avery clear understanding of

Frank vs original instruments

Ludwig Spohr of Beethoven conducting his

the way its wild and crazy creator intended it
Peter Reichelt
to be played.
Flushing, NY

Editor:
Mortimer H. Frank's persistent attacks on the
original-instrument performance movement
have not only become tiresome but downright
irritating. His latest, on Christopher Hogwood's
recording of Beethoven's Symphonies 7and
Stereophile, December 1990

Absolutists vs
original instruments
Editor
Q: If Beethoven, Berlioz, Bach, Schubert, et al
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had had the modem symphony orchestra avail-

However, Iwill say that Ithink we should

able to them, wouldn't they have written for it?

rethink some of our current practices. The one

A: Of course.

that gripes me most is the change in pitch.
When Iwas akid, most orchestras in this country tuned to 440, except for the Boston Sym-

Q: Then how do you justify the "original
instruments" movement? When the modern
symphony orchestra plays the music of older
composers, aren't we really doing them aposthumous service by giving them asound that

phony, which tuned to 444. Now Ithink that

they would have liked to have used themselves?
A: If they had written their music for modern

whole fiddle section start folding in half in the
middle of aconcert from the tension.

facilities—modern orchestras, instruments,
halls, and pitches—they would have written

Q: But what about the charge that most origi-

it differently. What they wrote was designed—

less, and unpleasant to listen to?

superbly—for the facilities they had at their disposals. Had they been writing for the modern

A: That's certainly true. But we must add that

we are routinely sliding up past 444. One of
these days Iexpect to see all the fiddles in the

nal-instrument performances are dull and life-

most modem-orchestra performances are dull

facilities, their music would no doubt have

and lifeless, and unpleasant to listen to. For

been equally superb, but adjusted to the mod-

example, in 50 years of listening to the Franck

ern facilities.

Symphony in d, Ihave heard exactly three

Q: How would they have changed it?

interpretations— Barbirolli with the NYPO,

A: Those guys were geniuses. What they pro-

Stokowski with the Philadelphia, and Monteux

duced was dictated by perceptions that were

with the CSO—that thrilled me. The rest, in-

uniquely their own. We shouldn't even try to
guess what the changes would have been. All
we can be sure of is that the music would have

cluding those by such "giants" as von Karajan
and Cantelli, either bored or angered me.

been different.

of music reviews of modem-orchestra perfor-

Even in their own time, they were always
adjusting to the situation at hand. Take Schu-

mances, and see that agreat deal of them are
negative and, furthermore, many times the

mann, for example. Didn't he double the winds
in his symphonies to compensate for what he

same performance will get good reviews from

But maybe Iam extreme Okay, just read alot

some reviewers and poor reviews from others.

perceived as deficiencies in the orchestras that

So, first, who is to be the arbiter of whether or

were playing them? And we know that Bach,
Haydn, and Mozart wrote for the forces at their

not original-instrument performances are good
and, second, if we are to oppose original-instru-

disposals. They didn't ride into town with a

ment performances because ahigh proportion

manuscript and refuse to play it unless the local

of the performances are not good, shouldn't

management found them an orchestra to fit.

we also judge modern performances by that

They wrote to fit what they had.

same criterion and oppose them?

Then there's Beethoven griping about the
pianos. Yes, I'm sure he would have loved to
have had aSteinway to play with. But if he had,
he could not conceivably have written the
exact same piano concertos that we have today.
His sense of rightness would simply have not
permitted that.

But, actually, you're out of date. The current
charge is that original- instrument performances are now too good. The idea is that
musicians then were not as good as they are
now, so when the original-instrument groups
perform they are not authentic because they
sound too good, and "Beethoven never ex-

Q: Does that mean we should not attempt to

pected to hear his music performed like that."

play older music on modern instruments?

Q: Well, isn't'that true?

A: The bottom line is that, even when this
music is abused by being played with modern

A: The curse of music is the absolutists:

resources, it is stunning. Furthermore, until the

"Toscanini, Reiner, and Szell are good; it is virtuous to listen to them. Stokowski and Walter

day comes when every community has an

are bad; it is wicked to listen to them." The ab-

original-instruments group in addition to the

solutists are incapable of understanding degrees,

standard orchestra, we either hear them as mis-

and the original-instrument movement is a

played on modern instruments or we hear

matter of degrees. The original-instrument

them not at all. And not hearing them is not an

movement is bringing us several degrees closer

acceptable option.

to hearing what the older guys wrote. We may
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be even closer or we may not. Even if where

ing aLibrary," Denis Stevens is unfortunately

we are now is as close as we ever get, it still

incorrect when he asserts that Sir Thomas

sounds much more "right" than the way we

Beecham "made astereo test tape in Ludwigshafen while touring Germany with the London Philharmonic in 1936." It was not stereo.

did things ten years ago.
Q: But do you accept the fact that we do not,
and will never, know everything about the performance practices in effect at the time this
music was written, and therefore will never be
able to have totally authentic original-instrument performances?
A: Yes. But even with contemporary music we
don't get "totally authentic" performances.
For example, for 50 years virtually every
review Iever read of aStravinsky performance
(that is, Stravinsky conducting his own music)

It was mono.
This recording of the third movement of
Mozart's Symphony 39 was apparently recorded on an AEG Magnetophon Model K2,
Serial Number 1028, on 19 November 1936.
Although that machine has been slightly modified during repairs over the years, it was—and
still is—mono. It appears that the Germans did
not experiment with stereophonic tape recording until the last years of World War II.

pointed out that he was not as good aconduc-

Beecham had, of course, made astereophonic

tor of his own music as various other conduc-

recording prior to the aforementioned tape.

tors. So, if the composer himself can't produce
an authentic performance of his own music, is

This was the opening movement of Mozart's

an authentic performance possible?

Symphony 41, recorded in Abbey Road Studio
1on 19 January 1934 on disc by Alan Blumlein.

Now we hear that Bernstein and Slatkin do

In all probability, it is the issue of these two

Copland's music better than Copland, that several modern pianists play Rachmaninoff bet-

recordings on World Records Retrospect Series
SH 1008 that probably confused Denis Stevens.
Anthony Griffith's liner notes are uncharac-

ter than Rachmaninoff, that any number of
conductors play Mahler better than Bruno
Walter, who was Mahler's protégé.
Then, of course, there are national differences. Since the French horns in Russian orchestras have aunique sound, we cannot play
Tchaikovsky and early Rachmaninoff as they
intended. French oboes have their own timbre,

teristically vague in crediting the form of the
original sound carriers, and the disc's labels are
of no help—they list everything as mono!
Michael Bell, Ph.D.
Associate Professor, Radio-TV
Past President, Association for
Recorded Sound Collections, Morehead, KY

so we cannot play Ravel and Debussy.
And what about the fact that concerts in

Part of Beecham's 1936 concert at the J.G. Far-

Beethoven's time interspersed other composi-

benindustrie Concert Hall in Ludwigshafen

tions between the movements of symphonies?
And so it goes. What Icannot understand is
the vehement opposition to original-instru-

was released in 1984 by Chandos as part of a
3-cassette box (DBTB 2007S)to commemorate
50 years of tape recording. The box includes

ment performances. It started up with the issue

1936 recordings of Delius 's On Hearing the

of the first original-instrument recording Iever
bought, which was Theodora and Richard

First Cuckoo in Spring, two excerpts from
Rimsky-Korsakov's The Golden Cockerel, and

Schultz (forgive me, Imay have the names

the middle two movements of Mozart's Sym-

wrong) recording the Handel Water Music, and

phony 39, all of which are definitely mono-

it has been unremitting ever since it is not that
the opponents do not want to listen to originalinstrument performances; it is that they want

phonic.

to obliterate them. Hey, give me abreak. No-

Editor:
In one of the past issues of Stereopbile, there
was some concern about the communications

body is saying you can't hear what you want.
Just be more reasonable about what /want.
Paul A. Alter

—

JA

VTL helps

with the VTL company. Iwish to help eliminate

Hyattsville, MD

some of the concern with the following:
Ihave been interested in purchasing aVTL

Editor:
In his otherwise excellent March 1990 "Build-

which amp to buy. On August 20, 1990, Icalled

Beecham vs stereo

Stereophile, December 1990

amp and had some questions concerning
the company in California and spoke with the
39

Does Your
Taste
Run To The
Esoteric

We know that amere photograph of our new CD separates will
not sway your investment decision.
Neither will fancy rhetoric.
You will, simply, have to experience the absolute precision and
sonic realism of the new Esoteric'
CD Separates for yourself.
For the location of the Esoteric
purveyor nearest you, please telephone (213) 726-0303.

EsarEmc.
Adivision of Teac America, Inc. •7733 Telegraph Road, Montebello, CA 90640

secretary She informed me that the represen-

VTL's David Manley also responds to Roger

tative Ineeded to talk with was on the phone

Modjeski's letter in this month's "Manufac-

and she proceeded to take my phone number.
Itold her Iwould hold and she was quite con-

turers' Comments."

cerned since Iwas calling long distance. Iheld

Koval& the Quad mods

—JA

for afew minutes and she informed me that I

Editor:

would receive acall back. At this point in time,
Ithought Iwas being put off and left my office

Together with agroup of friends, we are pretty
happy owners of Quad ESLs. Ihave just read

to go home. Iwas home for only ten minutes
and acall came in from aLuke Manley.

Dick Olsher's article on the Koval modifications for the Quad and would like to get in

The interest he showed was quite commend-

touch with Mr. Koval. There should be an inter-

able. He made me feel very comfortable about

esting market for his products here in Italy, as

any question Ihad, no matter how simple it

for Mr. Crosby's modifications of the ESL-63.

may have appeared to him. Ifeel that this company will go quite along way in this industry

Giancarlo Settimi
Milan, Italy

because there is that concern.
William R. Piro, DDS

Several owners of old Quad ESLs bave writ-

Dix Hills, NY

to obtain John Koval 's address. As there are

ten about the Koval Modfor these classics and
still over 60,000 Quads out there the demand

Modjeskl & VII

for the Mod should continue for many years

Editor:

to come. To satisfy the present inquiries and

Roger Modjeski put his own credibility at serious risk with his slash at David Manley and VTL

toforestall similar requests in thefuture here's
Koval 's current address: Linear Acoustic Labs,

in your "Manufacturers Comments" column

11521 Cielo Place Santa Ana, CA 92705. Tel:

(Vol.13 No.9, p.219). If Roger has to ridicule and

(714)838-6555 or (714)730-9011 to leave a

make tasteless negative criticism like this about

message.

—DO

his competition, he must feel that neither he
nor his products can stand on their own merits.
As an engineer in the broadcast electronics
field and along-time VTL user, Ihave no doubt
as to who is the front-runner in the design race.
Robert D'Amato
Nine Mile Falls, WA

Modjeski&STR
Editor:
"STR," when referenced to Sylvania vacuum
tubes, is not a "marketing sobriquet." [See
Roger Modjeski's "Manufacturer's Comment,"
September 1990, p.219. —Ed.] It is aset of
production test requirements imposed as a
condition of sale by the purchaser. In some
cases, apurchaser will add his STR to the part
and to its spec drawing.
Because of the added testing, an STR number may be perceived as apremium selection.
After some 25 years of engineering, making,
and selling vacuum-tube musical instrument
amplifiers, Ican state with some authority that
STR is not marketing "hype" or "glitz," but an
effort by an OEM user to obtain product usable in aproprietary application.
Roger F. Cox
Chino, CA
Stereophile, December 1990
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Our digital
inventions not
only perform,
they also arrange
and record.
The Compact Disc is now happily
performing its musical magic in some 20

one sonic shortcoming in conventional CD
players: low-level non-linearity. Sony over-

million American homes.This progress has

comes this with apulse converter design

inspired the engineers of Sony ES, inventors of the Compact Disc, to extend its

operating at an unprecedented 45 MHz. So
you hear all the overtones that distinguish

digital brilliance to the rest of your system.

aGuarnerius violin from aStradavarius,

So now you can arrange music with Sony

and differentiate the voices in gospel

Digital Signal Processing, record it on a

harmonies.

Sony Digital AudioTape Deck and hear it
performed as never before on aSony
digital Compact Disc Player.
The definitive performance.
For aconvincing demonstration of
audible differences between CD players,

Quite an arrangement.
Sony'sTA-E1000ESD Digital Signal
Processing Preamplifier lets you rearrange
music to suit your source material, your listening room and your taste.Take the music and
expand it. Compress it. Equalize it and place

listen to the CDP-C85ES Carousel

it in an acoustic environment down to the row

Changer Its High Density Linear Con-

and seat number of your choosing. Roprie -

verter - system solves what university re-

tary Sony integrated circuits perform all of

searchers have found to be the number

these wonders in the digital domain. So not

(0Copyrught 1990 Sony Cceporaton or Acuecc
JI nghts reserved Sony figh Densty Lonear CeeNerter ard The Leader e Dkg,tai Aude
are trademarks d Sony A landmark study using obiectrve and sotectrve testeg performed by Lesrkt, and Vanderkooy al the
Unversdy or Waterloo Aude Engoneereg Sorcery Preprnt No 2586

only are CD and DATdigital inputs kept

tape that's 47% smaller than the cas-

digital, but analog noise and phase distor-

settes you're using now. Making DAT a

tions are kept away.

breakthrough of incredible proportions.

The debut of arecording star.
Now you can make tape recordings

Each of these components includes
the security of athree-year limited

with digital precision, thanks to our

warranty and the support of an authorized

DTC-75ES Digital AudioTape Deck.This

ES dealer (who has details on the warranty).

is the very first of anew generation of

For more information, see your dealer or

tape recorders in the DAT format, itself

call 1-201-930-7156 during business hours,

the result of years of Sony ES research.

Eastern time.You'll discover there's only

DATcaptures up to two full hours of

one choice for the all-encompassing

CD-quality sound on adurable, reusable

all-digital experience. All ES.

The original performance: ES Compact Disc Players.

Arrange the performance to suit your taste: Digital Signal Processing.

wit

Recording virtuosos: Digital AudioTape Recorders.
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Japan: Peter W. Mitchell
Nowadays much of the attention in tweeter
technology seems to be focused on rigid metal
domes. The principal drawback of traditional
soft-dome tweeters, technically speaking, is
that their response tends to become irregular
in the octave above 10kHz, mainly because the
dome ceases to vibrate as arigid piston. Because of its limited stiffness, only the circumference of the dome accurately follows the
motion of the voice-coil. The center of the
dome tends to lag behind or vibrate at reduced
amplitude so that the dome becomes, in effect,
aring radiator. Even if this doesn't cause an
obvious departure from fiat response on-axis,
it often produces asteep droop in off-axis
response above 10kHz.
Metal tweeter domes can be stiffer, so their
off-axis response usually holds up better, yielding amore open and airy sound. But they have
acompensating drawback: since the metal has
no energy absorption to damp its vibration, the
dome's resonance is severe. The result is alarge
peak in response, just above the highest frequency that most of us can hear. In one of the
most successful metal tweeters, the copper
dome in the Celestion SL6, the resonance
occurred at about 21kHz—close enough to
audibility that Celestion included an elaborate
notch filter in the crossover network to block
energy that might stimulate the resonance. In
newer metal-domes the resonant frequency is
higher, typically 25kHz or so, where it might
bother dogs and small children but won't be
Stereophile, December 1990

heard by most adult listeners.
The frequency of the resonance depends on
the ratio of stiffness to mass, so the way to push
the resonance further away from audibility is
to raise the stiffness and reduce the mass. That's
why some manufacturers have experimented
with exotic lightweight metals such as titanium
and beryllium, despite the high cost and poten-

US: Robert Harley

tial health risk of working with such materials.
Now acouple of Japanese companies have
developed away to make atweeter dome with

transmission media will be replaced by digital-

avery high stiffness-to-mass ratio, using an

It's inevitable that all analog-based storage and
based systems. The most visible transition of
an analog format to adigital format has been

even more exotic material: diamond. Idon't

the rapid demise of the LP, accompanied by the
equally rapid ascent of the CD. Other examples

mean fine-ground industrial diamond dust,
which some manufacturers already use as a

include the upcoming gradual replacement of
the analog cassette by either DAT or acon-

coating on plastic tweeter domes; Imean a

sumer optical disc recorder, and Sony's professional digital video cassette recorder (the D2

tweeter dome formed of pure, solid diamond
crystal.
The method of manufacturing the diamond

format) that is supplanting the venerable 1"
analog open-reel video machine.

dome is similar to the process that Yamaha

The next analog storage medium to fall

developed adecade ago to produce beryllium

under the assault of rapidly advancing digital

domes. Unlike most metals, beryllium can't
safely be milled, drilled, ground, or machined,

techniques is film sound. As reported by Tom

because such processes inevitably produce
dust as abyproduct—and breathing air that

analog audio magnetically or optically on a

contains beryllium dust can be fatal. To circumvent that small but annoying drawback, Yamaha

Norton in October (p.57), rather than record
35mm or 70mm film print, anew system has
been developed called Cinema Digital Sound
(CDS) that optically encodes six channels of

devised a vacuum-deposition process that
could be used to grow beryllium tweeter domes

CD-quality digital audio on the motion pic-

like hothouse orchids. In asealed vacuum

ter reads and decodes the digital audio through
aspecial CDS processor mounted on their

chamber aberyllium rod was vaporized by an
electric arc, producing acloud of beryllium

ture's release print sent to theaters. The thea-

existing projector. The film soundtrack is then

atoms which condensed onto adome-shaped

reproduced through the theater's conventional

copper form. After cooling, the copper form
was dissolved away in achemical bath, leaving

playback system.
Cinema Digital Sound is the result of ajoint

athin dome of pure beryllium whose resonant
frequency, as Irecall, was at least 40kHz.

cal Radiation Corp. The two companies spent

JVC is using asimilar technique to make diamond domes. Methane (natural gas, amolecular combination or compound of carbon and
hydrogen) is heated to 2000°C by atungsten
filament glowing in avacuum chamber. As the
methane molecules decompose, the free hydrogen is drawn off and the remaining carbon
atoms condense onto adome-shaped form,
gradually building up apure carbon-crystal (je,
diamond) coating about 30µm thick. Later the
form is dissolved, leaving athin, clear, glasslike diamond dome Only time will tell whether
this process can be made sufficiently economical for mass-production, and what description
will best apply to the sound of the resulting
tweeters—the clarity of crystal or the hardness
of industrial diamonds.
Stereophile, December 1990

venture between Eastman Kodak Co. and Optifive years and $5 million developing the system, which was shown for the first time at the
Screen Directors' Guild in May. The patented
system is fully developed, and CDS playback
systems have been installed in Pacific Theaters'
five flagship houses. The new format made its
public debut (to mixed reception) in seven
theaters (all in Los Angeles or New York) with
Dick 7hacy, the first theatrical feature released
in CDS. By the end of 1990, it is estimated that
CDS will be installed in 150 theaters across the
country.
Before describing CDS and how it works,
let's look at conventional film-sound technology. In the 35mm format, the audio is analogencoded in an optical stripe alongside the picture. Dolby Stereo adds additional channels by
45

Write or call for a brochure and the name of your nearest dealer.
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Beethoven sound more like
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"The Vandersteens make for

music and they make sense."
2Ci

very good listening. This is
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no small accomplishment! "

Alvin Gold

18 Son Hi Fi Video
Laurent Armco and
Claude Gervais
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The 2Ci is one heck of afine
speaker at its price ... Always
musical

Enthusiastically

recommended as an affordable

"Soundstaging, tonal
integrity and dynamics

loudspeader for Everyman."
2Ci Stereophile, May 1989

make this speaker so much

John Atkinson

fun to listen to that Ikind
of hate to put them away
to make room for others. "
18 Bound tor Sound.
May 1989 Martin G DeWoll

"You'll surely rediscover
your record collection."
2W Ultra High Fidelity Magazine
Odette L Roy
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MOTION PICTURE SOUND SPECIFICATION COMPARISON

FEATURE

35mm
"ACADEMY"
OPTICAL

35mm
DOLBY STEREO
OPTICAL

70mm
DOLBY
MAGNETIC

70mm
CINEMA
DIGITAL
SOUND

2matrixed
to 4

4full-bandwidth
1subwoofer

5full-bandwidth
1subwoofer

59dB
51dB

78-80dB

96dB
96dB

1

Number of Channels
Dynamic Range
New Print
Worn Print

52dB
44dB
NA*

12-49dB

50dB

100dB

30-6.3kHz

40-12.5kHz

30-14.5kHz

20-20kHz

Total Harmonic
Distortion

1-7%

1-7%

3%

0.()1%

Control Channel

None

None

None

MIDI

Synchronization Track

None

None

None

SMPTE Time Code

Film ID Information

None

None

None

ID Data Fields

Channel Separation
Frequency Range

'Note: NA =not applicable
Table 1: Cinema Digital Sound specifications compared with traditional film sound formats
amatrix encoding process, resulting in four-

controlled analog attenuator rather than acon-

channel playback (left, center, right, surround).

ventional signal-degrading Voltage Controlled

The 70mm format records the audio channels

Attenuator (VCA).

magnetically, with much better sound than
35mm optical encoding. Each of these formats

such high-density digital data on aformat never

But how did the engineers manage to put

differ in their audio performance: So-called

intended for the rigorous demands of digital

"Academy" mono has afrequency response of

data storage and retrieval?

40Hz-6.3kHz, 35mm optical extends the

The system is quite elegant. First, aspecial

upper end to 12.5kHz, while 70mm magnetic

Kodak-developed stock was created with afine

further improves frequency response to 30Hz-

enough grain to permit digital imaging of very

14.51cHz. Besides starting life with limited audio
performance, all these formats are subject to

tiny rows and columns of white and black areas
(fig.1). Binary data are encoded in the black and

degradation, especially 35mm optical, as the
film is handled and makes repeated passes
through aprojector (see Table 1).
Because the Cinema Digital Sound process
is digital, its audio performance specs read
more like those of ahigh-quality digital audio
storage system. Among the claimed specifications for CDS are a frequency response of
20Hz-20kHz, dynamic range of 96dB, 0.01%
THD, and 100dB of channel separation. In
addition, the D/A conversion stage, performed
in the theater during playback, appears to be
of exceptional quality. Apogee Electronics,
noted for their high-quality replacement filters
for professional digital audio recorders, was
commissioned to design the D/A conversion
circuits for CDS. The D/A section features 18bit, 8x-oversampling DACs, analog filters flat
to less than 0.1dB with linear phase response
to afraction of adegree, no coupling capacitors in the signal path, and acustom, digitally
Stereophile, December 1990

Fig.1 Cinema Digital Sound data encoding
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Cinema Digital Sound
Encoding Process

WM» 31.111e
•Oa Sound MI

leaved and error correction encoded, resulting in aserial bitstream of 5.5 million bits per
second. Of this, approximately athird is dedicated to overhead. For comparison, the raw
data rate from aCD is 4.3218 million bits per
second, of which 1.41 million are audio. 2 A
powerful Reed-Solomon error-detection and
correction scheme developed for CDS by Cydo-

Fig.2 Cinema Digital Sound encoding process

Cinema Digital Sound
Decoding Process

Mounted in Editing Motion Pictum Proieclors

tomics, a Kodak-owned company, addresses
the specific types of error encountered in the
format. Raw bit errors are approximately four
in 10,000, but the error correction can correct
error rates as high as one in 100. The decoding
algorithm has been incorporated into custom
VLSI chips in the CDS playback hardware. The
CDS decoding system (fig.3) includes an optical
reader that picks up the digital data from the
film, and decoding and error-correction electronics. The CDS playback system's analog outputs are then routed to the theater's existing
audio system.
Because CDS is digitally based, it can accom-

Fig.3 Cinema Digital Sound decoding process

modate future innovations. For example, datacompanding techniques are being developed

white features written on astrip g
o"
wide, an
area normally occupied by analog optical or

to encode additional languages in the dialog
track simultaneously, allowing one universal

magnetic stripes. Six channels are encoded,

print for worldwide distribution. Of course,
the music and effects tracks would remain the
same.

five full-bandwidth (left, right, center, left surround, right surround) and one bandwidthlimited track (100Hz) that encodes subwoofer
information. The CDS encoder converts the
finished sound mix to digital at a44.1kHz sam-

While other methods of delivering digital
audio with film have been developed, CDS is

pling rate and encodes the data in ahighly

the first digital system for film sound in which
the audio is encoded directly on the motion

modified hybrid Delta Modulation System as
opposed to Pulse Code Modulation (PCM). ,

picture itself, adjacent to the film image When
Iworked in CD mastering, Iwas involved in

Fig.2 shows the CDS encoding process.

making specialized CDs for asix-channel audio
playback synchronized with film. Although

The data are formatted in a "run length
limited" encoding scheme similar to that often
used in computer hard-disk drives. In addition
to the six audio channels, the bitstream incorporates overhead such as subcode, error correction, and redundant data. CDS includes a
Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) data

other digital film-sound systems have been successful in special-venue theaters, CDS has the
advantage of requiring only a$15,000-$20,000
investment by the theater owner to retrofit his
existing projector, which doesn't preclude the
projector from showing conventional films. In

channel, asynchronization track containing

addition, the CDS system involves the least

SMPTE time code, and various identification

amount of change in film production, post -

fields. The MIDI channel can be used for booth

production, and playback. The cost of making

and theater automation and for synchronizing
theater special effects. For example, movement

aCDS negative is comparable to creating a

of hydraulically controlled seats can be synchronized with film images. The data are interIRather than assign a I6-bit number to represent the analog
waveform's voltage at each sample time, the Delta Modulation
System encodes only the difference between samples. The data
rate is thus greatly reduced due to the high degree of correlation between samples in an audio waveform.
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35mm Dolby stereo negative. A flat licensing
fee is charged to producers for encoding the
digital sound negative.
Although Ifeel digital audio is still far from
2This figure is obtained by multiplying the sampling frequetul
(4 1. MHz)

by the quantization word length (16) by 2 for two
audio channels).
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AKG has designed new reference headphones: the K 1000. It was
clear from the start that natural spatial reproduction is only
possible without any ear cushions that would change the sound.
This was the idea.
Based on unbiased studies of all transducer types, AKG chose the
proven dynamic transducer. However, AKG has updated this concept by developing a new type of magnet assembly called the
VDL Ventilated Linear Dynamic) magnet, using laser interferometry, and coating the diaphragm with an organic violin varnish
formulation that has been in use for centuries.
The way in which state-of-the-art audio technology has been put
to work in carrying out a revolutionary idea placed the K1000
in the

Reference

class in all reviews that appeared to date.

Listen to Reference at the selected K1000 dealer nearest you.

perfect, Ibelieve Cinema Digital Sound will be

premier. But, as you can imagine, ihad no idea

avast improvement over existing media. The

what to expect.

decision to incorporate high-quality D/A converters and reconstruction filters is apromising
indicator of the system's overall sonic per-

Neither did the organizers.
The September '90 show was put together
by Audiophile, Hong Kong's No.1 hi-fi magazine and one of my employers. Considering
that the crew had never organized ashow

formance.

before, it ran smoothly and was successful
beyond belief. But maybe that's to be expected
in Hong Kong, the only place I've been where

Peter W. Mitchell

things are done instead of talked about, and

The hot topic these days in business school is

where "service" is performed with speed, style,

M&A (mergers and acquisitions), and as repotted

and grace. Slick? This show was exemplary on

in last month's "Final Word" column, that

every level bar the humidity, but even Audi-

activity has lately produced some surprising

ophile's Y.K. Chan can't control the weather.

marriages among audio companies. Although

For starters, your HK $80 (around ill US) got

Harman International's, the audio conglomerate that owns JBL and Infinity, purchase of

you ametal badge which enabled you to come
and go as you please. Then you were given a

Madrigal (maker of high-end Mark Levinson

free 3" CD produced for the show in conjunc-

and Proceed electronics) fell through, aBrit-

tion with JVC. Last and hardly least, you received
agorgeous, full-color, 200-page show guide con-

ish food distributor named Polly Peck International bought Del Monte (the canned-fruit producer) and then took over Sansui, becoming
the first non-Japanese owner of amajor Japa-

taining everything you wished to know about
the 120 brands spread over three floors and 28
rooms.

nese electronics company. Sansui, in turn,

Unlike other shows, the Hong Kong affair's

recently bought England's high-end Mission

exhibitors were almost entirely distributors
rather than manufacturers. You'd find Krell

Electronics and is expanding Mission's US distribution. Philips, which already owns the Marx=
name outside of the US, has bought it from
Dynascan for areported $8m. Jensen, the Indi-

sharing space with JBL and ATC with Aragon,
for example, as almost all of the importation in
Hong Kong is handled by independents rather

ana speaker maker that already owned Advent

than by wholly-owned subsidiaries. To further

and Phase Linear, bought two more speaker

complicate matters, some distributors also own

companies: big Acoustic Research and little

retail outlets, but there seems to be some form

NHT (Now Hear This). In one of the oddest

of gentleman's agreement which prevents this

mismatches, Clarion, the Japanese car-stereo

from creating conflicts.

producer, bought McIntosh Labs, the "Rolls
Royce" of old-line American high-end audio

Also unlike other shows was the lack of a
trade day, probably to be rectified in the future.

(a company that magazines tend to ignore

Indeed, trade dealings were almost impossible

because it doesn't send out review samples).

for those who flew in from the Philippines, Tai-

Now Polk Audio, the Baltimore speaker com-

wan, South Korea, Singapore, and other Pacific
Rim territories because the show was one of

pany, is engaged in astock-swap merger with
the British owners of KEF and Meridian, aimed

the most well-attended I've ever encountered.

at giving Polk access to KEF's distribution chan-

Official numbers gauged by sales at the door

nels in Europe and giving Polk aEuropean

tell us that 21,000 audiophiles were in atten-

manufacturing facility. Whew!

dance. Unofficially, it's reckoned that the
badges were handed around enough times to

o0
0

o

•

o

Hong Kong: Ken Kessler

swell the figures to more than 60,000.
While this created congestion which no
Westerner could stand—+30 people in hotel
bedrooms smaller than you'd find in the

Anumber of firsts for me: my first visit to Hong

West—it didn't seem to bother the locals.

Kong and my first visit to the Hong Kong High

They'd sit attentively, listening to systems with

End Hi -Fi Show. Then again, icouldn't have

the speakers no further away than 3' from the

gone to the latter before, as this was the show's

front row. And what this, plus the numbers,
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slignet.
SL260
SL280

•

Hear the superb new sound of Signet today. Write for literature and dealer list.
SIGNET, 4701 Hudson Drive, Stow, Ohio 44224 (216) 688-9400

How Hong Kong audiophiles listen
at shows

Prototype speaker stand which acts
as an adjustable baffle extension!!!

JBL's high-end Project K2 flanking Krell

Audio Devices' phono amp

The Ben David Model 23 power amp
Ensemble's Tiger "Revised"
Stereophile, December 1990
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Listen, and let the sound be your guide.
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VALVE AMPLIFICATION COMPANY

PO. Box 4609 •Sarasota, FL 34230 USA •Telephone 813-377-7884
1990 by Wive 0,0pbficalin0 Coberb

revealed to me is that the audiophiles of Hong

Amplifier is rated at 2x150W into 8ohms, or

Kong are far more enthusiastic, far more seri-

2x600W into 2ohms, while the 22B is said to

ous, and far less jaded than their cynical Ameri-

deliver 2x260W into 8ohms or 2x1000 into 2

can or European counterparts.
What they came to see and hear was agather-

ohms. The styling is butch, the construction
superb, and the componentry of the pur sang

ing of weird and wonderful high-end components, with only a few middle-of-the-road
makes taking up precious floor and shelf space.

variety.
A treat for me was the appearance of aEuro-

Surprisingly, there were afew product launches

brand which has no presence in the UK or the
US; Igot the impression that Hong Kong could

which Ihadn't expected, as I'd assumed most

take all they could muster. Swiss Physics has

brands saved their thunder for CES, Tokyo, or
the major European shows.

been around for adecade, producing handcrafted gear which reflects the nature of the

Icould only discover two native brands,

name. Yes, this is the kind of hardware which

tube gear from Sound Audio and solid-state
from the Hebraically-named Ben David &

would emanate from the Audemars Piguet or

industrial. Sound Audio struck me as asort
of Far-Eastern Croft, only with decent aesthetics (and achoice of silver or black finishes),
the company selling apreamp, power amp, and

Pignons Alpa factories if they ever decided to
enter the world of hi-fi. The Model 5preamp
and the 2x150W Model 6A class-A Dual Mono
Power Amplifier have actually been around for
awhile, but this was the first time Iwas able to

apair of Dick Sequerra-sourced loudspeakers

hear them rather than merely drool over an

as apackage for less than US $2000. (Yes, you

advertisement.
The products are compact, both housed in

read that correctly.) The VP-3a ibbe Line
Amplifier is asmartly styled control unit offer-

435mm W by 130mm H by 375mm D chassis

ing volume, balance, tape monitor, and four
line-level inputs, while the HBP-50a is the

clad in the most beautiful wooden sleeves ever

matching 2x5OW tube/MOSFET power amp
in achassis with the same width and height but

switches are of the "high tactile sensation"

slightly greater depth. What's remarkable is that
this bargain-basement pairing sports such

him or herself reverting to novice status by
switching and twiddling the toggles and dials

designer goodies as ALPS controls, Wima and
WonderCaps, Dale Resistors, and gold-plated

for whatever excuse comes to mind.

ceramic tube sockets. The gear sounded fine

vative company, and the designer's attitude

to grace ahi-fi component. The knobs and
type, and even the most jaded tweaker will find

Despite the luxury, Swiss Physics is aconser-

at the show, given that it was in one of the most

toward class-A is such that he states without

crowded rooms of all.

embarrassment that the amp goes into class-

Behind closed doors, Sound Audio also

A/B above acertain level. His argument is sim-

showed an early sample of the forthcoming
2x180W hybrid power amplifier (to sell for HK
$26,000) and aprototype minimonitor sport-

ple: no amplifier with the '6A's dimensions

ing aFocal tweeter as employed by SOTA and
Wilson. This should appear sometime in 1991,

mandatory feature as the performance.

with the big amp due later this year. Other
goodies on show included the HPB-60a

could dissipate enough heat to remain in true
class-A, and the compactness is as much of a
The company's commitment to avoiding the
"behemoth" school of high-end design is
undermined, though, by the product which

cal Line Driver—some sort of outboard 20

had its world debut at Hong Kong. The 12A is
amassive beast rated at 2x500W RMS into 8

ohm buffer stage, Ithink—which certainly

ohms, with 2500W capability into 1ohm. As

enhanced the sound of the CD player they

this sucker can be bridged, it's doubtful that
you'll find aspeaker it cannot drive Expect the

2x6OW hybrid power amp and the Symmetri-

were using.
Ben David's catalog consists of massive

company to unleash the 12A within the next

power amps and apre-amp, looking uncannily
like Mark Levinson gear, right down to the logo.

few months.
Equally impressive was appanese-made sys-

The Model 12.2 preamp is adual-mono design

tem containing apreamp, monoblock power
amps, and aphono amp, selling for acool HK

of the minimalist school, while the power amps
are said to operate in class-A under all operating
conditions. The No.23B Dual Monaural Power
Stereophile, December 1990

$1,000,000. My maths tell me that this milliondollar package still translates into aheady US
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PHILIPS FB 1000.
THE S
PEAKERY
OU CAN'T HEAR.
Philips introduces afour-way loudspeaker system designed
to achieve the audiophile's ultimate goal—optimum transparency,
with virtually no coloration from the speakers themselves. All you
hear is the music.
Years of innovation in speaker technology at Philips have made
this breakthrough possible. Our patented Isophase planar ribbon
drivers provide exceptionally accurate, low-distortion musical reproduction. Philips' approach to speaker design combines the most
advanced proprietary computer techniques with expert listening
tests to achieve optimum acoustic tuning.
To experience Philips' newest Reference Series Speakers
for yourself, call for your nearest Philips audio dealer at
1-800-223-7M.

WORLD-CLASS TECHNOLOGY E
UROPEAN E
XCEI IPNCE.
11: 1990 Phelps Consumer Encuotes Cornoim A()moon of North Amer,

PHILIPS

$135,000, enough to make Audio Devices' gear

The sexiest speaker of all, though, is one

the most expensive on the planet. Whether

which could wrest the beauty title from my

or not it performs like amillion clams is irrele-

personal faves, the Sonus Fabers. The Venture

vant: you'll want to own it once you've seen
it. The styling is such that you'd expect it to

Charme and L'Aventure are smallish two-way
speakers suitable for mounting on tall stands,
the former being the larger of the two and bear-

sport tubes, but it doesn't. Bearing cream (I
hope they're not real ivory) faceplates and gold
trim, the Audio Devices components could be
used on the set of any 1930s film and none
would be the wiser.
What you get for the gett is apreamp with

ing a forward-firing port. What's so breathtaking—in addition to delightfully clear and
precise sound without any hi-fi edges—is the
cabinetry, both models seeming to have been
hewn from solid, with neat beveled edges and

polarity inversion, tape monitoring, five line

perfect 16-coat piano-caliber lacquering dis-

inputs and volume control, power amps with
their own input-level controls, and what looks

guising the fact that the French walnut-root
surface is aveneer. They're Belgian-made, but

like the most complex RIAA stage ever built.

Igot the impression that they're exclusive to

Wiring is PC-OCC, the volume controls are

Hong Kong. We shall see.

true stepped attenuators, everything which can

UK tube amplifier company Audio Innova-

be gold-plated is gold-plated, and the construction is beyond belief. Unfortunately, the

tions chose Hong Kong as the site for the

brochure is in Japanese and there are no spec

launch of two new products, including the
Series 200 pre/power combo offering 2xl2W

tables to aid this gaijin, so Idon't know what
the rating is or what supplies the motive force,

Arcici showed the clever "Magic Mountain"

but I'll bet it's leading-edge—even the Japanese
aren't bold enough to think that audiophiles

equipment rack, described by Ray Shab as
"infinitely adjustable"; undeniable is its appear-

can be gullible enough to spend such money

ance, which places the units in astepped array.

on dross.
The Hong Kong Show also provided the

Arcici should supply it with amini electric

opportunity for alast lingering glance at Gryphon's limited-edition preamp, afour-box,

of anumber of tube models, and the company

true dual-mono masterpiece which has
reached the end of its 100-unit production run.

class-A and the Series 400 integrated amp.

Ipictured some kid trying to climb one's hi-fi;
fence. TARA Labs showed the latest versions
could claim that more exhibitors were using

To give you some idea of the health of the high

the Space & Time Cables than any others.
Maybe Hong Kong audiophiles get akick out

end in Hong Kong, the distributor sold 20 and

of boxes with knobs on them dangling from

said that he could do another 40, but the Danish company won't break faith with the 100

the speaker terminals.
Neat ceramic cones were shown by Isopod,

as an alternative to the various metal types. The
of rarity. Not that it will do you much good, I Nonspeaker appeared, this curious design
featuring ribbons mounted in atriangulated
should mention that the Limited Edition
transmission-line enclosure. MBL from Geremploys a24k gold-plated busbar star earthaudiophiles who were inspired to buy because

ing, an extensively filtered AC supply, 100%

many showed its impressive preamp and the

"galvanic isolation" of the cabinets, complete

revised version of that iconoclastic speaker

non-magnetic, true dual-mono construction.
custom-made C-core transformers in the power

which looked like apulsating, sectioned citrus

supply, and ahost of other non-cost-effective

fruit made out of metals. The Finial Laser 'Rimtable was on show as areal product, ready for

luxuries.
An American brand new to me, Sound-

sale at HK $156,000, or half the price it cost

smith Inc., had abig display filling awall with

couldn't bear to find out if the company did

tall, slim enclosures. The designer is obviously

anything about the crackles and static, so Ileft
it with only mild regret, like after you've

afan of the BBC's Dr Wbo, having dubbed the
operating principle as T.A.R.D.I.S., though in
this instance it stands for Thompson Aligned
Radius Directed Impulse Source. Ithink this
refers to the speakers' concave baffles, which
focus the drivers on the listener.
Stereophile, December 1990

when Ireviewed it some months back. I

bumped into aformer lover who dumped you
unceremoniously at the altar.
It went on and on, with one room offering
for sale one of the best range of "audiophile"
LPs and CDs I'd seen in years. Another showed
57

WHAT MORE CAN YOU
EXPECT F
ROM CD SOUND?
HOW ABOUT:
"...more natural sound."
"...tighter more authoritative bass response."
"...superior imaging and placement."
"...very smooth highs...excessive brighmess is gone."
"...definite increase in the little details."
"...greater dynamics."
These quotes are from members of three listening panels we
conducted. 75% of the participants said that CD's treated
with Pro Sono' CD Sound Enhancer sounded "better"
than untreated disks.
THE PROOF IS IN YOUR EARS
Talk's cheap! Words just can't really convey the difference
you'll hear. And you hear it immediately. It's the least
expensive "audible difference" you can find. Four full ounces
of Pro Sonce CD Sound Enhancer, enough to treat
several hundred CD's, is only $14.95. Ask your professional
audio dealer or record store for

prdsona'

CD SOUND
ENHANCER

CD SOUND
ENHANCER

7754 Balboa Blvd.
Van Nuys, CA 91406
(818) 781-0900
Dealer InquiriesInvited

Synthesis Loudspeakers—

designed to
preserve the
integrity of
musical
performances.

shown. The Synthesis Reference
System, the ultimate realization of the
Synthesis approach of combining
computer simulation and measurement techniques with refinement
through exhaustive auditioning of
incremental design adjustments.
Lovingly hand-crafted cabinets
enhance the aesthetic appeal of the
finished product

_

the conrad-johnson group
2800 RDon Avenue •Fairfax VA 22031 •
703-698-8581
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theJBL K2 flagship model, not for sale in the
US. Yet another had avast range of caps and
resistors of all types for sale, suggesting that
Hong Kong's audiophiles like to wield soldering irons.
The food was consistently brilliant. Those
with deep pockets could save abundle on real
Swiss timepieces, silk, gold, DAT recorders,
CDs, luggage, footwear. If the temperature
wasn't 29°C (84°F) and 1could learn to cope
with 85% humidity, I'd emigrate.

delta-sigma A/D converters whose high-order
oversampling avoids both the phase-shift and
imperfect linearity of earlier converter designs.
[Delta-sigma conversion is also said to be less
bothered by clock jitter iban conventional
multi-bit ADCs. —Ed.] And several Macintoshbased editors allow CDs to be mastered directly
from DAT. Read on for Robert Harley's discussion of the nuts and bolts of the Sonic Solutions
editing package.

Here's hoping that the mainland Chinese
don't do anything stupid in 1997. It would be
acrime.

US: Robert Harley
At the most recent Audio Engineering Society

US: Peter W. Mitchell

Convention in September, anew method was
proposed and demonstrated that would replace

The music publishers' lawsuit to block DAT

the conventional %" U-Matic tape format used

recorders failed to scare off Sony and other suppliers, so it probably will wend along, slow

by CD manufacturers as the master from which
discs are replicated. Rather than store the digital

path through the courts. (The Betamax suit
took eight years.) Consumer DAT machines

audio and access point (track and indices) infor-

from Technics, Denon, and JVC were scheduled to reach dealers' shelves during the fall,

ates amaster CD from which other CDs are
mass-produced. The new system, called "The

and others are in the pipeline. Sony's Christmas

CD Workstation," is an extension of Sonic Solu-

present to digiphiles is aDAT Walkman that
costs $850, weighs apound and ahalf with bat-

tions' "Sonic System," aMacintosh-based harddisk editing system. The San Francisco com-

mation on %" video tape, this new system cre-

tery, and measures just 5.8" by 3.4" by 1.6".

pany joined forces with Sony, lily° Yuden, and

(Unlike the similarly small Aiwa "Strasser" port-

StartLab, who did the development work on

able DAT, which currently is available only
through grey-market importers, Sony's DAT
Walkman has mike/line inputs and AID con-

master CD.

verters built-in.) To reinforce the message that
the DAT is just another tape recorder and not
a radical new medium, Sony calls the DAT
Walkman a"tape-corder," alabel that Sony has
been using on cassette recorders for two decades.
DAT continues to flourish as aprofessional

the write-once CD recorder that makes the
The current worldwide standard for CD
master tapes is the y
4"U-Matic videocassette
format. Digital audio data are stored as avideo
signal, with black representing binary zero,
white representing binary one. Each horizontal
line stores 193 bits, with 425 active lines per
video frame. The /
4 "video format includes two
3

recording tool. At the fall Audio Engineering

auxiliary tracks normally used for audio. When

Society convention in Los Angeles, new pro

storing digital audio data, one of these two
channels contains SMPTE (Society of Motion

DAT recorders were introduced by Sony (three
machines), Panasonic (two), Fostex, and JVC.
Many of these machines are equipped for frame
editing, which is not precise enough for editing

Picture and Television Engineers) time code,
an address that identifies the location of any
event (track start, indices, track end) on the

complex musical passages but is very useful

tape. These SMPTE addresses, which are trans-

with movie soundtracks, an area where DAT

lated to PQ information (track start and other

recording is catching on fast. All of the new pro
DAT recorders, as well as Sony's new digital

control and display data) of the CD, must be
entered into acomputer by hand before CD

multitrack studio recorder, are equipped with

mastering, alaborious, error-prone process.
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GIVE YOUR MUSIC A SOUND FOUNDATION

Natural Foundations

Steel Foundations •

"...for speakers that need stands, every dollar
spent on good stands is worth $5 when it comes
to sound quality."
Recommended Components

Reference Foundations

Sanusb

terns

AUDIO • VIDEO

FURNISHINGS

THE CLASSICS REVISITED

PVII Preamplifier, MV52 Amplifier.
All-tube components priced under $2000 each.

onraci-lohnson group
2800k Don Ave. • Fairfax, VA 2203P7703-448-8581

the (
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In addition, choosing the appropriate track-

tape. Finally, some people feel that the Y
4"dig-

start time is an artistic decision best left to the

ital tape generation degrades the music's sonic

producer or artist. Many CD plants find the

integrity, despite the fact that the recovered data

attack of the first note and call that the track
beginning. There are, however, many cases

are identical.*
The key to this new system is the Write-Once

where room ambience, instrumental noises,

technology (called CD- R) developed by Start

and other sounds on the recording before the

Lab ofJapan. The writable medium is apoly-

downbeat contribute to the overall musical

carbonate disc the same size as aconventional

experience, especially on live recordings.
Many people within the industry dislike the

replicated CD coated with an organic dye.

y
4"U-Matic format: The tape is easily damaged

organic dye, causing it to react chemically with

When writing, the recording laser heats the

and is prone to dropouts that cause the PCM-

the polycarbonate substrate. This chemical

1630 digital processor to mute or interpolate.

change forms apit which encodes binary data.

In addition, the error rate increases with each

A CD-R disc meets all the "Red Book" stan-

play, making it aless than robust medium. The

dards set by Philips for conventional CDs,

U-Matic format was borrowed from the video

meaning it is compatible with all CD players.

industry more out of convenience than for its

The "CD Workstation" concept represents

technical virtues. Despite being less than ideal

asignificant improvement over existing CD

for storing digital audio data, U-Matic machines
were already in worldwide use and met digi-

master-tape preparation methods. 3 The only

tal audio's fundamental technical requirements,

question now is if CD manufacturing plants
will embrace the new technology or try to cling

such as bandwidth. Another drawback of the
PCM- 1630 format is the necessity of having

used.

access to a$40,000 PCM-1630/y4"system to
hear the master.
The "CD Workstation" idea elegantly resolves
many of the problems associated with the UMatic format. After the entire audio program

to the workable yet clumsy methods currently

FfiriallM1

has been edited on hard disk, 3the start and end
points of tracks are located by marks made
directly on the graphical representation of the
edited waveform on the computer screen,
obviating the need for manually keying in

US: Peter W. Mitchell
When version III of the Snell C loudspeaker
was introduced a couple of years ago, it

hundreds of numbers. Then, the final edited

received mixed reviews. Recently, while work-

audio program, complete with subcodes, is
written to the "CD Maker," aWrite-Once CD

ing at Canada's National Research Council on
refinements to the forthcoming high-end

recorder that produces aCD of the program.
This master CD, which can be listened to and

designer Kevin Voecks found some improve-

Model Band the Model 500LCR THX speaker,

checked for start- and end-time accuracy and

ments that could be adapted to the existing

appropriateness, is then sent to the CD man-

Model C. The upgrade turned out to be suffi-

ufacturing plant for replication. The mass-

ciently major (a new woofer, revised crossover,

produced CDs are identical (in program and PQ
points) to the master CD.

and redesigned internal cabinet structure) to
justify calling it anew model: the C/IV. Report-

The entire PCM-1630 and y
4"U-Matic tape
format, with all its problems, has been elimi-

edly, while the cost is still in the $2000/pair
range, the sound is dramatically improved. I

nated from the CD manufacturing chain. This

mentioned last month how impressed Iwas by
the sound of the Snell 500LCR; if the C/IV
proves to be similarly uncolored and goes an

allows the producer/engineer to play the master disc just like anormal disc, accessing the
various tracks and thus knowing exactly how

octave deeper in the bass, it will be well worth

their replicated CDs will sound. In addition,
the new master disc is far more robust than Y
4"

alisten.

3See The Stereopbfie Test CD" in %b1.13 No.2 for 2 description of how this recording WM assembled on aMacintosh and
hard disk.

5Ishould add that Sonic Solutions' "CD Mbrkstation" can
be used without the "CD Maker" to create aconventional Y,"
master upe, with all the benefits of graphical subcode editing.
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4See the interview with Doug Sax in Vol.12 No.10.
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'ant Performance

Miniature Dimensions

•Transparency
•Accuracy
•Pinpoint
Imaging
*Natural Oak or
Black Finish

Seven Year
Warranty

Model 402. Factory direct price
$249 per pair during this introductory
offer. 30 day money back guarantee.

OTHER MODELS
•Tower reference
•Compact monitor
•Matched satellite/subwoofer
•Subwoofers
•Bass alignment filters
For more information: Call or Write

AUDIO REFERENCE

3301 Spring Mtn. Rd., Suite 11
Las Vegas, NV 89102

1-800-AUDIOLV

1-702-871-9088

to get away from this type of customer was one
of the original reasons for starting high-endonly shows. (Of course, even high-end cus-

Switzerland:
Markus Sauer
In early April Imade ajourney to Switzerland

tomers like to listen to brochures.) But it may
have lured in some people who otherwise
would never have been exposed to real high-

to visit Ernst Benz, the manufacturer of the

end equipment and sound.
Almost every brand that has any significance

Benz-Micro MC-3 cartridge which so impressed

in the worldwide high-end arena is represented

TJN in the March issue, and to get afeel for the
Swiss hi -ri and high-end market.

fled. Germany is apretty good country for

in Switzerland. Imust admit Iwas alittle baf-

The Swiss market is avery active one, Isoon

American high-end wales, yet aGerman importer

learned. The timing of my visit coincided with
High-End 90, the Swiss high-end show, held

will sell probably about the same number of,
say, an expensive amplifier as alarge dealer in

annually in the Mifivenpick hotel in Egerkingen,

the Los Angeles, San Francisco, or New York

located at about equal distance from the three

area. How can importing into such arelatively

major cities in the German-speaking part of

small country as Switzerland, even if the Swiss

SwitwrIand, 6 Bern, Basel, and Zürich. The first

earn good money and appreciate well-repro-

such show was held in 1986, partly inspired by
its German counterpart in Frankfurt. It was

duced music, be economically viable, given the

established to provide aforum for the national

high costs of advertising per customer? Well,
for one thing, importers from the neighbor

and international high-end community, which

need for aservice department and relatively

generally went unnoticed at the big electronics
show, Fera, or just plain couldn't afford or
justify abooth there. Initially observed with

countries—Italy, France, and Germany—are

amixture of caution and jealousy by the estab-

Switzerland. Plus, prices in Switzerland are

quite willing to supply aSwiss dealer, even if
there is an officially appointed importer in

lished mass-market forces—importers, manufac-

very high, about on alevel with France (where

turers, press—it is now so well established that
this year many of the Japanese electronics

the high end suffers from a28% sales tax).

giants were represented. While this may undermine the original idea of the show (European

informed and quite sure of his own judgment.

shows are public, not trade shows like the

The Swiss consumer is said to be wellWhere in Germany agood test in one of the

CESes), it provides an opportunity for the

glossies almost guarantees sales, the Swiss are
less likely to be influenced by magazines. They

manufacturer to get in direct contact with his
customers, unfiltered by distributors and

don't stand achance, the Swiss sharing the cur-

are very design-conscious; ugly loudspeakers

dealers who may have interests of their own

rent Continental predilection for tall, slim

when they relate buyers' reactions. But massmarket manufacturers attract mass-market cus-

columns.°
Ernst Benz's premises are situated in Nehausen,

tomers, the dreaded "brochure collectors."

close to the German border and the site of

These are people who are usually not inter-

Europe's largest waterfall. The Rhine river drops

ested in buying something right now, but take

about 14 meters here; if you've seen Niagara or

the opportunity to gather as much promo

Iguaca, you wouldn't be impressed, but I

material as their plastic bags can hold, so that
they can later sit down in the comfort of their

myself was alittle awed. Seeing this waterfall
alone would have made my trip worthwhile,

own homes to establish which equipment

even had Inot also had the pleasure of meet-

sounds best (by counting the zeros after the

ing Benz.°

decimal point in the distortion specs, of course)

Ernst Benz is an engineer. In the mid-'60s,

and then throw the whole lot away. 7The desire

he was working for alarge Swiss manufacturing
and engineering concern. In his free time, he

6Switzerland must be the only country in the world with four
official languages: German, French, Italian, and Retoroman;
aluxury probably only this small acountry can afford!
7At German shows it has become an increasingly common
practice to charge anominal amount for every brochure, proceeds going to charity, to ensure that only the genuinely interested take abrochure.
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tinkered with things hi-fi, mostly cartridges.
8 Which means that, for once, apan-European audio trend
started in Germany. Will wonders never cease?
9Thanks to Luigi Caruso of Empire for help in photographic
matters.
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Patent Pending

Photo: Mu. Hem* CA te) Mark S. lermIlred

The Electromagnetic and Acoustic (EMA) Isolation Plate provides both mechanical
and magnetic benefits to any audio or video system. The plates are constructed using
alow Steinmetz Coefficient material to reduce hysteresis losses and with alternating
layers to increase magnetic permeability and minimize eddy current losses. The plate
is critically damped and the considerable mass is supported by engineered feet with a
damping factor of 0.6.
This novel embodiment of vibration and magnetic damping results in dramatically
improved clarity, focus and sound staging when used with any ,nid -to high-end
components, such as amplifiers, preamps. CD players, satellites and turntables.
Available in arange of sizes, priced up to US $495, at these fine stores:

AUDIO
INSIGHT

13929 Central Expressway
Dallas, TX (214)437-4167

BAY AREA AUDIO
San Jose
by Appointment
(408)255-0735

OOE

PRECISION AUDIO
12277 Arbor Hill Street
Moorpark, CA 93021
(805)523-3005
PRECISION
AUDIO
UTILIZATION BY
LALET IN
in New York (212)874-6904

Dr. B's Audio/Video
Emporium
1600 Dempster, Suite 105
Parkridge, IL (708)296-0375

GALEN CAROL AUDIO
in San Antonio, Texas
Phone (512)494-3551
Fax (512)494-2664

MSB Technology Corporation

MSB Technology Corporation began with the introduction of the Silver CD Player in 1986.
A range of CD players followed, with aprocessor and video equipment to be introduced.

Having made the pilgrimage to Idar-Oberstein,
in Germany, where Europe's leading diamond
maker, Dr. Ernst Weinz, was located, like so
many others before and after him he left convinced that the Weinz setup was good but
could be improved upon. In 1965, Benz set up
shop for himself. He developed two basic
patents: away to give abetter polish to diamond tips, and abetter way to bond diamond
tips to cantilevers. The latter invention proved
crucial. Benz had the idea of performing the
soldering process in avacuum. It was quicker
and far more reliable than the usual free-air process used by every other maker at the time.
The company has had its ups and downs.
Benz expanded very quickly and soon supplied practically everybody who made car-

Ernst Benz and an employee at the
measuring setup

tridges in significant volume: Shure, Pickering,
Empire, Ortofon, Audio-Technica, ADC, and

which Benz has kept for his Swiss company:

others. Peak volume was about 9million needles ayear, an awesome number. The workforce

Empire Scientific.
Benz sold his needle production to Ortofon

was at around the 150 mark.

and these days only manufactures MC car-

Benz cateredinainly to the inexpensive vol-

tridges. In 1984, he teamed up with Aalt Jouk

ume end of the market. In 1981-82, he was

van den Hul from the Netherlands, whom he

approached by the owners of Empire, then an

supplies OEM with his own designs, for the
basic design of anew range of cartridges mar-

American company based in New York. The
owners, reaching retirement age, asked Benz,

keted in the US under the BMS (Benz Micro of

amajor supplier, if he wanted to buy the company. Benz did. This, he says, was the worst

Switzerland")) brand. He also supplied Madrigal
with the Carnegie cartridges.

mistake of his life. The factory he took over was
old and not particularly efficient. Quality was

To make about 5000 cartridges ayear, you
don't need alarge workforce. It takes practice,

mediocre because the worn-out machines could
not be coaxed to work to close tolerances. The

dedication, and alight but secure touch to per-

workforce, too, was not very dynamic so intro-

form these operations; all of the employees
concerned with the delicate manufacturing

ducing new processes and products proved
very difficult. Benz had to divide his time

process are female. Everything is done by hand;
the coil wire, for example, is so thin that it will

equally between New York and Switzerland,

snap at amere 5-Newton tension (less than you

spending four weeks at atime in each of his fac-

are exerting to hold this page); when Iheld the

tories. Needless to say, this led to severe morale
problems in both places. In the early '80s, con-

wire between thumb and index finger, I

volume shrank (in '84, CD saved the industry),

couldn't even feel it. It must be extremely difficult to glue the needle to the cantilever, then
mount the cantilever on the coil armature, and

computer games being the thing customers
spent their money on. Finally, Benz's other

keep them at an exact angle of 90°. All manufacturing operations are performed under

OEM customers, principally Ortofon and
Audio- Technica, were none too pleased that

microscopes. The breaks are alittle longer than
in normal factories, but I'm sure they are very

their supplier now wanted to compete with

well earned. The smallest details make very

them in the finished-product market, and let
their contracts run out without renewal. In the
end, Benz had no choice but to close down

audible differences with cartridges: the needle, the thickness of the coil wire, whether you

sumer interest in hi-fi fell off and the business

Empire in the US and trim back his operations

take asquare plate or alittle cross to wind the
coils on ...
Some of the reasons why the MC-3

in Switzerland. His American adventure turned

is something special are, for example, that there

out to have cost him an awful lot of money.
About the only thing that remains is the name,

10 US distributor: Panther Enterprises, Tel: (818)989-4434.
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The Reviews Are In!

FREE

✓ J.Mancuso REFERENCE RECORDING Limited Edition CD of
"A Bolshoi sock hop performance!"
this monumental event recorded live by
✓ C. Marchisotto DAHLQUIST"The best time ever at CES!"
✓ S. Hill STRAIGHT WIRE"It was the highlight of my summer!"
✓ D. Chesiry CHESKY RECORDS "Best party since the Reagan Inauguration!'

Bainbridge Records. To receive it all we
ask you to do is join the greatest charity
event in high end audio by contributing $15
to Mothers Against Drunk Drivers. Make
checks payable to: MADD-L.A. Send to this
address: Bainbridge Records. PO Box 8248.
,Van Nuys, CA 9140

✓ G. Sanders MARTIN-LOGAN"Frank Doris will be the next Hendrix!"
✓ B. Low AUDIOQUEST"A fantastic ground breaking performance!"
✓ T. Di Chiro KINERGETICS"The performance and fun were
beyond belief!"
✓ K. Voecks SNELL ACOUSTICS"Sensational music
and comraderie!"
✓ S. Marcus SOUND CONNECTIONS"A totally unique experience!"
✓ R.Roberts SIMPLY PHYSICS"Comrade Tony heads all world
fun party!"
✓ S. Winey MAG NEPAN"Best sound at CES!"
✓ G. Cardas CARDAS AUDIO"It was so cool I
couldn't believe it!"
✓ J. Bicht VERSA DYNAMICS"Neatest event in HiFi ever!"
✓ J. Dudley BENZ-MICRO"This party was the Hi of HiFi!"
Page donated by
Stereoph i
le Magazine
Graphics Donated by
ROBBII
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ARASONvJAmvSESSIONS

GLASNOST/MONDIAL SUPERGROUP
STEREOPHILE:

John Atkinson-Bass

LYRA CE

Allen Perkins-Drums

THE ABSOLUTE SOUND . MONDIAL DESIGNS:
Frank Doris-Gititar
Anthony Federici-Vocals
Michael Fremer-Vocals Roland Marconi-Guitar
Paul Rosenberg-Guitar
HIFI NEWS:
Rob Sample-Vocals

Steve Harris-Guitar

HEIA DIGITAL.
SOUNDS LIKE .
Neil Sinclair-Drums
Elliot Kallen-Keyboards
Bob Reina -Keyboards

infested with small children, cats, dust, and
cleaning women—speaking for the moment
from apurely audiophile point of view!—this
is probably not avery practical proposition.
Ernst Benz had asevere traffic accident in
1988 when anegligent driver almost killed him.
He took along time to recover, which is why
the company has not been in the limelight for
awhile. (Not that this experience slowed him
down all that much; he had another near-brush
with death recently while enjoying his hobby,
flying his sailplane.) He came back to work on
aRevox turntable, adesign which offers CDlike convenience, but suffers from terminal
structural instability in several key parts, notably the tonearm. Benz builds in several redesigned parts, literally transforming the origWinding the coils for aBenz MC cartridge

inal design, then installs one of his MCs. The
resultant player is called the Empire MC-Reference

is avery thin layer of lacquer sprayed on the
coils so that they cannot tarnish or vibrate, even

and apparently sells quite well to audiophiles

microscopically, and that the leadout wires
from coils to connecting pins are glued down

audiophile turntables, or whose families want

who either don't want the hassle of the usual
to play music on the big system but can't be

so that they, too, cannot resonate. Igot nervous

trusted with expensive MCs in normal 'tables:

just watching all this. The thought of ruining

the Reference features wholly automatic operation. The sound quality is broadly comparable

an expensive cartridge with one false movement, however small, was astrong disincentive
from trying my own hand at MC manufacture.
While he certainly does not have atin ear, I
think Ernst Benz is too down-to-earth to exert
himself in the religious intricacies of the confirmed high-end fanatic As Isaid, he's an engineer; Iguess he gets more satisfaction from
doing an excellent production job on his car-

with agood CD player, so if you have alarge
collection of analog LPs, yet have grown used
to the creature comforts aCD player routinely
offers, this might be the answer.
There is afinished design for apreamplifier,
but Benz is as yet undecided on whether to put
it into production. He may team up with Swiss
Physics' Mauro del Nobile for apower amp and

tridges (every cartridge is individually mea-

then offer acomplete range of electronics.

sured and checked before it is allowed to leave

(Benz tried to distribute Spectral, which he

the factory) than from listening to tiny nuances.
He's acraftsman in the best possible sense of

rates very highly sonically, in Switzerland, but
pulled out when Spectral, anxious to protect

the word; if he hadn't turned to things hi-fi, I'm
sure his skills would have made him just as suc-

for service purposes.) Apart from these hi- fi -

cessful in other areas where precise manufacture is important.

its technology, refused to supply circuit schematics
related activities, Benz builds vacuum ovens,
an area where he has some considerable exper-

Carlos Lies is the man responsible for the
continued sonic development of the Benz
range. Recent experiments include adifferent
damper material; while it let the midrange
breathe more freely, it also lent ascreechy quality to the highs. As always, the secret lies in finding the best compromise. One astonishing
demonstration was to hear an MC-3 (in an SME
V, with Swiss Physics electronics and several
pairs of loudspeakers) with and without outer
body. The "naked" cartridge sounded more
alive, by aconsiderable margin, but in aworld
Stereophile, December 1990

ABenz MC-3 on the measuring table; the
tonearm is aSumiko model modified for
tangential tracking

THE

MUSIC!

Soundwave baffleless loudspeakers have the open, seamless, and transparent
sound of the best "panel" (electrostatic, ribbon, and planar) speakers, while
offering the superior dynamic range and extended bass response of the best
"dynamic" designs. And they offer astereo image critics say is second to none.
"The Soliloquy speakers are the most accurate I
have ever heard. The clarity and focus are superb. ..Ihave
never heard the human voice so accurately reproduced. ..members of the New York Audio Society were in
awe of the sound reproduced by your great design." Robert Kreisler, President, New York Audio
Society, April 1990
"... the analyzer curve is astoundingly smooth. Subjectively, this
speaker's most outstanding characteristic was its superb clarity
and resolution of inner detail in complex textures, achieved
without excess brightness or exaggeration of sibilance. String
sound was smooth and rosiny, imaging was excellent and choir
voices could be identified individually. I've heard few speakers that
are as satisfying with both pop and classical music." Peter W.
Mitchell, Stereophile, Vol. 13 No. 4, April 1990

Distorted waveform
of conventional
speaker

Waveform of
Soundwave
speaker

Soundwave

FIDELITY CORP.

3122 Monroe Avenue, Rochester, New York 14618

(716) 383-1650

tise going back to his early patents for diamond
tippings.

identical in my old and new homes; Iwouldn't
expect it to. But its adjustability made it very
easy for me to get good sound in this new

M. WU
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US: Peter W. Mitchell
In last July's "Update' .Icommented on jGH's
April 1990 article on room acoustics ("Search-

environment—so easy that Iwas fooled into
regarding the room as innocuous.
Recently, when Ibegan to test some fullrange speakers (with the woofer and midrange/tweeter housed in the same cabinet),
speaker/room interactions become aproblem.
The difficulty became very obvious when I
installed ATC SCM100A studio monitor speakers. Iput them where my satellites had been,
because Iknew they would provide excellent
imaging there. According to the maker's curves

ing for the Hi -Fi House"). Since Ihad obtained
satisfactory deep-bass response in the L-

and my own nearfield measurements, the onaxis response of each speaker is quite flat. But

shaped living rooms in my previous apartment
and in my new house, Isuggested that L-

when Imoved my measuring microphone
back to the neighborhood of my chair, Ien-

shaped rooms are not as "classically horrible"
as JGH had claimed.

countered apeak around 150Hz and alack of

Further experience in my new living room
suggests that my optimism was premature.
JGH, as usual, was correct. (I should have

Iwas able to move the midbass peak down
in frequency and reduce its severity by raising

known better than to doubt the old master.)
Not that you can't get good bass in an L-shaped
room, but it is more difficult—and certainly
is less predictable, which was Gordon's central
point.
In my previous apartment Ihad the advantage that four of the room's six boundary surfaces were solid concrete (the floor, the left
wall, the wall behind the speakers, and half of

low bass.

the woofers higher above the floor (a struggle—
each speaker weighs well over 100 pounds).
But the bottom-octave droop remained. Playing one channel at atime and roaming around,
listening and measuring with a spectrum
analyzer, Ifound that the low-end droop is
caused by the L-shaped room, which has alefthand wall only in its front half. In the rear half
of the room, to the left of my chair, there is no
wall—just alarge opening into adining area.

the right wall). In my new listening room Ihave

At low frequencies the effective "width" of the

only two and ahalf rigid boundary surfaces

room is not the 17' distance from the solid right
wall to the half-wall beside the left-channel

(the floor, the right wall, and part of the wall
behind me). The ceiling is high and vaulted,
minimizing the effect of vertical standing
waves, which is good. But the ceiling and the

speaker. Instead the effective width includes
the dining area, for atotal span of 25'.

tures, and alarge part of the wall behind me is

The left-channel speaker, located about 4'
in from the adjacent half-wall, was midway in
this 25' span, which placed it in the null of the

aglass patio door; the flexure of these boundaries allows some of the bass energy to escape

any room, the fundamental standing wave on

from the room.

each axis produces sound-pressure maxima at

wall behind the speakers are wood- frame struc-

When Imoved into this house Iwas using a
bi-amplified sub/sat system—a pair of minimonitor satellite speakers mounted on stands well
away from the walls, plus asubwoofer driven
by its own amplifier and residing near the wall
behind the satellites. Since an electronic crossover handled the transition to the satellites and
the woofer had its own level control, both the
amount of deep-bass response and the shape
of the midbass transition were completely
adjustable. Of course the system didn't sound
Stereophile, December 1990

room's lowest-frequency standing wave. (In

the boundaries and apressure minimum at the
midpoint.) Consequently, in the bottom octave
the left-channel woofer was working into avirtual vacuum.
Normally, when the two speakers of astereo
pair operate in-phase, the second woofer
boosts low-bass levels by 6dB. But in this
room, as initially placed, the woofers reinforced each other only in the midbass; in the
bottom octave the right-channel woofer operated alone. Iwill continue experimenting to
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THE STEAL OF THE CENTURY
ROTEL RCD-855 CD PLAYER

"It's fair to say that the Rotel RCD-855 is the steal of the century. If it were priced at $800
or so I'd consider it agood value. But for $400 its practically agiveaway. This machine competes favorably against rivals costing up to three times as much and is quite happy in the
company of a$20,000+ ancillary system...
" .
Musically the RCD-855 is very refined, with adegree of transparency and harmonic neutrality
usually found only with the real expensive stuff
" One of the 855's most impressive qualities was its amazing ability to throw avery deep
and wide soundstage, extending well beyond and above the speaker boundaries. The soundstaging was natural, not overblown or frequency-dependent, dimensionally changing with each
recording. In this respect, the Rotel exceeded several more expensive digital audio products .
" .
The Rotel is one of the few CD players, at any price, that appears to adequately resolve
the resonant envelopes surrounding instruments and voices, as well as the natural resonance
present in the recording venue
..
As an integrated unit, the 855 is truly extraordinary. And it does function credibly as a
digital source..
..If you're looking for adigital front end that gives great sound for apeanuts price, the
RCD-855 is the best deal around."
Lewis Lipnick
Stereophile Vol. 13, No. 7, July 1990
It clearly delivered the best CD sound for the money. The lab performance was fine, the
sound quality exemplary, and indeed players costing £800 get recommended if they show
performance like this one!"
Martin Colloms
Hi Fi News & Record Review, Nov. 1989

WANT MORE?
Even the most expensive CD players do not offer afive year warranty. ROTEL
DOES.

ROTEL OF AMERICA
P0 Box 653
Bonalo N Y 14240
(416) 751-4520

IN CANADA ROTEL OF CANADA
1755 Plummer St Unit #20
Pickering. Ont L1W 3S1
(416) 831-4741

MOTEL_

BETTER SOUND. BEST BUYS

find the best locations for speakers and listener

doned in favor of those inferior LPs (remem-

in this L-shaped room. I'll also try to correlate

ber (hose?), the pickings are slim in turntables

my findings with the predictions of The Listening Room, a new $30 program for IBM-

designed to play 78s—especially at reasonable
prices. Acompany called Esoteric Sound (4813

compatible PCs that instantly calculates the

Wallbank Avenue, Downers Grove, IL 60515)

peaks and valleys produced by standing waves

has marketed such aturntable in the past, and
now has an updated version. The new model

and boundary reflections for any speaker location.

has four speeds for vintage discs (standard
78rpm plus three variations—not all older
recordings were recorded at precisely 78), plus
standard 33.33 and 45rpm. With its directdrive motor, platter-edge strobe markings, and
familiar-looking detachable headshell arm, it
strongly resembles certain Technics turntables
of recent yore. And at $375, you can pay for it

Mk Thomas J. Norton
We don't normally have asection on "new

out of your piggy-bank. Options include (inexpensive) Stanton or Shure cartridges with LP
and 78rpm styli.

product announcements" for anumber of rea-

At asomewhat higher price level, Jim Griffin

sons. But occasionally aproduct press release

of Artech, the Canadian distributor of SME

shows up in our mailbox which is rare or

(Sumiko are the US distributor) informs us that

specialized enough to be worthy of discussion.

the new SME Model 30 turntable, shown in

For serious collectors of 78rpm recordings

prototype form at the 1990 SCES, features a

(remember those?), or even the few die -harda

78rpm speed with aparticularly wide range

who insist that things have gone nowhere but

adjustable by means of a20-turn potentiometer.

downhill since the last-speed format was aban-

The price, however, will be $25,000 ,S

FINALLY
A REAL TURNTABLE
FOR UNDER $450.00!
THE REVOLVER REBEL
—WINNER HI FI REVIEW
1989 AWARD
THE REVOLVER REBEL
COMES COMPLETE WITH
ARM AND THE
GOLDRING ELAN
CARTRIDGE

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND YOUR NEAREST
REVOLVER DEALER PLEASE CONTACT:
MUSIC HALL 108 STATION RD. GREAT NECK NY 11023
TEL.: 516-487-3663
FAX: 516-773-3891
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The best way to brim.
Philips Home Theatel

Philips WallVision projection televisions range from 46" up to 61", with aremarkable horizontal
viewing angle of 160 degrees and aresolution exceeding 600 lines.

The 61" screen takes apowerful, yet unassuming place in your home, while the
incredible clarity of the Laser Disc player envelopes you in aviewing experience unlike
any other. The six channel AV amplifier with Dolby Pro Logic and Digital Signal
Processing delivers through the Reference Speakers asound quality comparable to the
finest cinemas and concert halls.
This is what awaits you with anew Philips WallVision Home Theater system.
And, there's no better way to bring it home than from 6th AVE ELECTRONICS.

CUSTOM INSTALLATION
New Jersey
331 RT. 4 West, Paramus
Hours: 6 Days a Week

Mon Thru Sat 10-9

201-489-0666

Philips Reference Series
loudspeakers combine dual
woofers, bi-amp crossover, and
Isophase planar ribbon midrange
and tweeter in afine furniture
cabinet.

mule.

Philips Laser Disc Players are the
industry standard for the finest digital
audio and video performance.

Philips AV1000 Audio/
Video Control System
features Dolby Pro
Logic Surround
Sound, 6channel
amplifier section, and
Bitstream D/A
Conversion.

We're the largest independent Philips dealer, and nobody knows Philips components
the way we do. From custom installation to pricing that makes home theater areality
for any budget, 6th AVE ELECTRONICS is your #1 source for audio and video
equipment.
So, talk to one of our home theater experts today. And have Philips WallVision playing
in your home tomorrow.
Philips WallVision provides maximum entertainment value with no intrusion on your
hying space. 6th Ave Electronics home theater experts will custom install your entire
WallVision system to your strictest aesthetic criteria.

New York
1024 & 1030 6th Avenue
Hours: 7 Days a Week

Mon-Sat 10-6:30 Sun 11-5

212-391-2777

O NNOUNCING THE BRYSTON
TWENTY YEAR WARRANTY

Bryston 4B amplifier.
Power amplifiers range from
50 to 800 watts.

For over aquarter-century Bryston has been committed to designing
and producing audio products with musical accuracy, reliability and
value as our primary focus. It is widely known the Bryston's policy
on the warranty of our products has always been extremely generous
if ever required. To further enhance our long term commitment
Bryston is instituting a 20 year warranty program as of January 1,
1990. This, as far as we know, is afirst in our industry and as such
will further demonstrate our continuing dedication to our products
and customers.
This new twenty year warranty is also retroactive. It includes all
audio products previously manufactured and sold under the Bryston
name. This warranty is also fully transferable from first owner to
any subsequent owners. Bryston has always been dedicated to
designing and producing audio power amplifiers, crossovers and
pre-amplifiers that deliver uncompromised performance,
outstanding reliability and exceptional value. We believe our new 20
year warranty is one more example of our continuing commitment
to this ideal.
Bryston Marketing Ltd.
Tel: (416) 746-0300 Fax: (416) 746-0308
Brystonvermont Ltd. Tel: (802) 223-6159

THE YANKEE AUDIOPHILE
Peter W. Mitchell

I

t's not unusual for Stereopbile to report
that the choice of amplifier makes an
audible difference. The most obvious

contrast between high-end journals and mass-

quency.
But loudspeakers have been improving at a
rapid rate, thanks both to better drivers and to
discoveries made at Canada's National Research

market magazines is that high-end reviewers

Council about relationships between measure-

devote alot of attention to the sonic qualities

ments and sound quality. Many budget-priced

of preamps and power amps. At Stereo Review,

speakers today possess qualities of neutrality

differences among electronics are regarded

and transparency that were rare in multi-kilo-

both as 1) predictable from conventional mea-

buck models adecade ago. The entry-level cost

surements, and 2) relatively unimportant since

of high-end sound has declined, and with it the

they are much smaller than the differences

price level at which sonic differences among

among loudspeakers.

amplifiers begin to matter. I'm not talking only

Ihave held that view myself, at least in the

about power reserves to drive low impedances,

context of budget-class equipment. It seemed

which used to be the main difference between

reasonable to judge high-end amplifiers more

good amplifiers and mass-market junk. Sub-

critically, for two reasons: 1) People spending

tler factors are also becoming significant with

thousands of dollars for an amplifier can afford
to be picky about even subtle differences, and

today's better budget speakers.

2) exotic high-end speakers often have weird

tunity to compare apair of NAD 2100 amplifiers

impedances that place exceptional demands

operating as bridged monoblocks ($800 total,

Here's an example. Recently Ihad an oppor-

on the amplifier. Inexpensive speakers seldom

150Wpc) with aNakamichi PA-5A ll ($1550,

have impedances lower than 4ohms at any fre-

also 150Wpc). Iconnected them alternately to

NAD 2100 power amplifier

Nakamichi PA-5 II power amplifier
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Parasound High Current amplifiers deliver
a//the power to your music.
They drive the finest audiophile
speakers with ease.
Now you can enjoy the
no-compromise system you
thought you couldn't afford.

• 40 amp continuous current
• 57 amp extended peak current

• 200 watts/channel, 8ohms
• 300 watts/channel, 4ohms
• 600 watts mono
• 100V/psec slew rate
• lkVA braid transformer
• 60,000J power supply
• FET driver stage

Parasound

• J-FET cascode inputs

...affordable audio for the critical listener

• Breathtaking sound

Parasounn Products, Inc 950 Battery Street •San Francisco, CA 94111 •(800) 822.8802 •(415) 397.7100 •FAX (415) 397.0144

PSB 50 Mk.II speakers (5500/pair), two-way

weight, and cost of the power supply. The big

8" bass-reflex models whose performance was

Nak, which weighs and costs more than both

refined at Canada's NRC. Their impedance curve
is typical of many dynamic speakers and is not
ademanding load for an amplifier.

2100s combined, had anatural advantage here.
Dynamic headroom improvers, such as

Since Iwrite literature for both NAD and

commutator in Carver's "magnetic field"

PSB, it would be improper for me to recommend their products here; but they do have an

power supply, provide higher power-supply
voltages and thereby enable the amp to deliver

excellent reputation, and having them in the

more short-term power at middle and high fre-

NAD's Power Envelope, Proton's DPD, and the

house provided the basis for an instructive

quencies without clipping, while keeping the

comparison. As their ratings suggested, the Nak

cost low. But the impression of low-frequency

and the bridged NADs proved equally power-

extension and control depends mainly on out-

ful: each drove the PSBs to short-term peak

put current capacity; je, on the size of the

levels of 112-113dB before clipping distortion

power transformer and filter capacitors.

became noticeable. Their other specifications

The only drawback of acomparison like this

were substantially similar. Yet, driving $500

is that after hearing the limitations of both

speakers of conventional design, they sounded

amps, it was hard to be satisfied with either.

obviously different. Neither was defective or

What Iwant now is an amp that combines the

operating improperly; each amplifier/speaker

virtues of both—the deep, textured bass and
smooth highs of the Nak together with the

combination produced good sound, but they
weren't the same.
The most immediately obvious difference
was that the Nak sounded abit smoother in the
highs. The bridged 2100s were noticeably

superior detail and spaciousness of the bridged
NADs. One day perhaps I'll get achance to compare some more candidate amplifiers, including
the new version of the Nak (the PA-5A III), a

brighter, tending to emphasize the slight steel-

bigger NAD (the 2400), the new version of the

iness of CD string sound. (GL and JA noted

Adcom 555, the B&K M-200, et al. You should,

similar brightness last December and January

too, if you're putting together asystem in the

in their reviews of asingle 2100 operating in ste-

$4000 price range.

reo.) The positive side of that coin is that the
bridged 2100s produced a more open and
detailed sound; for instance, when violins and
violas were playing together it was easy to fol-

C A

R I)

A

S

low them separately, while the sound of the
Nak was more fully blended.
With respect to soundstage imaging, the
comparison vindicated my preference in May's
"Update" for monoblocics over stereo amplifiers. With no interaction between channels,
the bridged 2100s produced aconsistently
wide, deep image with plenty of ambience.
The Nak had no lack of stereo separation, but
its soundfield seemed atad closed-in by comparison.
At low frequencies the Nak won hands-down.
With the 2100s the bass was abit thick and
boomy, with an obvious emphasis at the woofer's
resonant frequency. With the Nak the bass
seemed to extend an octave deeper, taut and
well-defined, with no audible resonance;
when organ pedals accompanied the bass fiddles in an orchestral passage, their timbres were
separately identifiable. At low frequencies
there's no substitute for avast reserve of cur
rent, which is mainly afunction of the size.
Stereophile, December 1990
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GOLDEN SECTION
STRANDING
AUDIO CABLE
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Phone: 714-982-1102 FAX: 714-949-3839

You might call us unconventional. Rebellious.
Or even — "radical." Because at Audio
Advisor, we sell high-end, audiophile-quality
equipment direct, right from our door to yours.
You say you're worried about buying
expensive equipment through the mail? When
you buy from us, there's no need to worry.
We package your purchases as if they're
travelling to China (and some do, too).
Concerned about service? We're always
concerned about it, so we have atoll-free
number that connects you with expert tech-

nicians, audiophiles who actually live with
the equipment. You'll get intelligent advice,
correct answers, and considerate service on
every product we sell.
And then there's price (no small issue).
Because we deal direct and buy in bulk from
the best manufacturers, we offer the best
prices. Really. Exclusives, too, because when
we find great bargains, we buy all of it. Every
last one.
So go ahead, call us radical. Most great
ideas are. But call us.

FOR ONCE, GET MORE THAN YOU
BARGAINED FOR.
"The VILNV mnoblocks are easily
225
o
the most musical and enjoyable amplifiers 1have heard. They have an exquisitely
liquid and tonally pure presentation that
puts the listener closer to the musical
epetience." Robert Harley, Stereophite,
Vol. 13, 'So. 1,3anuary 1990.

So often, you pay too much and get too little.
Sound familiar? But here's an amp that
delivers more than you bargained for: VTL
Monoblocks. Reviewers love them so much
they keep them. They even pay money for
them (unheard of!).
And they rave about them. They say VTL
amps sound better than amps costing twice
the price. Some even say VTL amps are better
than any other amp in the entire world.
Can so many be so wrong? No, they're
right! VTL amps sound unbelievably fantastic. And there's aVTL amp to suit any budget
and any system; each one is built to last 20
years or more.

Call us today and order yours. We'll inspect
them thoroughly before we ship them. We'll
pack them with care so they arrive ready to
spoil you. And we're so sure you'll agree
these amps are more than you bargained for,
an unheard of value— that we'll give you your
money back if you're not completely satisfied.
VTL Stereo 50/50 $999.95 ($19.95)
VTL 80 Watt Mono Blocks $1990. /pr. ($39.95)
VTL 150 Watt Mono Blocks $3100. /pr. ($49. 95)
VTL 225 Watt Mono Blocks $3999.95/pr.
(Shipping FREE)

More models available. Just call and ask!

VTL 225 Watt Mono Blocks

clea in
ail order.
HOW TO THINK BIG ON ASMALL BUDGET.
Introducing the VTL Integrator Line Stage
preamp. It's made for CD-based systems, but
you can plug in tape and tuner, too. It's
compact, but filled with some remarkable
circuitry. Like dual-mono power supply. High
quality caps and resistors. High quality tubes
from RAM Labs, for ultra-low noise. Gold
RCAs. 'Pape out, too.
But what's most important about the VTL
Integrator is the sound. It's fantastic! Brilliant highs. Liquid midrange. Great bass. It's
the sound every music lover dreams about,
but thought he or she couldn't afford.
Until now, that is. The VTL Integrator is
just $399.95. With $6.95 added for shipping,
that's just $406.90 delivered anywhere in
the U.S.
How do we do it? We keep things simple.
VTL builds each one like atank (a compact
tank). Then Audio Advisor sells it direct. And

that simple formula keeps cost way down, but
quality way up.
You'll get fast, friendly service after the
sale, too. Because at Audio Advisor we service what we sell.
So call and order your integrator today. If
you don't agree its alot of preamp for alittle
money, we'll give your money back. Radical!
VTL Integrator Line Stage Preamp
$399.95 ($6.95)

Join the revolution!

I
1-800-942-0220
I

T ti I) Ai

Use your charge card (Amex, Discover,
MC, Visa).

Not astore.
More.
225 Oakes SW
Grand Rapids
MI 49503
616-451-3868
FAX 616-451-0709
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So you've been thinking about purchasing adigital processor
but are still unsure about what the standard will be? Could it be
aunit that uses replaceable ROM chips, or one that uses a
conventional ladder-type sixteen to twenty bit DAC? WE THINK NOT!
Within the next three to five years, most of the major recording
studios throughout the world will be using anew generation of
bitstream A/D encoders—a technology we have helped to
pioneer. This simply means that if you purchase an Altis bitstream
D/A processor through us today, it will remain an integral part of
your audio system for years and years to come.
If you want to purchase aproduct that incorporates the very
latest technology while conforming to the industry standard—
one that will allow you to enjoy the music without worrying about
the mechanics—then audition an Altis Audio product today.
Altis Audio products are available exclusively at the dealers listed below.

Digital Audio,
done the only way.
ALTIS AUDIO LTD. 43 CROSS ST. NEW CANAAN, CT 06840 203-972-6027

United States Dealers
Optimal Enchantment

Audio By Caruso

Santa Monica, CA

Miami, FL

Audio En¡oyrnent

Audio Classics

Smithtown, NY

Oklahoma City, OK

Soundworks
Kensington, MD

J. S. Audio
Burtonsville, MD

Krystal Clear Audio
Dallas, TX

International Dealers
Winston Camera & Radio
Hong Kong

Vanggar Audio

Audiophile Systems

Audeus

Semarang, Indonesia

Singapore

Milan, Italy

Hi End Audio
Hopkins, MN

THE NON-TWEAKER'S
GUIDE TO TWEAKS
Robert Deutsch

T

weaks have acquired abad reputation in
certain sectors of the audio world, prob-

ably with some justification. Warming the

cartridge to exactly the right temperature, suspending cables from the ceiling (but not with cotton
string; it sounds grainy and dry), stroking CD cases
with a"magic" brush, drinking "polarized" (or
is it de-polarized?) water before alistening session—
gimme abreak!
And yet, it seems undeniable to me that paying
attention to apparently minor aspects of system
setup and the use of various low-cost accessories
can produce major improvements in the sound
of an audio system.
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We Like One Kind of Music: The Best
If only superior quality satisfies

\
N ILSON

ii-14010PHILE
Definitive 1Wording

you, send for our catalog of more
than 1400 high-end CDs and LPs.
With more than 20 years serving
audiophiles, we promise all the
quality your system can reveal.

Jliteit•tur thrisbriet

'The recording is
gorgeous... rich,
suave, and nicely
spacious with
very wide dynamic range."
Steteophile

Christmas Wish List

We stock every title available from
20 labels, whose standards define
recording excellence today.
Whether Classical, Jazz, Big Band
& Swing, Popular R,z Vocal, or Rock,
each performance is first class, and
the recordings do them justice.
For our catalog and ayear of our

Organ and Choral Music
Music for Christmas iw-806
rhe Organ at Grace Cathedral /w-794
The Choir at Grace Cathedral /w-805
Magnum Opus vol. I/w-8111
Magnum Opus vol. II /w-8314
Concert /w-177
Discovery /w-84I9
Recital /w-278

New Releases Newsletter, send $5 refunded with first purchase; $24.00
in discount coupons with catalog.

disoet

Rag. and Jazz

Ragtime Razzmatazz vol. I/w-808
Ragtime Razzmatazz vol.!! /w-82I2
Ragtime Razzmatazz vol. III w-841 S'Wonderful Jazz ,w-8-118

Chamber Music

Dvorak Piano Trio Op. 90 "Dumky" /w 84 li
Beethoven and Enescu /w-8315 •
Sonatas for Violin and Piano /w-8722

Symphonic Winds
Winds of War and
Center Stage

.t, C\\ 8823
\\ -s,s2

$16.99 each
(Plus S1.5)) Shipping)

Available in Analog LI' and Conirval Disk

ORPHEUS
AND NINE

ORPHEU S
AND

NINE

Just what the Muses had in mind.

1

ORPHEUS

AND

NINE

4947 Junipero Serra Blvd.
Colma, CA 94014

Please send me your current catalog of more
than 1400 high-end CDs and premium vinyl
discs. I enclose $5 to be applied against
my first purchase, now or later. Also send
$24.00 in discount coupons with my catalog.
NAME

ADDRESS

cuy

STATE

ZIP

Satirfaction guaranteed without exception.

Stere, • i917 Junipci‘, :,urr.i Boulevard • Colma, CA 94014 • 415-992-2282
at Hermarys • 386 El Camino Real (at Holly Si.) • San Carlos, CA 94070 • 415-593-1111

Sure, anyone with sufficient cash (or credit)
can spend, say, $10,000 on asystem selected
from "Recommended Components," hook it
all up, and, assuming that the particular com-

Turntable, arm, cartridge
The importance of turntable/arm/cartridge
setup is so well known that it hardly needs to

ponents selected don't bring out the worst in

be considered atweak. Ihave aLinn LP12,
notorious for its finickiness, and leave the

each other, the sound will probably be pretty

adjustment of suspension springs, etc. to peo-

good. However, even acompatible assortment
of components will not sound its best without

ple who are very experienced with this product (Sean Burt of Stereo Factory, you know who

some, well, tweaks. In fact, Iwould argue that
atweaked system at agiven price level will son-

you are), doing only some final adjustment of
the VTA/SRA myself after the initial setup. I

ically outperform asystem consisting of nomi-

increase the VTA by gradually raising the pivot

nally better (and more expensive) components

end of the tonearm until the sound becomes

that have not been subjected to tweaking.

overbright, then back up and down just abit.

Through the years, avariety of tweaks have

It's true that records are not all cut at the same

been touted to produce "fantastic" improve-

VTA, so that, for optimal playback, one should

ments. Many of these turned out to be exam-

adjust the VTA for each record, but Ithink the

ples of wishful thinking; some have done more

"listening for sound" attitude that this sort of

harm than good; others involve adegree of

tweaking engenders is fundamentally anti-

obsessiveness about sound that tends to interfere with the enjoyment of music. The tweaks

musical (not to say obsessive-compulsive), so

described in this article (RL's suggested subtitle
was "Tweaks for the Timid," but that's not quite

most records, and leave it at that. Of course, stylus suspensions do change during the break-

correct. Cautious, perhaps; timid, no.) are

in period, so some tweaking of the VTA is

Iprefer setting the VTA to be appropriate for

based on my own experience, though they're

needed after about 20-30 hours of playing; but

mostly derived from suggestions made by

after that, only if you start to feel that the sound

others. They were selected according to the fol-

of the cartridge has deteriorated. (There may
be some hardening of the stylus suspension

lowing criteria:
1) As far as Iknow, they do no harm. Neverthe-

with age.)

less, remembering affaire dArmor All, Imust

Stylus cleaning is usually considered normal

issue the standard disclaimer: I'm not respon-

practice; Ivariously use astiff brush (back-tofront only, of course), Audio-Technica vibrating

sible for direct or consequent damage to equipment or persons. However, if use of these
tweaks results in your being branded an audio

cleaner, the extra-fine emery paper Linn provides for stylus cleaning, and Stylast.

wacko, feel free to blame me.
2) They work. That is, Ihave satisfied myself

Sumac° Fluxbuster: This product has been

that they allow my system to make sounds that

listed in "Recommended Components." Al-

reviewed several times in Stereopbile and is

are more like real music. Not every one of these

though abit on the expensive side (I have no

tweaks produces a"fantastic" improvement,

experience with the $80 unit from AudioQuest

and in some systems. I'm sure, the effect of a
given tweak will be undetectable. Ido think

that claims to do the same thing), it really can
rejuvenate amoving-coil cartridge that appears

they all have the potential to make an audible

to be over the hill, so it can quickly pay for

difference for the better.
3) The cost, in most cases, is negligible.

itself. Iuse mine at least once amonth.
lbrntable stands: The British have been at the

4) They're convenient to implement.

forefront here; only lately have US companies

5) One does not have to believe in mysteri-

(eg, Arcici, Merrill) begun to realize the impor-

ous forces or hitherto-undiscovered forms of

tance of the structure on which the turntable

energy in order to understand the reasons for

sits (sorry, stands). The exact effect depends on

their effectiveness.

the particular turntable and the construction

Atweaked system at agiven

price level will sonically outperform
asystem consisting of nominally better components
that has not been subjected to tweaking.
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of one's abode, so try to borrow astand from

players, and the sonic benefits appear to be

afriendly dealer. 1use aSound Organisation
sub-base resting on an equipment rack, having refused to consider one of their little tables

superior to those of the Monster rings.
CD Stoplight: Yes, this is the green paint, and
yes, it does work, and better than ordinary

that would force me to get down on my knees

green marker. Some claim that if you use the

(at the Altar of Analog?) to put on arecord. It

Sims Reference Bands it's not necessary to
apply CD Stoplight to the edge of the disc.

works quite well to clean up the Linn's midbass
looseness. More compliant supports, such as

Maybe so (I haven't done careful comparisons),

Navcom Silencers (see below), provide an alter-

but the CD Stoplight treatment is cheap and

native route to controlling the turntable's intrin-

easy enough that Ido it anyway.

sic resonances; they seem to work well with

Internal tweaks: For these, you have to open

turntables whose own suspensions are low in
compliance (eg, VPI Jr.).

AC and affixed the transport lock screws. As

CD player

manufacturers frown on "unauthorized personnel" tampering with their products, internal

up the machine, having disconnected it from

Retrieval of information from digital storage

tweaks have to be done after the warranty has

seems inherently less subject to tweaking than
the retrieval of analog information (who ever

expired or you must adopt adevil-may-care
attitude if anything goes wrong while you're

heard of tweaking acomputer's hard drive?).

tinkering inside Still, there are acouple of internal tweaks that are easy to do and pretty safe.

So for some time it was assumed that, in the
absence of circuit changes in the digital and/or
analog sections, the sound of aCD player is

First, if the player has aheadphone output that

what it is. If you don't like it, get abetter player.

you don't use and if the headphone amp is on
aseparate board connected with aplug-in type

(Or, many would say, play an LP.) Fortunately

of wiring harness, disconnect it. Just alittle

for those who love music and whose funds are
not limitless, it is possible to improve CD play-

more ambitious is the application of damping
materials inside the chassis. This is atrick used

back without buying one of the multi-kilobuck

by some specialty manufacturers in their

machines: atweak here, atweak there. ..

modifications of Philips CD players. The rule

Shorted digital output: Philips/Magnavox

here is to put the damping material wherever

players, and reportedly others as well, sound

you see exposed vibration-prone parts of the

better with the digital output shorted. Just

chassis. Just be careful that you don't interfere
with the operation of the transport. (A&S Vibra-

insert ashorted RCA plug (you can buy one at
Radio Shack or make one by soldering awire

tion, Inc. markets a"Tweak Pack" of Navcom

between the positive and ground terminals)

sheets that's probably best for this purpose.)

into the "Digital Out" jack.
CD damper rings: These have been tested/
discussed at some length in Stereopbile and
elsewhere. No, they don't seem to affect the
error rate or jitter. The effect may very well be
a secondary one, perhaps acting through
power supplies. If you have ahigh-end CD

Put damping material
wherever you see
exposed vibration-prone
parts of the chassis.

transport, you probably don't have to bother
with damper rings; in fact, they're incompatible with the full-disc clamping method used

Digital Interconnect

by transports like the Teac Esoteric P2 and P10.
However, with lesser transports, like my Philips

the link between CD player/deck and con-

CD650, before/after comparisons I've done in
every case favored the ringed disc. Centering

on fiber-optic links, so the safe solution is to
use aconventional interconnect. Since the wire

For those with an outboard digital converter,
verter has to be considered. The jury is still out

the Monster rings is a royal pain, and they

has to carry only the digital on/off pulses, any

should be well-centered if unbalancing is to be

cheap interconnect will do, right?

avoided. The new Sims Reference Bands, dis-

Would that it were so! This connection is

tributed by Sumiko, which fit around rather
than atop the disc, obviate the need for center-

absolutely critical, and different cables sound

ing, are compatible with abroader range of
84

as least as different as they do in apure analog
application. (Please, no cracks about how this
Stereophile, December 1990

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS
YOUR #1 SOURCE FOR THE FINEST
SOUNDING AUDIOPHILE LP's &CD's
'«%-ornmeneled 'Pecordirteis

Lateet Pelazes arel
LABEL

llere

ARTIST ITITLE

LP

CD

16
mobile (trial ity
16
30 Y __—
eot a
rad lab
16
----- •
16
16

SHEFFIELD LAB
LAB 10
Michael Newman (Classical Guitar (Bach)
LAB 13
A. McBroom Growing Up In aHollywood Town
LAB 23
James Newton Howard and Friends (Syn. Rock)
TLP 26
The Moscow Sessions (Shostalcovich) L Smith
TLP 29
Clair Mario ILet It Go
CD 900
H. James ISheffield Sessions. 3disc Coll. Ed. 74-79

15
15
15
15
15
—

16
16
16
16
16
45

CHESKY
RC 30
JD 37
1D 39
JD 40
JD 41
JD 42

Power of Orchestra — R. Leibowitz RPO
Jazz Sampler & Audiophile Test CD
David Chesky's I17 New York Chorinhos Herbie Mann /Caminho 1)e Casa
Rachmaninoff: Concerto #1 Wild RPO Horenstein
Stravinsky: Petrouchka /Leibowitz RPO

16
—
—
—
—
—

—
16
16
16
16
16

WILSON
WI 8313
WI 8315
WI 8418
WI 8722
WI 8823
WI 8824

Waldstein /Petrouchka. H. Knight
Beethoven IEnescu. Violin & Piano
Eddie Graham Trio /S'Wonderful Jazz
Debussy & Brahma Sonatas
Winds, War, Peace INat. Sym. Winds -L. Graham
Center Stage INat. Sym. Winds -L. Graham

15
15
15
15
15
15

—
16
16
16
16
16

)vvi

Lair
30
25
25
30
25
25
25
45

CHESKY

snN

AffeiFi

RECORDS

LE

We also stock
LPs and CDs of
50 other labels

TO ORDERER 1-800-525-1630
FAX: 1-913-825-0156

PAPSIER RECORDING

MOBILE FIDELITY
MFSL 1-100
Beatles ISgt. Pepper
$35
MFSL 1-105
Beatles IHelp
35
MFSL 1107
Beatles Revolver
35
MFUDCD 526 Elton John IGoodbye Yellow Brick Road (Ultra Disc) 25
MFUDCD 531 Jeff Beck IWired (Ultra Disc)
MFUDCD 532 Rod Stewart /Every Picture Tells aStory (Ultra Disc) —
MFUDCD 533 The Who /Tommy 12 in 11 (Ultra Disc)
MFUDCD 534 Supertramp IBreakfast in America (Ultra Disc)
MFUDCD 535 Boz Scaggs ISilk Degrees (Ultra Disc)
MFUDCD 536 Elton John IHonky Chateau (Ultra Disc)
MITDC1) 537 Pink Floyd IThe Wall (Ultra Disk) (Double)
REFERENCE RECORDINGS
RR 31
Jim Brock (Tropic Affair
15
RR 32
Eileen Farrell Sings Rodgers and Hart
15
RR 33
Dick Hyman Plays Fats Waller (Limited Edition)
RR 34
Eileen Farrell Sings Torch Songs
15
RR 35
Nojima Plays Ravel
15
RR 36
Eileen Farrell Sings Alec Wilder
15

INFORMATION: 1-913-825-8609

Catalog $3.00 U.S.
$5.00 Canada I
Overseas
refundable coupon with catalog

Continental SHIPPING
U.S. $3.00 for the 1st item &
$0.40 for each additional.
Call us for shipping costs outside the
Continental U.S

ACOUSTIC SOUNDS •2651 KEY AVENUE •SALINA, KS 67401 •USA
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could be taken to mean that there are no differences here either.) Comparing a variety of

TWEAKS

audio and video cables as digital interconnects
between my Philips CD650 and Aragon D2A,
Ihave found Music and Sound's masTER LINK

er or later, even the most timid of

LP (Gray) to be superior by asurprising mar-

lweakers will want to evaluate the effects

gin. The digits come out sounding more like

of some new tweak. The Double Blind

music! (It's also avery fine analog interconnect.

method is fraught with difficulties in this
context even when done by researchers. SO

Preamplifier

Idon't recommend it for ordinary mortals.

I've found two important preamp-specific

'Even Single Blind has its practical difficul-

tweaks: shorting of unused inputs (do not short

iies in ahome setting: you really don't want

the outputs!) and disconnecting tape outputs

o have your spouse or Significant Other

when not making a recording. Shorting of

mot

inputs (with shorted RCA plugs) can bring

ing cables and whatnot while you're sitting,

that spouses aren't significant) switch-

about anoticeable widening and deepening of

eyes closed, in your listening chair. The

the soundstage; my guess is that much of the

proper utilization of spouses and SOs is to

advantage of the direct connection of CD

have them listen after you've decided that

player to amp derives from the lack of interfer
ence from "dangling" inputs. At the output
side, it appears that tape-deck recording elm
tronics present an uncomfortable load to th(
preamp if not energized, so if you're not using

the tweak has produced a significant im-

1

provement, so that s/he can say, "I don't
know as much about this stuff as you do.

but Ithink you're right; it sounds better this

anyway, or, as suggested, pull out the plugs

way." You should also avoid having audi.
iphile friends help you make the decision:
'
hey're not as familiar with the sound of

from the "tape out" jacks. Ifirst discovered this

.your system, may weigh various sonic

the deck for recording, you should turn it on

effect when Inoticed adeterioration in my new
preamp's performance after connecting atape
deck. The proviso is that the effectiveness of

r

attributes differently than you do, and.

ost important, you are the one who'll be
'listening to the system. If you're going to

both of these tweaks depends on the desigit

make mistakes (who doesn't?), at least make

and construction quality of the particular corn

sure they're your own, not someone else's.

ponent. With really good isolation of input ,
and buffering of outputs, the effect may bu

hood of avalid evaluation? The method I

minimal, but it's certainly worth checking out

Power amplifier
No specific suggestions here, but se‘ eral ut tin
points mentioned under "System Tweaks" arc
applicable.

Speakers
Just the usual things: keep them away from
walls and corners (unless they're specifically
designed for such placement); use sturdy
spiked stands or Tiptoes if appropriate; expeliment with varying the vertical and horizon
tal angles; use the best cables you can afford,
use spade lugs rather than banana plugs; if you
have to use bananas, use ones with ahighpressure spreading action (eg, WBT). Almost

How, then, do you maximize the likeliuse is to listen to ashort (ca 20-second) passage of music repeatedly, at least 10 times,

1

until it is virtually engraved in my brain. I've
found that this method allows me to detect

quite small differences. Of course, whether

adifference represents an improvement is

'another question, but at least this way I'm
more aware of it. By the was; the music should

1

.not be something that you just lot e—a state
of mind that often leads to overlooking

'imperfections, sonic and otherwise—and
it should be of atype that exposes your sys-

tem's weaknesses: cg, atendency toward

hardness or vagueness of imaging. The

'method works ideally with aCD player that
has aremote; using it with an analog front
end is difficult, unless you happen to have

every speaker I've heard sounds better with the

an ADC Accutrac turntable (in which case,

grille cloth removed; depending on the manner

condolences) or aFinial (in which case,

in which the grille is attached and depending

wanna trade?).

on how acceptable you find the appearance of
86
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AS IC REFi
gRENCE
Purist miking +
Analog recording +
No noise reduction +
All-tube electronics +
Asimple signal path =

Now Aylableon CD

Natural instrumental timbres +
Alack of compression +
Areal soundstage =
Musical truth —
areference-standard
recorded sound.
Tired of commercial recordings that stubbornly refused to deliver accurate sound quality
and soundstaging, Stereophile's editors commissioned Water Lily Acoustics' Kavi Alexander
to capture the sound of flute and piano with accuracy, honesty, and integrity. (See Stereophile, September 1989, Vol.12 No.9, p.66, for the full story.)
The result, they believe, is arecording that is true to both the original sound and the
music— flute sonatas by Prokofiev and Reinecke and Charles Griffes's Poem.

STEREOPHILE POEM LP/CD ORDER FORM
Name
Address
City

State
Item

Zip
Unit
Price

Ouant.

Poem LP (STPH001-1) 3Step Process

11.98

Poem CD (STPH 001-2)

11.98

Shipping (US 8Canada)

2.00/item

Shipping (Foreign orders)

5.00/item
Total

Check enclosed (Payable to Stereophile in US dollars)
Credit Card
Card Number

MasterCard

Visa

Am Ex
Exp. Date

Signature
Credit Card Orders: 1-800-435-U15
Return this form to: Stereophile, LP/CD dept.,
P.O. Box 364, Mt. Morris, ft 61054
Allow 4-6 weeks delivery

Total

"I SIMPLY MUST HAVE
THE STEREOPHILE
4bii., TEST CD"

4

Nearly 71 minutes of music and test signals for
just $6.95! (plus S/H)
Purist recordings from Stereophile contributors
JGH, JA, RH, and PWM
128x-oversampling digital conversion compared with
the industry-standard Sony PCM1630
The sounds of 18 professional microphones compared
Absolute Phase test
And guest appearances from J. Gordon Holt, The Audio
Anarchist, and Stereophile's own Ralph the Christmas Dog.

STEREOPHILE TEST CD
ORDER FORM
Name
Address
City

State

Please send me

Zip

copy(ies) of the Stereophile Test CD
$6.95 each

(x)

(+)

$2.00 per CD S& H

(=) $

Total this order

E Check enclosed (Payable to Stereophile in US dollars)

(or) Charge my

E MasterCard

E Visa

E Am Ex

Credit Card Number

Exp. Date

Signature
Return this form to: Stereophile
CD Department
P.O. Box 364
Mt. Morris, IL 61054

Credit Card Orders: 1-800-435-0715

Allow 4-6 weeks delivery

the speaker sans grille, removal of the grille is

cleaning up of AC power, with major gains in

probably the most universally applicable speaker

sound quality.

tweak.

Absolute polarity: Clark Johnsen's The nod
Effect ,reviews evidence and opinion on the
importance of this variable. Absolute polarity

Removal of the grille
is probably the most
universally applicable
speaker tweak.

(sometimes called absolute phase) is best
thought of as asystem characteristic, and refers
to whether asound that originally started out
as compression followed by rarefaction (le,
positive then negative) is reproduced that way
rather than as rarefaction followed by compres-

System tweaks

sion (le, negative then positive). Given compo-

AC plug orientation: This is quite awell-

nents either maintain or reverse absolute polar-

known tweak, and, with some components
(not all), the effect is quite substantial. The

ity, with the result that the system as awhole
may be in correct polarity for one source (eg,

procedure is to disconnect the component (CD

CD player) but not for another (eg, phono).

player, preamp, etc.) from the rest of the system,

Recordings themselves may be recorded in or

turn it on, measure the residual voltage appear-

out of absolute polarity, and, to make things

ing on the chassis (use any voltmeter, connect

even more complicated, polarity may not be

the black probe to aknown ground, and touch

the same for the whole recording, or may vary

the red probe to ametal part of the chassis), pull

for different instruments in amulti-track mix.

out the AC plug and plug it in the opposite way,

The audibility of absolute polarity differ-

measure the chassis voltage again, and leave the
plug in the orientation that resulted in alower

ences under laboratory conditions with test
signals has been demonstrated by Stanley Lip-

chassis voltage, marking the orientation for

shitz and others, but there is some controversy

future reference. The most noticeable effect of

about how important (as opposed to statisti-

going through this procedure for every com-

cally significant) the effect is under normal

ponent in the system is improved midbass clar-

listening conditions with less than purist record-

ity (reduced intermodulation with hum, I

ings, and about how sensitive different people

guess). Clark Johnsen, author of The Wood

are to reversal of polarity As far as I'm con-

Effect (see below), suggests listening to the sys-

cerned, although 1can hear the difference with

tem with all the AC plugs oriented for minimum chassis voltage, reversing all the plugs

some recordings (the Chesky Test CD provides
agood demonstration), I'm not driven to afit

and listening again, then using the orientation

of frenzy whenever areversed-polarity record-

that sounds better. Although Idon't understand
why the reversed orientation should sound bet-

ing assaults my ears. Icertainly would not want

ter, it would be at least instructive to listen to
the contrast. (In my system, the "correct"
orientation does sound better.)
AC line cords, speaker cables, intercon-

to switch speaker cables (Johnsen suggests this
is more effective than electronic signal reversal)
whenever Isuspect the recording to be of the
wrong polarity.
So, why include maintenance of absolute

nects: Iwon't get into the issue of the role of

polarity as a recommended tweak? Well, it

cables in determining sound beyond saying

costs nothing, and, other things being equal,

that, indeed, they can play an important role,

it's better to have the system in rather than out

but Iwant to say something about the position-

of absolute polarity. (Of course, this does not

ing of these cables. This is another area that one

guarantee that all recordings will therefore be

can easily get paranoid/compulsive about, but

polarity-correct ...
)The Chesky Test CD is

Ithink it's reasonable to keep AC cords away

ideal for determining which connection main-

from interconnects and speaker cables whenever possible, also interconnects and speaker

tains absolute polarity; you then have to check
if an LP known to have been recorded in cor-

cables from each other, crossing them at right

rect polarity sounds better with the connec-

angles if necessary Finally, although much too
expensive to be considered atweak, the Tice
Power Block is agreat product that really does
work as claimed, bringing about asignificant
Stereophile, December 1990

1Available from The Audio Advisor (see ad in this issue) or
direct from the publisher, Thc Modern Audio Association, 23
Stillings Street, Boston, MA 02210, Tel: (617)337-8040, for
$7.95 plus $1.05 shipping and handling.
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Threshold factory updates
have now
been
updated

for the 400A.
and 4000 amplifiers.
for the STASIS 1. 2. and 3.
and more recent
STASIS amplifiers.

The up-date program is our
assurance to Threshold owners that
their purchase was alasting investment
in state-of-the- art performance
Nelson Pass

Nelson Pass has engineered factory update modifications that encompass the
Nr
de range of Threshold models listed
above.
Owners of these classic components can
now have their units brought to circuit
conformance with the technology of
current Threshold STASIS product and
enjoy significantly enhanced
performance.

We invite you to have your classic
Threshold brought to its highest level
of accuracy.

•

•

For full details, cost information, and to
schedule your up-date reservation call
Threshold customer service at: 1(800)
888 8055.

Illustrated the Threshold model STASIS 31

THE AUDIO GLOSSARY by J. GORDON HOLT
In the three and a half decades since the arrival of stereo, no one has
done more than J. Gordon Holt to develop and define aconsistent vocabulary
for describing reproduced sound. This is actually two dictionaries in one: aglossary
of subjective audio and acomprehensive plain-English guide to nearly two thousand technical terms. If you aren't exactly sure about "liquid" midrange or "hard"
sound. or find yourself puzzled by an unfamiliar word or alphabet-soup abbreviation, you'll find aconcise explanation in this handy. compact reference volume.
But watch out! When you least expect it. Holt's dry humor emerges. You'll learn
that acassette is "a small cass," achube is "a British tube," and acode causes
"blockage of the dose." Whether you chuckle or groan. you won't be bored!

CI YES!

Please send me The Audio Glossary
IOTAL

Soltbound BKAAITS Et S9 95

S

-

Hardbound w/ dust jacket (MAIM @ sit 95

-

Aulcscaphed UMW Editor' DRAMA

$

$30 $

Ado Si 75 shIppng for first boo ,, 5Cf: eacTOTAL ORDER

= CK/M0 enclosed

MC

= VISA

MCNISA

rce

NAME
NO
S,ATE

zrp

OLD COLONY SOUND LAB
PO Box 243, Dept. K04, Peterborough, NH 03458-0243
(603) 924-6371 /924-6526 /FAX: (603) 924-9467

USA

Answering machine for credit card orders only: 1603) 924-6371 before 900 a.m., after
4:00 p.m and weekends. Have information plus MCNISA available
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tions as set for CD or in reversed configuration.
If the reversed sounds better for LP, the car-

these are the ticket. The Silencers, developed
by Sims and now marketed by Sumiko, are

tridge connections should be reversed. Some
preamps have an absolute-polarity reversal

puck-like devices that do abetter job of isolating components than anything else I've tried.

switch; owners of these preamps can play with
this parameter to their hearts' content. My Ara-

(although not, Iexpect, ones where extensive

gon D2A digital converter has remote-controlled polarity reversal; although it's useful for

vibration control is part of the design), preamps,
and power amps; they're an alternative to Tip-

making some critical comparisons, Ifind it

toes under speakers (you have to try them; a

leads me to listen for sound rather than to the
music (the audiophile's Achilles' heel).

friendly dealer is your ally here, too); and some
have reported major improvements with turn-

They have asalutary effect under CD players

Cleaning contacts: It's no coincidence that

tables.

the word "clean" is often used to describe well-

Tube dampers: Obviously, solid-state equip-

reproduced sound. Cramolin is the stuff to use;

ment is unlikely to benefit from use of these

just follow the instructions, making sure you

devices; as far as Iknow, there are no "transistor

wipe it off until the cloth (or Q-tip) is not pick-

dampers" on the market, although some audio

ing up any more dirt. I've also used 'Week (sold

manufacturers take special steps to reduce the

as Stabilant 22A in Canada), which is not a
cleaner but a"contact enhancer," but I'm not

effects of vibration in solid-state circuits. But
tube preamps, power amps, CD players, etc. do

so keen on it now. It's true that application of

benefit. The effect is apparently related to tube

asmall amount of this liquid to an electrical

microphony; transients, in particular, seem

contact enhances the effectiveness of the contact, but, as the Stabilant 22A instructions warn,

crisper. I've had good experience with Audio-

it should not be used if the metals are dissimilar.

Quest's Sorbothane dampers; Sims is about to
release their version, made of Navcom, of course
Be sure that you don't put dampers on tubes

Tweek should not be used
if the metals are dissimilar.

that get quite hot —eg, amplifier output tubes—it
can get extremely messy.

Tweakitis
As with many human activities, tweaking in

The caveat is very important; if you use Tweek

moderation is both pleasant and useful, but an

between, say, agold-plated RCA plug and an

excessive urge to tweak may be regarded as a

aluminum-alloy jack, the contact will be im-

disorder—nay, an illness. Here are some of the

proved initially, but over time (weeks) the

symptoms to watch for:

metals will react chemically with each other

1)A manufacturer unveils a117,500 CD trans-

and the sound will show increased degradation. If you then clean the contacts, you'll find

port (to serve as the basis for a1500 unit with
the same transfer function). Your immediate

ablack guck that looks just as awful as the sys-

thought is, "I wonder if it would sound better

tem has started to sound. I've even had aproblem with Tweek when both plug and jack were

with Navcom Silencers under it."
2) You cannot attend any symphonic concert

supposedly gold-plated; on one of them, the

without wondering if the sound is out of abso-

plating was apparently very thin and impure.

lute polarity.

So, if you use Tweek (it's tempting; the sonic

3) You write an indignant letter to TAS about

improvement can be quite dramatic), make
sure that both surfaces have high-quality gold

what aconservative fuddy-duddy Enid Lumley

plating, and check the cleanliness of the contact in afew weeks. If you see evidence of the

4) You carry afull set of hex wrenches with
you, in case you run across atonearm whose

black plague, fret not: Cramolin will remove

VTA is not quite right.

it and the 'Week. ,
Navcom Silencers: For vibration control,
2I'm intrigued ht KK's enthusiastic report (V01.13 No.ln on
anew cleaning fluid called Kontak. Apparently, its not yet mudable in North America. hut it can he obtained from the 111 -Fi
News & Record Review Accrm )))
(:lub. Tel: i011 -44)2 3-I '4115 2for credit-card orders.
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has become.

If these symptoms persist, just keep saying
to yourself, over and over, "It's only hi-fi ...
it's
only hi-fi ..

it's only hi-fi. .."

Speaking of hi- fi, I'd better check my CD
player. Ithink the laser's wavelength needs a
tweak.
91

No Lines. No Hassles.
Free Parking.
The Easiest Way to Get the Best Audio Gear Is...
SEE NEXT PAGE

VPI VTA Stabilizer

tie

APOSITIVE TEST FOR EVERY SERIOUS AUDIOPHILE!

Arm base adds easy VTA height
adrustment to AS Linn MMT
FIT & Rega arms
189.95

RECORD SLEEVES
Discwastrer VRP Sleeves

OM»,

ti

1100) 29 95
Mobile Fidelity Sleeves
100) 39 95
Naty Grata,Sleeves
?9 95

511.3

New ELFIX polarity tester
electronically senses positive
polarity of powercords
and equipment.
Uses two AA
batteries
Only $29.95

RECORD DOCTOR

VPI Record Cleaning
Machines

Vacuum-powered
record-cleaning

VPI
VPI
VPI
VP)
VPI

machine

" 169 95

0W-16 5
HW-16 5220v
HW-17
0W-17F fan model
HW-16/17 suction tubes

RETIPPING
MC Cartridges

•
399 95
•449 95
Call
Call
19 95

NG CO-1 CO cleaner
159 95
NG 15Fi
399 95
NG 25F1
449 95
Mini-Pro
569 95
liybrit
549 95
New vacuum sweep
strips 14)
995

SOTA CLAMP

RECORD MATS

16 oz
1fi oz
32 oz
1gal
2gar

11 95

1gal"

39 95

05 Stylast

92

95
00
00
95
00
00
00
00
00
95
GO
95

Sumiko Fluxbuster FB-1
Demagner or
your MC
cartridge
tor best
SO und ,
Only 14995

AR ES-1 TURNTABLE

Only

Not astore.

LAST Record Cleaner
•tPower Cleaner
42 Preservative
43Reg Cleaner
.4 Stylus Cleaner

169
195
350
499
550
895
450
75
85
299
385
719

$79.95

Nilly Gritty "First" Record Cleaner
6Oz
14 95
16 o:
24 95
Nilly Gritty
Purifier 02:
16 o:

trade in!

Audioquest MC Phono
Cartridge Demagnetizer

RECORD CLEANING
SOLUTIONS

SuperSize

trade up
when you

34 95
129 95
84 95

d d

Sota Mat
Surmko Acrylic

Cartridge Alignment Gauge

brumal In-700
SuperCleener

YES! You can

Audlauest
AO MC-5 14nry
AO 404i 14mv or 5my
AO Onyx 14my or 5my
AO 8-200 14mv or 5mv
AO 7000 3mv
Monster AG-1000 MKII
Surniko Blue Point
Blue Pt w/Grado trade-in
Sunk() Talisman Bvon
Sunk) Talisman 11B vdh
Surmko Virtuoso Di,

NITTY GRITTY
Record Cleaning Machines

DB Protrac

• •

A
19
19
14
12
21

95
95
95
95
95

A

I/ 1

AUDIO
ADVISOR

More.
1-800-942-0220
225 Oakes SW
Grand Rapids MI
49503

AR
AR
AR
AR
AR
AR

ES-1 turntable only
•419 95
ES-1 turntable 220v
•469 95
ES-1 turntable VI 'AO PT-5 arm
699 95
ES-1 turntable w/MMT arm
•699 95
ES-1 turntable w/RB-300 arm .
735 00
metal armboards for PIS. MMT, Linn
RB-300
34 95

VPI HW-19JR Turntable
HW.19JR in walnut or oak. 120V or 220V

Call
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...Just Pick Up the Phone and Give Us aCall.
Our products are the best you can buy, anywhere. Our salespeople are also the
best—or we don't hire them. And our service, well, what could be easier? Your
phone call is free and our delivery fast and worry-free. Most products covered by
our 30-day satisfaction guarantee. Call 1-800-942-0220 to learn more.
Magnavox CO Players

ENERGY ABSORBING FEET
Navcom Silencers
Quiet vibrations Set cd 4 ... .

.. 59.95

CO STOPLIGHT
Stop laser light leakage!
Green paint pen for
CO treatment

NEW!
NEW Mag
CDB614 1-bit player wirernn>
C08624 1-bd digital out remote
778552 5-dc

'179 95
"229 95
"239 95

TARGET RACKS

NEW! Audio0uest Laserguide
AO Sorbothane Feel
Large 141
39 95

24 95

New! Target AER Racks

ARCICI Superstructure Rack

easy-access fronts

Solos .111

Superstructure Frame36 -9X22"W X141)

112
113

219 95

PS3

3

33*

259 00

TT5

275 00

TT5T

2900

Specialty
Stands

5$hlvs 33 Ht

TIPTOES II

175 00

Old ESL

175 00
299 00

Sound Anchors Stands
Vandersteen II

249 95

MagIlla

299 95

BA.W801M

449 00

NEW.
"1
Tara Labs Phantom headphone
extension cable. Flexible.
Superb sound.
t
9 95
2511
149 95

25 00

CD Brackets ipari

449 95

750

Audio Interconnect Cables
Tiptoes (Original)
S[or1l5l
650
Tao 11.5'1
9.95
Tall wtscrew ..... 14 95
ToneCones (Newt
Short
395
Large

Call for pnces on Auclioguest. As-One, Cardas, Siltech. Monster. Tara Labs
and Van den Hid
Custom lengths and with custom terminations including right-angle RCAs and
MR "balanced" available call for prices
Special Bargain Audio Interconnect Cables. Pairs:
Auctioquest Turquoise
1OM
25 00 2OM
Tara Labs Paragon
311 ..
49 95 59
Cardas Audio Golden Ratio 311
59 95 511

Joe Grado Signature phones
Cao
AKG—NEW K-1000 dynamic
Call
Beyer Dynamic
BOT 990 Pro
229 95
130T990
.189 95
BDT880
149 95
Replacement ear cushions
22 95
STAX
SR-34 Pro
179 95
SR-84 Pro
269 95
SRE-15N 15rn exl cable
39 95
SRE-16 15meter Pro cable 95 00
SRE-17 15m Sig cable
189 95
Rplcrnnt ear pads 34 884
19 95

34 95
6600
79 95

3OM
1011
1011

39 95
10600
129 95

Premium Digital Coaxial Cables

':

AUDIOPHILE HEADPHONES

_

59 95

Standard Shell

America's Largest Seller of Premium Cables

299 00
/

Isolation Shell

CABLES, CABLES, &MORE CABLES!

Table Stand

BAW802M

449 95

AER5

Lead

389 95

ES163

4shlvs 26" tit

Balloon

ARCICI Stands
B8M801M

119 95

AER4

275 00

TT7

14 95

New-style racks with attractive.

EOUIPMENT RACKS
•

CD Feet 14)

Cleans remo'.»
Sen and ea, •

Tara Labs Paragon Digital Coaxial Cable
1OM
39 95 15M 47 50 3OM 69 95
Audioquesl -r Digital Coaxial Cable
1OM
65 00 15M 75 00 3OM

99 95

Premium Digital Optical
Audioquest
1OM
75
Audioquest
1OM 135

Optilink "X •Fiber Optic Modal Cable
00 15M 89 95 2OM 99 95 3M
OptIlink "r Fiber Optic DIgital Cable
00 15M 159 95 2OM 179 95 3M

Cables
-111111111101"."1
125 00 6M
199 95

225 00

6M

369 95

Speaker Cables
Call !or prices on Audioguest Cardas.
Monster. 5. Tara Labs
Custom lengths & terminations including
spades pins Maggie pins. bananas, and
more available Call for prices
Audiesques1 "F" Series Bulk Rolls. Terminate Yoursell
Saver
AO F-14
200 .... 14.95 309
22 50 5011 34 95 10011 65 00
AO F-18
209 .. 24 95 3011
37 95 50tt 64 95 1009 129 95

2'x2'x2"

Tara Labs Phase II—Class A—Sp ..... Cable Sale. Pairs wispd term.
79
79 95 trift
99 95 1211
119 95 1511 139 95 259 209 95

SHEETS
4 colors
Boo Of 141
S49 95
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Cable Accessories &Contact Cleaners
Ed,un Price Music Posts 27rt 39 95
WBT RCAs 8Connectors
In Stock

Witte. Cleaner Protectot
14 95
Surniko Tweek
II Soil 14 95

93

AUDIOPHILE LPs and COMPACT DISCS

mom

,
«en

iJ
Rare Finds. Samplers and Test CDs:
Proprios
at P.m 'shop
Single CD 16 95 Double LP
Chesky J037 Jazz Samplerlest CD lcdi
Doman Sampler Disc III
lull
kh Ft News Test CD 2IUKI
at
Reference Jazz Sampler
rah
Reference Classical Sampler
(cdi
Sta. •
The Test Headphone Test
Reference Laser Video Test Disc

39 95
14 98
999
29 95
995
995

lull 39 95
Ildt 59 95

Chesty Jar: CDs—All Idles
J038 J Puzarelli Blue Heaven
J040 Helix Mann Caminho
Relerence Recordings—All titles
RR-31 Brock, Tropic Attaire
RR-25 Nopma Plays Liszt
RR-33 Fats Waller Ltd Edition
Mobile Fidelity Beatles LPs
Mobile Ultradisc Gold CDs
Mobile Fidelity Record Sleeves

Id)
icdi
lcd)
10(10
icd/Ipl
Igdipl
ICCIi
Op

14
14
14
14
15
15
29
19

98
98
98
98
98
98
95
95

Opt 29 95
Opt 39 95

Dorian Classical CDs—All titles
Wilson Audio LPs/CDs—All titles

(CAN 15 Da
.
(Ip/cdt 15 98

Sheffield Labs LPs'CDs—All titles .
tired)
Opus 3Test Records/ CDs
•t .2. 43
le 23.95 /(CO)
Delos Jazz CDs—All titles
(cd)
Harmonia Mundi Classic
(IP) 12.95 (CA)
Sim e
CDs—All Mies
(Cd)
Water Lily Acoustic
WLIO &WL11 Ltd Edition LPs
Opl

14 99
16.95
14 99
14 95
39 95
24 95

*summon «Mr 204 e. COI please

Improve Your FM!

Audiophile Books

The Audioprism 6500 passive indoor FM
antenna is "unhesitatingly recommended."
says Bill Sommerwerck in Stereoplule
Vol 13. No 9 September 1990

Only $89.95 (Shipping 56 95)

CLEAN UP YOUR POWER!

The va Tube Book, Edition 2
by David Manley
12 95
Good Sound
by Laura Dearborn
12.95
The Good CO Guide 90
17 95
The Wood Effect by RH Johnson

RAM Vacuum Tubes
onger soula Deter Man
onpmal tubes Complete seto

1.65:

Protect
audio/video
gear and
improve
performance.

Counterpo.n,
SA1000

65 00

SA3000

9995
169 95

SA2

se
Sas

6995
169 95

SA1 lure,

69 95

SA11 orco

9995

SA20 o 220

135 00
1995
1/9 95

Promo PAS 3
Stereo 10
Marti Ill

ARC SP3

Impolite

ISOBAR

Power

Line Fillers

ISOBAR ,4.220 4outlet 220 240,
'I 95
ISOBAR-6 6outlet 3-stage filtering
23 95
ISOBAR-8 8outlet 4-stage filtering
99 95
ISOBAR IBR-12-12 outlets 2-stage filtering
(see bottom illustration1
149 95

Tripplite Power Regulalors;Conditioners
LC-1200-220 4outlet 2stage 1200 watt
output 120v
••
219 95 220v
•'249 95
LC-1800 6outlet 3stage for audio and video.
1800 watt output
•'299 00
LCR-2400 14 outlets. 2stage. 2400 wan.
rack mount (see top illustration)
'•
399 00

OPE

5, 00

SP/
509

95 00
10195

SPIO

23995

SP.

9095

ARC Power Antos

U11

Aetle Ike
99 95
Calitono ARM Labs
Ma

49 95

Tempest
UT SI -1 1.11

PS Audio Powersonic

CHARGE IT!
Mastercard /DiscoverAifsa /Amex

1-800942-0220

PV2

PV6

PV3

WE SHIP WORLDWIDE

à

VA

rawouriezipougre- mama

1111

"IIMB

AU1)10

um»i .am I
MMP.T¡".` ,MUIR
MUM biLIIIiMei

ADVIS()t

role, -

*MR«

a. •

ummarormt date:77mm»

r

FOREIGN SALES WELCOME

94

FAX 616-451-0709
Servce 616-451-3868

249 95

Cooker Mows

49 95

vi

55 00
139 95
3995

Pv9

t49 95

Pronora

169 95

MV45

139 95

MV50

189 95

MV15

t89 95

pr299 95

VII Mamie

69 95
89 95

RAM PHONO MIES
Low Norse
Pr,

PV5
PV8

Supers
Mope

69 95

14/49

159 95
89 95

49 95

OrsA Rel 10.14
RA45

1ene

MAL Moscato

PS Audio Powersonic power/ne conditioner
8outlets. 450 watts
'395.00
PS 220/110 Power Convener. convert 220/2409
input to 110V power . 8outlets. 450w .• '449 95

MIA Magus

10995

Cove Jorosoo

109 95
79 95

124X

60JRA

16 95
45 00

27 00
49 95

RAM POWER AWIP TURFS
'PRO? or 12A17

11 954a

12BH7
54R4

16 95.
25 0014

6550 /mooed parr
6188 matched parr

69 95
11

50a

IL 31 maimed parr,

4995

6417 matched part

77

588161.6 rnikbed per

77 50

SO

VW POWER 111111
55 00
65 00

Moss°. KO

179 95

Aloscode 150
Mosrmr 300

117 00
69 95

01.95 NEW.

40 00

65504111Si

30 00

EL-34 (HSI
1(1-66/5881 (USSRI

20 00
15 00

1101 itISSR1

7000

Shipping Charges
Shipping Charges (UPS. Insured. 48 SteleS1
Accessories One gem
495
(otra Items
1.25
'Turntables/Stands
12.95
Racks/Large stands
••Electronics
kern Rows Mon-In 9120-1 00 EST — Sat
ellp, sabot to change MO 3% tot Arne.

29.95
8.95
096-300
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anta Fe's largest record store has finally
pulled the plug on LPs. In arecent
newsletter, Rare Bear proclaimed that

medium for our musical entertainment, will
these consumers convert or stop consuming?

all their remaining vinyl record stock would
have disappeared from the racks "forever" by

Idon't know, but Ican't help but ask myself if
this situation is symptomatic of record stores
in other parts of the country. Iwas eager to find

the end of April. As Iwrite, astorewide sale on
new and used LPs is in progress to expedite this

accompany her in the spring to Boston for her

out, so when my then girlfriend asked me to

liquidation. Needless to say, my record-col-

daughter's senior recital at the New England

lecting friends and Iare making frequent trips
to this shop. While browsing the LP bins, Ilook

Conservatory, Ijumped at the opportunity. I

up occasionally and see customers ttuoughout

for the first time, but Icould survey the record-

would not only have achance to visit the city

the store digging deep into the vinyl looking

store scene there and report on the availabil-

for LP treasures which they, most likely, will
never have the opportunity to buy again. And
they are buying them! Contrary to popular
opinion, there are folks out there who still own

ity of LPs.
nue "T" station to the center of Boston's music
nerve center—Symphony Hall, the New En-

record players and buy records. Now that CDs

gland Conservatory, and the Berklee School of

have effectively eliminated an alternate storage

Music are within afew blocks of one another.
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It's ashort walk from the Massachusetts Ave-

95

In Southern California

Service 8( Selection
Audio Den proudly offers hidefinition audio & video for the
discriminating music lover.
We specialize in custom home
installation and personal service
for those who seek excellence in
the reproduction of music.
Electronics
Jeff Rowland
Design
Counterpoint
Bryston
McIntosh
Mod Squad
Sonographe
Stax
NAD
Luxman
Denon
Revox

Accessories
Audio Quest
CWD Furniture
Mod Squad
Signet
Sumiko
Nitty Gritty
Kimber Kable
AKG
Beyerdynamic
WBT
Esoteric Audio
CD Stop Light

Speakers
Acoustat
Boston Acoustics
M&K
Mirage
Sonance
Vandersteen

Turntables
Well Tempered
Labs
Thorens
Sonographe
Denon

Video
Proton
NAD
Pioneer
Fosgate
Shure HTS

15600 Roscoe Boulevard
Van Nuys California 91406

(818) 781-4700

Listen
and Know.
The Ribbon Reference
_
14 Audiophile
D

rIn

Invitud

19 / 490-4E10
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Pedestrian traffic is mostly students going to

passed on the collector's items, but managed

or returning from rehearsals or performances,

to find aMichel Chapuis Astrée recording, an

or concertgoers queuing up for tickets to the
Boston Symphony or other events. The atmo-

organ recital on Titanic Records, and alinenboxed set of the Bach Brandenburgs per-

sphere in this part of Boston is permeated with

formed by Concentus Musicus Wien under

activities related to musical matters. It's only

Nikolaus Harnoncourt on lèlefunken's Das Alte

natural, then, that one would expect to find
record stores nearby. In fact, one entrepreneur
had set out several hundred LPs leaning up

Werk label. The records were in mint condition and the prices were right —83.99 per
disc. In acorner at the rear of the store are

against the wall at the corner of Symphony
Hall. Ihad to stop to take alook. Mostly '60s

found CDs and cassettes. 1didn't spend much
time there, though, for the CDs were under

and '70s rock and pop at abuck each. The con-

lock and key, making browsing difficult. Stored

dition of the records was typical "frat-house,"

vertically, its hard to see the titles of the CDs

so Icontinued on my way, empty-handed,
toward Boylston Street and Looney 'fines.

because of the small print; you can develop an

Looney 'nines has two locations in the Bos-

read them. How much nicer to let your fingers

ton area: at 1106 Boylston and at 1001 Mass. Ave.

do the walking through the LP browser bins!

(as the locals say) in Cambridge. From what I

Imade anote to return here before Ileft town.

unnatural bearing as you crook your neck to

saw during my brief visit to Boston, Iconsider

At the corner of Mass. Ave. and Newbury St.

Looney 'nines Boston's premier used-record

stands the multistoried shrine to home enter-

shop. It's avinyl junkie's paradise. The Boylston

tainment known as Tower Records/Video. This

store will win no awards for interior decora-

place is adepartment store devoted to con-

tion, but will cause the record collector/music
lover severe anxiety attacks as he or she enters

sumer consumption. After checking your bags,

the store. LPs are everywhere—behind the

ment (ground level) or, via escalator, to popular

counter, lining the walls, in crates on the floor,

music (second floor) or classical and jazz (third
floor). Big business is done here, with the place

you can proceed either to the video depart-

in browser-bins, under browser-bins, even in
milkcrates outside! The store smells like used

jammed with customers until closing time at

records. My kind of place! Stereopbile is sold

midnight (the yellow Tower Records shopping

here (always agood sign), as well as the VPI

bags were visible all over this part of the city).

record-cleaning machine.

If you come here expecting to find alot of

It's obvious that these folks take their busi-

vinyl, though, you'll be disappointed. CDs

ness seriously. While Ishopped, asteady stream

have taken over, with what little vinyl to be

of customers went in and out the door, those

found consigned to just afew racks. A large

leaving usually with bags full of records carried

selection of not-so-exciting classical cut-outs

protectively in their arms. Entire collections

remains on the third floor, but it's really arather

are dumped here, and the selections in the bins

dismal scene here for LPs. Jazz collectors build-

change daily (even hourly). All categories of
recorded music are found, with an especially

of adrenalin as they exit the escalator on the

ing their CD collections, though, will feel arush

large selection of classical, opera, and jazz. In

third floor. Facing you as you get off is alarge

the vintage audiophile section are found those
RCAs and Mercurys, as well as agood sampling

display of Fantasy's Original Jazz Classics for

of Reference Recordings, Sheffields, Wilsons,
and what few Proprius LPs are still available.

89.99. Bill Evans, Monk, Sonny Rollins, Miles,
etc. are to be found in quantities which made
this small-town boy dizzy. Inside the jazz

You won't find any bargains here, though,

department, the walls are lined with boxed CD

because these guys know the market; those

sets of some of the legends of jazz for very

RCA shaded dogs and Living Presence Mer-

attractive prices. For example, at the cash regcurys will send you to the bank for aloan. I ister was the new 10-CD PolyGram set of the
complete Emarcy recordings of Clifford Brown
for only 8119.95. Strong willpower prevented

Looney Tunes is
avinyl junkie's paradise.

me from turning over my MasterCard—I came
to Boston to find and buy vinyl!
The next day found me once again browsing the bins at Looney 'fines. As Imade apur-
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Looney Tunes
(Boylston)—
vinyl heaven, and they
sell Stereophile, too

VPIHE
Just apart of the blues
section at Cheapo,
with early jazz
underneath
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chase, afellow wheeled in three crates full of
LPs which were quickly scanned and examined
by the staff. In amatter of minutes, they were
put out in the racks. Yeah! Ifelt an urge to camp
out here for aday or so, but also felt compelled
to see what else this city could provide to feed
my ravenous appetite for vinyl. A return trip
to Tower proved frustrating. Iwas looking for
the newly reissued János Starker recording of
the Kodály Sonata For Unaccompanied Cello,
Op.8, but was informed it was not yet available.
Drat. Ialso looked for the Bagdad Cafe sound-

Cheapo Records is a
veritable motherlode of music
forgotten by many
but revered and treasured
by all who recognize
the importance of popular
and/or folk music.

track. The card showed ahistory of sales, but
the record was not found. The clerk suggested

What is atrip to Boston without avisit to

Iorder the CD, for he felt the LP was now

Cambridge and Harvard? Istarted at the Coop

unavailable. That wasn't what Iwanted to hear,

in Harvard Square and worked my way back

but confirmed rumors I'd heard regarding the

down Mass. Ave. to Boston. Thinking Imight

future of LPs; namely, that there were none.

need agood bag to put my record purchases

Depressed, Ileft Tower to stroll down Newbury

in, Ibought aCoop shopping bag. That was the

to Newbury Comix, aplace where, I'd been

only thing Ibought there, though, because LPs

told, Icould find any underground import LP

were nonexistent in the Coop. CDs had taken

as well as obscure 12" singles.

over with a vengeance, and the place was

Idid, but left empty-handed. Just not my

jammed with customers, making even CD

cup of tea. Icrossed the street to the Avenue

browsing difficult. Isoon got claustrophobic

Victor Hugo Bookstore (used books, used

and had to leave. For the vinyl junkie, the Har-

records, the same compulsion draws me into

vard Coop is awaste of time.'

these shops) and found afirst edition of Charles
Mingus's Beneath the Underdog. Isnapped it
up and returned to the street in search of lunch
and Audio Ideas (a local high-end store). I
found Audio Ideas, spent afew moments there

For the vinyl junkie,
the Harvard Coop
is awaste of time.

admiring the sound room, then continued on
my way to Pizza Uno, where Ihad the best pizza
I've ever tasted. If you're ever in Boston and

A few blocks down Mass. Ave. from the

you love pizza, you must try it. You won't be

Square is Briggs & Briggs, Inc., asmallish shop

disappointed.
Iretraced my steps to Tower Records (funny

with LPs and CDs occupying about half the
floor space. This was the only store where I

how everything seems to begin and end at

found new classical LP releases, confined to a

Tower) to catch a bus headed for Harvard

small rack at the rear of the record department.

Square. Igot off, after ashort ride, directly in

Ibrowsed briefly but found nothing of interest.

front of Cheapo Records. Ididn't have much

Adecent selection of new blues, folk, and eth-

time for browsing, for they were getting ready

nic music LPs was available here, with prices

to close, but the first impression was aknockout! Here were all those nonclassical LPs I'd

Ijudged to be about average for this town.
Briggs & Briggs needs help, though, in their

been looking for, records I'd often drooled over

selection of jazz recordings. Many independent

in catalogs—and reasonably priced. Scottish,

labels were represented, however, especially

Irish, Cajun, Zydeco, rhythm & blues, rock &

those based in Boston. Not really worth are-

roll, jazz, country & western, old- timey, etc.,

turn trip, in my estimation.

etc. A veritable motherlode of music forgotten

Ashort walk from Briggs & Briggs is Mystery

by many but revered and treasured by all who
recognize the importadce of popular and/or
folk music. Here was, musically speaking, the
fertile soil from which springs the music of
today. Ipromised myself to return the next day.
Stereophile, December 1990

IAshame indeed, for when Ifirst started to visit the US on
aregular basis in the early 80s, Boston and the LP selection
offered by the Harvard Coop became ahabitual stop on my
way back to Europe. These days, it has gone the way of that
other great US record store, Chicago's Rose Records, CD superstores both.
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The best CD sound
starts at S499.
Despite claims of "near perfect" performance on sine-wave test signals, actual measurements reveal up to 5% transient distortion of the musical signal during loud,
complex passages, causing CD glare, grit„grunge and hardness (see Figure). This
transient distortion stems from the inability of conventional electronics to accurately track the staircase current output from the DAC. "Premium" high-slewing
replacement op amps and discrete designs offered by specialty audiophile mod companies provide little or no improvement in this critical I
-to-V stage.

3000% less distortion

Incorporating the most advanced design concepts from
control systems theory and
high-speed instrumentation
design, Enlightened Audio
Designs achieves 3000%
(30 dB) less noise and distortion in the critical I
-to-V and
post-filter stages, achieving
near perfect analog reproduction of the digitally encoded
music. The result:

"...a listening experience unprecedented
in its naturalness,
intimacy, and sheer
musicality."
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Transient distortion after critical I-to-V conversion of aloud,
high-frequency tone (0 dB, 20 kHz) using Al "premium" op
amp most commonly used by specialty mod companies, versus
B) negligible distortion produced by EAD's proprietary highspeed circuitry. (A zero signal represents ideal behavior.)

Acleaner, more accurate, more musical sound. Guaranteed.

"We guarantee that our CD players and CD player mods offer more accurate reproduction of the musical signal, lower transient distortion and less noise—including
potentially harmful ultrasonic and RF noise—than any commercially available CD
player or CD player mod based on the premium Philips 4x-oversampling digital technology." (See our product brochure for details on our full money-back guarantee.)

Elevate your CD player to state-of-the-art performance—

Easily surpassing CD players and D-to-A converters costing thousands of dollars. We
offer mods on all Magnavox and other Philips-based CD players for $499. Factory
new players available starting at $799. For free brochure and product information call:

Enlightened Audio Designs Corp.
508 North 2nd Street
Fairfield, Iowa 52556
I-800-EA D-2899

ltain. Yeah! Icould tell from the dusty interior

strewn with sheet music, strings, picks, and

and musty smell that this would be more to my

other paraphernalia related to string instrument

liking. Little more than ahole in the wall, the

performance. The store is disorganized and

shop was crammed with used LPs. The dim
light made browsing difficult, but Imanaged

store in downtown St. Louis where Iused to

to find ashaded dog, LSC 2323, filed in the

hang out in my younger years waiting for my

"International" (?!) section. Much to my delight, Ialso located an original Blue Note press-

trumpet lessons). The store's ambiance reeks
of the performing musician. Directly across

dusty (the smell reminded me of the music

ing, Cannonball Adderley's Something Else (BN

from the counter are the record bins, filled with

1595), which 1owned only in areprocessed
"stereo" version. This recording is amust for

all sorts of exclusively acoustic music of afolk
or ethnic nature. Cajun bands and Irish and

any collection, representing the pinnacle of

Scottish fiddle music are found in abundance

jazz ensemble performance.

Old-timey string band records can be found

At Mystery Train you have to get down on

next to historic country & western. Iliked this

your hands and knees to be successful in your
search. It's worth it! The fellow who took my

store alot: the music they sell is music I've been
attracted to in recent months. Prices were

money is also awriter (of poetry); Ibought a

slightly higher here than elsewhere, but they

collection of his poems to help him out. Lots

had the hard-to-find imports. Ileft with abag-

of rock & roll and jazz here—Muddy Waters

ful of records Ifound nowhere else in Boston,

was playing through the store's unidentifiable
loudspeakers. This shop will quicken the pulse

including amarvelous LP of Irish fiddle tunes
performed by Seamus and Manus McGuire,

of any record collector! On my way to the second Looney Mines store, Istopped on the side-

Humours of Lissadell (Folk Legacy FSE-78). I
felt especially happy finding acopy of The

walk to peruse arecord collection housed in

Wandering Minstrel (Topic 12TS250) by the

cardboard boxes offered for sale by apleasant
young fellow. Several people had gathered and

legendary Uilleann piper Seamus Ennis. (Back

were buying '60s rock at abuck apiece. Not for
me, though, and Icontinued on my way to bigger and better things.
The Cambridge Looney nines is areal haven
for the record collector. Well-lit and spacious,
it made record shopping apleasure These guys

in Santa Fe, when Icued up this record, Iwas
instantly transported to amusty pub in Ireland
where apiper was performing for agroup of
happy pub-hounds surrounded by their favorite brew. Ilove this music!?)
A return trip to Cheapo Records confirmed

know their records, though, so look elsewhere

my initial impression that this is the best store
around for new records of all genres (except

for bargains. Alarge section of the classical LPs
was devoted to "collector" records: shaded dog

The only other record store I've ever been in

classical; they got rid of them some time ago).

RCM, Mercurys, Everests, and Londons with

which had as large aselection of more obscure

prices commensurate with their rarity. $19.99
to $99.99 was alittle rich for my blood, but I

nia. Cheapo has deep stock of virtually every

had fun looking them over. Conspicuous by

domestic and import independent-label LP. A

LPs is Down Home Music in El Cerrito, Califor-

their absence were the "killer" Reiner RCAs.

few used records can be found in the base-

Where have all these gone? Ispent agood deal

ment, but the selection was poor. Ididn't waste

of time here browsing the bins and was

time browsing through them because Iwas los-

rewarded with the discovery of the Bagdad

ing my mind with the opportunity to scan the
bins for records Imay never see again. The staff

Cafe soundtrack for $3.99. It, along with several other jazz, classical, and Irish music LPs,
were put into the Harvard Coop shopping bag,
which now was beginning to take on some
weight. With my wallet abit lighter, Iclimbed

here loves LPs and has an encyclopedic knowledge of the music they sell. Iwas told that as
pressing plants around the world continue to

up the stairs from Looney 'nines and headed

close down, the availability of these records
will cease, with the current stock, in all like-

for Sandy's Music, afocal point for lovers and

lihood, the last we will see—forever. Sad

performers of all types of acoustic folk music

thought, that. Upstairs, across from the check-

The walls of Sandy's Music are lined with
guitars, mandolins, banjos, dobros, and other
stringed instruments. The countertops are
Stereophile, December 1990

2Readers should be aware that Guy finds alove of Celtic music
in awoman aprerequisite for any kind of relationship. Ijust
thought you should know.
— JA
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MONDIAL DESIGNS LT
INTRODUCES

ARAGON
MARK II 004 SERIES
AMPLIFIERS
Last year we introduced the new version
of the Aragon 24k preamplifier. It's musicality, engineering, component and
construction quality clearly places it with
preamplifiers costing over $4000.
This year we introduce the Mark 11 .4004
and 2004 amplifiers. Advances in the
circuitry include automatic bias control
independent of line voltage. Noise and
distortion have been reduced with engineering advances, not signal correction
such as negative feedback.
All original 004 series amplifiers can be
upgraded to Mark II technology. Proof,
once again, that the acquisition of
Aragon components is an investment in
the future of audio.

MONDIAL DESIGNS
2Elm Street Ardsley NY 10502

LIMITED
• 914-693-8008

-

out counter, are enough Bear Family boxed sets
to quicken the pulse of any lover of early rock

me. It brought me back to the reality that hifi is only an illusion, ashadow of the real thing.

& roll and blues. Jerry Lee Lewis, Fats Domino,
Muddy Waters, and Eddie Cochran boxes share
shelf space with the Riverside recordings of Bill
Evans and Thelonious Monk. Iwas beginning

Iurge every audiophile to attend live concerts
as often as possible to hear the magic for him
or her self.

to get dizzy, so Igathered up my purchases and

shops within easy walking distance of each

left with deeply etched memories of this store.
My Harvard Coop bag was now getting quite

other—Planet Records and Nuggets. Planet is
my choice here, as it is cleaner, has better light-

heavy, so Idecided to return to my room to

ing, is better organized, and has adecent selection of used classical LPs. Iadded afew more

unload my treasures. Not without areturn trip
to Looney limes on Boylston, though! Ishouldn't
have stopped— they'd restocked the classical
bins and Icouldn't resist the urge to browse.
When Ileft, with afew Astrées and iblefunkens
added to the collection in my bag, Iknew it was
time to call it aday: Iwas looking forward to
attending aconcert at Boston Symphony Hall
that evening.
There's nothing like the real thing when it
comes to performed music 'lly as we may, we

Commonwealth Avenue has two excellent

Telefunkens to my bag and spent along time
browsing the jazz, soundtrack, and rock sections. Long-out-of-print jazz boxed sets lined
the walls, along with equally rare rock boxes.
This store has an extremely comprehensive
selection of rock and soul titles, and when it
came time to leave, Ididn't want to go. Planet
Records is well worth areturn trip, especially
for the lover of pop, rock, and soul.

audiophiles fall far short of capturing the live

What Nugget Records lacks in sophistication
it more than makes up for in character (includ-

experience with our expensive equipment. If

ing the clientele). You walk down into the store

you don't believe me, go to asymphony con-

through adoor which opens onto abirds-eye
view of the place. The first thing you become

cert as soon as possible and listen for yourself.
Lush, full-bodied string sound, biting brasses, lilting woodwinds, and dynamic percussion define the BSO. From my seat in the hall,
Iwas surrounded with the most magnificent
sound Ihave heard. The ebb and flow of the

aware of upon entering is the sound level of the
music (?) being played—loud and low-fi. It was
also, on my visit, punk rock—a genre which
Ifind hard to accept. Consequently, Ididn't
spend much time here, but Imanaged to find

music was conveyed wonderfully. The sound
of the orchestra was not dissected into frag-

acopy of Prince's Black Album, aLoudon
Wainwright III, aEugene Chadbourne album

ments with pinpoint imaging, as we have come

of bizarre covers of C&W songs, and an Irish

to expect in our quest for the best sound. On
the contrary, the sound swelled forth from the
stage like alarge wave, enveloping all those
within its path. Bernard Haitink was guest conductor in aprogram of Copland's Appalachian
Spring, Beethoven's Piano Concerto 4(Maurizio Pollini the soloist), and Stravinsky's
Petroucbka. The Copland was only so-so, the
Beethoven sparkled with life (what afine pianist

import of the Bothy Band. Quite an eclectic
mix of music found in quite adifferent kind of
store. Definitely worth areturn trip if you're
strong-hearted! Plan on spending time here,
though, because the records are poorly organized and there is very little aisle space—two
factors which make record browsing difficult.
My stay in Boston was too short, but Ileft
with the feeling that vinyl records could be

Pollini is), and the Stravinsky was enjoyable,

found in abundance here (excluding new clas-

despite some flubbed solo trumpet passages.

sical releases). Ireturned to Santa Fe with over
25 lbs of vintage LPs, by then carried in arein-

What particularly struck me concerning the
sound of the orchestra was the impact of the
percussion section in Petroucbka. When the

forced Harvard Coop shopping bag. Itotally
enjoyed my visit, especially the BSO concert

bass drum was struck, it sounded as if an entity

on Saturday night, my girlfriend's daughter's

with extremely large mass was trying to enter

recital at the New England Conservatory, and

Symphony Hall through the rear wall of the

the overall hustle and bustle of the place Good
food, good friends, good music, and good conversation all added up to amost memorable

stage Icould feel the impact of that drum from
my seat at the rear of the hall! Nothing in my
listening experience of electronically reproduced music has ever had the same effect on
Stereophile, December 1990

trip. Ihope to return soon with alarger, stronger shopping bag!
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Advertisement

"The M-200 power amplifier is a
smashing success by any standard,
and an absolute steal at the price."
Kent Bransford
Hi-Fi Heretic, Autumn 1989

Highlights of the review:
Over the years, B & K Components, Ltd.
has become one of America's leading manufacturers of affordable, high-quality audio
electronics. B & K has done an admirable
job of providing musical, reliable preamplifiers and power amplifiers within the budget of virtually any music lover.

"I was floored by the
M-200's sense of pace
and drive."

atop the power supply caps. A plastic panel
bearing asilkscreened schematic of the
amp covers this board. As with B & K's
other power amps, the M-200 utilizes
MOSFET output transistors. In keeping
with the M-200's beefy design, no less
than twenty of these devices are fastened to
the amp's external heatsink. Quality (Corning or Dale) I% metal film resistors and
premium film caps are used throughout the
active circuitry. A gold-plated premium input jack is included, with gold-plated fiveway binding posts handling speaker cable
connection.
A good power amplifier will let you appreciate the rhythmic drive of Tommy
Shannon's bass guitar, but it takes an outstanding amp to make the pitch of the instrument clear. The M-200 is such an amp.

Impressed as Iam by the MC-I01, Ifind
the Sonata M-200 monoblock power amplifiers on test here even more remarkable.
The M-200 is John Beyer's effort to build a
power amp that can drive virtually any
loudspeaker load in existence. Rated at 200
watts into 8ohms and 400 watts into 4
ohms, the M-200 can drive loads as low as
.75 ohms and still pump out its rated 200
watts! Rated peak current output of the
M-200 is an incredible 150 amperes. This
might come in handy should you need to
jump-start your Peterbilt on afrosty morning.
All too often extremely powerful amps
Internal construction is most impressive,
excel on bombastic symphony works, but
with amassive, shielded toroidal transform- fall down when it comes to conveying the
er centrally sited within the steel chassis.
subtlety and nuance of "smaller" music.
Four filter capacitors, each roughly the size
The M-200 proved to be aglorious excepof the oil filter on my Honda, combine to
tion. Yes, the massed brass and great
offer nearly 70,000 mfd of storage capaciwhomping bass drum shots in "Uranus, the
tance. The input and driver circuits are carMagician" were appropriately startling, but
ried on asingle glassfibre board that sits
equally satisfying were the quiet flute and

"I was bowled over by
its combination of
smoothness
(a B & K hallmark)
and detail."

Advertisement
violin passages that weave through this performance. Delicate instrumental shadings
and nuances that are so important in communicating the emotion of the music were
never glossed over or homogenized. The
M-200 had that essential ability to draw me
further and further into the music, rather
than hurling it in my face. Equally impressive was the M-200's soundstage width and
depth, as the size and power of the orches-

ment. B & K's profit per unit may be modest compared to that of the typical "High
End" component, but the company has
achieved unit sales (and consequent profits) that are quite astounding for aspecialist manufacturer. Equally impressive is the
fact that Beyer hasn't compromised his
products' integrity to achieve commercial
success.

tra were communicated to great effect
The M-200 was superb in its
capacity to capture the (real
and artificial) reverb on this
track [Iggy Pop's New Values],
helping to convincingly communicate the mood and tension
of the composition. Pop's vocals were rich and resonant,
while the synthesizer lacked
the slightly harsh, piercing
character imparted it by lesserquality amps.
Obviously, Iwas extremely
impressed by the B & K
M-200. While offering the tonal naturalness that characterizes all B & K products, the M200 goes far beyond previous B & K amps
in its outstanding bass quickness and definition, as well as its excellent retrieval of
low-level detail and recording acoustic.
There is afundamental quickness and alacrity to the M-200 that makes music more
immediate, more compelling.
John Beyer tells me one of his competitors pays three times as much as B & K
for the same Noble volume pot. These additional costs are passed on to the consumer
in the form of higher retail prices. Of
course, those small-volume manufacturers
committed to meeting aspecific price point
may have to employ inferior-quality parts
to stay within budget; their inability to
make large parts purchases means they may
actually pay more for parts inferior to those
used by high-volume manufacturers like B
& K, Vandersteen, etc.
B & K has undertaken the ... daunting
task of manufacturing and marketing affordable equipment in numbers sufficient
to ensure areasonable return on invest-

The above is aroundabout way of explaining the significance of B & K's new
Sonata series. Beyer has now committed
B & K's manufacturing efficiency and
economies of scale to producing audio
components that challenge the best "High
End" marques.
Reprinted by permission of Hi-Fi Heretic. Annual
(four issue) subscriptions are $15 ($18 outside
U.S.), available from: Hi-Fi Heretic, P.O. Box
2019, Yorba Linda, CA 92686.
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B & K COMPONENTS, LTD.
1971 Abbott Road
Lackawanna, NY 14218
1-800-543-5252
(NY: 716-822-8488)
(FAX: 716-822-8306)

Sound Mathematics.
Low stray
magnetic field +
transformers

High energy
storage
capacitors

Lateral
MOSFET +
output devices

High ,gain
widebandwidth J-FETs

Sonic Excellence
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Sound Mathematics is the use of superior quality components, innovative circuit
design, and hand built craftsmanship resulting in sonic excellence. Hafler products
employ high gain, wide bandwidth J-FETs with vacuum tube characteristics. The power
supplies utilize low stray magnetic field transformers and high-energy storage
capacitors for massive power reserves. In the Hafler tradition our amplifiers use lateral
MOSFET output devices to deliver the midrange clarity and musicality of tubes with
the improved bandwidth and speed of transistors.
Pure. Refined. Natural...The Hafler SE 100 J-FET Preamplifier, SE 130 AM/FM Tuner,
SE 150 CD Player, SE120 and SE240 MOSFET Amplifiers represent the new line of
Hafler products. We await your listening evaluation of Hafler's SE series components.
Sonic Excellence at an affordable price.

Hafler
'THE AFFORDABLE HIGH-END"
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was first totally transfixed by amusical
performance at the age of 13, lying face-

soon gave way to agray portable unit with a
fold-down turntable and apair of headphones.

down on the family's living-room floor
holding to my head apair of 3'-long home-

The only music available to me (before Istarted
buying my own records) was my brother's col-

made conical cardboard cones. The small ends

lection, which consisted primarily of Frank

were held to my ears, while the large-opening
ends were positioned over the two speakers

Zappa records. For the first two years of my
music-listening life (ages 13-15), Iheard vir-

built into aconsole television/stereo unit. My

tually nothing but Zappa (mostly his instru-

older brother Steve contrived these append-

mental music) through headphones. At the

ages to maximize the music at one's ears while
minimizing the "noise" made by other family

time Isaw nothing unusual about this.
The more Ilistened, the more Irealized the

members. This arrangement, however crude,

cheap portable stereo had to go. Apaper route

provided my first glimpse of music's beauty

helped provide the means to replace the K-

and power, and set in motion alifelong passion

Mart special with what Steve and Iconsidered

for music and music recording and reproduc-

amajor sonic breakthrough: a15Wpc Heathkit

tion technology. ,
The console stereo/cardboard ear extenders
ISteve is very talented musically (he has adegree in composition) and always played instruments in the house. He also
experimented with guitar electronics and built loudspeakers,
which undoubtedly was the source of my interest in audio technology.

Stereophile, December 1990

amplifier, Garrard SL-558 turntable, and apair
of Koss headphones.
Al about this time, Ibought the soundtrack
to the film A Clockwork Orange, which featured orchestral music as well as synthesized
music performed by Wendy (then Walter) Carlos
107

"FRIGHTENINGLY CLOSE
TONO WIRE"

*See

HiFi News& Records
Review June and July 1990

What is the proper way to get an
audio-cable test-team into astate of
exaltation?'
Select the ultimate cable material -silver
in the purest form available -and reject
the idea of getting the maximum length
from agiven weight, because only then
will the crystal structure remain
unimpaired.
In short: make the uncompromising
cable, in other words: Siltech cable.
Result: frighteningly close to no wire.

SILTECH

SILTECH: P.O. Box 31165, 6503 CD Nijmegen, The Netherlands, Fax Int.+ 31 80 23 30 31.

Iimmediately bought Carlos's Switcbed-On

everything he's done, he has produced aterrific

Bach and, for the first time, heard the music of

body of work and has brought many young,

Johann Sebastian Bach. It was arevelation. The
next step was to buy Bach's music performed

highly talented players to prominence in much
the way Miles Davis did. (Corea himself was a
product of Miles's band in the late 1960s.)

on the instruments for which it was written.
Thus began aperiod of listening nearly exclusively to Bach and Zappa for hours aday From
Bach, Idiscovered other classical music What

Ialso like high-energy latin -influenced jazz
and the infectious energy and rhythmic intensity of Brazilian music Flora Purim and Airto,

is important about this experience is that,

Azymuth, 'Pania Maria, Gilson Peranzzetta, and

because Iwore headphones, Iconsidered
music listening as something to which one

SabastLio Tapajos 2are among my favorite Brazilian artists. Ialso like blues, especially blues

devoted one's full concentration. Teenagers

guitarists like Johnny Winter, Robben Ford,

typically hear music as background to other

Stevie Ray Vaughan, and old Eric Clapton.

activities rather than considering it the activity
itself. Music thus becomes trivialized, akind

Much of the music Ilisten to is fairly obscure
due to its limited commercial success. Wish-

of aural wallpaper that demeans the com-

ful Thinking, Scott Kreitzer, Les De Merle, and

poser/performer.
To finish up this twisted musical biography

Roland Vasquez are good examples of less-well-

in one sentence, Igot ajob selling hi-fi, took

known groups or artists Ilike.
One group that has been afavorite for the

adegree in recording engineering, built and

past ten years is alittle-known band called The

operated arecording studio, taught acollege

Dixie Dregs (later called simply The Dregs).

recording program, worked in CD mastering,
then joined Stereopbile. Along the way, my

Known mostly to musicians, the Dixie Dregs'
music is an astonishing blend of disparate musi-

playback system improved and Igradually

cal styles combined with ferocious technical

became more and more of atweak, despite the
derision of my colleagues.

virtuosity and compositional brilliance. Although their music defies categorization, one

My musical tastes and listening habits today

could describe them as ajazz-rock-bluegrass-

certainly reflect my formative years. Itend to

classical group. The instrumentation consists

like music that demands one's full attention

of guitar, violin, keyboards, bass, and drums.

while also requiring ahigh degree of musicianship to perform. Most of my early listening was

The broad range of influences that resulted in

to instrumental music, which Istill prefer today

background of composer and guitarist Steve

this unique musical amalgam is reflected in the

over vocal-oriented songs. There are some

Morse: he grew up in the south with country

exceptions, notably Joni Mitchell.
The mainstay of my musical diet today is

musicians, was influenced by rock players of

jazz. After first being exposed to hyphenated

(a degree in composition), and went to the jazz-

the day like Jimi Hendrix, is classically trained

jazz (jazz-rock, jazz-fusion, etc), Iincorporated

oriented University of Miami. The band was

straight-ahead jazz into my record collection.

also heavily influenced by John McLaughlin's

My horizons broadened as Idiscovered players
like Charlie Parker, Dexter Gordon, Stephane

Mahavishnu Orchestra. Steve Morse is, in my
opinion, the most accomplished electric gui-

Grappelli, Kenny Burrell, and Bill Evans. Of the

tarist today and has won Guitar Player maga-

vast range of musical experience, nothing does

zine's Overall Best Guitarist award for five con-

it for me like someone improvising full-force

secutive years. If you decide to try The Dixie
Dregs, I'll give you fair warning: people tend

at the cutting edge of their skill. There is something very special about improvisation that cuts
to the core of what music is all about. The

to either dislike their music intensely or
become fanatical devotees.'

music flows directly from the performer to the

I'll sum up my musical tastes with aquote

listener without the hindrance of intellectual

from Charles Ives: "Beauty in music is too often

baggage.

confused with something that lets the ears lie
back in an easy chair."

As muchas! like "traditional" jazz, Ilisten
to alot so-called "fusion" music, as exemplified by bands like Weather Report, Return to
Forever, and Steps Ahead. Chick Corea has
been along-time favorite. Although Idon't like
Stereophile, December 1990

2Check out Tapalos and Peranzzetta's album [ado A [ado
(Visom Digital CDV 2), abeautiful collection of piano and
acoustic guitar duets.
3Abrief Dregs discography: Freefoll, What ,f, Night of the
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SOUND ADVICE MAKES THE
BEST NAMES IN
HIGHBEND AUDI(
EVEN BITTER.

When your audio video needs
are unique or extensive
The Sound Advice In-Home
Consultation Program

We understand the difficulties in trying to visualize your
audio video needs in ashowroom. That's why your Sound Advice
sales rl
come out to your home to
disco
emir

For the first time ever, there's ahigh-end
audio store that gives you more for
what you pay for.

If your new purchase isn't
functioning properly

Purchasing high-enu audio is aluxury that only afew
c
.
an indulge in. If you're one of those music lovers who ca
we're surprised that you've accepted the fact that you pay
premium prices and get nothing in return from your
specialty dealer in the way of exchange privileges, refund
policies, trade-up programs, defective merchandise
guarantees, audition policies, installation guarantees or
custom services.
Unfortunately, you've gotten used to getting less for mot
But get unused to it. Because we're Sound Advice, and we',
about to tell you how we make the best names in high-end
audio even better by providing you with the programs and
policies that you deserve.
On the left hand side of this page, you'll find out about ou
Speaker Trade-Up Program that allows you to improve the
quality of your audio system by trading the speakers that you
bought from us for anew pair, without losing your initial
speaker investment. Our 90-Day Exchange Policy that offers y
an anxiety-free audition period to evaluate your new
component's performance before making your final
decision. Our 90-Day Defective Exchange Policy that
provides you with anew component should you
discover adefect. Our 30-Day, No-Questions-Asked, Ft
Refund Policy. Our if You Don't Use It, You Don't Los
It" Performance Guarantee. Not to mention our 1-el
Warranty Repair Policy, lifetime Installation Guarantee
and Custom Design Services, just to name afew.
So, if you're ready to get more than what you pay for
when it comes to purchasing high-end audio, call our
Exceptional Sounds specialist at any of the Sound Advice
locations listed below.

The Sound Advice 90-Day Defective
Exchange Policy For All Products
If your audio, video or mobile electrooks imponent
Sound
becornes
Advice
defective
will simply
within give
the &sr
you90anew
chys one
of purchase.
(Please see 'Service for products that are beyond
the 90-day ecdiange period)

lb.

When you want to
get arefund
The Sound Advice Refund Policy
know there are many %unable involved in choosing the
nght audio video and car stereo equipment. That's why you
have 30 days to determine if what you bought n it for you.
ou want to return the equipment you've

When you want to trade up
your home speakers
The Sound Advice Home Speaker
Trade-Up Program
The easiest way to improve the quality of your audio system is In
upgrading the qualm of ow ,peakers Thu
full credit toward

When you want to stretch
the exchange privileges
The Sound Advice 1-lear
\ Demo rode tip Program
This is an ideal mom for the peon i‘oking to keep up
with the latest technology, without losing their original
purchase investment. Here's how it works: Aller you have
made your ¡amide selection, ask your salesperson if there is a
demo available of that item. (We sometime have duplicate
demo products in stock) By purchasing the demo item at its
• "'-^ nwe you are then entitled to trade that demo

lb

gle

ndAdvice

AUDIO •VIDEO •
CAR STEREO
Fo Lauderdale S
teve Zipser -1008 N. Federal Hwy (305) 564-4434
Gables: Dave Mello 1222 S. Dixie Hwy (305) 665-4434
pa: Wayne Augustin 1102 East Fowler Ave. (813) 971-4434

Is rai

s. ndor Mike Graves 4835 East Colonial Dr. (407) 894-4434

Moving on to my reviewing methods, Ihave

even threatens to displace them. Itend to prefer

found that the more Ilike the music, the more

tubes over transistors, although Ihave heard

Icare about how well it is reproduced. Conse-

good-sounding solid-state equipment. The
Hales Signatures are particularly good for evalu-

quently, Ilisten to very few "audiophile" records when reviewing, unless of course Ilike the
music Ican tell more from apoorly recorded
record of great music than from apristine
recording of music Ifind uninteresting. How-

ating electronics upstream because of their
transparency and resolving power. More important, they produce an involvement and
intimacy with the music that makes going to

ever, the combination of terrific music and

work in the morning something to look for-

superb recording, played through agreat system, is transcendental. I'm afan of live record-

ward to! UGH and Iare Stereopbile's only fulltime salaried equipment reviewers.)

ings and live-to-2-track records. Besides being

The digital front end is an Esoteric P-2 CD

purer sonically, they capture the energy of a

transport driving aTheta DSPro Basic proces-

performance in away overdubbed recordings

sor. Although Ithink the Stax DAC-Xlt is the

can't. Itend to use the same recordings over

best digital converter currently available, the

long periods when evaluating equipment.
Because there is so much variation between
various recordings' tonal balance, spatial infor-

DSPro Basic is the second-best digital proces-

mation, and other aspects, aparticular sonic

sor I've heard and is much more affordable. Steteophile also has aJVC DAT machine that floats
between reviewers for auditioning digital con-

character cannot be ascribed to acomponent

verters at the 4EikHz sampling frequency. Some

unless that recording is known intimately and

of my original master tapes are on DAT and

has been heard on awide range of other equip-

recorded at 48kHz. I've experimented lately

ment. Consequently, new recordings tend to

with digital interconnects from Aural Sym-

make their way slowly into the reviewing reper-

phonics and an optical cable from Audio-

tory. Iam most heavily dependent on recordTechnica.
ings Ihave made myself. This is not because I
My analog source changes according to
think my recordings are especially good, but
what's available at any particular time. Curbecause Iknow their flaws and have the referrently Iuse aWell-lèmpered 'ffirntable and arm
ence in my memories of what the instruments

(formerly in LA's system) with aSumiko Vir-

really sounded like and of the feelings created

tuoso Boron cartridge. At the top of my audio

by the original musical event.

wish list is afirst-rate turntable/arm/cartridge

My playback system represents the culmina-

Ican leave permanently set up in my room. A

tion of the past year and ahalf of reviewing.

Versa, Basis, or Goldrnund will do. Most of my

Equipment Ilike stays in the listening room

favorite music is on LP and unavailable on CD.

until something better comes along. It's agood
idea to keep apiece of equipment for an ex-

Generally, Iprefer LP playback over CD, agap

tended period after the review to reassess your

promise analog front end.

that would significantly widen with ano-com-

feelings for the product. So far, my positive

The moving-coil phono signal from the

opinions expressed in print about certain products have been reinforced by living with them

Sumiko is stepped up by an Expressive Tech-

for many months.
The current reference system includes the

nologies SU -1 transformer, an outrageous 351b
device. It then feeds an Audio Research SPII
Mk.11 preamp with Expressive Technologies

Hales System Two Signature loudspeakers

IC- I interconnects throughout the phono

driven by VTL 225 Deluxe monoblocks. Both
these products received very favorable reviews,

chain. The SPII's tape outputs drive the Elec-

and my high opinion of them has only increased
after months of daily use. The VTLs are superb
amplifiers, and Ihave yet to hear anything that
Living Dregs (all on Capricorn); Dregs of the Earth, Unsung
Heroes, Industry Standard, Best of Dregs (all on Arista). Best
of the Dixie Dregs (Grand Slamm). Most of these records are
out of print, but Dregs of the Earth and What If are available
on CD; both arc recommended to first-time listeners. Steve
Morse also has aterrific solo album called High lénsion Wires
(MCA), as well as two albums with the Steve Morse Group (The
Introduction and stand up).

Stereophile, December 1990

tronic Visionary Systems Stepped Attenuator,
apassive control unit. The combination of the
Well-Tempered, Sumiko, SU -1, IC-1, SPII, and
EVS passive unit provide phono playback that
is transparent, detailed, and musically involving. The Theta DSPro Basic's outputs drive the
Stepped Attenuator's other input. After listening to the transparency of just aresistor to
ground instead of an active preamplifier for CD
playback, you're addicted.
Ill

FOR
MORE!
alrweakers are the most important part of your stereo system.

It is the speaker that turns amplifier signal int(

sound and so ultimately determines what you hear. If your speakers do not perform well, your stereo system wil
simply not sound like music.

The search for musically satisfying speakers, however, can lead to som(
very expensive products.

And if you have already bought thost

high priced speakers, then you better not listen to Paradigms.

But if you haven't, better not miss them. Why? Because from th(

time they were first introduced, Paradigm's sheer musical abilit3
utterly

amazed

listeners...,

but

what

caused

even

mon

amazement was the unprecedented low price.

Now you can settle for more..., without more expense. Visit youi
authorized Paradigm dealer..., and listen.

The critics agree:
"... the 'Paradigm' 5se is no more colored than speakers costing up to
two or three times its price, and gave aconsistently musical
presentation...
Conclusion: the Paradigm 5se offers excellent performance at avery
competitive price..."
-John Atkinson /Stereophile Vol. 11 No. Hanuary. 1988

"... natural, open and clear...excellent depth... lots of hall sound... big.
expansive soundstage... well defined_ arare achievement for any
loudspeaker, but when the price is taken into account the Paradigm's
performance must be considered as nothing short of remarkable...
-Sound & Vision Magazine

iiii
..... _a_.. ....,......,
Ieltile
Sound&Vision

q.

usic

CRMCS CHOICE AWARD

In the U.S.: AudioStream, MPO Box 2410, Niagara Falls, N
In Canada: Paradigm Electronics Inc., 457 Fenmar Drive. Weston,

above

7J

Speaker cable consists of 3' runs of bi- wired
AudioQuest Clear, and the interconnects driying the VTLs are the Expressive Technologies
IC-1. This is extraordinary interconnect that
reveals detail and timbral shadings Inever knew

the corners behind the loudspeakers. (This
active system for controlling low frequencies
was reviewed in Vol.12 No.12.) The room's
sheetrock walls also provide some needed low-

existed in my music collection.I also like Audio-

frequency absorption through diaphragmatic
action.

Quest Lapis. Although not in the same league
as the IC- 1and Lapis, Music Metre makes a

away from roads is the exceptionally low ambi-

good-sounding cable at areasonable price
($95/meter-pair).
One aspect of amusic playback system that
has aprofound effect on the musical experience is the listening room. When my wife and
Imoved to New Mexico and built ahouse, atop

An advantage to living in the mountains far
ent noise level in the listening room. A quiet
room reveals soundstage information not heard
when masked by traffic or other noise Besides,
Idon't have to worry about disturbing the
neighbors!
In its present form, the room is excellent. Ste-

priority was agood listening room. It is agreat

reopbile reviewers and manufacturers who

luxury to pick aroom's dimensions and layout

have visited have generally agreed that the

with music listening in mind. Although not
huge, my listening room conformed to our

room sounds good. However, Iintend to take
the room astep further with the addition of

budget, is representative of the size rooms in

RPG Diffusors. Some samples are on the way;

which most people will hear the same equipment I'm reviewing, and is very close to the IEC

I'll be interested to hear and measure their
effect. Watch for an article soon.

recommended dimensions for astandardized
listening room.

in music reproduction go, Iheartily agree with

The 21' by 14.5' dimensions were chosen for
best distribution of room resonant modes. The
sloped wood ceiling—which really helps in
eliminating floor-to-ceiling standing waves—
starts out at 8' and reaches 12.5' at the top. The

As far as my preferences and sonic priorities
J. Gordon Holt's dictum: "If the midrange isn't
right, everything else is meaningless." 4Next to
midrange aberrations, what bothers me most
about most reproduced music is hardness,
glare, and unnatural brightness in the upper

room is slightly odd-shaped rather than having

octaves. Screechy strings, spitty cymbals, and

square corners, further skewing resonant modes.

sibilant vocals are perhaps the biggest impedi-

Behind the room's single chair, a3'-deep closet
stores equipment and adesk. The closet is

ment to enjoying reproduced music. This
character is often heard in reproduced music

covered by bi-fold slatted doors that, when

but never from the instruments themselves. I

partially open, help in diffusing high frequen-

find that components (and recording engi-

cies. The closet was designed with the idea of
making it into aquarter-wave bass trap. (Our

neers) err on the side of excessive brightness

builder advised against putting "bass trap" on
the plans the bank would see!) By hanging

much more often than too little HF energy.
Soundstage presentation and asense of space

absorbing material at the closet front, low fre-

are important to the musical experience,
though this is irrelevant if the tonal balance is

quencies are attenuated whose wavelength is

wrong. Although Ilike the transparency and

one quarter the distance between the trap's rear

imaging of planars, Ialso like the sense of
dynamics provided by moving-coil loud-

wall and the absorbing material. Peak absorption also occurs at odd multiples of aquarter
wavelength (%, 1%, 1% wavelength, etc.).

speakers, especially for the type of music I
enjoy most.

A berber carpet on heavy pad covers the
floor, and the walls are treated with avery thin

make toward the total musical experience,

carpet-like material to remove brightness and

rather then the aspects themselves, that are

However, it is the contribution these aspects

kill high-frequency reflections. This carpet is

important. To focus on soundstage depth in-

nearly identical to an "acoustical" material that

stead of the music's expression is like eating the
menu, not the meal.

sells for three times the carpet's price. The carpet is thin enough so that the room is far from
dead, acommon mistake in treating rooms.
Low-frequency absorption is provided by a
pair of Phantom Acoustics Shadows placed in
Stereophile, December 1990

4I'm constantly amazed to discover thing that Gordon wrote
about music reproduction decades ago that arc truisms today
Although we differ musically, his insights about music reproduction (many of which were made when Iwas atoddler) have
made enormous and invaluable contributions to the field,
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The NEW
/ Generation
MAGNEPLANARS
ARE HERE!

"Magnepan did abit of showstopping of their own at the
Palmer House. The new MG3.3,
which replaces the MGIIIa,
/
produced one of the best sounds
/ at the show, with striking imaging
/ and depth."
(Thomas J. Norton in Stereophile,
September 1990. Vol. 13, No. 9)
"MAGNEPLANAR. In my own jaded
opinion, next to the Essence with its
master tapes, the Magneplanar suite
/

had the best sound at the entire
show. Secluded over at the lush
I Palmer House, in aconference room
/ of generous proportions, the new
/ MG2.6 made fantastic and beautiful
music with as much clarity and focus
as Ihave ever heard from aplanar,
much less one for under $2000 (!!!)."
(Bound for Sound, June 1990)

1645 Ninth Street
White Bear Lake, MN 55110

BOOK REVIEWS
Hit Men: Power Brokers and Fast Money
Inside the Music Business

CBS Records figures prominently in the nar-

by Frederic Dannen

phia International payola scandal of the early
'70s. Dannen thinks Federal bungling of that
case paved the way for the development of the

387 Page $19.95 hardcover Published ty Times
Books, 201 E. 50th St., New York, NY 10022.
If we are judged by the company we keep, then
the leaders of the recording industry are in

rative, starting with its role in the CBS/Philadel-

Network system later in the decade. CBS also
undermined industry efforts to curb the sys-

trouble. The title characters in Hit Men are the

tem in the mid-'80s, when it was becoming too

members of the Network, asyndicate of socalled "independent record promoters," many

expensive for some of the other majors. Then
in 1986, when NBC News reports linking Net-

with ties to organized crime. Network members can't make ahit, but they can keep arecord

made all the majors wary of direct dealings

work men with the Gambino crime family

from becoming ahit by denying it airplay at key

with them, the label pioneered an ingeniously

radio stations, as the incident that opens the

circuitous ruse for holding on to the anti-

book illustrates.

competitive advantage the system afforded

In early 1980, Dick Asher, then deputy direc-

them: CBS acts would receive advances against

tor of CBS Records (and later chief of Poly-

their own royalties, ostensibly for "tour support" and related expenses, and be encouraged
to use the money to hire the indies themselves.

Gram's US operations), tested the Network's
power by withholding indic promo money for
Pink Floyd's "Another Brick in the VYall" in Los

Thus the company would avoid direct involve-

Angeles, where PF's tour would begin, while
paying the usual push money elsewhere. The

ment while saving money at the expense of its
own artists!

single was drawing favorable listener responses
at Top 40 stations around the country; the

CBS Records President Walter Yetnikoff,
who engineered both the firing of Dick Asher

album was number 1on the Billboard chart;
and all five LA concerts were sold out. Yet not

in 1983 and the sale of the CBS labels to Sony

one of the four Top 40s in LA was playing it.

CBS is depicted in the book but also at the

When Asher relented, the record was on three

unflattering contrast between himself and
Asher in Dannen's account. ,

of the four within hours.

in 1987, is reportedly upset not only at the way

Asher, one of the few sympathetic figures in

Still, CBS does not emerge as the least admir-

the book, disliked the indic system. Though
the promoters' contracts forbade them to deal
in payola, that was just alegal device to protect

able outfit in the book. That distinction belongs

their clients. It was widely assumed that they
corrupted program directors with cash—and

to the premier disco label of the '70s, Casablanca. PolyGram acquired a50% share of
Casablanca in 1977 and the rest in 1980, and
Casablanca's losses nearly broke PolyGram. It

sometimes with drugs. But by 1980, Asher had

happened because of bad business practices—

another reason to try to break the system. In
the post-disco crash, indic services were cost-

and even worse pleasure practices. Dannen

ing too much money.

describes the label's now-vanished headquarters on Sunset Boulevard as a"Moroccan-style

But Dannen argues persuasively that, unlike
Asher, many major label executives—some of

funhouse that rocked with disco and rolled
with controlled substances."

whom, like Asher's boss, Walter Yetnikoff, and

Sex, drugs, and rock'n'roll? There's not much

Roulette Records' Morris Levy, were personal

sex, except for the anecdote about Janis Joplin
offering to sleep with Clive Davis to "consum-

friends of the indies—actually liked the system,
no matter how much they complained about
the cost, because it was too expensive for the
smaller independent labels. And in fact, the

mate" arecord deal, and the occasional references to Yetnikoffs multiple marriages and the

decline of the small labels' market share closely

stable of girlfriends he calls his "shiksa farm."
But there's plenty about drugs and rock'n'roll—

parallels the rise of the Network.
As the biggest firm in the business until 1986,

ICoincidentally. Yetnikoff was released from his contract in
September.
—JA
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A powerful foundation for any fine music system.
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and about corruption. Such are the people
who have arrogated to themselves an inordinate influence over our popular culture
Those readers who are too sophisticated for
trendy Top 40 music, or for any form of pop,
are nevertheless affected by the decisions of
these music moguls. Wamer's abortive attempt
to merge with PolyGram, for example, was
motivated by Wamer's early interest in the CD.
If Warner and CBS had seen little value in the
format, the CD might have remained aspecialty
item.
For anyone who cares about the state of the
record industry', or about the state of mass culture, Hit Men is indispensable.
—Jack Hannold

Wonder Link

The Best Digltal Cable

Your CD processor cannot give you
its finest sound without the optimum
signal input from your CD transport.
Wonder Link" delivers the quality
signal your processor deserves. It is
scientifically designed to carry CD
information, which is sonically more
demanding than the music signal
traveling through your other cables.
Wonder Link fulfills the promise of
digital. Music sounds sweet, natural,
and detailed, with no digital fatigue.
You invested in a CD processor to
get better sound. If you want to hear
all the music you paid for, use the
best digital cable — Wonder Link.
TAP-"Oefpcieguad
See your dealer or call (619)436-7666

ere
/440

McCORMACK

The First Name in Sonic Excellence
The Last Word in CD Musicality
The Mod Squad proudly announces
aspecial line of distinctive audio
components: McCormack—named for
our designer, Steven McCormack.
We launch this new line with two
extraordinary
compact disc players.
<
e
The Prism II and The
Signature.

Both players integrate the purity of
McCormack sound with the elegance
of McCormack styling and the
convenience of upgradability.
McCormack. The first name in sonic
excellence. The last
word in CD musicality.
e°

dtle)Cia1:1
0

Visit your local Mod Squad
Dealer today, or contact

542 North Highway 101, Leucadia, CA 92024 •(619) 436-7666
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EQUIPMENT REPORTS
THE BASIS DEBUT
GOLD STANDARD TURNTABLE
Amis Balgalvis

Basis Debut turntable

Basis Debut Gold Standard turntable. Drive System: belt-driven on rim of platter. Suspension:
4-point hanging, fluid-damped. Speeds: 33 1
A and 45rpm. Dimensions: 23" W by 71
/
4"H by 16 1
A"
D. Weight: 85 pounds. Price: $6900. Approximate number of dealers: 12. Manufacturer: Basis
Audio, Inc., 2Townsend West, Suite 11A, Nashua, NH 03063. Tel: (603)889-4776. Fax: (603) 8895402.
"Having listened to the most recent Krell Digital

every purchase turned out to be an endorse-

MD-1 CD transpon and the 64-times oversampiing processor, Iam very happy with the pro-

ment of that beloved medium.

gress digital is making. Besides, digital can only

cionados was confirmed. Not that it was ever

get better. Iknow analog is still superior, but

suspect. However, Ido feel that their preoccu-

Once more, the dedication of analog afi-

as things stand right now, digital is good enough

pation with software supply problems can

for me." With that, Hy Kachalsky announced
that every one of his several thousand LPs was

come back to haunt them.

for sale.
You'd have thought that such adecision, by

of its luster if playback equipment is not equal

All the vinyl in the world is sure to lose much
to the task of making the recordings come alive

the president of avery prestigious, very analog-

While the gravity of the software supply situ-

leaning organization like Westchester County's

ation is undeniable we can't neglect the equip-

Audiophile Society would have met with howls

ment side of the equation. It's not too farfetched

of indignation. Far from it—his announcement
was received with open arms, as all the mem-

cordings that are ever going to be released have

to consider the premise that all the great re-

bets rushed into Hy's den to get what they could.

indeed, been released. Like it or not, every LP

The resulting bustle and the rate at which his

is apotential treasure and deserves to be ex-

records were snapped up attested to the popularity of his decision. Those analog agnostics

said that, Ican't think of abetter product to

who view Hy's decision to sell his records as

submit for your consideration than the Basis

aloss of ground for analog are misguided—

Debut Gold Standard turntable.
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plored to the fullest extent possible. Having
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Iwas first introduced to the Basis turntable at
Sere&Ws 1987 High End Hi -Fi Show in NYC.
Much to my surprise, Idiscovered that two
prominent manufacturers, Apogee and Krell, had

engineering fundamentals; performance considerations were always the first priority, every-

included the same unknown turntable in their
display systems.

thing else taking aback seat. It is to A.J.'s credit
as adesigner that he has been able to elicit such
appealing looks for his product despite these
constraints.

Iremember it only too well. There was Jason
Bloom in the Apogee suite playing his famous

The Basis Debut Gold Standard turntable is
proof positive that designer AJ. Conti is agifted

records on an absolutely stunning turntable as
he showed off the Apogee Divas.,Not far away

high-end innovator. The Basis is both asight
to behold and one of the most remarkable

Ifound the same turntable in the Sound by

high-end products to come along in quite some

Singer display as the front end of their all-Krell
system. You can rest assured Dan D'Agostino

time. Don't for amoment consider this turn-

had asay in that decision.
One thing was certain, these exhibitors had
excellent taste. The selected turntable was a
knockout, sleek and elegant. Iwatched Jason

table to be just another pretty face. Under the
stunning exterior is aproduct of landmark
proportions.

Aj. Who?

in action—the Basis was straightforward and

Interestingly enough, AJ. did not start out with

simple to use. It was also functional, exuding

afirm plan to design anew turntable.

strength. Best of all, show conditions or not,

How many individuals can lay claim to having solid experience in design, sales, and produc-

the sounds Iheard were first-rate.
"Where on earth did you dig up this work
of art?" Iasked Jason, remembering his previous association with the art world.
"Funny you should ask. The designer just
happens to be right here. Iwant you to meet
A.J. Conti of Basis. Here's aman who Ithink
you'll be hearing alot more about in the future"
M luck would have it, when Ireturned to the
Apogee suite at the end of the show for alast
listen, they were in the process of tearing down

tion of highly precise equipment, while at the
same time operating an audio retail store and
picking up additional expertise specifically
related to high-end products and marketing?
A.J. Conti can.
A.J. started out as adesigner of high-energy
laser equipment. Then, with acompany building aerospace electrical assembles, he rose to
the position of Director of Production in just

their exhibit. As Iapproached A.J., Inoticed

four years. Stops at product development, manufacturing engineering, and sales manager

that he was already packing up his equipment.

rounded out his background.

Iwatched with fascination as he pulled up the
armboard with the tonearm out of arecess in
the subchassis, and remember being struck by

ularly well prepared by this engineering background, his keen interest in audio—by his own

While he may come to the high end partic-

the convenience of this arrangement. In about

admission, he is an audio fanatic—is the under-

15 minutes flat, A.J. had the whole turntable
apart and packaged for shipping. Fortunately

lying force behind his present preoccupation

for me, he had taken the time to explain every
step of the dismantling, throwing in pertinent

his curiosity, he would take acomponent apart.

comments about the inner workings of his
design.

with turntables. From time to time, to satisfy
All he had in mind was acloser look—a design
review, if you will—of the turntables he sold.

what A.J. had told me. Iwas hard pressed to

Before long A.J. was scrutinizing every turntable he came across, then redesigning them
mentally to fit his considerations. But more sig-

recall another instance where fit, finish, and
function had been more effectively combined.

nificantly, he kept track of the strengths and
weaknesses of the products he encountered.

This was clearly one of the best testimonials

What he found was fascinating: even though
each of the turntables had at least one strength

Iwas impressed by what I'd seen and by

to the form-follows-function principle to
appear in along time.
The engineer in me was gratified to learn that
the design of this turntable is based on sound
Iobviously to good effect; Apogee won the Best Sound at the
Show award that year.
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none of the others had, no one product "put
it all together." Certainly food for thought.
He didn't know it at the time, but the design
of the Basis turntable was kicked off in January of 1986 when A.J. created his "ultimate plat119

ter"; the armboard was next and, shortly there-

produced posthaste and shown to his cus-

after, the bearing. One at atime—he did not

tomers and local dealers in July of 1986. The

have adefined entity yet —A.J. proceeded to

reception was so encouraging that the next
stop was the 1987 Winter CES in Las Vegas. The

develop each component part.
Despite this lack of afinal vision, AP ideas
of what he was after in his ultimate turntable

response? Product was being shipped by August 1987.

were very clear. Above all, he valued two char-

A.J. has been on his own since 1988. There

acteristics: it had to be atweak-free product,

is no more retail store, and he has resigned his

and the performance of any tonearm had to be

previous professional position. Basis Audio

optimized and protected from outside influ-

Manufacturing is now his sole bread and butter,

ences. That this product would be reliable as
no other product before it was aforegone con-

and receives his undivided attention.

clusion.

improved Gold Standard version of the original Debut design, and alower-priced model,

The turntable suspension turned out to be
the hardest nut to crack. He researched suspensions employing air, magnetic damping, hydraulic damping, springs stuffed with foam, and
springs stuffed with metal wool. No cigar. They
all suffered from imperfections and nonlinearities.

That kind of attention has resulted in the

the Ovation. The Ovation is astylistic knockout, without borrowing from the original or
skimping on any substantial area of design. Yet
at $3750, the price is practically cut in half.
A.J. is emphatic about his long-term commitments to present and future customers. After
explaining that his material and production

At last he decided to go back to the textbooks and design his own linearly damped
vibration-control system.

costs can be very manageable even for small

Reaching all the way back to his college
courses, A.J. recalled that, of all the physical
properties he studied, viscous damping was

demand exists.

one that behaved as close as possible to the
ideal. Similarly, a steel spring can also be

production runs, he made it very clear that he
will continue supplying products as long as any

Could it be more than a
Gold Standard?

expected to behave in avery predictable man-

Agreat deal of the appeal of analog playback

ner. By combining the two, where aspring in

equipment has to do with the exposed presen-

tension is surrounded by silicone to provide

tation of the component parts—what you see
is what you get. The Basis Gold Standard Debut

the desired viscous damping action, AJ. created the hanging fluid-damped suspension
used in his products.
AJ. is convinced that this type of suspension
is vital to aproperly performing turntable.

turntable illustrates this premise emphatically.
One look and it's obvious—something very
special has been created here: all the loose ends
have apparently been thought out and tied

"Using aturntable without this type of suspen-

down; everything gels naturally into one func-

sion is like driving acar without shocks," he

tional final entity.

declares. He feels that the Basis turntable is the

But another aspect deserves equal attention
—versatility. The Basis is extremely simple to

first and only product to use these back-tobasics principles which, he feels, are the foundation for its success. 2

set up, is about as tweak-free as can be desired,
and interfaces with any tonearm on the mar-

Once all the individual components had

ket. Basis has managed to create astate-of-the-

been designed to A.J.'s satisfaction, he saw the
way clear to combine them into afunctional

art playback component that can be prepared

and cosmetically appealing entity. As this was

alittle mechanical aptitude is helpful for that
time-frame, but that kind of claim cannot be
made for too many products as it is, much less

his first product, he named it the "Debut."

The rest is history
Aprototype incorporating all of A.J.'s ideas was

to play records in less than an hour. To be sure,

aturntable.
Of course, it's not the time per se that

maoris —

after all, setup is aone-time, up-front effort —
2Of course, SME has afluid-damped turntable suspension,
but it uses a rubber derivative to suspend the subchassis.
According to A.J., unlike steel, all rubber will contribute hystcrcsis and will detract from linear behavior.
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but Ifeel this is the best place to start telling the
story of the thoroughness and completeness
exhibited by the Debut.
Stereophile, December 1990

Basis begins the process with proper care

accuracy is made possible by digital techniques.

during shipping. You know what would hap-

Since numerical-control machine operations

pen to your Basis turntable if its package got
dropped 10'? Nothing! Each Basis is shipped

are involved, all component parts are produced
to the same exactness regardless of time of

in cartons designed to survive that drop. That's
one of the reasons Basis has never lost aprod-

manufacture.
Just how accurate is this arrangement? The

uct due to shipping damage.
The Basis arrives in two shipping cartons. In

most you could be off, A.J. tells me, is 0.0005"
when changing armboards. For me that's close

the first is found the base with its four suspen-

enough—I can't imagine anyone doing better
when mounting cartridges. Iknow no arrangement more convenient or more accurate. 3

sion towers, the motor, and the subchassis. The
other carton contains the platter, the four suspension cartridges, the armboard (pre-drilled

Simply put, the Debut is an ergonomic joy.

to accept the tonearm specified by the cus-

It just doesn't get any better than this! It's sim-

tomer), and anumber of assorted small parts.
Each component has its own snug cutout and
comes wrapped in micro-foam, an extremely

ple to set up, unusually tolerant as far as placement is concerned, and keeping it in playing
condition requires minimum attention.

soft plastic.
Unwrapping the components is athrilling

Is that all there is?

experience As the plastic wrapping is removed,

If there's one aspect of the Basis that's bound

the exquisitely finished surfaces of the black
acrylic component parts—acrylic is the pre-

to be noticed right away, it's the very substantial
nature of this product. It looks sturdy, as if it

dominant material for everything except the

could go on forever. Nothing is flimsy or, God

black-anodized, brushed aluminum suspension towers—are revealed. The polish is the

forbid, shoddy.
The design exudes robust strength—in a

finest imaginable—to the point where Ihesitated to touch anything for fear of marring the

turntable, I'll always take robust over flimsy.

wonderful finish.
'Divo bolts at the bottom of the base release
the subchassis from its shipping position. Next,

Everything is built up from the 1"-thick acrylic
base, which acts as the foundation for the four
suspension towers, the Papst DC Hall Effect
motor, and a panel for the On/Off and

one at atime, the four suspension cartridges
are installed in each corner post (a tool is sup-

33 yselector switches. The base sits on four

plied), the platter is lowered in place over the

ing. An external power supply for energizing

spindle, the belt is positioned to join the motor

the motor plugs into the rear of the base.

pulley and platter, the bottom feet used for
coarse leveling are screwed into place, and fin-

base, the towers act as anchor points for the

ally the caps for fine leveling are installed in the
top of each tower. Plug in the power supply and

hydraulic suspension cartridges. With all four
cartridges in place, the subchassis hangs sus-

the turntable is ready for aspin. It may seem

pended by the four hydraulically damped
springs within the cartridges, providing afloat-

like alot to do, but it's not time-consuming.
Iwould even concede that mounting the
tonearm is not achore. The pre-drilled armboard takes care of that. But it is at this point
that we get to observe AJ. at his designing best.
Watch closely: To mount the tonearm and
armboard, all you do is align the armboard with
its opening in the subchassis and gently lower
the whole assembly into it. When the armboard
hits bottom you have completed mounting the
tonearm. No screws, no bolts, no nothing!
The bottom surface of the 8-lb armboard has
three precisely drilled holes. When the armboard is lowered into the well, three correspondingly accurate pins fit into the armboard
holes, aligning it precisely. Every bit of the
Stereophile, December 1990

threaded feet intended for initial coarse level-

At 3" in diameter and standing 5" above the

ing platform for the platter, its bearing, and the
armboard.
3What is accuracy? Is it adecimal point with many zeros before
you come to an integer. as in 0.000000001? Or is it alot of talk
about ever-decreasing entities such as mils, microns, or angstroms? For my money, none of the 2iX)VC. Accuracy is something real, tangible, and accessible. Example Mike Hobson of
Hobson Ultimate Sound, aNYC high-end salon handling select
esoteric product, such as Avalon, Rowland, and Basis, calls and
asks afavor. He'd like to borrow my SME V/Rowland Complement combo, which happens to adorn the Basis being
reviewed. Itell him okay, and he comes and takes the goods.
You know what accuracy is? When he calls me the next day
he tells me the VTA was right on, and how good the cartridge
performed without having to fuss over it in his Basis.
What's so wonderful about that? Only this: He removed an
armboard with acartridge from my Basis, took it to the Basis
he had in the City, and played records without the need to
adjust, trim, or tweak. Suffice it to say, the process was equally
successful when he returned my equipment. All that with an
armboard that has no hold-down bolts or screws.
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The total visual impact of the Basis turntapoint. At 12" in diameter and afull 2" thick, it

accuracy of the platter. But just what is rotational accuracy? How do you distinguish between abump on the edge of the platter and

can't help but attract attention. Several circular

wobble of the bearing? Let me tell you, when

grooves cut in the vertical surface of the periph-

A.J. told me how and with what accuracy he
measures runout, Istopped asking questions
and listened.

ble is very striking. The platter itself is the focal

ery add significantly to the overall finished
look. Because the lines and proportions have
been very tastefully executed, this turntable

To measure runout, A.J. clamps ajig to the
bearing housing and positions adial indicator

appears smaller than its 23" W by 16r D footprint would suggest.

on the periphery of the platter. A dial indica-

At the same time, nothing appears crowded.
The amply sized armboard stakes out afair-

tor is avery sensitive instrument used to measure increments as small as %
moo ".

sized territory and creates plenty of operating

And just how "big" is

y, °ow "? The diameter

room around the tonearm for convenient han-

of ahuman hair measures 2y, 000,"!

dling. A.J. stated to me that the Basis will accommodate any tonearm on the market. The
other end of the subchassis is similarly open

total runout of the Basis Gold Standard Debut

and balances the convenient appearance. All

Remember that and read this carefully: the
is ±%woo ". In real-world terms, this means that,

we find there is atriangular cover. It keeps the

as it rotates, the periphery of the platter never
wobbles, bumps or grinds by more than half

motor pulley and some of the drive belt hidden from view.

the width of ahair. And let me remind you, the
diameter of the platter is 12", or 12 O
00
® .

Now let me state that the weight of the platter
and the armboard are 26 and 8lbs respectively.
Add to that 22 lbs for the 16" W by 22/2"Lby
2" -thick subchassis, and you get atotal of 55
lbs of suspended mass. Total turntable weight
is 85 lbs. As Isaid, very sturdy!
But there's more to "sturdy" than meets the

In A.J.'s experience, minimizing runout to
such vanishingly low levels produces sonic
gains in the retrieval of detailing, space, and
focus.
If you recall, the suspended mass of the Basis
is 55 lbs. Starting out with such ahigh weight
is adistinct advantage: apound or two either

eye. As good as weight might be, dead weight

way is asmall proportion of the total, and the

is better. High homogeneous mass by itself will

balance of the suspension is not changed
markedly.

not prevent standing waves and other similar
resonant disturbances from intruding and tainting playback effons. lb combat these influences,
the damping properties of the acrylic for platter
and armboard have been increased by including substantial quantities of lead inserts.
The platter, being the crucial component
that it is, has been subjected to further refine-

And I'm not just talking leveling. The key
here, according to A.J., is to consistently control the suspended portion of the turntable.
The complex dynamics during playback make
it undesirable to introduce anything that will
upset the balance of the playback components
in all planes. It's here the resonant frequencies

ments. Besides containing lead inserts to control resonances and maximize the moment of

of the suspension come in. If Iremember cor-

inertia to resist speed deviations, it undergoes

AJ. could not stop talking about the inherently
stable nature of his suspension.

acomputerized high-speed balancing process.

rectly, once Ibrought up the subject, the proud

Of course, the bearing has been finessed for the

And just what plague are we trying so care-

best performance possible by matching each
platter to its oil-well-type bearing. The bearing

fully to avoid? Well, it's the epidemic of record
warps, tonearm mass/cartridge compliance

is designed to maximize the stability provisions
of the platter by arranging to have the center

and turntable suspension resonances, airborne
vibrations, and footfalls.

of gravity of the platter below the upper bushing.
So far, so good. Rudimentary stuff up to now.

while the cartridge compliance/tonearm mass

Time to get esoteric—let's talk platter runout.

resonances take place anywhere from 8to 10Hz.

Typically, warps fall into the 0.5Hz region

According to A.J.'s findings, here's aparameter

Obviously AJ. has no direct control over the

that plays acrucial role in ahigh-performance

external environment, but he can influence
how his turntable behaves once disturbances
hit. As aresult, he designed the suspension of

product like the Basis.
Runout essentially describes the rotational
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the Basis to have aresonant frequency of 2.8Hz
vertically and 3.1Hz horizontally. It's understood that these are in well-damped situations.
But the surprise came when he specified atorsional resonance of 3.8Hz.
Isay surprise because it is rare indeed that
turntable behavior in the vertical plane is willingly discussed, and even less common for the
horizontal plane. But torsion—never in my
experience.

The Basis sits atop the original Lead Balloon
turntable stand supported on a16%" by 24" by
2" fiberboard platform. No special sonic advantages are implied; the only goal was to give
the Basis secure placement. Three tonearms—
the SME V, the Triplanar, and the Airtangent—
and at least ten cartridges have been associated
with the Basis. The Jeff Rowland Coherence
One Mk.II and the Krell KPA and KBL served
well as preamplifiers. For power amplifiers t

Please note that the three frequencies involved
here are not the same, and will therefore avoid

used the Krell KSA-250 or the Classé DR-9

the pitfall of sympathetic resonances.

working as well as ever, especially when the
DAX crossover is present. Wherever Ican Iuse

models. The Apogee Diva loudspeakers are

The Basis Record Clamp

the Music & Sound MAS Power-Master AC

The Basis clamp, precision-machined from
aerospace-quality materials, and anodized to

Power Cords. For now the DR-9s, the Coherence, the DAX, the Esoteric P-2 transport, and

the same standard to ensure along-lasting finish, consists of two stacked metal discs joined

power in this manner.'

by abearing. This allows the top to be rotated
with respect to the bottom. The bottom portion is shaped like avery shallow cone with a

the Wadia processor are connected to AC
Cables continue to baffle me; Iuse anumber of sources, depending almost on how

base diameter of 3%". The base of the cone has

much changing Ifeel like doing. At one time
or another Monster Sigma, AudioQuest Lapis,

alip near its periphery formed by an embed-

Straight Wire Maestro, or the Krell Cogelco and

ded wire, which presses against the outer por-

Path could be found in the system. Imust tell

tion of the LP label. The active part of the clamp

you that using DR-9s and Monster Sigma cables

is alarge horizontal knob, 2% 6"in diameter and
Vi6 "thick. The total height of the clamping
device is 1%".
What sets his clamp apart is its effectiveness. 4
Make sure it's in its most CCW position, slip it

throughout produces an unusually effective
combination, one Ienjoy often. My preference
is not to intermix brands; otherwise, confusion
reigns.

over the turntable spindle, press down against

Testing, testing. ..

the record, and give the knob afirm half-twist.
Done!

During this review Igot to know why some
manufacturers are loath to leave aproduct with

How done? Just grasp the locked clamp

areviewer—familiarity breeds contempt. Hav-

firmly by its flat knob and, believe it or not, you

ing heard so much propaganda about the sus-

should be able to lift the 28-lb platter right out

pension system of the Basis, Idecided to care-

of its bearing. Iwould not advise going that far,

fully examine just how effective A.J.'s design

but tthink you get my drift. Remember that
line from Crocodile Dundee: "That's not a

really is. Iput on arecord, got out amallet, and
started banging away at the turntable's base! Of

knife— this is aknife"? Well, this is aclamp.

course, this was acarefully controlled exper-

Reference system

iment: Iprotected the finish with tape and used
arubber mallet. 6

Never let it be said that the Basis didn't get a
good going-over during this review. As some
of you might recall, this turntable and Igo way
back. Iused it for the cartridge survey in the
summer of 1989. (See Vol.12 Nos.6 & 7).
To list all the components used since the
beginning of this evaluation would simply be
too lengthy. A description of the system as it
exists now should suffice.
4The Basis clamp also fits Goldmunds and SOTAs.
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Based on experience with other turntables,
Itapped lightly at first. Nothing. More force.
5Since Ken Kessler is into scoops and tweaks, let me tell you
that the two-part Kontak contact cleaner from Great Britain
he wrote about recently does indeed do the many wonderful
thing> he described. Ken gave me small quantities of this elixir
at the 1990 SCES, and 1
can attest to its effectiveness. Be on the
lookout for this product. Someone is sure to bring it into this
country soon. In the meantime, it can be ordered from the MR News .5 Record Review Accessories Club. "ItL 011-44-234
741152 (UK).
6Lest you think I've suffered severe burnout. allow me to point
out that this is exactly what A.). does to demonstrate the effectiveness of his suspension.
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Still nothing. Now Iwas literally delivering hits

table to be practically unassailable in the areas

to the side of the base but had yet to hear aper-

of engineering, ergonomics, aesthetics, and

ceptible disturbance in the loudspeakers. At

build quality. However, all the wonderful fea-

this point Istopped. What Iwas doing was

tures and conveniences can lose much of their

ridiculous—nothing remotely resembling this

luster if the product does not distinguish itself

will ever be encountered by any turntable.

sonically. Rest assured—the Basis does distin-

Encouraged by those results, Imoved on to

guish itself, and in amost exemplary manner.

the next level of stability—the subchassis itself.
Iproceeded to rap the edge of this part with the

It's not amatter of like or dislike, or alittle bit

knuckle of my bent forefinger. More surprises.

gious performer; its sonic attributes are far and

The music could not be disturbed until Igot

away the best in my experience.

better here or there. This turntable is aprodi-

quite forceful. Now Icould hear the effect of

What exactly do Imean by that? Well, for

the knock over the din of the musical background. Vertical and horizontal rapping pro-

one thing, the Basis asserted itself in no time

duced the same result.
Obviously acloser look was in order. Out

before all the tonearm settings had been com-

came the oscilloscope (I keep it around to zero-

hearing significantly more information from

in on the azimuth alignment of cartridges.)

arecording very familiar to me.?

at all. A few bars into the first LP Iplayed, even
pleted, was all it took for me to realize that Iwas

Plugging it into the tape output of the preamp,

Then, when all the cartridge adjustments

Ihave the gain of the phono stage plus the gain

were optimized, Iwas in anew world. If! ever

of the 'scope working for me to magnify the

wondered about the validity of our pursuits in
terms of lost chords, my doubts were dispelled
right there and then. It was not amatter of find-

motion of the stylus. Think of it as an electronic
microscope, if you will. If the 'scope's gain is
set so that the loudest musical passages, as
heard in the speakers, fill up the 80mm-high
'scope screen, Ihave arelative link to actual

ing one or two of them—no, agreat many of

playback conditions.
Again Ibanged away at the base with the

textures. And much, much more.
Harmonic complexities resounded with

these chords could now be heard making their
first appearances. And there was space. And

mallet, but couldn't budge the trace represent-

energy and improved clarity. Icouldn't help but

ing the music. Obviously the music was inter-

admire the newfound power and dynamics,

fering with the test.
Ishut the turntable off, removed the record,
lowered the stylus onto the platter, and hit the
base again. Aha! Now Isee several low-ampli-

while at the same time gaining details, delicacy,
and speed. It's as though the strings and drums
got tightened, yet without achange of pitch,
of course. When heard in combination with the

tude, well-damped cycles of ringing, then

much improved imaging and increased sound-

nothing. The raps on the subchassis were simi-

space, acompellingly individualized presen-

larly ignored. Iwas impressed.

tation resulted.
The music simply took on anew dimension.

After all, Iwas trying to dislodge an object
weighing 55 lbs with the force behind my bent
forefinger. How many airborne disturbances

The presentation was more wholesome and
had amore credible air to it. Iwas pleased to

of that intensity will ever mach aturntable? The

discover acertain sense of taut control that was

launch of the space shuttle? An earthquake?

very reminiscent of the fervor of live music.

Similar conclusions can be drawn when com-

Very much along the same lines, arhythmic

paring footfalls and mallet strokes.
Don't for amoment think that this stability

spontaneity materialized, contributing to keep
the seemingly endless varieties of sonic arti-

does not translate into better sound. That rocksolid sense that the Basis brought to the music

facts organized. Timbres, details, and dynamics
appeared palpably proportioned, allowing the

—that's the mass and the suspension working
for you. That's the result of the imperturbabil-

cascading scales of the music to dominate the
presentation. But best of all, the music was

ity that has been one of A.J.'s design goals from

exciting and appeared to flow and ebb with

day one.

Sonic performance
As you have seen, Ihave found the Basis turn124

7If you want to see what progress you are making with your
tweaking, especially over along time period, play arecording familiar to you but one which has been dormant for at least
ayear or so. The progress of your efforts will be measured in
how much more startling the newly revealed material is.
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enviable ease. In aword, it was significantly
more effortless.

placing the four suspension springs for the

Iwas also impressed by acertain sense of
rock-solid stability. The musicians seemed to
play with greater certainty, with more involving

pucks, 1tightened up the suspension. This resulted in much-improved bass definition and

HW-19 subchassis with four Navcom isolation

extension, as well as more coherence and mid-

rhythms, and with more distinct placements
of the performers. Yes, more air surrounded the
individual instruments, and more space filled

range openness. 8

the soundspace, producing asoundstage marvelously vivid and sonically satisfying.

1realized that Iwas dealing here with abreakthrough product. This was no tweak, refine-

Iwas put in my place by those first few bars
heard through the Basis. Right then and there

Having said that, let me remind you that we

ment, or repackaging job. This was aredefini-

have to imagine everything in terms of the
capabilities of reproduced sound, and let live

tion of the LP playback process.
In no way is this intended as aslam of the
HW- 19. Ihave nothing but the highest regard

music remain the holy grail that it is.
As far as I'm concerned, as soon as any soundwaves hit the microphone diaphragm the signal
is corrupted. It's that old story of the probe disturbing the experiment. Iknow of no technique
sophisticated enough to convert the delicate
complexities of music into electrical equivalents

for Harry Weisfeld's product. As amatter of
fact, Iwould venture to say that Harry's HW 19, coupled with Bruce Thigpen's ET-2 tonearm, represents one of the best-ever values in
the high end—the most sound for reasonable

without corrupting the signal. The atrocities

bucks, without adoubt. But for the HW- 19,
Navcom pucks and all, to keep up with the

committed by the rest of the record/playback
chain put an end to any hopes of recreating the

Basis is not in the cards. Nor was it intended to
be, as the TNT testifies.

realism of amusical event. Without reinventing
the process as awhole, like it or not, we are

away the more desirable product. The Basis is

stuck with what we have—recordings.
And recorded music can have pinpoint imag-

ano-holds-barred design and should therefore
be compared with the Goldmund Reference

ing, artificial space and stage effects, room limitations, and other audible artifacts not observ-

and the Versa 2.0. That one respect is price. The

able in aconcert hall. Whether the mikes sit
high and far apart above the conductor o4 God
forbid, are set up in multi-miking arrays, try as
we may, we won't do better than what the
mikes "hear."
Live music should be used to guide us in
evaluating timbres, harmonic richness, harmonies, dynamics, and rhythms. That is, of course,
in addition to enjoying the music for its own
sake.
While Iheartily concede that recordings are
the reason why our preoccupation with sonics
brings us together, we should not forget that

In all respects but one, the Basis is far and

Basis Gold Standard Debut lists at $6900, the
HW-19 Mk.III at $1200. The Basis better be better. Much better.
Rest assured that it is. As far as I'm concerned, this review could read: Buy it, you'll
love it. But the shock of such ashort review
from AB might be too much for JA.
Icannot pay it ahigher compliment than to
say that the Basis is essentially without asonic
signature. How do Icome to that far-reaching
conclusion? As imperfect as the whole recording/playback process is, how is it possible to
ascribe neutrality to any one component in the

we are working with an inherently flawed me-

chain, and for something as difficult to pin
down as aturntable, no less? All Ican tell you

dium, be it analog or digital. At the same time,

is that long-term listening and awide variety

let's keep alive the miracle that it works as well

of associated components are my basis for

as it does. In that context, the Basis turntable
has to be considered amiracle worker.

coming to that conclusion.

Before the Basis arrived, and despite the
excellent reputation which preceded it and my
expectations that it would help me with the
cartridge reviews, Iwas skeptical about the
impact the Basis would have. After all, Iwas on
ahigh, having just succeeded at improving the
VP! HW- 19 Mk.III fairly substantially. By reStereophile, December 1990

Over the past year Ihave used the Basis with
three tonearms: the Triplanar, the SME V, and
8Although this procedure has been tried by others with equal
success, and has been written up accordingly, this is not amod
for all seasons. Make sure the turntable is securely supported,
or is placed on adedicated turntable stand, to minimize external
disturbances. Navcom will work to advantage under the right
circumstances, but it's no cure-all. And just so you know Itried
it, when Iused the pucks to bypass the suspension of the Basis,
the results were disastrous.
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the Airtangent (with the Jeff Rowland Complement arm to follow soon). At various times at

ities of the Versa in relation to the Basis.
All Ican tell you now is that both are remark-

least ten different cartridges have been fitted

able performers and Ihope someday to be in

to these tonearms. It is therefore not some syn-

aposition to contribute to this point of interest.

ergistic combination that allows this turntable
to shine. What actually happened was the opposite. Every time acomponent was used in

Conclusion
At this point, you know what's coming: Ijust

conjunction with the Basis, it performed better

love the Basis Debut Gold Standard turntable!

by asignificant degree. That goes for cartridges
and tonearms alike.

It is simply one of the most resoundingly re-

Ihave never heard the individuality of each

markable high-end products that it has been
my pleasure to enjoy. It boasts stunning looks,

cartridge or the contribution of each tonearm

exquisite execution, and superb performance.

revealed in such stark terms. Each transducer's
individuality stood out clearly, making it easy
to assign identities.
Whatever the coloration, it seemed to be

As far as I'm concerned, this is one product that
should bring joy regardless of considerations.
Ibelieve the Basis to be alandmark design.
While the Linn LP-12 was instrumental in get-

closely associated with the components that

ting everybody to pay attention to turntables,

came and went, while the contribution of the

today it appears quite primitive, certainly next

turntable proper remained but asmall proportion of the overall contribution.
Iam somewhat disappointed that JGH's

to the Basis. To be sure, the differences in appearance are startling, but they were never

review of the Versa 2.0 tumtable/toneann playback system 9 appeared in these pages before
this. Many of the observations JGH made with
respect to the Versa have avery familiar ring.
Had Idescribed what Iheard without being
aware of his experiences, Icould have conceivably been accused of plagiarism—my sonic

intended to compete in that area. But my point
has to do with evolution and bringing to afinish what was started. The Basis does that. It is
tweak-free, versatile, and simple.
Tweak-free means that there is no magic way
to tighten the tonearm cable clamp, no trick to
getting the springs adjusted, no mystery to the
composition of the armboard material, and no

impressions of the Basis are that similar to his

adjustments for the motor pulley. The belt of

observations about the Versa. The rock-solid

the Basis rode on the crown of the motor pul-

stability, improvements in image specificity,

ley from day one. Place the Basis on any reason-

and standard-setting bass performance are
areas where Iagree with Gordon, except that

ably level and secure surface—remember, it
weighs agood 90 lbs —level it with the very

we are talking about different products.

accessible knobs at the tops of the suspension

While he was left wondering whether the

towers, and enjoy your LPs.
The versatility of the Basis is unsurpassed.

improvements he heard were due to the turntable or the tonearm portion of the Versa 2.0,
Iknow that the turntable is the, ah, basis for all

While the Goldmund Reference may impress

the improvements Inoticed.

and the Versa 2.0 with its exquisite execution

Idon't want for amoment to infer that asonic

with its finessed bulk and fancy electronics,

comparison with the Versa 2.0 is intended. It

of acomplex mechanism, it cannot be denied
that these are inflexible designs. Of course,

is not. Having had the pleasure of using and

both companies will tell you that these no-

listening to this wonderful product at Definitive

holds-barred designs have been optimized to

Hi -Fi and at the home of Hy Kachalsky, the
president of the Audiophile Society, Icould

work with the provided tonearms. But aturntable that can accept any tonearm in the indus-

attempt to interpolate. Iwill not. ,9 Although
Hy's system is very similar to my reference
components, our listening rooms are totally
dissimilar. In addition, the cartridges in both
cases were unfamiliar to me. Until Ican listen
to both products under the same conditions,

try without fuss has its advantages. Separate
tonearms have more user-friendly features. For
example, amore flexible setup for comparing
cartridges than the Airtangent tonearm cannot
be found. For that reason, any dedicated highend dealer should have this tonearm to service

Iam not prepared to discuss the sonic capabil-

their customers better!! by allowing accurate

9 Vol.10 No.8, Vo1.11 No.I

comparisons between cartridges.

10 After all, this is analog; there's no need to interpolate.
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The Basis is acompleted design. Everything
Stereophile, December 1990

appears to have been reduced to the simplest

This is aproduct bound to perform flawlessly

form. The aesthetic appeal, the features and

—and, more significantly, satisfy—for many

ergonomics, the performance and reliability,

years to come.

have all been dealt with with extreme success.

The Basis Debut Gold Standard turntable has
my heartfelt recommendation. Ican't recall

11 Ican't but digress and mention that the Airtangent tonearm
is one of my all-time favorite pieces of equipment. Iwouldn't
be without it, so Iown one. Leif Haggmark, the designer and
manufacturer in Sweden, has been kind enough to supply several additional air-bearing arm assemblies. You can read how
Ifeel about this product in the February 1989 issue. Furthermore, Ican categorically = I
Cthat twould not undertake multiple cartridge reviews without this tonearm. Its unprecedented
flexibility comes to the rescue and allows me to evaluate cartridges with great precision and repeatability.

another instance where fit, finish, and function
are more effectively combined. Nor can Ithink
of another product that Icould put up for your
consideration with more confidence. This
turntable has "classic" written all over it. It goes
without saying that the Basis is anatural for a
Class A recommendation.

A PAIR OF CONNIE J'S
Martin Colloms reviews the Conrad-Johnson PF -1 preamplifier
& MF -200 power amplifier

conrad -johnson

c

L
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Conrad-Johnson PF -1 preamplifier
Conrad-Johnson MF200 power amplifier
Conrad-Johnson PF -1 FET preamplifier: Input impedance: 47k ohms in parallel with 260pF
(phono); 31k ohms in parallel with 100pF (line). Input sensitivity (for 500mV output): 0.48mV (phono);
50mV (line). Overall gain: 60dB (phono); 20dB, phase-inverting (line). Output impedance: 160
ohms. Dimensions; 19" W by 3,5" H by 132" D. Serial number of unit tested: 300100J. Approximate
number of dealers: 100. Price: $1295. Manufacturer: Conrad-Johnson Design, 2800R Dorr Avenue,
Fairfax, VA 22031. Tel: (703) 698-8581.
Conrad-Johnson MF -200 FET stereo power amplifier: Power output: 200Wpc (23dBW) into 8
ohms. Input impedance: 100k ohms. Input sensitivity: 2.3V for full output. Output impedance:
0.15 ohms at 1kHz, 0.25 ohms at 20kHz. Dimensions: 19" W by 8.75" H by 15.6" D. Approximate
number of dealers: 100. Price: $1995. Manufacturer: Conrad-Johnson Design, 2800R Dorr Avenue,
Fairfax, VA 22031. Tel: (703) 698-8581.
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Cycles can be seen in the fortunes of compa-

Technology

nies. Likewise cycles can be seen in the perfor-

Both these units are based on FET circuits, their

mance of companies' products. A particular

low-feedback designs intended to capture

range will appear to have got it just right, what-

some of the character of tube technology 'Mk-

ever "it" is. The designer may have hit awin-

ing the PF -1 first, one striking aspect is the

ning streak and thus steal alead over the com-

complete absence of electrolytic capacitors,

petition. C-J set anew state-of-the-art preamp

either in the signal circuits or in the power supplies. This is in accordance with C-J's whole-

standard in the late '80s with their Premier
Seven, and some of that expertise and experi-

hearted belief in the superiority of plastic film

ence are beginning to pay off in the shape of

capacitors in all applications. The power supply

new high-performance preamplifiers at realis-

begins with aprimary regulator feeding three

tic prices. Moreover, the pressure was on to

secondary regulators, one for each gain-stage

develop better power amplifiers to match. "avo

block. Described as azero-feedback design,

important products have emerged from all this

this gain-stage block employs distortion-

in C-J's moderately priced FET range, namely
the PF- 1preamp and the matching MF -200

canceling techniques to help achieve satisfac-

power amp. By audiophile standards, these are

buffer with again of 20dB, it is used in both the

moderately priced at $1295 and $1995, respec-

line amplifier and the output stage of the disc

tory linearity. Operating as alow-impedance

tively.

amplifier. Between the first disc stage and the

What do you get for your money? Well, the
MF -200 is quite substantial at asolid, continuous 200Wpc, both channels driven, with sufficient current reserves to drive awide range of

latter comes the passive phono -equalization
network. The phono input uses aJ-FET in asingleended configuration, and is non-inverting

loudspeaker loadings. The one-box PF- 1has

propylene film; with the single-rail circuits

disc and line inputs, the latter rather sensitive
for CD use, and while the disc input is rated as

stages.

overall. All capacitors are polystyrene or polyused, capacitors are necessary to couple the

universal, there may be questions about its

The MF-200's input is straightforward, com-

compatibility with some cartridges on grounds

prising adifferential J-FET pair buffered by an

of input noise and input overload margin. On

emitter follower. A voltage amplifier with

the face of it, the PF-1 does have sufficient gain

current-source load leads to acomplementary

for the direct connection of amoving-coil car-

MOSFET driver. Three pairs of high-current

tridge.

MOSFETs make up the output stage. All sec-

The PF- 1is of 19" rack width but is quite

tions prior to the final output are fed from regu-

compact at 3.5" high. Finished in apale-gold
brushed alloy, the front panel is well-laid-out,

lated DC so that pure clipping is defined by the

with clear, unambiguous legends. From the left
we have the input selector with achoice from

should result. Though the MF -200 is afeedback design, it is stated to use "uncommonly

phono, tuneç CD, and tapes 1and 2. The source/

low feedback." Generously sized electrolytic

driver and not by the output. Faster recovery

tape monitor follows, then the mode switch,

reservoir capacitors are present in the shared

stereo/mono, etc Add the stepped balance con-

power supply, while the critical large-value
feedback decoupling component is afilm type.

trol, and the lineup is completed by the standard volume control. On the back, the mains
cable is captive while the sockets are unbal-

No "electronic" protection is present; the unit

anced phonos.
The power amplifier is alarge item, weighing

devices, and on 5A voltage rail fuses.

almost 60 lbs. Fitted with rack handles, the

Sound: PF -1

relies on the natural robustness of the output

panel is finished in matching satin gold alloy,

First trials suggested something special from

neatly lettered and fitted with one control:

these products; accordingly, Igave them a

on/off. Again, the rear panel sports acaptive

generous level of care and attention during

mains lead; inputs are gold-plated phono, the

auditioning, including the use of worthy ancil-

outputs heavy-duty, gold-plated 5-way bind-

lary equipment.'

ing posts. Finned heatsinks are conveniently

Ibegan listening through the PF- l's phono

located at the back of the unit. It does not run

input after suitable conditioning and adequate

too hot in normal use.

warmup. Within acontext of some absolute
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references, Iwas not disappointed. Certainly
the PF- 1was not as neutral and as uncolored
as the finest, nor did it display the same level
of focus, precision, and stability. However, it
did offer asound quality in one way that was
right up with the very best, and which was
promised by the zero voltage feedback circuitry. That quality is asense of liveliness, presence, transient believability, and dynamic
excitement—something that great audio is all
about. As arock fan would put it, the PF -1
sounds upbeat, with agreat presentation of
pace and rhythm. In fact, the more Ibecame
aware of this aspect of its reproduction, the

the full weight, slam, and authority of the finest
references. What also mattered was the evident
ability of the PF- l's bass lines to keep excellent
pace with the mid and treble. For want of abetter comparison, the bass was more like that of
aRoksan than aSOTA.
The midrange was fascinating, as within its
fairly close approach to neutrality there was
also ahint of leanness and crispness, sufficient
to align analog disc sound alittle closer to the
accepted sound of CD.
Dynamics were first-rate, the human voice
sounding naturally expressive and allied to a
strongly communicative import. "Hardness"

more Isaw it as afundamental and necessary

in the accepted sense was absent—instead,

requirement. Returning to most other pre:amps

singing voices sounded surprisingly real.
The treble sounded pure, with only the mild-

gave the impression that they are slow and
drowsy, diluting dynamic contrasts and return-

est loss of detail and transparency. Nonetheless,

ing adownbeat impression of rhythm. Make

agood feeling of recorded atmosphere and air

no mistake, the PF- l's phono stage is something
of areference in this area, and could well be

was presented in the treble, which also showed
excellently controlled vocal sibilance and

bought for this alone.

negligible grain or "edge."

Readers may recall several reviewers' similar reactions in the mid '80s to the Counter-

focus, good width, and fine depth. Recorded

point SA7, alow-budget, zero-feedback tube
design. Ialso recall remarking, when hearing

ambience was recovered well, and the general
level of transparency approached audiophile

Stereo images were presented with very good

the excellent bass performance of the Krell '7B,

levels. Well-worn LPs showed new levels of

that once you've lived with that kind of bass
it's hard to give it up. This remark is equally true

energy and detail, making the assessment of the
PF- 1acontinued pleasure.

for the high level of pace and dynamics delivered by the PF -1. Such high performance is

true, you're right. Perversely, this C-J preamp

If you think this all sounds too good to be

unexpected at this modest price level, and the

did not maintain this exceptional standard

overall performance is, in any case, difficult to

when fed a CD diet (polarity-inverted, of
course!). The presence of some moderate col-

fault; it does not let the side down.
Another strong quality of the PF- l's phono
detail regardless of the music's complexity. It
consistently proved adept at revealing inner

oration gave a"harder," "darkened" sound; CD
sources were not felt to be as well-balanced as
the analog disc performance might lead you to
suspect. It was as if asimilar tonal flaw was pres-

levels of orchestration with the full weight

ent in both the PF -1 and CD, and was additive,

input was its ability to maintain high levels of

required for good counterpoint, and giving the
feeling of many players working in concert on
large orchestral pieces. Conversely, the sound
was not excessively analytical in the sense that
the performance was being unduly dissected.
Throughout, Iwas aware of aunifying coher-

whereas the analog source and RIAA equalizer
lacked that flow, avoiding their sum rising
above an audible threshold.
On CD, the PF -1 was atouch lightweight;
comparison with apassive-controller connection showed this well. Nevertheless, much of

ence to the presentation of all kinds of program.
The PF- 1's phono stage was "boppy" and

remained; if not, this assessment would be

lively in the bass, tuneful and agile, if lacking

nonsense, as the analog disc signal did success-

the fundamental quality described earlier

fully pass through this very high line stage.
ILoudspeakers: Apogee Duetta Signature, Stage., Quad ESL-63,
Spcndor SP2.2, and Celestion SL-700. Power amplifiers: Krell
KSA-805 and 250, ARC Classic 120. Preamplifiers: C-J Premier
7a, Audio Research LSI, and Krell KSP-7B. CD players: Meridian
602-603 and Marantz CD80. Analog: Goldmund Studio
T4 /Koetsu RS 11, Linn LP12/Ekos/Troika, van den Hui MC2
high output, plus various step-ups. Cable custom silveratflon.
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In absolute terms there was aloss of stereo
focus and width, though what remained was
still impressive, well beyond its price class. The
sense of scale and of natural expressive
dynamics was retained, and low-frequency
129

sounds were lively and rhythmic, involving and

give an insight into the more subtle spatial

interesting. Transparency was very good, suffi-

properties of top-class program.

cient for astrong impression of stereo depth

The preceding paragraphs apply to moderate

and for the recovery of ample ambience and

domestic sound levels with medium-sensitivity
speakers. When the MF -200 was driven into

recorded acoustic.
Only the finest CD sources would begin to

the upper "loud" part of its working range—

tax this line stage.
When the PF- 1was teamed with the MF -

where average power exceeds 1or 2W and the

200, there was aclearly audible affinity—a

to clipping)—it revealed aless favorable nature.

level of compatibility where much of the PF- l's
virtue was communicated to the speaker load.

The amplifier changed gear, as if readying itself

While the MF -200 was not so obviously an
exceptional performer, the two products partnered each other well, making it hard to argue

peaks are 10-20dB louder (20-200W and close

for along climb, and sounded coarser as well
as harder, with increased glare and asignificant
drop in clarity.
In this condition the performance fell back

1's ability to reach even higher.

to the merely "normal" for its price group. This
aspect presented adifficult prospect for the

Sound: MF -200

kind of two-level performance? For this, you'll

with the overall result, notwithstanding the PF -

In the context of raw power delivery, Ifound
the MF -200 to be load-tolerant, handling the
range of test speakers well. Neither the Quad

reviewer—how to judge aproduct with this
have to wait for (or turn to) the conclusion.

PF -1: Lab Report

Electrostatic nor the Duetta Signature caused
it any bother (as the lab results will later con-

The PF -1 is ostensibly amoving-magnet design
with a confirmed 47k ohm, 260pF input

firm). It is agenuinely powerful amplifier, as

impedance Normally an input sensitivity of 1
or 2mV is available for an IHF standard output

big as anyone is ever likely to require.
First impressions were of an amplifier sounding less "solid-state" than expected. Certain
aspects caught the ear; for example the natural

of 0.5V for such an input; the PF -1 delivered
a0.48mV sensitivity and an overall gain of
60dB. This was just sufficient for the loudest

texture and tonality of the broad midrange,

"low-output" moving-coils, and was well-

such that one could use the term "creamy."

suited to the "high-output" types which generally offer somewhat lower levels than the aver-

Sounds in this fundamental range—human
voice, cello, etc.—were well-balanced and
believable This region was backed by apowerful bass, with close to perfect damping which
proved capable of afine level of slam and yet

age moving-magnet. Further consideration of
the disc input is worthwhile to help understand
the optimum matching conditions and to
extract the best performance from the unit.

was sufficiently agile to show agood sense of

Here we must also consider the input noise and

rhythm and timing. Here the MF -200 also
reached significantly above its price class.

input overload margins. Viewed as aconventional MM input, the overload headroom was

At cruising levels, the MF -200 possessed a

marginal, to say the least. Though the figures

good upper range; it mildly sharpened orchestral string tone and suffered from ashade of

of 16.6dB at 20Hz and 18.3dB at IkHz are satis-

thinness through the treble register. Treble
sounds were low in grain or other distortion
effects, while vocal sibilance was quite natu-

means that referred to the standard maximum

factory, only 4dB is available at 20kHz. This
recorded level of 50mV at 20kHz (70mV peak),

ral; the high-frequency range conveyed agood

the PF -1 will only accept 111mV peak before its
distortion reaches 1%. However, 40cm/s peak

measure of life, air, and sparkle. Some of the

levels are possible from disc which could result

competition sounded deadened and closed-

in momentary peaks of 200mV from ahigh-

in by comparison.
Stereo focus and stage width were up to the
expected standard, though some image nar-

output moving-magnet cartridge or amovingcoil, when used with astep-up unit of healthy

rowing was noted toward the back of the stage

matching ratio. This explains why the disc
intermodulation graph (fig.1) showed arather

illusion. While generally revealing of musical

high level for the IkHz difference tone; this

detail, there was also awindow of extra transparency in the midrange which could often

product was just 20dB down at the MM test
level, corresponding to afull 10% distortion.
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When the input signal was reduced by 20dB,
corresponding to amoving-coil drive, the dis-
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tortion was then reduced by nearly 20dB,
resulting in asatisfactory -39dB intermodulation figure. In the PF- l's favor was the "linear"
character of its high-frequency overload
and/or distortion; this should not be compared
with amore audibly serious kind of feedback
clipping overload, which produces severe "rattling" effects. At MC input levels, the other
overload results correspondingly improved,
there being now 36.6dB headroom at 20Hz,
38.3dB headroom at lkHz, and 24dB at 20kHz.
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Fig.1 C-J PF -1. 19+20kHz intermodulation via
phono input at 50mV level, linear frequency
scale (2500Hz/dm)

On amoving-magnet basis, the disc input
noise was fine at -71dB, CCIR. However, this
translates to only 51dB for a0.5mV or MC input
reference, which implied an audible hiss alittle
louder than average disc surface noise when
using-moving-coil cartridges of the Linn Troika
rated output level; for example, 0.2mV for
5cm/s recorded velocity at lkHz. Moving-coil
cartridges giving an output of 0.5mV to 2mV
for 5cm/s are most suitable. Additional input
loadings may be applied if space is available in
the phono plug, or better still, on the input terminal inside the preamp, installed by agood
technician, lk ohm metal film or apreferred foil

Fig.2C-J PF-1, 19+20kHz intermodulation via line
input, linear frequency scale (2500Hz/div.)
codrel,enersan
5 WOO
4 0000
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type and a 1nF polystyrene in parallel are a

2 0030

good all-around loadings for MC cartridges.

I 0000

The line input shows negligible distortion,
that present of low harmonic order measuring
typically -70dB or 0.032%. A fine -80dB
0.01% reading was obtained for high-frequency
intermodulation (fig.2). Line-input noise was
judged satisfactory at -80dB (CCIR-weighted)
for a0.5V input and 0.5V out. The "K-weighted
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Fig.3 C-J PF -1, RIM error 1dB/vertical div.

figure was -84dB, which corresponds quite
well to the manufacturer's claim of 94dB
unweighted, referred to a2.5V output (this
level 14dB above the 0.5V IHF level). These
results are no more than satisfactory, except
where high-sensitivity power amplifiers and/or
speakers might be used, these imposing unusual
demands with regard to very low system noise
levels. With the volume control at zero, the
unweighted output noise was -83dB ref. 0.5V
or -97dB for full amplifier power (eg, MF -200).
However, better than 105dB is needed to
ensure acomplete absence of audible noise
with ahigh-sensitivity horn-type speaker.

Fig.4C-J PF- ,line nput frequency response
(5dB/vertical div.)
separation was typically 55dB over the whole

Covering some basics, the disc section

frequency range. The RIAA equalization was

through to the tape output was absolute

very uniform with just ahint of treble lift,

phase/polarity-correct. Channel balance was

+0.15dB at around 10kHz, while the low frequencies were well-extended, only 0.1dB

fine at 0.5dB or less error, while the channel
Stereophile, December 1990
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down by 20Hz and within 0.4dB at 10Hz (fig.3).

rent capacity of ±28.5A, hardly what one

The ultrasonic rolloff above 30kHz was wel-

might expect from alow-feedback FET design.

come, while it should be noted that there was

Some evidence of the latter was forthcoming

no infrasonic filtering; thus the matching turn-

in the results for distortion, however, which

table should have low rumble and acorrectly

were rather higher than those found in most

matched/damped tonearm- cartridge combi-

high-end, solid-state power amplifiers. At rated

nation.
A check on the line input showed avery

power the distortion readings were satisfactory
at -53 or -54dB, or 0.22%. Surprisingly, the

extended low-frequency response (fig.4), per-

results were very similar over the whole fre-

fectly flat to 19kHz -0.5dB, -3dB at 29kHz.
Even for a tight 0.5dB tolerance, the low-

quency range, and even for the two-tone
(19:20kHz, 1:1) high-frequency intermodula-

frequency response extended below 1Hz. It
was confirmed that the line stage was phase-

-53dB. Examination of the distortion spectra

tion, where the IkHz product measured at

inverting, however. Amaximum output of 8.2V
(100k load) was available for a low source

showed afair balance of even and odd har-

impedance of 160 ohms, ample for any appli-

tube-like character. At 1W, the distortion had

cation. A gain of 20dB was delivered, rather

improved by afactor of 10, or 20dB, roughly

high for CD, which needs typically 10dB. Conversely, some tuner and tape sources required

in proportion to the reduction in power level.
Excepting areading of -65dB or 0.56% at

the extra boost. (A series resistor of 100k ohms
could be used for CD.) The channel matching
for the volume control was excellent, never

cally -70dB, or 0.02%.

monics decaying with increasing frequency—a

20kHz, all distortion readings were fine at typi-

exceeding 0.06dB error over acontrol range

Ifelt some further exploration was in order
in the light of the dual nature of this amplifier's

of 60dB. Interestingly, the line input impedance
was abit lower than expected, measuring 31k

sound quality when judged at low and high
power levels. Fig.5 shows four traces, the lower

ohms with amoderate 100pF of parallel capac-

pair relating to the right-hand scale and plotting

itance.
No DC offsets were present at the outputs.

input level in dBV vs watts, for 4ohm and 8

MF -200: Lab Report

for alog scale in watts). More relevant are the
upper two curves, which show distortion vs

Rated at 200W into 8ohms, this is apower level

ohm loads. These reveal good power linearity
to beyond 200W (this would be astraight line

of 23dBW referred to OdB, 1W, 8ohms. The

level again for 4and 8ohm loads. Between -10

MF -200 raised asolid 250W (24dBW) with an

and -5dBV, corresponding to an indicated

exceptionally good power bandwidth. No

power level of afew watts, there was adistinct

diminution was recorded at 20Hz, while at

change in this amplifier's linearity, exaggerated

20kHz the power loss was barely 0.1dB. Pro-

in the poorer upper curve, which is the result
with the MF -200 loaded with 4 ohms. The

tected by modest supply-rail fuses of 5A, the
extra current demanded at 20kHz into 4ohms

other slope features were easily explained; for

blew the fuse, while the results for 20Hz and
IkHz were 22.7dBW at this lower impedance,

example, the rise at very low levels is simply
due to residual system noise, while the abrupt

representing atrue power of 373Wpc. This

slope change at 6dBV input denotes the onset
of clipping. The -5dBV point, approximately

arduous test was made with both channels
driven. In view of the fine result at 20Hz, the
power-supply reservoir capacity was clearly

20dB below full power, marks a transition
between two regimes, modified by loading and

quite generous.
On peak signals the 8ohm power rose to
263W or 24.2dBW; these fine results were

hence, for example, by impedance variations

available regardless of the more demanding
nature of the 50Hz supply used in the UK. One

between power-supply components and the
audio output, the so-called "supply modula-

could not fault the '200 for load tolerance; it
managed apeak level of 23dBW into 2ohms,

application of a4-ohm load at two-thirds the

with frequency in aloudspeaker crossover.
Another useful test can reveal interference

tion." Here the amplifier is stressed by the

atrue power of 800W. Backing this was the

rated 8-ohm output level, so as to draw sub-

moderate output impedance of 0.15 ohms (ris-

stantial current. The input frequency is deliber-

ing to 0.25 ohms at 20kHz) and the peak cur-

ately offset to 35Hz to allow visual separation
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of the 50Hz (UK) supply harmonics. Fig.7
shows this result where the natural harmonics

SAIO AIEC151011

11111•91A11S 3023110

vs OM WW1
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of the 35Hz fundamental appear in progressively decaying order. A trace of 50Hz can be

p

PA •

seen at 77dB down, but note that no higher
supply harmonics-100, 150, 200, and 250Hz—

150 0

are present even at the sensitive -95dB threshold seen for this measurement. No sidebands
are evident either; Iconsider this agood result.
Iinvestigated the transient and stability performance, rating the amplifier as unconditionally stable, with an obvious suitability for electrostatic speakers. The lkHz squarewave performance (fig.8) for adifficult load-8 ohms in
parallel with 2µF —shows that afast risetime
was maintained with strong damping of the
usual resultant ringing. This graph also reveals
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Fig.5 C-J MF -200, THD+Noise at kHz plotted
against input level in dBV into 8ohms and 4
ohms (upper two traces), and output power in
W plotted against input level in dBV into 8
ohms and 4ohms (lower two traces)
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the amplifier's excellent low-frequency response
by the excellently flat tops. The amplifier was
absolute phase-correct, DC coupled at the output, and of wide response, +0, -0.5dB 3.1Hz

,.

et
01V

to 32kHz; +0, -3dB, I.25Hz to 156kHz.
Channel separation was ample, typically
80dB, falling to 59dB by 20kHz. Balance held
to 0.13dB tolerance, and the S/N ratio figures
were satisfactory-108dB ref. full power,
22Hz-22kHz—with avery low hum content.
The power transformer was also mechanically
quiet; some hiss might just be audible on very
sensitive speakers of over 93dB/W sensitivity.
The input loading was modest at 50k ohms,
while a2.3V input was required for full level—
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Fig.6 C-J MF-200, spectral analysis 0-500Hz with
amplifier delivering 35Hz at 266W into 4ohms
(10dB/vertical div.)
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too low asensitivity for direct connection of
apassive line controller, even with CD players
of 2V maximum output. A0.7V sensitivity is
ideally required for such applications. DC offset measured at the output was fine at less than
12mV, and showed negligible drift. Mild "crossover" distortion was evident at medium levels,
but was of abeneficially low harmonic order
thanks to the low-feedback design.
Taken overall, the test results were very
good, particularly the high power available and
the good load tolerance. A question remains
concerning the "two-speed" nature of the
tonal quality and its possible associations with
the slope change in distortion at moderate output levels.

Conclusions
The conclusions are complex, dictated by the
unusual nature of these two products. The
designer's goal of natural, musical dynamics
has necessitated alevel of individuality and disStereophile, December 1990
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Fig.7 C-J MF -200, 1kHz squarewave into 8ohms in
parallel with 2pF
tinction which makes these products less
universal and easy to use than much of the
competition.
One leading question concerns their mutual
compatibility, since they are intended to partner one another. The answer is yes, they do
match in character, style, and price, and are eminently recommendable as acombination, but
please note the following caveat for the power
amplifier. Iadvise an audition; you should take
the opportunity to exercise the MF -200 over
awide range of levels to satisfy yourself as to
its overall capability. Despite this cautionary
133

note, Istill find that Ican recommend the MF -

territory. Its performance on other subjective

200, not the least for its well-above-average

grounds was sufficiently good so as not to prej-

sense of pace, life, and dynamics. In absolute

udice this result; thus the PF- 1must be rated

power terms, it is also good value at agenerous

as an amazing hit. Its musicality reached far

200Wpc for $1995.

beyond its modest $1295 price-tag, though

The fun really starts with the PF -1, which I'm

your dealer will have to earn his sales commis-

sure has surprised C-J as much as it did me.

sion in terms of advice to attain the optimum

Sure, it isn't perfect. Care needs to be taken with
the phono input matching, and it's advisable

result. The lab results helped define the operating limits while also showing that the unit

to use asweeter, more musical CD source, like

was fundamentally accurate, particularly in

aMeridian Bitstream (or even C-J's own). When

terms of its RIAA equalization. Low-powered,

all was said and done, however, it was the

it may be left permanently warmed up, always
ready for immediate use. This convenience is

dynamic, rhythmic quality of analog disc performance that Iespecially remembered, and

complemented by the compact, well-screened,

which took the PF -1 right into top audiophile

one-box construction—need Isay more? S

BITWISE MUSIK SYSTEM ONE
DIGITAL AUDIO PROCESSOR
Dick Olsher

MUSES SYSTEM ONE

MUSIK SYSTEM ONE

D/A

DSP

Bitwise Musik System One Digital Audio Processor
Type: CD digital processor. D/A conversion: 18 bits linear. Sampling rate: 8x oversampling. Digital
input impedance: 75 ohms. Analog output impedance: 500 ohms. Maximum analog output level:
2.35V RMS. Dimensions (each box): 19" W by 3.5" H by 13" D (including switches and power
plug). Price: $1995. Approximate number of dealers: 5. Manufacturer: Bitwise Audio Technologies, 11839-B Sorrento Valley Road, San Diego, CA 92121. Tel: (619) 792-6634.
Folks, the digital processor sweepstakes are

stitute superior digital signal processing, filter-

heating up. New entries are beginning to crowd

ing, D/A conversion, and analog processing for

the market place. This is aperfectly natural

the guts of the old player. The "dinosaur" of

development and astrong indicator that the

the '80s can thus be transformed into atur-

promise of the compact disc has yet to be ful-

bocharged mean machine for the '90s.

filled. New life is being injected into many older

The naïve belief that improved digital cir-

players by massaging the digital bitstream

cuitry makes little audible difference has slowly

through adigital processor. The idea is to sub-

faded as hardware has continually improved.
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And it has become clear that producing
audiophile-caliber CD sound is just as elusive

ble because it is amusical and is thus less effec-

that non-harmonic distortion is also more audi-

aproposition as it had been all along in the analog domain. The advent of CD rings, surface

tively masked by the music than is harmonic
distortion. Digitally generated grundge liter-

treatments, edge coatings, higher-resolution

ally has no place to hide.

DACs, cryogenically cooled CDs, low-jitter
transports, and so on ad nauseam, highlights
the fact that there's still plenty of art left in CDplayer design.

Timing jitter can be reduced significantly,
though not entirely eliminated, by re-clocking
the digital bitstream. This is done in the Musik

It is, therefore, noteworthy to point out that

System by aphase-locked loop which also provides the clock for the DACs. Additional isola-

the design team of the Musik System proces-

tion from RF noise is obtained by using atwo-

sor represents aconjunction of digital circuit-

module chassis design. The digital processor

design expertise on the one hand, and audi-

module contains the circuitry for receiving and

ophile savvy on the other. As the name of the
unit suggests, the Musik System One is an
instance of technology in the service of music

re-clocking the digital data and for increasing
the sampling rate by afactor of eight. It also
contains the power transformers and separate

The design team of Bjorn Bjerede, Erik Odeen,

analog voltage supplies. There are apair of

and Sean Yang is distinguished in several ways.

inputs on the back panel of the digital module

All three are dedicated audiophiles intent on
'recreating the illusion of live music in the

which are selectable from the front panel. The

home. "I‘vo of the three (Bjorn and Erik), who

phase reversal switch that operates in the digital
domain. The digital inputs accept not only

front panel also features apolarity or absolute-

happen to be expatriate Swedes, possess considerable experience in the design of digital cir-

standard CD format data, but also DAT format

cuits. It is not surprising, therefore, that the

and satellite digital audio. This bit of flexibil-

product has been gestating for acouple of years

ity may prove useful in the future as DAT units

and has undergone refinement on the basis of
listening tests. This is as it should be—an audi-

begin to proliferate.

ophile's ear should be the final arbiter of sound

ital processing, àla Wadia and Theta Digital.

Bitwise is skeptical of extensive adaptive dig-

quality.

That type of data smoothing is absent in the

Technical details

Musik System One because, according to Bitwise, once you take care of the basics, it is nei-

According to Bjorn Bjerede, the design philos-

ther needed nor desirable.

ophy behind the Musik System One concentrates on two criteria. First, the analog output

The digital module is connected to the analog module via two cables. Acomputer ribbon

is isolated from digital noise contamination
because "even small amounts of digital noise

cable carries the digital data and voltage sup-

may generate audible components." What is

plies and grounds are carried by the other

digital noise? One possibility is timing jitter in

cable Here's where the second design criterion

the data stream entering the DAC. The jitter will

for the Musik System One comes in: the ana-

then modulate the output signal in amanner

log circuitry must be of audiophile quality. The

conceptually similar to aturntable's speed instability: the jitter signal operating on the digital

power supplies are heavily regulated. Separate

datastream manifests itself as spectral sidebands

printed circuit boards are used for each chan-

around every fundamental in the ultimate

nel. The power supplies are heavily regulated.

ply to the DACs while the analog voltage sup-

DACs are 18-bit Burr Brown chips. The analog

reconstructed analog signal. Another possibil-

Passive RC circuits are used for the final ana-

ity is RF noise from the master clock oscillator,

log filtering and de-emphasis circuit. Parts qual-

which operates nominally at afrequency of
3MHz, or from the digital bitstream, which

ity is high throughout. An active analog gain
stage or avolume pot are not provided, so that

then contaminates and intermodulates the analog output from the DAC.

the Musik System will have to be used together
with aline-level preamp.

The resultant distortion products are not
harmonically related to the music and thus are

duction. I'm told, however, that except for

not consonant with the music, or euphonie as
are even-order harmonics. It has been argued
Stereophile, December 1990

The sample that Ievaluated was pre-prominor cosmetic changes, production units will
be identical. An even earlier sample did not
135

have a"keyed" ribbon cable, which made it dif-

focus and spatial resolution were inferior to the

ficult to properly connect the two modules.

Lindsay-Geyer. Overall, the Cardas got me far

This was corrected in the second sample.

less involved in the music. The folks at Bitwise
acknowledge the crucial sonic role cables play.

Preliminaries

As amatter of fact, they've been experimenting

After a24-hour warmup, Iundertook an explora-

with avariety of cables and have found AudioQuest Zto work very well. Itried asample of

tory listening session. Aconsiderable warmup
proved essential in smoothing out the upperoctave response; Itherefore recommend that

AudioQuest Zand found it to be second only
to the Lindsay-Geyer, mainly because of losses

you simply leave the unit powered on at all

in the areas of image palpability and focus.

times. There is no power On/Off switch anyway, so the intent is apparently to let the unit

Bjorn Bjerede mentioned that the AudioQuest cable was found to sound better when

cook while not in use.

connected with aparticular directionality—

The objectives of this session were to inves-

with the double-banded RCA plug at the

tigate the specific needs of the Musik System
One in terms of line-level preamps, CD-player

source end. This sounded intriguing, so naturally Ihad to try it. Amazingly enough, there

transports, and interconnect cable. Itried both

was a noticeable directionality effect. For

the Threshold FET- 10/e and Cary CAD-5500

example, take agood listen to the Lesley Test,
track 13 of the Stereopbile Test CD. Try to

CD analog processor, and the Luxman D-1050
and Sony CDP-705ESD CD players used as
transports. Several first but obvious impressions were fairly quickly established. Unlike
the Theta DS Pro, which Iused as areference
throughout, the Musik System One did not
mind being fed into the Threshold preamp.
The treble of the Theta/Threshold combination was pretty edgy. With the Musik System
One, the highs were much better behaved. The
mids were liquid in texture, and the overall
delivery was fluent and effortless.
The Luxman transport proved abetter match
than the Sony. With the latter, the sound
became less tubey! There was more detail to be
had, but image size was reduced, the mids were
less liquid, and the highs abit harder. Bruch's

visualize Lesley's spatial outlines as you reverse
cable directions. In the preferred direction, Lesley's image outline is much tighter and more
rounded or palpable in extent. At first Iwas
quite surprised by all this. But then it dawned
on me that the analog logic signal representing the digital bitstream is not symmetrical in
shape with reference to the voltage baseline.
Therefore, it is theoretically plausible for an
unbalanced interconnect, especially one of
coax geometry to evince directionality. Next,
Itried the same experiment with the LindsayGeyer. Again, Ifound apreferred direction
which gave better image focus. This seemed
to be the main effect of cable directionality.
Image outlines became broader and less tightly

Kol Nidrei (ebs 6060, Collected Wbrksfor Cello

defined spatially within the soundstage with

and Orchestra), which ordinarily presents a

aparticular cable direction.

breathtaking and dramatic soundstage full of
dynamic bloom and harmonic richness, was

The main fare

emaciated by the Sony. The sound became

Because the Musik System One worked so well
with the Threshold FET-10/e, Idecided to

pinched and restrained. Harmonic textures
were lean, sounding far less robust. The size

launch into along listening session with that

of the cello was diminished by being squeezed

coupling before making any changes. It did not

into atighter space within the soundstage.

take me long to realize that Iwas enjoying

The cable used as adigital link between the
player and the processor proved to make a

myself, at which point Ihad to force myself into
an analytical mode and try to home in on the

huge difference with the Musik System One.

MSO's specific attributes. The most impressive

The Kimber KCAG just did not work well in
this context. The Kimber strangled the mids,

of these was the ease with which the music
ebbed and flowed. Most CD players imbue the

and the sound in general became harder and
darker. It turned out that nothing worked as

music with an edgy or bright quality that
detracts from long-term listenability. In con-

well as the Lindsay-Geyer interconnect. The

trast, the MSO's relaxed manner invited me to

Cardas HexLink proved to be less dimensional

just sit back and enjoy the show. An example
of just how inviting it can be was gleaned from

and less vivid through the midrange. Both its
136
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Ariel Ramirez's Misa Criolla (Philips 420 9552): There was no treble edge or glare. Sibilants
were well-controlled. Choral blasts were reproduced with full force without any evidence of
compression. The soundstage was transparent
and deep. Jennifer Wames (track #6, Rob Wasserman's Duels, MCA-D42131) sounds so good with
lots of reverb. In fact, I've never heard her any
other way. The breathy quality of her voice on
this track, laden with artificial reverb, was clearly
resolved with good control over her sibilants. the

The next phase of the evaluation involved a
direct comparison of the MSO with my reference—the Theta DS Pro. The Pro is quite abit
more musical than the already excellent Pro Basic
that RH enthused over to-Leidy. Both Theta units
share astartling transparency that allows you to
see more clearly into the soundstage than any
other processor I've heard. Couple that with an
amazing familial ability to resolve low-level detail
and preserve spatial detail, and you've got the

immediacy with which she occupies the sound-

best CD sound I've heard to date The Pro Basic
is more brash and electronic sounding than its

stage was also well-reproduced.

more expensive brother, lacking the latter's

Bypassing the Musik System One at this point

rounder and more liquid harmonic textures. This

by running the Luxman directly into the FET-

round of listening clearly defined for me the

10/e revealed just how much assistance the pro-

Musik System One's strengths and limitations when

cessor was giving an already expensive CD player.

pitted against some of the best money can buy.

On its own, the Luxman was unable to fully
resolve the layering of the reverb surrounding the

ily outdistanced the Musik System One in sev-

vocal. Image outlines lost considerable degree
of focus and the soundstage appeased fuzzier and
more opaque. Basically, the presentation had lost
immediacy and interest.
Moving on to another favorite vocalist of mine,
Julianne Baird (Greensteems, Dorian DOR-90126)
shone with pure and liquid upper registers. There

With the Threshold FET-10/e, the Theta easeral key areas but failed to emerge aclear winner. Let me give aspecific example Monteverdi's
Complete Seventh Book of Madrigals performed by Ensemble "Concerto" on the small
Italian label Tactus (TC 5603110 3/4, 2CDs, also
available through Graham Engineering) is
delightful in many ways. Foremost, the music

was plenty of hall information to immerse oneself

is performed with great sensitivity. The voices

in. The confines of the hoy Savings Bank Music

of the ensemble, especially the sopranos, are

Hall were clearly resolved, as was the lovely inter-

just lovely. And the sound quality is excellent.

play between direct and reflected sound.

The soundstage is wide and deep and is

That same sense of refreshing harmonic liq-

occupied by stable and palpable image out-

uidity was also evident on the Simax recording

lines. The Theta excelled in retrieving spatial

of Brahms sonatas for cello and piano with Mork

detail. The acoustic space of the recording was

and Lagerspets (Simax PSC 1029, available
through Graham Engineering, Tel: (617) 270-

easier to reconstruct as more hall information
was resolved. The depth perspective improved,

0094). The Sonata in e, Op.38, features asomber,
introspective cello tone that came right through

as did image specificity. With the Theta, it was
easier to localize voices within the soundstage
On tracks such as "A Quest' Olmo" and "Non

the Musik System One with tight bass lines. The

tion of the church acoustic Another gem from

EDi Gentil Core," the soprano voices were not
only better focused but also presented amuch
greater sense of image palpability. The sensa-

Simax (PCS 1024) is the recording of Bach

tion of being able to reach out and touch some-

Sonatas for Viola da Gamba and Harpsichord
with Laurence Dreyfus on gamba and Ketil Haug-

one was dramatically heightened with the
Theta. Iwas startled by the amount of hall

sand on harpsichord. Apair of B&K omnis were
used for the harpsichord and apair of Schoeps

information that the Theta was able to retrieve
With the Musik System One Ihad to work

for the viola. Recording engineer Ame Alcselberg

much harder to reconstruct the space of the
recording and the relationships of the per-

passionate interplay between the cello and piano
was readily accessible, as was the dear reproduc-

must be agenius when it comes to mike placement, for despite the number of mikes and the
disparity in pickup patterns, the soundstage is
cohesive and deep, exuding believable and palpable image outlines. That wonderful and joy-

formers within that space But to its credit, the
Musik System One was smoother and more
natural than the Theta through the upper

ous harpsichord tone was allowed full freedom

octaves. Soprano voices sounded abit grainy
and tinged with ahint of brightness through

of expression by the Musik System One

the Theta. The upper mida and lower treble of
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the Theta were not quite as round and liquid.
These impressions were consistently rein-

cal qualities reminds me of the sound of agood
moving-magnet cartridge: long-term listena-

forced. The Theta in general was spatially more

bility coupled with textural integrity. To carry

convincing, image outlines being more pre-

the analogy abit further, the Musik System

cisely focused and soundstage dimensions eas-

One's spatial resolution is also in the class of
what is afforded by aMM cartridge. Image

ier to reconstruct. The acoustic signature of a
particular hall was much more clearly resolv-

focus and soundstage transparency are good,

able. Such hall ambient information as the
decay tail of the reverb, while veiled with the

and probably satisfying ...
until you hear what

Musik System One, was readily resolvable
through the Theta. There was simply more
low-level detail noticeable—such as small

a good moving-coil cartridge can do. The
Musik System One lacks the incisive low-level
detail and spatial resolution of either the Theta
DS Pro or the Pro Basic.

nuances in instrument intonation. As aresult,

The latter unit competes head-on with the

the Theta was able to coax agreater sense of
tension and drama from the music than did the

Musik System One in the $2000 price class. The
Theta is afiner resolving instrument, and there-

Musik System One However, the upper octaves

fore could be said to yield more information

of the Theta were chronically grainier and not

for your money. Its downside is that it lacks the
textural finesse and smoothness of the Musik

as smooth and edgeless as those of the MSO.
Enter the Cary Audio CAD-5500 analog CD
processor. It became clear that the Cary

System One The Pro Basic is brasher, more for-

benefited the Theta more than did the Musik
System One All of my objections regarding the
Theta's upper octaves vanished. This range was
now smooth and quite sweet-sounding. Re-

to audiophiles who have preferred asimilar bal-

listening to the Lesley Test convinced me that
the upper mids and lower treble were as
smooth and pure as they ought to be.

ward, brighter-sounding, and should appeal
ance from their MC cartridge all along. Ican
visualize many audiophiles dancing in the
streets over the sound of their new Pro Basic—
and Ican understand why.
From the above comparative analysis, you
should have realized that the Musik System One

If anything, the Musik System One was even
more texturally soft and laid-back than before.
Its analog-like liquidity was no doubt enhanced

processor is worthy of aserious audition. If you
already own solid-state electronics, you may

by the vacuum-tube signature of the Cary.
Again, soundstage transparency suffered by

long haul. The reverse situation, with vacuum-

find the MSO much easier to live with over the

comparison with the Theta. Its window on the

tube electronics, probably calls for the inclusion of the Theta Pro Basic.

soundstage was more opaque, with less feel for
the acoustic space of the hall.

the Musik System One, be aware of the crucial

Summary

role that interconnects play in digital data transmission. Unless something on the order of

The Musik System One's most captivating sonic
quality lies in its ability to deliver musical lines

listening impressions will not be valid.

in arelaxed and flowing manner. One is not
detracted from the enjoyment of music by an
underlying mechanical or electronic character. The midrange and lower treble are very
analog-like in that harmonic textures are

And when you do get achance to audition

Lindsay-Geyer or AudioQuest Zis used, your

Postscript:
JA adds some measurements
As implied by Dick's comments regarding dig-

reproduced with around, liquid, edgeless qual-

ital interconnects, the Musik System One is
fussy about its grounding arrangements. Iused

ity. The MSO offers awelcome relief from the
brash, canned sound of most mass-market CD

aMeridian 208 to provide it with digital data
in order to conduct the measurements and

players, and is fully capable of pushing even an
expensive mass-market player over the threshold of greatness: with the help of the Musik System One, the Luxman player was able to transcend its own basically uninspired presentation
and enter the realm of high-end sound quality.
The essence of the Musik System One's musi138

found that it was almost impossible to rid the
system of aresidual hum at around -70dB.
Finally, the hum was minimized with the 208
floating and the Musik System chassis separately
grounded to the Audio Precision analyzer. This
was how the spectral analysis of the processor's
output while reproducing adithered -90.31dB
Stereophile, December 1990
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Fig.4 Musik System 1, impulse response

Fig.8 Musik System 1, HF intermodulation spectrum,
300Hz-30kHz, 19+20kHz at OdB

1kHz tone (fig.') was taken. It can be seen that
the 60Hz component is at alow -116dB or so.
Note, however, both the increased level of high-

linearity. This may be asample fault, or it may
be asystematic manufacturing error. What's

2144. - ••••

DACs have not been adjusted for maximum

frequency noise and the large amount of

interesting, however, is that, as with the Wadia

second-harmonic distortion overlaid on the

processors, this misalignment does not result

tone. With the preamp volume control all the

in poor sound.

way up, this could easily be heard as adoubling

The departure from low-level linearity is

of pitch. Together with the exaggerated level

shown graphically in fig.2, which plots the

of the tone-recorded at -90dB, it replays at

departure of the right channel's playback level

-84dB-this suggests that the Burr-Brown

from its intended level from -60dB to -120dB
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Test CD. (The left channel was slightly better.)

using the 500Hz fade-to-zero track on the CBS

was well-behaved, with aflat frequency response
(fig.6), low de-emphasis error (4.7), channel

Fig.3 shows the waveform of an undithered

separation better than 60dB across the band,

lkHz tone at -90.31dB, captured with a30kHz

and an excellent rejection of signal-related

bandwidth. The data representing this signal

ultrasonic spuriae. Fig.8 shows the spectrum

should actually reproduce as athree-stepped

from 300Hz to 30kHz with the processor

wave, not the spiked signal shown here.
The Musik System's impulse response with the

reproducing a 1:1 mix of 19kHz and 20kHz
tones, the composite signal having a peak
amplitude of OdB. The 24.1kHz product due to

polarity switch up is non-inverting, as can be
seen from fig.4, the symmetrical ringing revealing
the linear-phase nature of the digital filter chip
used. This filter clips at the CD's maximum operating level, as can be seen finm 4.5, which shows
a IkHz squarewave at OdB. (The waveshape
shown in fig.5 is the average of 32 different
measurements, due to the presence of aconsiderable degree of random ultrasonic noise
present in the processor's output. As no antialiasing filter was used for this measurement, this
noise passed through into the storage 'scope
and had to be minimized by averaging!)
In the analog domain, the Musik System One

the aliasing of the 20kHz tone with the 44.1kHz
sampling frequency is well-suppressed, as is the
IkHz difference product, both these things suggesting aclean sound.
Finally, the processor's output impedance
was to specification at 496 ohms, while its maximum output level was alittle higher than standard, though still pretty much to specification,
at 2.334V.

—John Atkinson

$

IProvided the scope triggers at the same point with respect
to the repetitive signal waveform every time it captures its samples, the noise, being uncorrelated, is reduced by 3d8 compared with the wanted signal each time the number of samples averaged is doubled.

THRESHOLD STASIS SA/12e
POWER AMPLIFIER
Thomas J. Norton
Class-A monoblock power amplifier. Power output: 250Wpc (24dBVV) continuous, 500W peak
into 8ohms (resistive or reactive) from 20Hz-20kHz at no more than 0.1% THD. Power bandwidth: DC to 100kHz. Slew rate: 50V/its. Output current capability: 70A continuous (200A peak).
Input impedance: 50k ohms unbalanced, 600 ohms balanced. Noise: minimum -100dB,
unweighted, against rated output. Dimensions: 19" W by 8.72" H by 27.75" D. Weight: 130 lbs.
Price: $7200 each. Approximate number of dealers: 75. Manufacturer: Threshold Corporation,
12919 Earhart Avenue, Auburn, CA 95603 Tel: (916) 888-0600.
"Tomorrow we'll go over to Larry's house and

ble. LA had been using Threshold's flagships

pick up the Threshold amplifiers."

on and off for afew weeks while Iwas enmeshed in other reviews. But the time had

It seemed like an intimidating project to me,
but Danny Sandoval, Stereopbile's intrepid
chief of Shipping and Receiving, didn't bat an
eye. But then, anyone who'd schlepped the
Thiel CS-5s out to the desert in the predawn

come for me to give them alisten. I'd prepared
the way by building apair of support bases' to
elevate them off the carpet and provide proper
ventilation.

hours—to be photographed for Stereophile's
June 1990 cover—wasn't likely to be defeated

Danny and Imanaged to move the Thresholds
without major incident, despite my trepida-

by apair of measly 130-pound amplifiers.

tions. Handles are provided front and rear for

As for me, well, I've been known to go into

"easy" two-man carriage. But Irecommend

training at the prospect of moving loudspeakers

against trying to handle these amplifiers by

half that weight. Still, the anticipation of reviewing apair of monoblock amplifiers which (to

yourself unless your health insurance is paid

my knowledge) would break the Stereopbile

with your chiropractor. When Imentioned all

review record for size, weight, and (not coincidentally) cost, made the effort seem tolera140

up and you can afford along-term relationship

IAfang' name for two painted sheets of 0.75" plywood with
feet made of eye-bolts anchored in T-nuts.
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Threshold SA/12e monoblock power amplifier
of this to JGH, he suggested that it was time for
some enterprising manufacturer to market an

balanced and unbalanced inputs (and aswitch
to disable the latter), and heavy-duty output

"Ampli -Hoist."

terminals. The latter are not five-way binding

The Stasis SA/12es appeared even larger
when moved from LA's wide-open spaces to
the more typical 15' by 20' (Stereopbile) listening room that DO and Icurrently share Placing
them between the loudspeakers—the only
practical location—made me feel as if Iwere
in aCES exhibit. Ifelt like putting out brochures
and brewing coffee. Ihad to turn the SA/12es
sideways to allow room for DO to set up other
amplifiers for bis listening sessions, obscuring
Threshold's striking front-panel cosmetics but
providing easy access to the rear input and output terminals. No one ever claimed high-end
audio was easy.
Aside from its sheer bulk and obvious quality
construction, there's not much to say about the
outside of the SA/12e. The large meters of
earlier generations of Threshold amplifiers are
conspicuous by their absence—but then,
meters in general appear to be disappearing
from high-end amps (they were never of much
practical use). Amassive on/off switch (which,
backing up the line fuse, also acts as acircuit
breaker that trips if asignificant fault occurs)
is the only front-panel control. On the rear are
the sockets for the four power-supply rail fuses,
Stereophile, December 1990

posts, but are designed to be used with spade
lugs. Iinitially had mixed feelings about these
terminals. They are, as Iunderstand it, custommade for Threshold and are certainly impressivelooking. But they require awrench to fasten
down tightly (I know of no nut-driver large
enough). To use the wrench without obstructions requires that you do the tightening before
connecting the input and power leads. And the
spade lugs provided on most audiophile brands
of loudspeaker cable are just not large enough
to make the best use of Threshold's terminals
(though they'll work well enough). But despite
these disadvantages, Ireally appreciated these
terminals when Ilooked at them from inside
the amplifier and saw their long, solid, rear
shanks and the heavy output-stage to outputterminal leads soldered onto large, metal plates
firmly attached to them. Anyone who's seen the
skimpy rear solder lug on the amplifier end of
conventional five-way binding posts would be
similarly impressed. The lugs on ordinary posts
simply don't permit the attachment of internal
leads comparable in size to the loudspeaker
cables currently used by many audiophiles.
Threshold's da
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The huge heatsinks of the SA/12e hint more

dynamic phenomenon in any event, and that

than subtly at the works inside. All circuit

aless "brute-force" approach is perfectly ade-

boards are military-grade glass epoxy; the
front-end boards have gold-over-nickel paths

quate. Threshold clearly is not shooting here

and gold plated-through holes. There are no

at atarget of "perfectly adequate."

capacitors in the signal path, making the

Design

Thresholds DC-coupled. (As with all such
amplifiers, the user should insure that his or her

There's more to the SA/12e than just quality

preamp or other source does not feed DC into
the amplifier?) Outside the signal path, capa-

thoroughness begins at turn-on, in which

citors are film and silver mica. Resistors are
metal-film and wire-wound, depending on
application. The output stage of each amplifier consists of 64 3 transistors, each rated at
200V, 250W, and 20 amperes—with peakrated amperage and wattage at twice those
values. This represents apower-dissipation
margin of about 50W of output device for each

parts and fortress-like build quality. The design
internal components are protected against
surges by acontrolled power-supply chargeup. To give you an idea of the initial current
draw of these amplifiers, turning one of them
on caused the line voltage to dip from 118 to
106V for an instant; with both amplifiers idling,
the line voltage stabilized at about 114V—a 4V
drop from the level sans Thresholds. The
SA/12e, being fully class-A from input through

output watt. Sort of aconservative design, no?

to and including output stage, draws its max-

Because of this seeming "engineering overkill,"

imum power from the line at idle—about

neither protective circuitry (other than ther-

1000W for the pair. Its heatsinks, however, are

mal shutdown protection for overheating,

efficient; they get quite warm, but never to the
point where you cannot keep your hand on

which is incorporated) nor fusing between output transistors and loudspeaker load is provided

them indefinitely. The heatsinks of the class-A

for or required. The power-supply fuses pro-

Levinson No 20.5, on the other hand, operate

vide the only protection needed. No amplifier
is unsinkable, but Threshold clearly feels that
they have made the risk low enough to justify

decidedly hot to the touch despite that amplifier's considerably lower power rating.

elimination of circuitry which has areputation
for degrading sound quality.
The power supply of the SA/12e consists of
twin 1200VA toroidal transformers (with a

fier under dynamic conditions, Threshold uses
called "opto -isolators," the necessary current
information is obtained from the output stage

short-term capability of twice that value) and

without the bias circuitry interfering with its

250,000g of total filter capacitance. You can

operation. Optically coupled circuitry also
adjusts the front-end bias for perfectly

get some feeling for the sheer size of this power
supply from the caution in the owner's manual to position "hum-sensitive" equipment at

To maintain constant bias within the ampliapatented optical bias system. By the use of so-

least 18" away to guard against possible noise

balanced operation. Threshold also claims that
the optical bias system maintains the active elements at amuch more constant temperature

generation. The quality of the supply is also
indicated, perhaps surprisingly, by Threshold's

than conventional bias circuits, reducing the
stress on these devices and thereby prolong-

OdB dynamic-headroom rating for the ampliameasure of the difference between an ampli-

ing their life.
The input of the Threshold uses proprietary
circuitry requiring no additional active com-

fier's continuous and short-term capabilities.

ponents for balanced operation beyond that

That distinction blurs in an amplifier such as
this, with its extremely rugged, stiff power sup-

used in the unbalanced mode. The input stage
itself consists of N-channel J-FETs in acas-

ply. And in an amplifier this powerful, who's
concerned about "dynamic headroom" anyway? One could argue, with some justification,

coded configuration having a high input

that this is, again, "overkill," that music is a

entire line of Threshold amps appears to have been
the elimination of overall, "global" feedback.'

fier. They argue that headroom specs provide

2lf using other than aThreshold preamp, check viith the maker
of your preamp or other source, such as aCD player which
is fed direct or via apassive preamp or attenuator.
3That's not amisprint. 64. As in 8by 8.
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impedance and only afew dB of local feedback. In fact, one of the design criteria of the

4Feedback from the output of an amplifier to the input. As
contrasted with local feedback, encompassing usually one
gain -stage.
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Threshold is not the only high-end company
attempting to minimize or eliminate global
feedback, and not without some justification.
In theory, feedback' gets you "something for
almost nothing." It trades gain (which modern
solid-state active devices can provide in cheap
abundance) for improved linearity (lowered
distortion) and improved bandwidth. But the
case against negative feedback argues that it

within the power limitations of the amplifier.
Notice that Isaid "in theory." In actuality, it
would not be able to do this unaided; avoltage amplification stage does not like to supply
current into low impedances of the sort typical
of our loudspeakers. The output voltage sags
badly under load (which is, simplistically, why
your preamp won't make much of asound
driving your loudspeakers directly). Threshold's

really only performs its function perfectly with
continuous signals. It thereby makes another

voltage amplification stage is abit more capable
than that: it will put out between 5and 10 amps

tradeoff: good test-bench figures for less predictable performance with real-world, non-

starts to suffer. To provide the remainder, acur-

continuous musical signals. It must be said here

of current before its output voltage linearity

that not all high-end amplifier manufacturers

rent source (which Threshold refers to as acurrent mirror bootstrap) is connected both to the

agree with this; some have produced wellreceived amplifiers, using significant amounts

then establishes the required voltage while the

of feedback, to prove their case Still, the prevailing trend appears to be the minimization of
global negative feedback.

load and to the voltage amplifier. The latter
former (actually the output transistor complement of the amplifier) furnishes the current
needed through the load—drawing on the

With or without feedback, the basic problem in any amplifier is how to get its output to

power supply to provide it. The voltage ampli-

exactly replicate its input, only more so. The

voltage without sagging. (Of the 64 output

easily understood concept of anemic little electrons struggling from the preamp to the input

devices in the circuit, 60 appear to be in the

of our power amplifier, where they enter a

amplifier stage.) Put more simply, in the STA-

Gold's Gym of circuitry, only to be pumped up
to do battle with our awaiting loudspeakers, is

(power) stage operate in asymbiotic, tandem

serviceable but misleading. In actuality, the
inputs of our amplifiers merely act to control
the reservoir of current capability in the power
supply. The varying voltage of the input is
increased by the early stages of the amplifier.
Finally, the output of the last voltage amplifier
stage literally acts as agate on the output transistors, which provide power to the loudspeakers
sourced from the amplifier's power supply in
amanner which varies in accordance with this
control voltage. At least that's how it usually
works.

fier is therefore able to maintain the required

"current mirror bootstrap," four in the voltage
SIS design the final voltage stage and the output
arrangement. The bottom line: high intrinsic
linearity without recourse to global feedback.
All Threshold amplifiers incorporate this
STASIS circuitry. The differences from one
amplifier to the next are in the number of output devices and the size of the power supply—
altering the available power—and in the use of
full class-A bias (the SA series) or acombination of class-A and class-AB bias (the Sseries,
which operates at class-A until about 20% of
rated power, then transitions to -AB) in the final

Threshold's approach to providing the

current bootstrap section. In the case of the
class-A amplifiers, of which the SA/12e is the

required drive to the loudspeakers without the
need for global feedback is slightly different,

most powerful, they will operate, at 8ohms,
in pure class-A at their rated power, but things

and is centered around their patented STASIS

become more complex at lower load impedances. The amplifiers will roughly double in

circuitry. This configuration, developed for an
earlier generation of Threshold amplifiers, is
continued in the new "e" series. Asmall, high-

continuous power output capability for each
halving of impedance (to apoint), but will not

quality, class-A-operated voltage amplifier is

continue to operate in class-A up to that power

connected directly to the load (the loudspeaker).

level. In the case of the SA/12e, it will put out

This amplifier must be able to deliver, in theory, whatever voltage is required across the

500W continuously into 4ohms, but will leave

load to provide the sound level demanded—

class-A at 125W into that impedance. It will
deliver about 800W into 2ohms (though dis-

St trust itakys will realize that Iam talking here about negative
feedback. Typically, positive feedback gives you an oscillator.

65W of this will be class-A. Into 1ohm the
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tortion rises to about I% there), but only about
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respective values are 1300W (1% distortion),
overall about 30W class-A. The SA/12e is rated

Matrix Series 2loudspeakers (no LF equalizer

to operate into impedances below Iohm and

(with the exception of the coaxial CD transport

used). Interconnects were AudioQuest Lapis

into highly reactive loads, but continuous oper-

to processor link, which was agarden variety

ation at these extremely low impedances will

but 75 ohm video cable); loudspeaker cables

be limited by the power-supply fuses and ther-

were AudioQuest Clear Hyperlitz (bi-wire pair).

mal limiting. Again, the bottom line: Threshold's
claims would seem to argue that the SA/12e will

The preamp-to-power-amp link was about 25',

be unflustered by any known loudspeaker

the loudspeaker cable length was 7'. Abalanced
preamp-to-power-amp link was used through-

load.
It should also be pointed out that Threshold

out the auditions on the reasonable (I believe)

rates the SA/12e for 60 amperes continuous

fier in this price category offering balanced

assumption that anyone purchasing an ampli-

output. I'll admit that Ihave aproblem with this

inputs will want to use those inputs—if not

figure—it seems hypothetical at best. Sixty

now, then certainly eventually. If you already

amperes into 8ohms gives acontinuous out-

own agood pair of unbalanced pre/power amp

put figure of 28,800W, apatently nonsensical
figure which bears no relationship to either the

interconnects for which you paid an arm and
aleg, the manufacturer should be able to re-

continuous power output rating or the 250W

terminate them with balanced connections for

continuous dissipation rating of each output

far less than the cost of new cables. And prac-

device. Iasked Threshold's designer Nelson
Pass about this, and he stated that this rating
refers to the amplifier's ability to supply current into very low impedances—fractions of

tically all new high-end preamps are designed
with a choice of unbalanced or balanced outputs.
1encountered only one problem with the
hookup of the SA/12es. Used with anormal

an ohm. Unless the conditions are more care-

three-prong AC cord, aground loop was formed

fully specified, Iconsider the continuous
power rating per se to be academic in real-

(the preamp also uses athree-prong plug), and
with the usual result: hum. Threshold states
that this should not be aproblem with balanced

world use at best, potentially misleading at
worst. But Threshold is not the only company

interconnects, but Idid not find this to be true

quoting output current capability.

in my case. Ifound it necessary to use cheater

Threshold also makes apoint of the fact that
their STASIS designs maintain aconstant (and

amplifiers) on the SA/12e power cords to elim-

plugs (which Ihave also had to use with other

high) damping factor over the full audio band.

inate the problem. Threshold recommends

Contributing to this is the lack of overall feedback and the elimination of the ubiquitous out-

that it is more desirable for "cheating" to be

put inductor (between the final output stage

to do so in my setup.

and the output terminal) required in most con-

done at the preamp, but it was not convenient

ventional designs.

Sound

The System

After letting the big Thresholds "cook" in my
listening room for aday or so, Iwas ready for

OK, so we know that the big Thresholds are
built like tanks compared with the go-cart con-

aserious listen. First up was arecording that
has had alot of play around here lately: Fairy

struction of more real-world (pricewise) ampli-

Tales (Odin CD-03). The image was precise and

fiers. Two questions must be answered here.
Are they among the best amplifiers in the

stable. High-frequency response was clean,

world? (They better be, to justify the cost.) And
are they really superior to considerably less

be on this recording) yet totally free of spit or
sizzle. Radka Toneffs voice was there, sus-

expensive amplifiers?

pended in space between the loudspeakers. It

To attempt to answer these questions, Iused
the SA/12es in asystem consisting of the Oracle

with sibilants clearly audible (as they tend to

was somewhat breathy in timbre (again, this

Delphi Mk.IV turntable with Oracle 345 arm

seems to be arecording artifact), but convincingly real. The sound was open, with believ-

and Dynavector XX- IL cartridge, Sony CDP-

able ambience. The analog-mastered cut (band

X77ES CD player used as atransport with coax-

5) was clearly different in sound from the digital; both voice and piano were abit sweeter,
with astriking sense of space surrounding

ial link to an Esoteric D-2 DIA converter,
Rowland Consonance preamp, and B&W 801
144
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both. 6 Not abad start.
And the positive first impressions held up.

drum set on "Brekkens Farm" from Flim & the
BB's' Neon (DMP CD-458). The individual

The most consistently recognizable qualities
of the SA/12e were agorgeously clean, natural high end with superb yet subtle detailing
and an almost tactile midrange. Solo voice was

same sensation of three-dimensional depth

consistently well-reproduced. The driving
vocal and guitar rhythms on "Better Than Any-

that Ihave obtained with other amplifiers. It
was asometime thing, however. Inever felt a

thing," from 'nick and Patti's Tears «joy CD

specific lack of depth when listening to the
Thresholds by themselves. But the Thresholds

(Windham Hi11Jazz WD-0111), were thrilling.

parts of the set could be precisely located from
left to right—within inches. But on this and
other recordings Ididn't always get quite the

Especially notable here were Patti Cathcart's
terrific scat singing, tightly defined and detailed
—totally devoid of harshness even at quite high

do not have alaid-back sound. They are punchy and driving, and that up-front character

playback levels. The real value of agood ampli-

more retiring amplifiers. More on this shortly.
Listening to the SA/12es in isolation left no
doubt about their quality. But how do they

fier in agood system is not so much what it
gives you as how well it lets you enjoy the
music without being distracted by sonic flaws.

tends to make depth less evident than it is with

compare with other top-drawer units? Ampli-

The Thresholds passed this test with colors flying, on this and other recordings.

fiers of the price and power rating of the SA/12es
are not exactly thick on the ground, even here

On "Stardust," from Rob Wassernian's Duets
LP (MCA-42131), Ifound myself forgetting to

at Sterropbile Central. Idecided on an end-run:

take notes. Putting on my old, shopworn critic's
hat became achore. Definition was beautifully
drawn yet never clinical—sweet but with no
feeling of loss of detail. Voices in the mix were
well differentiated. The midrange was strikingly clear. Natural sound is acomplex mixture

the Mark Levinson No.23 (comparable in
power) and apair of Levinson 20.5s (class-A
monoblocks comparable in price, 7 but at
100Wpc having considerably less oomph).
The results in both instances were intriguing. While Ihave to say that the Threshold
came out on top, overall, in my judgment, the

of the soft and rounded punctuated by tran-

votes were decidedly mixed in many areas and

sients of all descriptions; the Threshold ren-

the race was in no way arunaway. The No.23
was the first in the docket.

dered all of these subtle shadings in amusically
rewarding fashion.
You'd expect apowerful amplifier with a
high damping factor to produce adeep, solid,
well-controlled low end, and you'd be right in
the case of the Threshold. The bass drum on
José Neto's Mountains and the Sea LP (Water
Lily Acoustics WLA CS 02) was as punchy as
I've ever heard it through the 8015. The collapse
of "The Beast" on Diifos (Reference Recordings RR-12CD) was thunderous, and the "Beam"
in Psycbopomp on the same recording was
deep, growling, and downright eerie The 801's
bass tends to some warmth—especially in my
current listening room, which is slightly smaller
than the previous one and has asuspended
floor—and the Thresholds were not able to
make it as taut as Iwould like. But that's hardly
the fault of the amplifiers. The low end was still
very impressive.
My only reservation about the sound of the
SA/12es came in the area of soundstaging.

On the aforementioned ?bars of Joy, the
Threshold appeared the more coherent and
dynamic. It actually seemed louder than the
Levinson, though the relative levels had been
closely matched by measurement. The Threshold reproduced Patti's voice in amore solid,
gutsy manner—more "there." The Levinson
was more laid-back, with highs that were abit
more prominent; sibilance was stronger, less
smooth. But in no way was the Levinson overetched. Score aclose point for the SA/12e. On
Jay Leonhardt's Salamander Pie (DMP CD442), 6 the Levinson's high end was crisper and
more obvious, but in ahighly attractive way.
It sounded airier and more three-dimensional.
But the double-bass was marginally more lively
over the Threshold, and the latter continued
to present amore live-sounding midrange This
one was adraw. On the Astrée sampler CD
(E7699) the baton was passed back and forth,

Lateral imaging was most precise—witness the

7 Well, sort of. S12,000/pair (Levinson) vs $14,400/pair
(Threshold).

6This is not necessarily an analog vs digital issue, as this cut
was recorded in adifferent studio under different ctmditions.

8 The lyrics of the title song alone are worth the price of
admission.
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the Levinson ultimately edging out the Thresh-

strongly attracted to the airiness of the No.20.5s

old; the Levinson's slightly more prominent top

and their way with athree-dimensional sound-

end and laid-back quality gave it an airiness,

space. But the Thresholds seemed to have a

depth, and "see-through" transparency which

timbre that was right. The Levinsons were

counted for more on most of the bands on this

more immediately impressive for their detail-

recording than did the Threshold's punch,

ing, and while that detailing never seemed

drive, and, Ifeel, somewhat more accurate

overt or etched, the more subtle top-end presentation of the SA/12es was apowerful draw,
as was their midband vitality. And while we're

timbre and perspective. The opposite was true
of Fantastic Journey, one of Telarc's (CD"theme" albums from Eric Kunzel and the Cin-

on the subject of power, the Levinsons had a
lot more sock than their 100W rating would

cinnati Pops. Here the top end of the Levinson
was overly crisp, the blat of the brass and shim-

out of steam—evinced by congestion of the

80231) seemingly inexhaustible series of

mer of the cymbals taking on an edge that the
Thresholds lacked. And the latter had the punchier bass, but only by ahair. The major difference in the low end between the Thresholds
and the Levinson was in tautness (the Levinson
being somewhat fuller and warmer), not in
weight or extension.
Again, the race was atight one. But the points

lead you to expect, though they definitely ran
sound and reduction of fore-aft depth and
transparency—before the Thresholds. Not
exactly an unpredictable outcome, considering
the power difference. It must be noted that
with all four of these current-happy monoblocks running at once, the line voltage
dropped to between 106 and 109V. This put the
Levinson at something of a disadvantage

started to add up in the SA/12es' favor. One particularly telling selection—though the CD set

against the more powerful Threshold, though
the former's power supply is heavily regulated.

on the whole is far from reference quality son-

The Threshold's is not.

ically (I consider it dynamite in both music and
performance, however9)—was "What aWiaste,"

Measurements

from the original London cast recording of

Ididn't really expect any surprises in our mea-

Miss Saigon (Geffen 924271-2). Early on achorus enters, largely female in the center, largely

surements of the SA/12e, and none were found.
It would, in fact, be hard to imagine better

male to the left and right. Through the Levin-

objective performance at the current state of

son the distinction between these groups was

the art. Frequency response was atotal non-

subtly smeared; the definition from the Thresholds
was marginally but tellingly superior. And Jona-

event—that is, fiat within 0.1dB from 20Hz-

than Pryce's performance on the same piece

20kHz (fig.1). Fig.2 shows the Threshold's
THD-moise. The three lowest curves indicate

seemed more "on" through the Thresholds, his

(respectively) the low power figures of 1W into

vocal inflections more precise. Iknow—this
doesn't seem like the sort of thing an amplifier

8ohms, 2W into 4ohms, and 4W into 2ohms.
The third curve from the top is the 250W into

can da A111 know is that Ifound this selection

8ohm measurement. It edges just barely over

more of aknockout through the Thresholds:

the 0.1% specification above about 18kHz, but

the difference between asuperior performance

by atrivial amount which could be accounted

and ashow-stopper.
And what about the Thresholds in comparison with the Levinson No 20.5s? First of all,

grounding. Note that at 850W output into 2

the 20.5s were closer in sound cbaracter to the
No.23 than to the Thresholds. Clearly the
Levinsons had a family sound. The 20.5s
seemed abit sweeter at the top than the 23,
though both had quite similar timbres in this

for by slight differences in line voltage and
ohms, the distortion remains well below 1%.
Although not shown here, levels of intermodulation distortion were equally low.
Clipping of the SA/12e (for 1% THD) was
measured at 310.9W (24.9dBW) into 8ohms
(line voltage 115.5V), 542W (24.3dBW) into 4

region. Both were less punchy and palpable

ohms (line voltage 114V), and 898.9W (23.5dB\V)

than the Thresholds through the midband, and
both gave a more obvious sense of depth.

into 2ohms (line voltage 111.5V). Gain measured 27.5dB unbalanced and 26.7dB balanced

Compared with the Thresholds, Ifound myself

(source impedance 50 ohms), both measured
with the amplifier loaded with 8ohms, imply-

9Though you should know that some of the lyrics air R-ratcd.
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ing abalanced sensitivity for full output into
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24 KC II 141510
AP

midbass, and aless extended extreme low end.
But through these very different transducers
the Threshold continued to display its open,
lively midrange, detailed yet not overdone high
end, and controlled bass. It is too early to judge
if this is the best amplifier for these loudspeakers; afull review of the Wilsons is scheduled for alater issue But Iwas not disappointed
by the combination.

in

Fig.1 Threshold SA/12e, frequency response at 1W
into 8ohms
211611102112123-2112 1112•1114/

2121111121

24 KC5 IS:UM

So do the Thresholds justify their lofty price?
Is this trip really necessary? Yes and no. They
provided, overall, the best performance Ihave
ever obtained from my 801s. The latter, combined with the Levinson No.23, had been
happy campers in the past, and that combination remains rewarding today. The Thresholds
do not "blow it away" in any dramatic fashion.
But they do differ from the No.23 in ways that
will be significant to some listeners, subtle or
unimportant to others. The same may be said
of the Levinson No.20.5 comparison. The

11.481
21

power output of the No.23, at least, is compara12

122

Fig.2 Threshold SA/12e, THD+noise at (from
bottom to top): 1W/8 ohms, 2W/4 ohms,
4W/2 ohms, 250W/8 ohms, 500W/4 ohms,
850W/2 ohms
8ohms of 2.3V.
Output impedance from 20Hz- lIcHz remained
below 0.032 ohms for any load from 2to 8
ohms; it rose slightly at 20kHz, but still below
0.04 ohms with the same loads. This verifies
Threshold's claim of ahigh damping factor
across the entire audible bandwidth, and indicates that the SA/12e response should be aconstant with virtually any real-world loudspeaker/loudspeaker cable load. (Remember,
when aloudspeaker "looks back" at the ampli-

ble to that of the Thresholds, but the price of
the former is less than 40% of that of apair of
SA/ 12esr Threshold's own S/550e offers the
same power (in astereo, single-chassis, classA/AB design) for less than half the price of a
pair of SA/12es. And Iintend to compare the
two for an update when RH finishes his pending review of the S/550e.
The SA/12e is an imposing, stunningly goodsounding amplifier. Of that much Iam absolutely certain. What is far less certain is the
value of this amplifier to any given buyer. No
one in his or her right mind, of course, would
consider such apurchase without an extensive
borne audition—at this price, nothing less

fier, it sees not only the amplifier's output

would be acceptable For most of us, of course,
amplifiers such as the SA/12e will remain pie

impedance but the impedance of the cable as

in the sky. For those who might be barely able

well—including the loudspeaker's internal wiring. That will determine the ultimate damping

money might be better spent on one of the

at the loudspeaker, and may also have an effect
on the latter's actual response, though rarely

(Threshold's included) and anew pair of loud-

asignificant one.)

speakers. Or anew turntable Or acoustic treat-

Conclusions

ment for the listening room. Or atrip around
the world. But the SA/12e is worthy as abench-

Before closing out my listening sessions with
the Thresholds, Iwas able to audition them,

mark of state-of-the-art thinking in amplifier
design. For those few readers who can genuinely

briefly, in my listening room driving adiffer-

afford and justify it, Ican't imagine their being

ent pair of loudspeakers: The Wilson Audio
WATT/Puppies. This was clearly aloudspeaker

anything but ecstatic with the results.

with adifferent character from that of the B&W
801s—more high-end energy, aleaner, tighter
Stereophile, December 1990

to afford the stretch in our audio budgets, the
many excellent but less expensive amplifiers

$

10 As Iwrite this, news has arrived of anew Levinson No.23.5,
asubstantial, and somewhat more expensive (early word:
$5900 vs $5295) redesign of the No.23. Stay tuned.
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ICON PARSEC LOUDSPEAKER
John Atkinson
Three-way, reflex-loaded, floor-standing loudspeaker. Drive-units: 1" metal-dome tweeter, 6.5"
polypropylene-cone midrange, 10" graphite-impregnated cone woofer. Crossover frequencies:
350Hz, 1500Hz. Crossover slopes: first-order, 6dB/octave, high-pass, second-order, 12dB/octave,
bandpass and low-pass. Frequency response: 25Hz-22kHz, no limits given. Sensitivity:
87dB/W/m (2.83V). Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Amplifier requirements: 50-300W (120W continuous). Dimensions: 47" (1194mm) H by 12" (305mm) W by 16" (406mm) D. Weight: 92 lbs(42kg)
each. Price: 51495/pair including shipping via Federal Express. Finishes available: American
walnut, natural oak, black oak. Approximate number of dealers: 0(Factory Direct). Manufacturer: Icon Acoustics Inc., 13 Fortune Drive, Billerica, MA 01821. Tel: (800) 669-9662. Fax: (617)
229-1904.
"My vision for the future is one where all

Dave claims, due to his policy of shipping apair

manufacturers sell their products directly to the
end user. In this way, even the audiophiles in

of loudspeakers via Federal Express for 30 days'
home trial to the customer who calls Icon's 800

Dead Horse, Alaska can have access to all the

number. At the end of that period, if the cus-

audio manufacturing community has to offer."

tomer is not satisfied, he or she returns the

Thus wrote loudspeaker designer David Fokos

speakers to Icon at Icon's expense, again via

in aletter introducing his new company Icon
Acoustics to the press at Stereopbile's High End
Hi -Fi show last April! Mr. Folcos, aCornell grad-

Federal Express, and receives afull refund (provided the speakers are undamaged).
Icon is not the first loudspeaker manufac-

uate who for some years worked for Conrad-

turer to go this route Henry Kloss's Cambridge

Johnson Design and designed that company's
well-regarded Synthesis and Sonographe loud-

Sound Works has done very well with its range
of inexpensive systems (including the 5250/

speaker models, feels very strongly that the

pair Ambiance that Ireviewed last March), and

traditional retailing setup is inefficient when
it comes to exposing audiophiles to awide

has now extended its mail-order operation to
sell Denon, Magnavox, and Pioneer portable

enough choice of product, particularly when

CD players, laserdisc players, and Dolby-sur-

it comes to loudspeakers. With 300 speaker

round processors. And the commercial success

manufacturers listed in the Audio directory
issue but even amajor retailer restricted to

of The Audio Advisor, Crutchfield, and Audio

probably six brands, even big-city audiophiles
will only be able to audition afraction of the
total number of brands. "Our industry is suffering from product saturation of its retail distribution network."

Express confirm that many audiophiles like to
buy by mail-order. But Icon Acoustics is the
first company, as far as Iam aware, to sell exclusively high-end loudspeakers by mail.
Icon's range currently consists of two models:
the two-way, stand-mounted Lumen at $6951

Dave went on in his letter to develop the

pair, and the floorstanding, three-way Parsec

theme that, in an analogous manner to personal

at $1495/pair, which marries the Lumen's drive-

computer retailing, where Dell Computer be-

units to a 10" woofer. (Both prices include

came immensely successful by bypassing the
entire retail setup, aloudspeaker manufacturer

Federal Express delivery charges.) After some
discussion with Dave, Idecided to request a

can better serve his customers by selling directly

pair of Parsecs for review.

to them. By doing so, he ensures that the cus-

The Parsec's large, well-proportioned cabi-

tomer can audition the loudspeakers at length

net is constructed from Y
4"MDF (medium-

in the best possible location: his or her own

density fiberboard), veneered on both sides, 2
and is extensively braced in its bottom half,

listening room. "Rather than the 20 or 30 minutes you usually have to make adecision in the
store, Icon gives its customers 43,200 minutes,"
IThe Icon morn at the show, which featured their speakers
driven by aMark Levinson No.23 power amplifier via AudioQuest Green Hyperlitz cable, came in an excellent 15th in the
visitors' poll on the hest -sounding room.
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2Though well-protected in its double shipping carton, the
Par.« lacks any kind of plinth. so it is essential to unpack it
on ti, acarpeted floor if the veneer is not to be chipped at the
speaker's base. Ialso think it would be agood idea for Icon
to mark the inner carton as to which is the Parsec's base and
which end its top, to avoid the carton being opened upsidedown. 1learned these things the hard way, of course.
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both front to back and from side to side. The
review samples were finished in alight oak
veneer—Black Oak and American Walnut are
also available—and were visually somewhat
imposing. The enclosure is filled with what
appears to be 1.5" thick polyurethane foam
and some acrylic wadding. In the top half of
the cabinet, a45° sloped internal board completely separates the woofer enclosure from
that of the midrange driver and tweeter. The
two ports, each 14" deep and 2" in diameter,
are placed on the front baffle just above the
woofer, which is held in place by no less than
eight hex-head bolts. The woofer uses agraphite-impregnated pulp cone with arubber halfroll surround and has had aputty-like damping
material applied between its magnet and chassis. The midrange unit is made by Vifa in Denmark and features ashallow-flared polypropylene cone of approximately 5" radiating diameter. Completing the lineup is aversion of the
familiar 1" aluminum-dome tweeter from SEAS
in Norway, this recently heard in the Signet
SL280 as well as in the Meridian D600.
As with the Allison floorstanding speakers,
because of the close spacing of the Parsec's
woofer to the floor, the normal "floor dip" in
its response, due to the interference between
the driver's direct output and the reflection of
its sound from the floor, will be pushed up to
around 500Hz, well above its passband. Similarly, because the midrange unit is 36" from the
floor, its floor dip will occur at around 170Hz,
an octave below its passband. Unlike conventional stand-mounted or floor-standing loudspeakers, therefore, the Parsec will maintain its
full response throughout the lower midrange.
Whether this is appropriate or not is open to
question. There is no doubt that the human ear
and brain are used to hearing adip in asound
source's spectral response in this region—it
happens every time someone speaks to you,
for example—and it is possible that human
beings have learned to tune it out. In addition,
this drive-unit layout results in the maximum
excitation of floor-to-ceiling axial room resonances. With its close proximity to aboundary,
the woofer's efficiency will be also increased
somewhat compared with its behavior in free
space.
As befits its high-end heritage, the Parsec's
crossover is no ordinary beast. Following the
electrical signal on its journey from the two
Icon Parsec loudspeaker
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pairs of elegant Tiffany binding posts, doubled
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runs of AudioQuest Type 4cable take it to the

Iuse amixture of nearfield, in-room, and

bass low-pass filter. This is asecond-order type

quasi-anechoic FFT measurement techniques

with more of aslow-rollout Bessel characteris-

(using primarily DRA Labs' MISSA system with

tic than the more usual Butterworth, and con-

aB&K 4006 microphone, but also an Audio

sists of aseries ferrite-cored choke—said to

Control Industrial SA-3050A /
3-octave spec-

handle more than 500W before saturation—

trum analyzer with its calibrated microphone)
to investigate objective factors that might ex-

and ashunt capacitor, this apolypropylenedielectric type from Solen in France bypassed
with asmaller-value polystyrene. The signal,

plain the sound heard. The speaker's nearfield

now with frequencies above 350Hz filtered

and amplitude were measured using the maga-

from it, is taken to the woofer with another

zine's Audio Precision System One.

low-frequency responses and impedance phase

doubled run of AudioQuest Type 4. 3 The
tweeter/midrange crossover is constructed on

Sound

aseparate board, with all the components hard-

The Parsec Owner's Manual advises that the

wired to short lengths of tag strip. Both high-

speakers sound best after 50-100 hours of use

pass and low-pass slopes for the midrange unit

to break in the drive-unit suspensions. Accordingly, Iran them in with pink noise at ahigh

filters are second-order, with aBessel characteristic. Air-cored coils are used, but again the

level for two days. (The speakers were wired

capacitors are Icon's parallel mix of low-value

in anti-phase and placed face to face during this

polystyrenes and Solen polypropylenes. The

process.) The serious listening could then com-

tweeter carries the signal above 1500Hz—a

mence: following some experimentation, I

lowish frequency, considering that it is fed by
afirst-order filter. Some tonal shaping is also

ended up with the Parsecs some 6' from the
longer rear wall (which is faced with books and

applied to the tweeter's drive signal. Single runs
of AQ Type 4cable are used for the two upperfrequency units.
All things considered, the standard of con-

LPs) in my 20' by 17' by 9' listening room, and
first 5', then approximately 4' from the shorter
side walls (which also have bookshelves cover-

struction and quality of parts are outstanding

ing some of their surfaces). This gave minimum
excitation of the room resonant modes be-

for what still must be regarded as an affordable loudspeaker. Without adealer's margin to

between agood feeling of upper-bass power

be allowed for in the price, Dave Fokos has
apparently passed on all the saving to his cus-

tween 50 and 120Hz, but also the best balance
and low-bass extension. (Sitting Duck Software's Listening Room program, reviewed else-

tomers. Cool, Dave! (Are we babyboomers still

where in this issue by Tom Norton, confirmed

allowed to say "cool" in the '90s?)

that this placement was pretty much optimal,

Review context
Source components used in the preparation of
this review consisted of aRevox PR99 to play
15ips master tapes, aLinn Sondek/Lingo/Ekos/

the boundary reinforcement of the speaker's
output between 70Hz and 250Hz being effectively flat with frequency with only aslight
peak at 180Hz, adip at 55Hz, and 10dB or so
of room gain below 40Hz. 4)

ihaika setup sitting on an ArchiDee table to play

With the speakers in this optimal position,

LPs, and the Meridian 208 (Bitstream) CD

Iinserted three of the supplied spikes into the

player. Amplification consisted of aMod Squad

base of each one. These are not threaded and

Phono Drive EPS hooked into one of the linelevel inputs of the Meridian 208 CD player,

are atight fit. The easiest way to insert them

which in turn drove either an Audio Research

drilled hole, then let the weight of the speaker

Classic 60 or apair of Mark Levinson No.20.5
monoblocks via 15' lengths of AudioQuest

with alarge black-fabric grille which surrounds

was to work them as far as possible into the predo the work. Though the Parsec is supplied

Lapis unbalanced or balanced interconnect,

the tweeter area with thick gray foam, Iwas

respectively. Speaker cable was 5' lengths of

advised that the speakers sound best without

AudioQuest Clear Hyperlitz, doubled-up for

the grille; accordingly, Ileft it off. (Later mea-

biwi ring.
3Icon can take orders for AudioQuest cable at aspecial price
from their customers; AudioQuest will ship the cable directly
to them.
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4Ienthusiastically echo Tom's recommendation for this pmgram. Even if you don't own a computer, bully your (leaky into
buying The Listening Room to help his/her customers get the
best from the loudspeakers they buy from him/her.
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surement showed the effect of the grille was
quite minor, however, at least on the on-axis
sound.)
Listening first with the Classic 60 driving the
Parsecs, my first impression was of awarmbalanced sound with agenerous bass response
and an open, uncolored treble. Listening on a
high chair so that my ears were level with or
above the cabinet top accentuated the midrange, giving asomewhat "squawky" character,
while listening on the tweeter axis exaggerated

CD players these days is Jean Guillou's inaugural recital at the Church of Saint Eustache
near Les Halles in Paris (Dorian DOR-90134).
The last track in particular, Liszt's Fantasy and
Fugue on B.A.C. H. ,thunders out four nearly
identical bass notes (in German music notation,
B is B-flat and H B-natural) in quick enough
succession that the quite reverberant church
acoustic seems in danger of sound-swirling
overload. Certainly on reflex speakers that have
any propensity to bass boom, the whole low-

the top two octaves alittle. But on the midrange

frequency spectrum clags up, the result being

axis, my ears some 36" from the ground, the

that pitch definition suffers. Via the Parsecs
driven by the Mark Levinsons, even at high

Parsec's high-frequency balance complemented
my ancillaries and listening-room acoustics to

(greater than 100dB) spis, you could still eas-

give perhaps the most natural treble balance

ily differentiate the individual notes, implying

that Ihave yet heard in this room. The strings

adegree of musically appropriate overdamping

on the Sheffield Lab Firebird recording (LAB

to the speaker's ported bass alignment.
This was confirmed by the bass-drum thun-

24), which was made with acoincident pair of
Coles ribbon microphones, were about as

derclaps that punctuate the "Infernal Dance"

natural-sounding as Ihave ever heard them.

in the Sheffield Firebird recording. Possessing

Some listeners, however, may think that the
Parsec sounds alittle dull; nevertheless, Iprefer

Levinson-sourced cataclysmic weight over the
Parsecs, these mighty strokes remained free

errors in this direction, given that, with afew

from low-frequency overhang. Even with the

exceptions, most amplification tends to err in

speakers driven by the Classic 60, there was a
good degree of control even though the tube

the opposite direction. And to be honest, when
was the last time you heard live violins with the
kind of electronic tizzy sheen so often heard
from reproduced strings?
Overall, the Parsec's midrange was pretty

amp could not produce anything like the same
sense of air motion.
These impressions were all gained with the
speaker used as designed. In case some listeners do find the lows to be still alittle under-

neutral, tenor and treble instruments sounding very true to the original, as did female

controlled, however, Dave Fokos recommends

voices. The trumpets and trombones on the

rolling up aplastic report cover and inserting

Firebird featured the appropriate degree of

it all the way into each port. Even with the Clas-

"blatty brassiness," to borrow aphrase from
J. Gordon Holt; in fact, orchestral music in

sic 60, which has an output impedance of

general had an uncolored, musically natural

about athird of an ohm from its 4-ohm taps,
Ifelt that this tuning tip dried up the low bass

presentation in the midrange and above. Via the

too much. With VTL, Quicksilver, Lazarus,

Parsecs, the Chesky reissue of Richard Strauss's
Der Rosenkavalier Waltzes from the RCA Sym-

Carver, or Conrad-Johnson amplifiers, however, all of which can have output impedances

phony Orchestra conducted by Chuck Gerhardt

of up to or exceeding an ohm, it would probably prove effective in allowing the amplifier

(CD35), aKenneth Wilkinson recording and a
current CD favorite of mine, swept me up in its
Romantic embrace, aided by the loudspeaker's
warm lower mids.
Lower down in frequency, however, Idid
find some coloration, as well as adegree of
tonal imbalance. "Generous" was the adjective

to better hang on to the woofer's excursions.
Having satisfied myself that the speaker's low
bass was excellent, in absolute terms, Ifelt the
Parsec to have too much mid- and upper-bass
energy While this added aquite exciting degree
of impact to typical rock recordings—the Sty-

Iused to describe the Parsec's bass perfor-

gian synth just purred in Simple Minds' "Let

mance, but let me expand on that rather nebu-

it all come down," from the band's Tbe Amsterdam EP (Virgin SMXCD 6)—it was alittle too

lous word. This loudspeaker managed to deeply
excavate the nether regions, yet without the
lows degenerating into amuddy, murky roar.

good to be true. Not that I'm complaining,

An organ recording spending much time in my

this midbass balance will make finding the opti-
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mind. But Ishould point it out, particularly as
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mum placement in rooms smaller than mine

in her eponymous track from Growing Up in

more difficult than usual.

Hollywood Town (Sheffield Lab LAB 13) un-

It was only when Igot to piano recordings

comfortably coincided with atop-panel res-

that Iwas made aware of asignificant degree

onance, this again adding ahooty quality and

of congestion in the lower midrange that both

smearing the otherwise precisely maintained

thickened and obscured the instrument's

image of her voice In general, however, Iwas

intrinsic sound. Some treble notes also jumped

surprised at how little effect these panel reso-

forward at the listener. My Chopin recording

nances had on the Parsec's ability to represent

on the Stereopbile Test CD 5 reproduced with
an overwarm tonality that would perhaps be

the musical values within arecording. Cello,

thought pleasing to those unfamiliar with the

in the Parsec's problem region, seemed little

for example, which has the bulk of its energy

sound of the Steinway heard live. This color-

affected, and hardly any tracks on the Astrée

ation also pushed the image forward in the
lower mids; Isuspected that the Parsec's large

sampler CD (E7699), most of which feature
light-toned baroque-era instruments, suffered
from noticeable coloration. Ican only conjec-

enclosure was contributing alittle too much
"cabinet talk."
It used to be said of loudspeakers—maybe
it still is—that "a good big'un will always beat
agood small'un." It depends on what you

ture that the placement of these resonant frequencies and their Q factors are such that, with
the exception of the instances mentioned
above, the kind of music that tends to excite

mean by "good," however. Yes, alarge speaker

them will also mask their effect to a large

will tend to be both more sensitive and have

extent. Not all the time, however. With complex sounds having agood deal of midrange
energy, choral music for example, the Parsec's

deeper, more powerful bass than a small
speaker. But amajor problem with large loudspeakers is that the inherent panel resonances
are both harder to control and lower in frequency than with atypical minimonitor. In
addition, the much larger radiating area of
those panels couples that resonant behavior
to the air more efficiently, imposing great demands on the designer to either minimize the
panel problems—hard—or arrange for them
to lie in frequency regions where they will
interfere with the music to aminimal degree—
perhaps even harder. Asimple knuckle rap revealed the Parsec's enclosure panels to be quite
live when compared with a typical small
speaker like the Monitor Audio Studio 10 that
Ireviewed in the November issue The Parsec's
rear panel, in particular, rang with almost a
musical note, as well as with adeeper underlying "hum" tone.
With music other than piano, however, the
subjective effect of these enclosure problems
was unpredictable. Instruments with aconsiderable degree of lower-midrange energy,
timpani for example, acquired ahooty over-

presentation was occasionally less transparent,
more confused, than Iwould have expected.
Putting tonal aspects to one side the Parsec's
imaging performance was generally excellent.
Sound sources had agood degree of palpability, though those in the center of the image
were alittle wider in the lower midrange than
they were in the treble, presumably due to the
cabinet resonances "pulling" the imaging
toward the speaker positions. Depth rendition
was also good, the addition of reverberant
information to the direct sounds of voices and
instruments unambiguously moving them further back in the .
soundstage. The LEDR "Up"
test on the Chesky Test CD (JD37) produced a
reasonable sense of image height, though again
there was adegree of instability, even with the
speakers well away from room boundaries and
obstacles, that was presumably cabinet-related.
Dynamically, the Parsecs would play very
loud before asense both of hardness in the treble and confusion in the midrange set in. With
the Levinsons, 105dB spis could easily be

hang, as occasionally did bass guitar in its

reached. Jump factor was also good, there

upper octaves, the result being rather acongested tonality. Both Sam Tellig's and J. Gordon
Holt's speaking voices on the Stereopbile Test

generally being agood deal of slam apparent
in the sounds of percussion, though as noted

CD reproduced with too much chest tone, and

earlier, timpani and similarly pitched tom-toms
featured arather hooty, "wooden" -sounding

Amanita McBroom's long, held "Oooh, Amanda"

overhang which reduced the speaker's other-

5Available for $8.95, including SItH. See the advertisement
elsewhere in this issue for details on how to order

less, upon returning to Celestion SL700s, Iwas
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wise quite transparent presentation. Neverthe-
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struck by how undynamic they sounded by
comparison with the Parsecs.
Measurements
The Parsec's plot of electrical impedance magnitude and phase is shown in fig.1: with aphase
angle between +3° and -33° in the audio band
and dropping below 7ohms only in the mid-

ence of aserious cabinet resonance at this
frequency.
To look at the cabinet behavior further, I
placed the Parsecs facing each other, positioned as closely as possible, and drove them
SEO MBASION BALM IWO" I IMISASeg, we MOW
MIA\

a NOW SI 11.31.12

bass, it implies that the speaker will be an easy
load for even inexpensive amplifiers to drive,
especially with ameasured sensitivity (with a
/
3-octave-wide lkHz warble tone) of around
91dB/W/m (this somewhat higher than specification). The port ttining is indicated by the
minimum at 22Hz and the tweeter "oil-can"
resonance by the dimple at 25kHz. Note, however, the glitch just above 130Hz in both magnitude and phase plots; this indicates the pres-

a.
I

A

Fig.1 Icon Parsec, electrical impedance (solid line)
and phase (dashed), 2ohms/vertical div.
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Fig.2 Icon Parsec, cumulative spectral-decay of rear panel at acentral point just above the terminal panel
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Fig3 Icon Parsec, cumulative spectral-decay of rear panel at acentral point 6" below the cabinet top
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in antiphase with the MLSSA pseudo-white
noise signal. In this way, nearly all the direct

quency, only relatively sonically pure music
having astrong content between 100Hz and

output of the speakers would be canceled, leav-

300Hz will be colored to any significant effect.

ing the cabinet panels as the main radiating surfaces. Ithen placed the measuring microphone

In addition, as it was the rear panel that was
most resonant and as this faces away from the

very close to each panel and calculated the

listener, the subjective effects will be reduced

impulse response of that panel with MLSSA.

in amplitude. Nevertheless, the presence of the

The resonance at 130Hz or so turned out to be

higher-frequency cabinet modes might well

due to the Parsec's back panel which, as noted
during the auditioning, was extremely "live."

have contributed to the subjective hardness noted

Fig.2 shows the cumulative spectral-decay plot
calculated from its impulse response (a 200ms,
/
1
5of asecond,

time window is shown): both
back and side panels could be felt to vibrate

at high playback levels and both to the occasional feeling of confusion in the lower midrange and the unevenness on treble piano notes.
'Riming to the time domain, fig.4 shows the

strongly between 60 and 90Hz, and astrong

Parsec's impulse response captured on the midrange axis at adistance of 48". (The speaker was

ridge can be seen centered on 65Hz. As this is
also the frequency of the fundamental floor-

surement, which gave atime window of more

placed on a36"-high table outside for this mea-

to-ceiling mode in my listening room, it is pos-

than 7ms before the first reflection of the

sible that this has affected the measurement.

sound, from the floor, reached the micro-

Note instead the ridge at the cursor position,

phone. This means that the quasi-anechoic

133Hz, which indicates astrong panel resonance at this frequency. Feeding the speaker
with apure 133Hz sinewave tone revealed that

response derived from this impulse response
will be accurate down to afrequency of approximately 150Hz. Because of noise from

the back panel did indeed vibrate very
strongly!

ments were averaged to produce the final curve

As tapping the back panel at different places
produced different "notes," Irepeated this measurement at apoint about 6" below the top of
the cabinet. The resultant cumulative spectraldecay plot is shown in fig.3. Again, it is possible
that the two low-frequency resonances are
room modes, but there is aseries of strong
resonances noticeable as ridges at 385, 280,
205, and 170Hz. (Close inspection of figs.2 and

neighbors and traffic, eight separate measureshown.) This response, actually averaged
across a ±15° lateral window, is shown to the
right of fig.5. Impressively smooth through the
midrange and treble, it is broken by adegree
of prominence in the low mida and the top
octave of treble, with acorresponding "saddle"
in the low treble. As this latter range corresponds to the brightness region, this slight
depression will correlate with the rather mel-

3reveals that all the resonances are present in
both plots, but at different intensities at the

low treble featured by the Parsec.

different positions on the rear panel.) These

sponse changes as the listening height changes,
these again derived from impulse responses

Fig.6 shows how the Parsec's anechoic re-

were all frequencies at which this panel felt
very lively with sinewave tones. The side

taken outdoors. The curve at the bottom/front

panels were generally less live-sounding as
judged by the knuckle-rap test; measurement

cally low axis for listeners other than Snow

was taken on the port axis. This is an unrealisti-

proved this to be the case, though mild resonant modes at 135Hz, 205Hz, and 283Hz were

White's seven companions, but the trace reveals

found.

that Dave Fokos has appropriately arranged the

Iwent into this detailed analysis of the Par-

drive-unit phasing so that the inevitable crossover cancellation notches are well away from

sec's cabinet resonances because of the large
radiating area of the panels and the persistent

the listening axis. The next curve was taken
midway between the ports and the midrange

colorations Inoted on male voice, timpani, and
piano to which they undoubtedly contributed.
Their less-noticeable effect on other kinds of
music Ican only put down to the fact that as

unit, while the central curve is on the midrange
axis, this some 36" off the floor, equating with
my usual listening height. The next curve was
taken on the tweeter axis, while the top/rear

these resonances appear to be of reasonably

curve shows the response 15° above the cabi-

high Q and therefore will need to be excited by
a signal pretty much having the same fre-

net top, representing the balance heard by a
standing listener at the back of the listening
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room. This has an excess of midrange energy—

Although not shown, repeating the nearfield

remember that Ifound the speaker's balance
on this axis to sound "squawky" —but apart

measurement with the MLSSA system set to a
bandwidth of IkHz reveals the woofer to have
avery clean spectral decay, with minimal res-

from that, the Parsec should not be too finicky
regarding listening height. Listening with your
ears either level with the midrange axis or just
above will give the smoothest balance, as noted
in the auditioning.

onant behavior apparent until well above its
passband. The response of the ports is somewhat enigmatic, as although their apparent tuning of 20Hz agrees with the plotted impedance

The lefthand side of fig.5 shows the responses of the woofer and ports, measured in
the nearfield. The woofer can be seen to peak
up alittle in the midbass, with then areasonably slow rollout, reaching —6dB at alow 39Hz.
Seel. 14,••••• - mgt.
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Fig.4 Icon Parsec, impulse response on midrange
axis at 48" (5ms time window)
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Fig.6 Icon Parsec, vertical response family at 48",
from front to back: anechoic response on port
axis; midway between ports and midrange
unit; on midrange axis; on tweeter axis; 15°
above cabinet top.
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Fig.5 Icon Parsec, anechoic response on midrange
axis averaged across 30° lateral window with
nearfield woofer and port responses
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Fig.7 Icon Parsec, spatially averaged, Vs-octave inroom response
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Fig.8 Icon Parsec, cumulative spectral-decay plot
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in fig.!, it rolls off much less smoothly than

sional hardness in the low treble at high levels

usual, with blips noticeable at 60Hz and 80Hz,

and the propensity for some high piano notes

these probably not coincidentally the third and

to jump forward.

fourth harmonics of the port tuning. Ablip can
also be seen at 133Hz, the rear-panel resonance

Conclusion

frequency. The port's output also rolls off more

My exploration of the Parsec's panel behavior

gradually than usual, being only 12dB down

illustrates how easy it is for reviewers to wander

at 300Hz.

away from what is important with acompo-

How the output of the ports, with their minimal radiating area, and that of the woofer inte-

that inspires further measurement that in turn

grate is hard to assess from the individual

pins down acharacteristic behavior that ap-

nearfield measurements, which is one reason

pears to correlate with something that was
heard. Case closed. Except that it is then all too

why Icarry out an in-room y,-octave measurement, spatially averaged across a72" -wide
window at the listening position to minimize
the effects of room resonances. This is shown
in fig.7 and was taken with the speakers at the
original 5' distance from the side walls. As suspected from the auditioning and predicted by
the nearfield curve in fig.5, there is adegree of
mid- and upper-bass exaggeration in-room,
perhaps due to the closeness of the floor
boundary to the drive-unit. Agenerally slopingdown response from the upper bass to the mid-

nent. You spot something with ameasurement

easy to forget that that description is at best partial and at worst irrelevant to the subjective
experience.
Such is much the case with the Icon Parsec.
Early on in the review Ihad convinced myself
that the large panels of its cabinet were too
lively and must therefore contribute something
to the speaker's sound. Yet record after record
went on to the turntable, CD after CD on to the
player, and with the exceptions noted earlier,

range is also apparent. Note, however, the Parsec's astonishingly smooth response through-

Icould hear little that indicated that the supposed panel problems were interfering with
the music—even after Ihad established the

out the upper midrange and treble. This is due
both to the speaker's intrinsically flat response
in this region and its wide, even dispersion, and

surement.
So much for the oft-repeated claim of "estab-

will contribute to the Parsec's natural reproduction of treble instruments and voices. The
slight rise in the high treble is presumably due
to the tweeter's increasingly narrow directivity
in this region, while in the low bass, the ports
reinforce the woofer output to give a-6dB
point referenced to the level at 200Hz of 25Hz

presence of the enclosure resonances by mea-

lishment" writers that "subjective reviewers
only hear what they expect to hear." To confirm that Iwas hearing/not hearing the Parsec's
measured cabinet problems, Iinvited Tom Norton over to take alisten. 6 My experience has
been that Tom has abetter ear than mine when
it comes detecting midrange colorations—he

—excellent in-room bass extension if not flat
to the port tuning frequency, this presumably
due to the overdamped low-frequency align-

also has very different musical tastes—but he
too felt that the Parsecs were pretty uncolored

ment.
Finally, fig.8 shows the cumulative spectral-

pani, male voice, and piano did he feel that the

decay plot for the speaker on the midrange axis
at 48", derived from the impulse response in

and then only to aminor degree much of the

throughout this frequency region. Only on timenclosure was making its presence noticeable,

fig.4 and featuring afrequency resolution of

time.
To sum up the Parsec's positive attributes, it

90Hz or so. The tweeter resonance again can

is well-made, has one of the best treble bal-

be seen at 25kHz; apart from that, the treble is

ances Ihave experienced from amoving-coil

pretty flat and clean, apart from adegree of live-

loudspeaker, has an uncolored mid-to-upper
midrange, plays loud, throws awell-defined

liness noticeable around 3kHz and 5kHz, probably due to midrange-unit breakup modes. The
cursor position shows that there is something
peculiar happening around 1250Hz, there
being acomplicated pattern of aridge broken
by reflections at this frequency. This behavior
might again correlate with my feeling of occa156

soundstage, and has excellent low-bass extension. On the downside, its tonal balance is alittle tipped up in the mid- and upper-bass,
6 Listening to each other's systems happens
opblies New Mexico—based reviewers.

a

lot with Mere-
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though this will not be that important to
listeners who play mainly rock music unless

therefore, Icon's Parsec is excellent value for
money at ahair under 51500/pair, offering a

they have aroom that is rather on the small
side. More important, the Parsec's lively cabinet
can add ahooty coloration to male voice and

balance between good, solid musical sound
and coloration levels in the midrange and
above more typical of adynamic loudspeaker

piano and can be heard smearing the sound of
timps and low-pitched drums. Although Ifelt

costing up to twice that price. If you are looking for areasonably moderately priced dy-

this to have aminor, music-dependent effect

namic speaker with agenerous proportion of
bass and the ability to play loudly cleanly, try

on the speaker's sound quality, it did add a
degree of confusion to the midrange at high
playback levels and possibly contributed to my
feeling that the sound lacked transparency
some of the time.
But even with that, Ifound myself liking my
music alot via the Parsecs. In my judgment,

the Parsec out. You have nothing to lose considering the manufacturer's 30-day, moneyback guarantee, and everything to gain in the
way of hearing your music played with plenty
of meat on its bones.

ESOTERIC P-2 CD TRANSPORT
Robert Harley

Esoteric P-2 CD transport
Dedicated CD transport with infrared remote control. Laser type: AIGaAs semiconductor. 780nm
wavelength, 3-beam. Outputs: two coaxial on RCA jacks (0.5V p-p 75 ohms), two optical on TOSLINK jacks, Sony/Philips Digital Interface Format (S/PDIF). Power Consumption: 10W. Dimensions: 87/f3" W by 51
/
4"H by 19 5
A6" D. Weight: 28.7 lbs (net). Price: $4000. Approximate number
of dealers: 25. Manufacturer: Esoteric, aDivision of Teac America, Inc., 7733 Telegraph Road,
Montebello, CA 90640. Tel: (213) 726-0303. Fax: (213) 727-7656.
The whole idea that different CD transports
have different sonic characteristics when driving the same digital to analog converter is avexing problem. It is easy to prove that even the
cheapest CD players recover the data stored on
most CDs with bit- for-bit accuracy, thus disStereophile, December 1990

proving the widespread and erroneous belief
that errors in the digital code are commonplace
and affect presentation aspects such as imaging,
soundstage depth, textural liquidity, etc.' If the
datastreatn driving the digital converter is comprised of the same sequence of ones and zeros,
157

regardless of the transport, what other factors
could account for the sonic differences between CD drives reported by many listeners?
The argument that CD transports absolutely

"The same CD may sound different in adifferent player." 2
During the past year, I've had some fascinating discussions with designers of well.

cannot affect the sonic character—proposed,

respected high-end digital converters and CD

Imight add, by engineers who reject the idea

players. Of particular interest to me is the question of how jitter and noise in the recovered HF

on astrictly theoretical basis without ever
listening—goes something like this:
"Bits is bits. If the ones and zeros are the
same, there can be no difference in the analog
output signal. Higher-precision drives and laser
mechanisms make no difference because the
system must distinguish between only aone
and azero. There are no intermediate values.
Even if the signal recovered from the disc at the
photodetector is cleaner and has less jitter (timing variations) with abetter transport, it is irrelevant because that signal is squared, buffered, decoded, and clocked out of another
buffer with quartz-crystal accuracy Any timing
variations are removed by the buffer, eliminating jitter from the list of the audiophile's sonic
gremlins. Now, since the data are identical, and

signal could propagate through the buffers and
decoding circuitry to affect the transport's
S/PDIF output, much less the analog output
signal. This interest was sparked by my experiences with the Esoteric P-2 transport. I
heard asignificant improvement in the musical
presentation with the P-2 and, perhaps not
coincidentally, measured much lower jitter in
its HF signal than that measured in other transports. 3 None of the designers with whom I
spoke knew the answer to how variations in the
HF signal could possibly get through to affect
the analog output, yet all heard differences
when the HF signal was changed. The collective attitude was, "Our charter isn't to do basic
research into these things. We don't have

jitter is not afactor, what's left as asource of the

dozens of engineers to figure it out. Building

difference? And even if there were some slight

good-sound products is our business, and if

differences in the datastream, how could that
affect something like soundstage depth? Those
naïve audiophiles who believe such things
don't realize that digital either works perfectly,

cleaning up the HF signal results in better
sound, we're going to do it despite the lack of
atheoretical basis." Many of these designers,
Ishould add, have advanced engineering

or doesn't work at all: the variability associated

degrees. 4

with analog has been removed by digital's per-

This brings us to the Esoteric P-2 CD trans-

fection. Your computer doesn't perform differently when you run acopy of aprogram rather

port, a$4000 product that represents acom-

Pro Sound News article about CD tweaks. Here

plete rethinking of CD transport design. What
are the musical effects of this radically different
drive mechanism? How important is the transport to CD playback?

are some quotes from engineers at CD manufacturing plants: "It's black magic" (Jim Boyer,

Technical description

than the original program disc."
This way of thinking was reflected in arecent

American Helix). "Lasers read astraight binary
code. That's zero and one every time. It doesn't
matter what color the disc is, the laser still will
not read one and ahalf. CDs are like typewriter
keyboards. When you hit m, it always comes
out m" (Scott Bartlett, Digital Audio Disc Corporation). "There's just no scientific credibility

The Esoteric P-2 is the matching transport to
the D-2 digital converter reviewed in Vol.13
No.10 (along with Esoteric's two other converters). Priced at $4000, it represents the top
of the Esoteric line that includes the $2000 D10 and $1000 D-500 CD transports. It should

surrounding these activities" (Joe Robinson,
Philips DuPont Optical). "It's agimmick" (Dave

2See JA's sidebar to the Meridian 208 review this issue. His
experiments in introducing jitter by computer simulation reveal
aremarkably analog ,like variability to the reproduced signal.

Williams, Nimbus Records). However, one representative from Disctronics, Ramin Ghadimi,
did go way out on alimb and speculate that

3The HF signal is the raw signal reflected from the CD and
picked up by the photodetector. It is comprised of nine dim:rat:frequency SilleW2VCS (196kHz to 720kHz) that correspond to
the nine pit or land lengths encoded on the CD. Although the
HF signal looks very analog, digital data are encoded in the
zero crossing transitions.

1Ste "CD: Jitter, Errors, and Magic," Vol.13 No.5. The article
also contains adescription of how data are recovered from a
CD, an understanding of which is helpful in the following discussion of the P-2.

4Designers with whom I've had discussions include Kevin
Burke and Steve Taylor (Madrigal), Edmund Meitner and
Gregory Soo (Muscates), Mike Moffat (Theta Digital), Don
Moses (Walla Digital), and Bob Stuart (Meridian).
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Fig .1 Esoteric P-2 drive mechanism and Vibration-Free Rigid Disc-Clamping System

be noted that the $5595 Wadia WT-2000 CD
transport is based on the P-2. Wadia buys the
unit from Esoteric and fits it with Wadia's proprietary optical interface.
The P-2 is one of the most beautiful pieces
of audio equipment I've seen, both aesthetically and in terms of build quality. It is solid,

are on gold-plated RCA jacks, while the two
additional optical outputs are on standard EIAJ
(TOSLINK) jacks.
Three small recessed knobs on the P-2's
right side panel allow the user to adjust the
front-panel display brightness and control the
drawer's open and close speed.

luxurious, and finely appointed. The front and

The full-featured remote control supplied

top are anodized a dark champagne color,
while the side panels are finished in 3M's Nex-

with the P-2 also controls the matching D-2
digital processor. Like the P-2's side panels, it

tel, an unusual textured material. All exterior

is finished primarily in Nextel, with acham-

metal chassis parts (front and top) are made
from very thick (18mm) and beautifully ma-

pagne-colored top. The remote control's functions include open/close, track skip, index skip,

chined shaved aluminum. The metalwork is

search, play, stop, pause, display on/off, repeat,

gorgeous and lavish, contributing to the P-2's
overall elegance.
Rather than clutter the P-2's front-panel

A-B, time search, time mode (elapsed or remaining), check (programmed playback contents), delete (programmed memory contents),

appearance, most of the transport functions are

direct track-access buttons, and track program-

provided on the remote control. The only con-

ming controls. When programming random

trols provided on the front panel are power

play, the total programmed playback time is dis-

on/off, drawer open/close, track skip, play, and
pause. The panel's centerpiece is avery thin

played, handy for making tapes. Other convenience features include time search, allowing

gold-plated drawer that recedes into the unit.
The bulk of the drawer itself is Nextel: the gold-

the user to start the transport at any time specified within atrack via the numeric keypad. The

plated surface is on the outside edge visible

autospacing function creates afour-second

when the drawer is closed. Below the drawer,
an LED display panel provides the user with a
variety of information, including track and

pause between tracks. The P-2 is clearly afullfunction machine.

index number, total or remaining time, and programmed play status.
Instead of incorporating the power transformer inside the chassis, it is mounted on the

Inside, the P-2's build quality mirrors the
exterior's extraordinary construction. When
looking at the P-2's mechanism and electronics, one sees the precision and craftsmanship of afine Swiss watch.

rear panel. Whether this was done for sonic

The heart of the P-2 is the drive mechanism,

reasons or space requirements, Idon't know.
The transformer does, however, increase the

which is radically different from conventional
transports and is proprietary to Esoteric. It is

P-2's already substantial depth. The rear panel

called VRDS, or Vibration-Free Rigid Disc-

also holds an IEC line-cord jack and the four

Clamping System. As can be seen in fig.1, rather

digital outputs. The two coaxial digital outputs

than holding the disc at the center hole, the P-2
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firmly clamps the CD over its entire surface area

table next to the laser head rather than above

to azinc turntable slightly larger than the CD.

the rotating mechanism. The drive system's

This reportedly reduces surface vibrations,

mechanical rigidity is thus compromised in
conventional designs. By positioning the

improving the precision with which the data
are read. In addition, the turntable is slightly

motor and mount assembly above the turnta-

concave, correcting any warping or eccentric-

ble and away from the laser sled, Esoteric

ity of the disc The laser is adjusted to the disc's
slightly concave surface so the beam always

engineers were given the freedom to make the

stays perpendicular to the disc surface.

necessary. Finally, the entire motor/support
system is mounted to amassive lkg (2.2 lbs)

Besides reducing vibration, the turntable/

drive system as rigid and as large as was felt

disc's stability as rendered by this mechanism
is said to reduce servo current demands. A

diecast zinc base.

slightly warped disc on aconventional transport results in the reflection of the laser beam

anically rigid is extraordinary. Even the chassis
and front panel were designed to increase the

at adeflected angle, greatly increasing radial
servo activity. Indeed, disc flatness is often

P-2's vibration resistance. What effect this will
have on the recovered HF signal and, more

specified by the maximum radial tracking voltage allowable (typically 250mV RMS after filter-

esting questions. There is no doubt, however,

ing and processing). The Esoteric P-2 mechanism also eliminates eccentricity, an out-ofround condition analogous to amisplaced center hole in an LP. Just as the tonearm must swing
back and forth to follow the eccentric LP
groove, the CD mechanism's radial tracking
servo must drive the laser sled back and forth
to follow the eccentric track of pits. Eccentricity in aCD is introduced by amisplaced cen-

The attention paid to making the P-2 mech-

important, on musical reproduction, are interthat the HF signal recovered from adisc on the
P-2 has substantially lower jitter than when
recovered on astandard Philips CDM1 Mk.2.
During my investigation of CD tweaks on error
rates and jitter mentioned earlier, Iused aKenwood jitter analyzer to measure the possible
effects of different CD treatments. The Kenwood analyzer measures the period of 13 (the
shortest pit or land length on adisc, which

ter hole, with the maximum allowable deviation 0.4mm.

should ideally be 694ns) and displays the dis-

One potential source of problems in many
CD players is the fact that the focus and track-

Although the study didn't include transports,

ing servo signals, with their large fluctuating
currents, are carried in athin ribbon cable
along with the HF signal, possibly corrupting
it. In fact, Ibelieve that many mechanical CD
tweaks like rings improve the sound by reducing servo current demands, especially in players
with poor isolation or marginal power supplies.

tribution (typically Gaussian) around this value
Imeasured the P-2's jitter out of curiosity just
before Ihad to return the analyzer. The difference between the P-2 and astandard transport
was startling.
Ihad set the analyzer to display the percentage of 13 values that fell outside a<50ns window around the ideal value of 694ns. With the
Philips transport in aMagnavox player, 78% of

It should be noted that the P-2's clamping

the recovered 13 periods fell outside this win-

mechanism precludes using additional damper
discs, rings, or any other device that changes

dow. With the P-2 (and the same disc), only
28% of the 13 periods deviated more than

the CD's size or shape. Presumably, the P-2's

<50ns from the ideal value Note that this jitter
is in the raw signal recovered from the disc

mechanism obviates the need for additional
stabilizing tweaks.
The zinc turntable is designed to have alow

before being reclocked out of the FIFO (First

resonant frequency and high vibration-damping characteristics. Because the turntable is so

to rotational speed variations in both the CD

heavy, aspecial motor was developed employing samarium-cobalt magnets instead of standard ferrite magnets. This motor is mounted
on adiecast aluminum bridge assembly that

In, First Out) buffer and will be very great due
mastering machine and the player drive mechanism. This large amount of jitter (tens of nanoseconds) in the raw HF signal is contrasted
with the relatively small amounts of jitter

cause of space constraints, rotational drive

(hundreds of picoseconds) in the clock signal
at the converter that still creates sidebands and
noise as described in JA's Meridian 208 review

motors are typically mounted beneath the turn-

in this issue. 5

straddles the turntable and drawer sled. Be-
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The P-2's power supply is on an upsidedown pcb about 7" square mounted at the top

ated with an Electronic Visionary Systems

rear of the unit. It is enormous and elaborate
for aCD transport. The board is populated by

tors and aswitch in the signal path. All interconnects (digital processor to Stepped Attenu-

large (4700µF and 6800µF) electrolytic caps,
many smaller electrolytics, two full-wave
bridge rectifiers, high-power transistors, and
five three-pin (10-220) voltage regulators. This
power supply is extraordinary for aCD transport. It is difficult to imagine any servo-system
interaction through the power supply in the P-2.
Lying on the chassis bottom beneath the
transport mechanism, alarge pcb holds an
extensive array of chips and afew discrete com-

Stepped Attenuator, which puts only two resis-

ator, Stepped Attenuator to VTLs) were the
extraordinary Expressive Technologies IC-1.
I've been experimenting with different digital
interconnects and had avariety at my dispo 1,
including the Aural Symphonics Digital Transmission Line, one from The Anodyne Group,
aJVC coaxial cable, and an Audio-Technica
premium optical interconnect. Ialso had DAT
master tapes from which CDs were made (Ster-

vides the servo systems, decoding, error correc-

eopbile's Poem and ajazz album Iengineered)
for comparisons between CD playback from
the Esoteric and DAT playback from the JVC
DAT machine driving the same digital con-

tion, formatting, and control/display functions.
To sum up, the Esoteric P-2 is innovative in

ital output of the $400 Rotel RCD-855, thus

design and elaborate and lavish in execution.
The unique disc-clamping mechanism, tank-

comparing an inexpensive CD player transport
to an ambitious dedicated unit. Although this

like construction, and elaborate power supply

may seem like an unfair comparison, it never-

ponents. I've never seen so much circuitry
associated with aCD transport. This board pro-

confirm that the P-2 is a no-holds-barred
attempt at astate-of-the-art transport. In addition, the P-2's beautiful styling and extraordinary fit and finish place it among the most luxurious and elegant of audio components.

verter. Finally, Icompared the P-2 with the dig-

theless answers the question "What effect does
aCD transport have on the musical presentation?"
My dedicated listening room has dimensional ratios chosen for room-mode distribu-

But is the P-2 just a$4000 piece of audio
jewelry, or does it significantly improve the
musical experience from CD playback over less

tion, with ahigh sloped ceiling. All AC power
(except the VTL monoblock amplifiers) was

ambitious designs?

Energy Storage System.

Listening

Ibegan by comparing the P-2's digital output
with the Rotel RCD-855's, decoded by the Stax
DAC-Xlt digital converter. Identical lengths of

I've been listening to the Esoteric P-2 for about
six months with avariety of digital processors.
My current reference system is comprised of
Hales System Two Signature loudspeakers
driven by VTL 225W Deluxe monoblocks via

conditioned with aTice Power Block and Titan

Aural Symphonics Digital Transmission Line
cable connected the P-2 and Rotel to the Stax.
The multiple-input Stax allows direct comparison of two digital sources by selecting adiffer-

3' runs of bi-wired AudioQuest Clear. Digital

ent input. In this situation, all variables are

processors auditioned with the P-2 included
the VTL tubed unit reviewed in this issue, Stax

removed (playback level, impedance matching, polarity inversion, cables, etc.) except the

DAC-Xlt, Theta DSPro Basic, and Proceed PDP.

transports under audition. Since Ihad become

Other digital processors used with the P-2 in
the past few months include the Melior Digi-

accustomed to the P-2 from six months of

tal Center, Aragon D2A, Esoteric D-2, D-10, and
D-500, Wadia 2000, and Wadia X-32.
Rather than use an active preamp, the digital processors' respective outputs were attenu5Ifound that the amount of jitter intrinsic to the disc varied
much more from disc to disc than between transports. This
jitter is introduced by speed instability in the Cl) mastering
machines rotational drive, which can be quite laige. lithe P.2's
superior sonics are at leas; partially the result of reduced jitter
in the
signal, then it follows that different Cl) mastering
machines will have varying sonic characteristics. Bits is bits?
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exclusive listening, switching transports for the
first time for this review threw into sharp relief
the differences between astate-of-the-art transport and a typical inexpensive mechanism
found in many CD players. (Note that all references to the Rotel RCD-855 in this review are
to it used as atransport only.)
Every aspect of the presentation changed for
the better through the P-2. Although the difference was quite apparent, it was far less than the
difference between, say, agood digital proces161

sor and the Stax DAC-Xlt or VTL D/A. In con-

ings and harmonic detail that give her voice so

versations with audiophiles, I've noticed abe-

much character were less apparent from the

lief that the transport has as much, or greater,

RCD-855. The analogy of fabric comes to

influence on the reproduced sound than the

mind: through the P-2, her voice was like finely

digital to analog converter. Istrongly disagree

woven silk; through the RCD-855's transport

with this contention. Agood transport is essential to realizing the best digital playback, but

exaggeration of the differences, but does con-

the overall system performance is much more

vey the essence of my impressions.

dependent on the DIA converter. A $1000

These perceptions were duplicated with
each disc Iplayed, with different music reveal-

transport with a$4000 digital converter makes

it was more like burlap. This analogy is agross

more sense than a$4000 transport driving a

ing different aspects of the CD transport's effect

$1000 digital processor.

on the musical presentation. When comparing

Nevertheless, music from CDs recovered by

the RCD-855's transport with the P-2 with

the P-2 is more analog-like than from other

Dick Hyman Plays Fats Waller (Reference

transports I've tried. This is perhaps the highest

Recordings RR-33CD), recorded direct-to-CD,

compliment one can pay any digital product.
The presentation took on asense of ease and

Iimmediately had the impression that the
soundstage was narrower through the RCD-

relaxation, with less strain and fatigue. This per-

855. It didn't take long to realize, however, that

ception could be the result of the P-2's ability

this perception was not due to adifference in

to present instrumental textures with aliquidity

the spatial position of the piano. Instead, the
P-2 presented an apparently wider soundstage
by allowing the Stax to resolve an aura of

and roundness not heard through lesser transports. Instruments and vocals bloomed within
the soundstage with anatural texture that gave

ambience, space, air, and reverberation around

them arealism and palpability. For example, lis-

the instrument not heard from the RCD-855's
transport. Through the P-2, the piano existed
between the loudspeakers, surrounded by

ten to Dianne Reeves's vocal on David Benoit's
This Side Up CD (En Pointe ENP 0001). This
vocal track, recorded with atube microphone

room reflections which gave the feeling of a

live to 2-track, is particularly revealing of

wider soundstage. Fed by the RCD-855, the

changes in acomponent's presentation. When

Stax failed to resolve these ambience cues

reproduced through the P-2, it had awarm,
rich bloom that made it seem to exist in space

(created with great thought and effort by

between the loudspeakers. Its complex, finely
woven texture was engaging, drawing the listener into the performance. When playing the
same track through the Rotel RCD-855 used as
atransport (again decoded by the Stax DACX1t), the vocal became alittle less round and

engineer Keith Johnson) that add so much to
the recording.
In addition, there was more inner instrumental detail through the P-2, making it easier to
distinguish left- and right-hand lines, especially
during complex passages. It was as though the

the depth axis, imparting what JA vividly

instrument's inner detail came to the listener
without effort when reproduced by the P-2,
rather than the listener straining to hear fine

describes as a"cardboard cutout" perspective
to the image. In addition to losing this bloom,

striking the strings was affected by the trans-

more two-dimensional. It seemed to shrink in

detail. Additionally, the sound of the hammers

the image tended to become homogenized

port. The RCD-855 tended to introduce a

with the other instruments. The feeling of the

slightly metallic, or brittle character to the

image surrounded by air, spatially distinct and

attack, while the P-2 was softer and more gen-

existing independently in front of the loud-

tle Finally, the P-2 sounded more natural har-

speakers, was 'educed. There was less apparent

monically, with less grain, more liquid textures,

reverberation, rendering the presentation drier,

and an overall greater feeling of ease. Of all

more sterile The reverberation seemed slightly

these impressions of the P-2's effect on the

truncated as the RCD-855 failed to resolve the

musical presentation, the most salient were the

low-level information that provides the listener
with that last bit of reverberation decay.

apparently wider soundstage, greater resolu-

In addition, Reeves's voice lost some of the
fine structure and detail that made it so compelling through the P-2. The subtle tonal shad162

tion of spatial cues and air around the instrument, and the lack of hardness in the hammers'
attack. Ironically, the same description of the
P-2's presentation in relation to the inexpensive
Stereophile, December 1990

transport could be used to describe the differ-

What is different about the P-2 's datastream,

ences between analog and digital.
Intrigued by the P-2's greater resolution of
spatial information, Iturned to Three- Way Mir-

appearing on the digital-out RCA jack, that
could affect textural liquidity, spatial resolution,
and overall musicality? One can point to the P-

ror (Reference Recordings RR-24CD), arecord-

2's innovative and exacting design aspects such

ing with awealth of spatial detail and nuance
(also recorded, not coincidentally, by Keith
Johnson). The P-2's superior ability to portray

as the massive power supply that isolates subsystems, the extraordinary vibration-reducing

space was even more apparent. Besides producing agreater overall feeling of presentation

HF signal and eliminates the effects of disc
eccentricity and warp on servo current de-

size, specific instruments took on different spa-

mands, and the sophisticated control elec-

disc-clamping mechanism that improves the

tial perspectives through the different trans-

tronics. The bottom line, however, is that the

ports. For example, at the end of the first track,

P-2's S/PDIF output must be different from

the eschete (a percussion instrument) recedes

other transports' digital outputs. But in what

into the distance over the repeated acoustic

way? And how does achange in the datastream
cause an analog-like variability in the musical

fretless-bass figure. Through the RCD-855, it
begins to acquire more reflected and less direct
from the listener as it picks up space, then

presentation? Ithink it is no coincidence that
the P-2 exhibits much lower measured HF signal jitter than common transports.

stops. Through the P-2, it recedes much farther
into the soundstage, with many more grada-

Conclusion

tions of apparent distance. Ishould add that
one's ability to hear differences in low-level

The Esoteric P-2 CD transport clearly offers
superior sonic performance over conventional

components, making it appear to move away

cues like the ones described improves as listen-

CD drive mechanisms. Its presentation tended

ing level increases. This phenomenon occurs

to make digital playback closer to analog in

in the recording studio when mixing: the louder

many respects: more liquid textures, greater

the monitoring level, the less reverberation the

resolution of spatial detail, increased sound-

engineer tends to add, making the recording

stage transparency, and more natural timbrai

sound dry at low playback levels. The reverber-

shadings. Apart from these specific areas, listen-

ation seems to end when it drops in level below

ing to music through the P-2 was more involv-

the ambient noise floor. Consequently, ahigher

ing, engaging, and enjoyable The presentation

playback level raises the point at which the

took on arelaxed, unstrained feeling that made

reverberation is lost in the noise floor. For-

it easier to concentrate on the music and for-

tunately, my listening room is in avery quiet,

get about the playback system.

rural location, putting the ambient noise floor

The Esoteric P-2 is innovative in design and

below these very low-amplitude components.

extraordinary in execution. It represents acom-

At low playback levels in anoisier environ-

plete rethinking of what aCD transport should
do. The drive mechanism in particular ad-

ment, the differences in spatial presentation
between transports will tend to be diminished.
Irepeated the listening, this time comparing

dresses aspects of CD data retrieval either
ignored or considered insignificant by other

the P-2 with the digital output of aMarantz CD-

manufacturers. In addition to being atechni-

94. The same differences were apparent, but

cal tour de force, the P-2 is ajoy to use ergo-

to alesser extent. In fact, the CD-94, which

nomically, lavish in build quality, and elegant
in appearance.

uses the best Philips drive, was quite abit better
than the Rotel RCD-855. The CD-94's presen-

Very often, comparing the musical merits of

tation didn't match the P-2's, but did offer very

two components results in ambivalent feelings:

musical performance Listening to my own jazz

component Adoes this better, but component

recording, the CD-94 was detailed and transparent, but with slightly hard textures. The

Bdoes that better. With the Esoteric P-2, there

treble seemed brighter and the presentation

sentation was superior, resulting in agreater

more forward than through the P-2. Although

intimacy with the music. These comparisons
with conventional CD drives revealed just what

the CD-94 had more bloom than the Rotel, the
P-2 was in adifferent league in this regard.
Why the P-2 sounds better is a mystery.
Stereophile, December 1990

were no such tradeoffs: every aspect of the pre-

agood transport will do for digital playback.
This is perhaps the beginning of our explora163

Lions into CD drives: Iam eager to find out how

The Esoteric P-2 is alandmark product,

the P-2 compares with other high-end trans-

making astrong case for the importance of the

ports such as the Krell MD-1 ($5400), ICrell MD-

CD drive in achieving the best in digital play-

2($2700), or 'dia WT-2000 ($5595). Equally

back. While the transport is afar less important

important, Iwould like to find adrive that
offers similar performance upgrades at alower

factor in asystem's overall performance than,
say, aD/A converter, agood transport like the

price. The $2000 Esoteric D-10 uses anearly

P-2 is nevertheless essential in ademanding
high-end system. Give the P-2 alisten. Your

identical mechanism to the P-2 and may have
sonic performance close to its more expensive
brother, but with amore cost-effective build.
Watch for areview soon.

ideas about CD transports may never be the
same.

VACUUM TUBE LOGIC
DIGITAL TO ANALOGUE CONVERTER
Robert Harley

VIL Reference D/A Converter
Resolution: 20 bits. Dynamic range: 112dB. Filtering: 8x oversampling. Inputs: three S/PDIF on
RCA or UHF jacks. Outputs: unbalanced on RCA and XLR jacks. Dimensions: 19" W by 25/6"
H by 103/8" D. Price: $7000. Approximate number of dealers: 2& Manufacturer: Vacuum Tube
Logic of America, 4774 Murnetta, Suites 9& 10, Chino, CA 91710. Tel: (714) 627-5944.
Ifind it more than alittle ironic that in 1990 the
only two digital-to-analog converters to em-

vacuum tubes, but also by their inclusion of the
UltraAnalog DAC modules, devices that rede-

ploy a new state-of-the-art DAC also use

fine what can be expected (both musically and

vacuum tubes. Many in the audio community

technically) from digital to analog converters.'
Despite the outward similarities between the

consider tubes an anachronism, and find it surprising and humorous that they are still used
in newly designed audio products. The fact
remains, however, that these two tubed digital processors achieve the best digital playback

Stax DAC-Xlt and the VTL DAC, they are substantively different in design. First, the UltraAnalog DACs in the VTL are custom-made to
VTUs specifications, with more signal process-

currently available—and by awide margin.

ing done outside the module with tubes. Sec-

Moreover, their respective designers' technical

ond, the tubes in the VTL assume more func-

savvy and passion for building leading-edge
products is reflected in their choice of these

tions (de-emphasis, analog low-pass filter, gain)
than the Stax's cathode-follower output buffer.

superlative and very expensive new DACs. Is
it mere coincidence that both designers also

more modest in build quality. You may remem-

chose vacuum tubes to realize their vision of
no-compromise digital playback?
The two converters to which Irefer are the
extraordinary $12,000 Stax DAC-Xlt Vacuum
Tube Output Reference D/A Processor reviewed in Vol.13 No.8, and the new $7000
Vacuum 'Me Logic Digital to Analogue (sic)
Converter reviewed here. The two processors
are distinguished not only by their use of
164

However, the VTL is much less tweaky and
ber the Stax used three AC power cords; Ohno
Continuous Crystal (OCC) copper throughout,
from transformer windings to pcb traces; leadIThe UltraAnalog DACs (and ADCs) represent the state of the
art in D/A conversion. The modules, a combination of
monolithic and discrete devices, undergo rigorous calibration
during manufacture. They are also very expensive, about 20
times the price of aPhilips TDA15+1, Burr-Brown PCM(A, or
Analog Devices ADI860. For acomplete technical description
of the UltraAnalog DAC.s, as well as adiscussion of R-2R ladder
conversion, sec my review of the Stax DAC-Xlt in Vol.15 No.8.
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less resistors soldered to the pcb top; and massive power supplies; all in agorgeous and luxurious chassis.
In my review of the Stax, Iconcluded that
it was significantly superior in musical (and
technical) performance than any existing digital
converter. Indeed, many digital processor
designers hold the DAC-Xlt as the benchmark
against which their efforts are measured. Does
the VTL D/A, priced $5000 less than the Stax,
represent aserious challenge to the Stax's reign
as the best digital playback currently attainable?

Technical description
The VII D/A converter is aslim, 19"-wide unit
with rack-mount holes in the front panel.
Although well made, it embodies ano-frills
design philosophy that places sonic performance above user convenience and styling
elegance. The front panel and chassis are machined from aluminum and screwed together,
rather than the less expensive and commonly
used bent sheet metal. The side panels and a

(in conjunction with other professional features like AES/EBU input), which adds $2000
to the consumer price of $7000. In converters
equipped with the balanced option, asmall
toggle switch selects between the balanced or
unbalanced output pairs. The consumer version does come with the XLR jacks wired (pin
3hot), but in an unbalanced configuration. An
IEC line-cord jack and fuse holder finish off the
rear panel.
Removing the top cover revealed the VTL's
construction and layout. The right-hand third
of the unit is dedicated to the power supply,
with athick aluminum shield isolating it from
neighboring circuitry. Apcb holding four 6201
tubes lies horizontally next to the powersupply shield. Vents in the chassis top and bottom panels provide tube ventilation. The remaining half of the chassis is filled by alarge
pcb that contains the digital circuitry, some
power-supply regulation, and the very large
UltraAnalog DAC modules. Unlike most IC
DACs that are fairly small, the UltraAnalog units

border around the front panel are anodized

are 2" by 3", consuming asizeable portion of

red, while the top, rear, and bottom are black.
The hand-machined metalwork is excellent,

YM3623B decodes the incoming S/PDIF sig-

the board's real estate. The ubiquitous Yamaha

with anice bevel to the front panels edges.

nal, and an NPC SM5813APT performs the 8x-

The front panel holds three toggle switches
and four red LEDs. A power on/off switch is

oversampling digital filtering.

located to the far right-hand side, with the
power-on indicator appearing at the panel's

Looking at the VTI:s topology in more detail,
the power supply is comprised of four trans-

center. At the far left, arow of three LEDs indi-

formers and four full-wave bridge rectifiers
driving atotal of eight independent power sup

cates the incoming digital signal's sampling rate:

plies. Five supplies, each with their own three-

321c1-1z, 44.1kHz, or 48kHz. Next to these LEDs,

pin voltage regulator, are located on the DAC
board and supply the DACs and logic circuits.

apolarity inversion switch marked "0°" (up)
and "180" (down) allows the user to invert
absolute polarity (in the digital domain). The
third toggle switch selects one of the converter's digital inputs.
Moving to the rear panel, three digital inputs
are provided on gold-plated RCA jacks, and

The other three supplies serve the tube circuits,
which share common heater and high-voltage
supplies. The high-voltage supply filtering includes eight 68µF, 450V electrolytic capacitors.
The VTL converter uses two 6201 dual triodes per channel, which is amilitary version

three parallel UHF jacks are located just above
the RCAs. UHF jacks are found primarily on
older Tektronix oscilloscopes: this is the first

of the 12AT7WA. The four triode elements per
channel provide gain after the DAC, perform

time I've seen them an apiece of audio equip-

impedance totem-pole cathode-follower output driver. One of the 6201s is also used in the

ment. VTL supplies aUHF to BNC adapter with
the processor for those applications where the
digital source appears on aBNC jack. (The

active de-emphasis, and form an ultra-low-

fourth-order Chebyshev anti-imaging filter, of
which two poles are passive, two active.

Wadia transports, for example, use BNC out-

Gain is required after the DAC because of the

puts.) Note that no optical inputs are provided.

custom nature of the UltraAnalog parts used in

In the rear panel's center, apair of XLR connectors are mounted above apair of RCA jacks.

the VTL converter. A stock UltraAnalog DAC
D20400 (as used in the Stax DAC-Xlt) puts out

Balanced operation (via atransformer) is available in the professional version of the converter

5V at full level, provided by an op-amp internal
to the D20400. Rather than use an op-amp for
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signal gain, VTL designer David Manley specified that the op-amp be removed so he could
provide gain with atube instead. The 0.5V output of the customized DAC is then amplified by

but David Manley feels they compromise the
sonic quality as well as long-term reliability. I
found, however, that the lack of amuting relay
was aserious shortcoming when more than

one of the 6201 triodes. In addition to removing the op-amp, other changes were made to

one digital input was connected and it was

the D20400 that are exclusive and proprietary
to VTL. These include making the part single-

comparing transports or alternating between
DAT and CD sources, Iavoided the problem by

channel rather than dual-channel, and using

selecting a different input on the passive

necessary to switch between them. When

the additional space inside the module to use

Stepped Attenuator. This liability was mitigated

larger, upgraded passive components. This
modified version of the D20400 carries the

after Igot into the habit of de-selecting the

VTL name and logo.
An interesting aspect of the VTL's design is

VTL's output, but the learning curve's beginning was quite unpleasant.

the attention paid to reducing jitter in the reco-

Overall, the VTL Digital to Analogue Converter is well-built and typically VTL: an em-

vered clock signal. Since the S/PDIF interface
(a transport or DAT machine digital output sig-

sound quality rather than peripheral or esoteric

nal) incorporates left- and right-channel audio
data along with the clock signal in the same

aspects. These latter considerations, espoused
by some highly regarded digital designers,

conductor, the outboard digital processor must
generate a new clock with aPhase Locked

digital circuit shielding, no signal-carrying pcb

Loop (PLL) based on the incoming clock frequency. In astandard implementation of the
Yamaha YM3623B S/PDIF receiver chip, between 4and 5nanoseconds of clock jitter are
introduced, increasing the noise floor and
adding enharmonic information in the form of
sidebands as well as intermodulation products
of those sidebands. The VTL DIA uses aproprietary jitter-reduction circuit to reduce clock
jitter and thus improve the unit's sonic performance. For a further discussion of jitter's
effects, see JA's sidebar to his Meridian 208
review elsewhere in this issue.
The entire design is dual-mono, from power

phasis on the primary design aspects that affect

include massive ground planes, Teflon pcbs,
traces longer than 2", consideration of air convection currents within the chassis, sonic
effects of voltage-regulator style (can or TO200 package), necessity of having achassis
machined from asolid block of aluminum, and
effects of AC line-cord copper purity, to name
afew By contrast, VTL put its design effort into
the heart of any DIA converter: the DAC and
subsequent analog electronics. This is reflected
in the extensive work that went into upgrading the UltraAnalog D20400 (already an exceptional device), to the point that it is became proprietary to VTL, as well as the analog section
realized entirely with vacuum tubes.

supply to analog output. ,Passive component
quality is quite high, with polystyrene caps
used throughout and many metal-film resistors.
Four optocouplers, two per channel, switch in
the de-emphasis circuit. It should be noted that
these optocouplers are not in series with the
signal path. The polarity inversion is performed

Listening
Iwas particularly eager to audition the VTL
converter for several reasons. First, Iwanted
to hear the UltraAnalog DACs in adesign other
than the extraordinary and expensive Stax
DAC-Xlt. The DAC-Xlt provided aqualitatively

in the digital domain by inverting the bitstream's polarity. No output muting relay is

different musical experience from digital play-

used, resulting in avery unpleasant burst of

was due primarily to the previously unheard

back, and Iwondered if its superb performance

noise under the following conditions: when

UltraAnalog DACs, or to its no-compromise

the input selector switch is thrown; if the unit

build. Second, Iam quite enthusiastic about
other VTL products, especially my reference

loses lock with the incoming data (as would
happen when disconnecting or turning off the

amplifiers, the 225W Deluxe monoblocics.

digital source); or if the VTL's power is turned

Could the VTL converter equal or better the
S5000-more-expensive Stax?

off. Digital converters typically have several
relays (output muting, de-emphasis switching),
2Does the single line-cord disqualify the NM as
unit?
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a dual-mono

The VTL D/A converter was auditioned in
my usual reference system: Hales System Two
Signatures driven by VTL 225W Deluxe monoStereophile, December 1990

blocks via 3' runs of bi-wired AudioQuest
Clear cable. Level control and matching between processors under audition were through
the Electronic Visionary Systems Stepped Attenuator, while interconnects were Expressive
Technologies IC-1 (Stepped Attenuator to
power amplifiers) and Music Metre (processors
to Stepped Attenuator). The VTL was driven by
the Esoteric P-2 CD transport (reviewed in this
issue) and with a48kHz signal from aJVC DAT
machine playing my own master tapes. Digital interconnect was the Aural Symphonics Digital Transmission Line. All AC power (except to

ity of brass being struck, with their harmonic
structure intact, rather than sounding superimposed on alayer of whitish grundge The treble
grain that often obscures musical detail in CD
playback was noticeably absent, allowing the
listener to hear the wealth of nuance at the
lowest level of presentation. Similarly, sibilance
was not spiny and annoying, as it often tends
to be from CD. Instruments' high-frequency
harmonic characters seemed natural, utterly
free from stridency or edge. The brittle quality often heard from CD that imparts ametallic

aTice Power Block and Titan Energy Storage

hardness to treble reproduction was utterly
absent in the VTL. In fact, the VTL achieved the
most natural timbral rendering of any digital

System. My dedicated listening room's dimensions were chosen for best modal distribution.

processor I've heard. Compared with most
other processors—including the Stax DAC -

Ihad not heard the Stax DAC-Xlt in my system for several months after completing the

Xlt—the VTL's treble was more laid-back and
polite The Stax tended to be alittle more ana-

review. It found atemporary home in Larry
Archibald's system, LA feeling that it was the

lytical, presenting treble detail with greater
contrast. For example, the harpsichord in the

only converter worth listening to digital through.
(Ah, the advantages of being the magazine's

monia Mundi HMU 907010) assumed amore

publisher.) At any rate, Ihad become used to
listening to the Theta DSPro Basic as my refer-

forward position in the soundstage, increasing
its musical contribution to the work when

the VTL power amplifiers) was conditioned by

"Suite in F" from Handel's Water Music (Har-

ence digital playback. As Iheard the first few

reproduced by the Stax. Conversely, the harpsi-

seconds of music through the VTL D/A converter, Iimmediately felt ashock of recogni-

chord was more subtle and less etched through

tion: the VTL sounded very close to what I
remembered the Stax sounding like These two
converters are significantly different in their

soft, sweet, and mellow, it was never overly
romantic or syrupy. Instead, Iheard an abundance of detail, coupled with resolution of fine

musical presentations from any other digital

textures, that belied its relaxed presentation.

processors I've heard, and bear many remarkable sonic resemblances.
First, the presentation through the VTL was

I've found that other smooth-sounding digital processors—the Melior Digital Center re-

very "un -digital." No glare, no graininess, no
hard textures, yet significantly, no "tubey"
sound that achieves smoothness at the expense

the VTL. Although the VTL's presentation was

viewed last month, for example—tend to
obscure musical nuances and low-level information.
Interestingly, my impressions of the VII D/A's

of musical detail. The presentation took on a

rendering of detail was remarkably similar to

very analog-like ease and liquidity that was like
climbing into ahot tub on acold day. The

my feelings about the VTL 225W Deluxe
monoblocks Ireviewed last January (Vol.13

music flowed with arelaxation and comfort

No.1), and which subsequently became my

not often associated with digital playback. Instrumental textures were smooth and velvety

reference amplifiers. Iwrote: "Instead of having
detail thrust at the listener, Ihad to 'lean into'
the music to hear it. The latter was amore re-

yet finely woven and highly detailed, creating
the sense of ease noted, while simultaneously
riveting the listener to the performance with
the abundance of detail and musical nuance.
It is just this ability to deliver these two often
mutually exclusive qualities that puts the VTL
and the Stax in aleague by themselves. More
on this later.
The treble was exquisitely smooth and free
of edge. Cymbals had more of the delicate qualStereophile, December 1990

warding experience: Ifelt drawn into, and intimate with, the performance instead of listening
from adistance" This is exactly how Ifelt about
the VTL D/A: the presentation of detail didn't
keep me at arm's length from the music.
On most recordings Ipreferred the VTL's
presentation of treble textures and rendering
of detail to that of the Stax. On afew less-thanbright recordings, or those lacking detail, Ifelt
167

the VTL had less air and life than the Stax.

slightly etched character.

Overall, however, Ithink the VTL is closer to

Ifound the VTL's soundstaging abilities to

live music in this regard. Both processors,

be extraordinary, rivaled only by the Stax's. The

though, are far better at resolving musical

feeling of instrumental images (misting in three-

nuances than any other units I've heard.

dimensional space, each surrounded by acushion of air, was remarkable. The VTL's presen-

It is just this fine and delicate nuance that
makes music so much more interesting, compelling, and immediate. Ibelieve that this is a
major reason that digital often sounds less

tation was the antithesis of flat, cardboard sterility. Some instrumental outlines were clearly
heard behind others, conveying aconvincing

involving than analog. Listening to digital re-

illusion of depth. Although image outlines

production in isolation may give the impression that nothing is overtly wrong, but it fails

were not bloated or frequency-dependent,
they did tend to be slightly blurred and indis-

to achieve an intimacy with the listener. However, if an analog reproduction of the same
music is heard in comparison, the digital's loss
of low-level information is striking. 3
However, the VTL D/A (and the Stax) have
made aquantum leap forward in bridging this
gap. Both these processors achieve an unprece-

tinct around the edges in comparison with the
Stax. This created the effect of homogenizing
images with each other, making an individual
instrument harder to isolate in the presentation.
This was especially evident on acoustic duets.
For example, Julianne Baird's voice was slightly
melded with the lute on The English Lute Song

dented level of performance in resolving mi-

(Dorian DOR-90109). There was not the sense

nute detail. Iam surprised by the fact that as D/A
converters make huge leaps in performance—
giving the listener amore powerful micro-

of each instrument existing independently in
space heard through the Stax. Similarly, there
was less differentiation between Baird's voice

scope, if you will—they reveal more and more

and the natural reverberation of the hall.

musical detail in existing CDs, despite the fact

Through the Stax, the hall reflections could

that nearly all CDs have been encoded with

clearly be heard behind and around her voice

low-resolution A/D converters.
The VTL's midrange performance was simi-

It was also more difficult to isolate an individual
instrument and hear it on its own through the

larly impressive, with smooth, velvety textures.

VTL. The vibes, for example, in Jazz at the

There was also anice sense of bloom around

Pawnshop (Proprius PRCD-7778) tended to be

instruments not even approached by any pro-

slightly obscured and indistinct when comp-

cessor except the

My impressions of the

ing. Through the Stax, the vibes' sharply de-

VTL's smooth treble textures and presentation
of detail apply equally to the midrange. Lead

fined outlines tended to allow them to exist
independently of the other instruments with-

instruments and voice tended to be slightly
recessed in the soundstage, and with soft tex-

out congestion. This contributed to the Stax's
slightly better sense of soundstage depth. In

Stax.

tures. Scott Kreitzer's tenor sax, on his Kick 'n

addition, Ifelt the Stax had aslightly wider

Walborn (Cexton CRI1264), was laid-back,

soundstage than the VTL. Although both pro-

effortless, and had atexture that can only be
yet with arich breathy quality, that pulled the

cessors achieve unparalleled soundstage transparency, the nod goes to the Stax for its better
resolution of image outlines. However, Ifelt

listener into the performance. Iattribute this

that the VTL resolved low-level cues better

impression to the VTL's complete lack of glare
and hardness through the midrange and treble

than any processor I've heard.

described as luscious. It had awarm roundness,

Again, the Stax tended to present amore vivid,
forward, and immediate rendering, with a
3Sheffield Lab n.Jed some of their later projects digitally
for the CD release simultaneously with the direct -to-disc LP
lacquer cutting. Ihave both the CD and direct-to-disc LP (in
mint condition) of James Newton Howard and Friends
(CD24). The comparison is striking. The difference is made
all the more apparent by the fact that the LP signal was never
stored on analog tape.
Similarly, all Reference Recordings projects arc recorded
simultaneously on digital and analog tape, with the digital master providing the source for the CD release, the analog master creating the LP.
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Imust stress that in these descriptions of the
VTI:s presentation and performance in relation
to the Stax, one should keep in mind that the
differences between these two extraordinary
processors are more subtle than the differences
between them and all other processors I've
auditioned. They are both, in my opinion, significantly better than other Class Acontenders.
Moving to low-frequency reproduction, I
found the VTI:s bass to be rounder and warmer
than that of many other processors, including
Stereophile, December 1990

the Stax. Pitch definition was less precise
through the VTL, lacking the trampoline-like

VTL's de-emphasis curve. The sharp corners
in the trace are aresult of the measurement

tautness heard from the Stax. The lowermost
component of bass drum was lacking alittle
meat and dynamic impact through the VTL.
Although Ifeel that the Stax errs in the direction of being overly lean and dry in the bass
(noted in my original review), the VTL is alittle

being taken at five discrete frequencies (125Hz,
IkHz, 4kHz, 10kHz, 16kHz) rather than with

on the warm side of reality However, one could
argue that the Stax is overly analytical in the

aswept sinewave as is frequency response. At
any rate, this is the worst de-emphasis error I
have measured in aCD player or digital processor. Typically, digital decoders with some deemphasis error exhibit afew tenths of adB
deviation. The VTL's error was +0.5dB at 3kHz

bass, while the VTL has bloom and musicality.

and worsened to +1.5dB at 16kHz. This will

Some listeners may find the VTL's low-frequency presentation more satisfying, despite

make pre-emphasized discs sound bright or
fizzy. The fact that both channels have the identical error indicates that component tolerances

the less articulate rendering.

are probably not responsible.
Measurements

Looking at the spectral content of the VTL

The VTL's output level when decoding aOdB,
IkHz signal was 3.26V (left channel) and 3.22V
(right channel). This is 4.2dB higher than the

when decoding adithered -90.31dB, IkHz
sinewave (fig.3), we can see afairly high level
of 120Hz full-wave rectified power-supply-

standard 2V output for afull-scale signal. Fre-

related noise, as well as harmonics of the

quency response was fiat (fig.1), down just
0.2dB at 20kHz. Note also that the right channel is about 0.1dB lower in level than the left.

power-supply noise at 240Hz. The amount of
high-frequency spuriae is generally low, with

Fig.2 shows the VITs de-emphasis error. This
plot is actually the decoder's frequency response when playing an emphasized test signal,
but since the VTL's frequency response was
flat, this graph represents only errors in the

no harmonics of the 'kHz signal apparent.
Notice also the exceptional linearity, indicated
by the IkHz tone's amplitude falling exactly at
the -90dB horizontal division.
The departure from linearity plot (fig.4) re-
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Fig.4 VTL DIA, departure from linearity, left
channel (right channel identical)
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veals the extraordinary linearity of the UltraAnalog DACs. The Fade to Noise is virtually a
straight line while linearity error at -100dB is

FOIC211881 821.-188 2702J14/1/
-83.118

Floillts,

82 MY 87 1311:41

4/8.88

remarkably low.
Channel separation (fig.5) was moderately
good, with the L-R slightly different from the

-111.88

R-L. Note the different curve shapes. This measurement is made by decoding discrete frequencies in one channel and measuring the
crosstalk in the other channel. The best separation was R-L at 125Hz (95dB), the worst was
R-L at 16kHz (62dB). This is generally adequate, but is far from the Stax DAC-Xles sepa-
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Fig.5 VTL DIA, channel separation, R-L top, L-R
bottom
Jett data -

ration of better than 130dB through most of the
band, decreasing in one channel to 110dB at
16kHz.
No interchannel phase error was measured,
typical of dual DIA converter designs. Output
impedance was 324 ohms at 'kHz, 341 ohms
at 17Hz, but 3456 ohms at 20kHz. The lkHz,
OdB squarewave (fig.6) is typical of the NPC
digital filter in that the Gibb's phenomenon

Fig.6 VTL DIA, 1kHz squarewave at OdB
.‘•

ringing is clipped. Looking at a-90.31dB dithered lkHz sinewave was fairly difficult due to
the somewhat high level of 120Hz noise (There
was also some very-low-frequency noise present on the unit's output.) However, we can see
from fig.7, which shows an undithered IkHz
waveform at the same level, the remarkable

•:*
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non - mac

•:81

•:•

Fig.7 VTL DIA, undithered IkHz tone at -90.31dB

precision of the UltraAnalog DAC. The steps at
+1, 0, and -1 are clearly visible indicating the
DAC's precision.
Finally, fig.8 shows the VTL's output spectrum while decoding asignal representing a1:1
mixture of 19kHz and 20kHz tones with the
composite waveform peaking at OdB. While the
aliased image of the 20kHz component at
24.1kHz (44.1kHz-20kHz) is buried in the

Fig.8 VTL D/A, HF intermodulation spectrum,
300Hz-30kHz, 19+20kHz at OdB

noise—which is excellent—the IkHz intermodulation product at IkHz is higher in level

midrange and treble textures, complete free-

than usual at -62.1dB, shown by the cursor

dom from hash and grain, and resolution of the
smallest musical detail and nuance These qual-

position. This is asevere test of aCD player's
or DIA processor's HF linearity, however,

ities combined synergistically to create an

though this behavior might contribute to my

involving intimacy with the music not equalled

feeling that VTL homogenized instrumental
outlines when compared with the Stax.

by any other digital processor. Although the
Stax DAC-Xlt came very close in these areas,

Conclusion

Ifelt the VTL offered amore satisfying musical experience.

The VTL Digital to Analogue Converter sets

However, the VTL fell short of the Stax's per-

new standards for digital playback quality in
some areas. The presentation aspects in which

formance in other regards. The VTL didn't have
the razor-sharp edge to image outlines, instead

the VTL excels—and dearly beats the competi-

tending to homogenize individual instruments

tion—are also the most important musically.

with the entire presentation. Low-frequency
reproduction was on the warm side rather than

These include exquisitely smooth and liquid
170
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articulate and well-defined. Pitch definition

far from one's mind when considering chang-

was superior through the Stax, as was LF exten-

ing digital cables, switching inputs, etc. In addi-

sion and dynamic impact. Overall, the VTL can

tion, Iam concerned about the quite large de-

be characterized as warm, round, silky-smooth,
and liquid. This is contrasted with the Stax's

emphasis error of 1.5dB at 16kHz.

slightly etched treble character and bass dry-

Stax, the bottom line is that the VTL D/A Con-

Despite the presentation tradeoffs with the

ness, which contribute to a lean and more

verter provided the most musical and enjoy-

detailed presentation. Note, however, that I

able digital playback I've heard. On that basis,
it earns ahearty recommendation, provided

believe both these processors provide aqualitatively different experience from digital play-

the reader is aware of the caveats in the previ-

back, unmatched by units employing conven-

ous paragraph. However, since my review sam-

tional IC DACs, regardless of their design.
Imust reiterate what Iconsider to be aserious liability of the VTL D/A: the lack of amut-

ple was serial number 003, it is not unreasonable to expect design refinements in future production.

ing circuit. The horrendous burst of noise that

Imagine the reaction in 1982 of the CD's

occurs under avariety of conditions (those that

promoters (and the general public) if you told
them that in 1990, the benchmark of perfor-

cause the processor to lose lock with an incoming signal) is most disconcerting. Although one
learns to work around this problem, it is never

mance for digital playback would be set by digital processors realized with tubes.

MERIDIAN 208 BITSTREAM
CD PLAYER/PREAMPLIFIER
John Atkinson
CD player with integral preamplifier and full remote control of functions via supplied 209 handset,
two line-level inputs, one tape loop and optional phono input, fixed and variable outputs, one
pair of optical outputs, and one coaxial digital output. CD player specifications, fixed outputs:
Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz ±0.2dB. THD: <0.004%. Noise: <94dB. Conversion: Bitstream, PDM, differential time-aligned mode, 256x-oversampling digital filtering with passive
final low-pass filtering. Precision: 16 bits. Output impedance: 12.6 ohms, fixed outputs. Maximum output level: 2.208V, fixed outputs. Preamplifier specifications: Output impedance: 12.5
ohms, variable outputs. Maximum output level: 10.02V (for 1% THD), variable outputs. Sensitivity: 50.7mV in for 500mV output. Line stage gain: 19.9dB. Dimensions: 12.6" (320mm) W by
3.9" (99mm) H by 12.6" (320mm) D. Serial number of unit tested: F100386. Price: $2950 including
handset (phono module costs $250). Approximate number of dealers: 50. Manufacturer:
Boothroyd/Stuart Ltd., 13 Clifton Road, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE18 7EJ, England. North American
Distributor: Meridian America Inc., 14120-K Sullyfield Circle, Chantilly, VA 22021. Tel: (703)
818-3028. Fax: (703) 830-7625.
"Desperation is the Mother of Invention." Isn't
that how the proverb goes? Certainly it applied

were thus faced with the problem of squeezing four times the resolution from their existing

ten years ago in the case of the Philips engineers

14-bit DAC. The result was an ingenious dig-

working on the development of the Compact

ital filter that combined 4x-oversampling and

Disc system. Given aspecification that had

noise-shaping—the latter is effectively adigital

included a14-bit data word length, they had

feedback loop, the error produced when the

duly developed a14-bit DAC chip, the TDA1540,

filtered digital data are truncated to 14 bits being

only then to be informed that the CD standard

fed back to the beginning—to give adigital sys-

decided upon after Sony joined forces with the

tem with full 16-bit resolution. Philips's true

Dutch company would involve 16-bit data

16-bit DAC chip, the TDAI541, followed in

words. (Thank goodness!) Philips having al-

1985, but the seeds of ingenuity had obviously
been sown: if the combination of oversampling

ready committed the 14-bit design to silicon,
they would not have a16-bit DAC ready in time
for the medium's launch in the Fall of '82. They
Stereophile, December 1990

and noise-shaping can increase the resolution
of aDAC using too few bits, then why not go
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all the way and implement asystem that used
asimple 1-bit DAC and make up for the shortfall in resolution by taking the oversampling,
noise-shaping process to the limit?
The result was aD/A system, internally re-

namic range of aconventional 16-bit system.
But unlike multibit systems, this "Bitstream"
DAC is inherently linear and monotonic over
its entire range—the reasons why were given

ferred to by Philips as "DAC3" (the two earlier

in Peter Mitchell's "Industry Update" in January
1990 (Vol.13 No.1, p.36)—requiring no laser-

systems were DAC1 and DAC2, of course), which
was introduced in the summer of 1989. Idis-

duction adjustment of linearity, both of which

cussed the design of the system in detail in June
1989 (Vol.12 No.6, p.57), but briefly, the

add to aCD player's manufacturing cost, hence
price.

SAA7321 DAC3 chip massively oversamples the
input data at a256x rate, interpolating the new

Iwas told by Philips last year that the Bitstream DAC was therefore intended to be used

sample values to produce a17-bit datastream
sampled at 11.02MHz. ,The data words are then

saying that they would remain with their

fed to a1-bit DAC, with the 16-bit error fed back

TD1541 -based chip set for high-performance

in anoise-shaping loop. Mathematically, this
should—and does—result in the pulse stream
output by the DAC having the full 96dB+ dy-

players. Very rapidly, however, once designers
had tried the Bitstream approach, it became

IMeridian bunched their 602 transport and 603 D/A processor at the SCES in June, the latter using Philips's secondgeneration Bitstream DAC chip, the SAA7350BS. This runs at
a384 x-oversampling rate of 16.931Hz and allows its user to
match it with aproprietary digital filter. These products will
be more expensive than the 200 -serles components, however.
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trimming of on-chip resistor values or in-pro-

in low-cost and portable players, the company

apparent that, correctly implemented, it could
surpass traditional D/A conversion in the
preservation of low-level detail. (Even Philips
has now introduced aBitstream player, the
LHH500.)
Hard on the heels of the introduction of
Stereophile, December 1990

Meridians 206 CD player, which Ifavorably

inverted version of that data. One chip outputs

reviewed List July and which uses Philips's con-

pulse streams representing normal and inverted

ventional multibit DAC, the English company

analog left-channel signals, Land -L, and the
other pulse streams representing R and -R.
These four pulse streams are passively low-pass

redesigned their 207 CD player/preamplifier
to incorporate the Bitstream DAC. The result
was the 208, the subject of this review.

filtered, reconstructing the analog waveforms
in the process; then, rather than being fed to

Technical details

the on-chip op-amps, they're taken to two

Superficially identical in appearance to the 206,
the 208 consists of two extruded aluminum
chassis faced with glass and bolted together.

NE5534 integrated-circuit op-amps, these low-

The 208's transport is on the left, this sliding
out in its entirety to allow discs to be loaded
and unloaded. When closed, the transport is
sealed against airborne vibration. The righthand side carries function buttons, some of
these lit by LEDs when operated, and agreen
7-segment display panel. Three LEDS also display signal polarity, disc pre-emphasis, and
errors. Two yellow buttons on the far right control volume up and down, there being 64 discrete steps as well as amute function. There are
also source-select buttons for analog line, tape,

noise types with agood output drive capability.
The two inputs of each op-amp are fed the
non-inverted and inverted analog signals for
one channel; its output therefore represents the
difference between the two signals, and any
even-order harmonic distortion or correlated
(common-mode) noise will be canceled as a
result. Departures from linearity common to
both DACs on the one chip will also be canceled, with increased low-level resolution
being the result. Asecond 5534 appears to be
used in this stage's overall feedback loop, while
an LF353 op-amp provides aDC-servo action
to keep the direct-coupled output's average

and the optional phono inputs, these latching

value at ground potential. FEB pull the output

on the first push, reverting back to the CD output when pushed asecond time. Although

to ground when the mute button is pushed.
As with other Meridian products, the con-

there is aback-panel power switch, Meridian
recommends the 208 be left on continuously,

struction is first-rate. All the audio circuitry is
carried on computer-grade, four-layer printed

afront-panel Standby switch shutting the display down but leaving the circuitry powered.

plane Much design attention has also been paid

All front-panel functions are duplicated with
the supplied model 209 remote handset, this
also having an absolute-polarity button, fast
search buttons—unusually, the output mutes
during search—and a numeric keypad for
direct track access.
The rear panel carries three pairs of analog
outputs—fixed from the CD player, variable
from the preamp section, and tape out—and
three pairs of analog input phonos. There is
also aheadphone output. A pair of TOSLINK
optical data outputs are provided, as is one
coaxial phono data output. There is also aDIN

circuit boards, these incorporating afull ground
to the Philips transport mechanism, and ahighprecision central quartz-locked clock is used
to minimize the effects of data jitter (see later).
Sound
Amplification used with the Meridian 208 consisted of either an Audio Research Classic 60
or apair of Mark Levinson No.20.5 monoblocks fed via 15' lengths of AudioQuest Lapis
or Audio Research unbalanced interconnect.
Loudspeakers used during the auditioning
included the Celestion SL700, Avalon Eclipse,
Icon Parsec, Monitor Audio Studio 10, Infinity

"Communications" socket to allow the 208's

Modulus/Modulus active subwoofer, Meridian

functions to be controlled by the remote sup-

D600, and Dick Olsher's Black Dahlia design,

plied with the Meridian D600 "digital" active
loudspeakers.

lengths of AudioQuest Clear.

all except the active Meridian bi-wired with 5'

The SAA7321 incorporates two channels of

For reference, LPs were played on aLinn

digital filtering and DACs as well as output opamps; asingle chip can thus be used for the

Sondek/Ekosnloilca setup sitting on an Archi-

complete analog signal reconstruction for aste-

Dee table with R1AA equalization and gain provided by aMod Squad Phono Drive EPS, this

reo player. Meridian uses two chips in amore

feeding one of the line-level inputs of the Meri-

sophisticated manner, however. Each is fed

dian 208. (The Linn was fitted with the new
Lingo external power supply—enthusiastic

both the normal digital datastream and an
Stereophile, December 1990
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review to follow shortly.)

sound is more akin to shaped and textured

Ifirst used the 208 as aline-level preampli-

noise than to real instruments. Right from the

fier, comparing the effect it had on the sound
of other sources with my Mod Squad Deluxe

start, no matter how good it may be in some

Line Drive AGT passive control unit. (The Mod
Squad is still the most transparent full-function

ways, CD playback has always had asimilar
characte4 in my opinion, the sound of complex
sources like the orchestra tending to become

passive control unit Ihave heard.) It might be

overlaid with HF buzz. This the 208 does to a

thought that apreamp stage inside aCD player,
with all that RF energy floating around, and in

considerably lesser extent than the norm, to
the benefit of the music.

particular one that uses op-amps for gain and

Some might find the 208's sound to be rather

FET-switching to implement the remote volume control, might be compromised in sound

laid-back, preferring amore vivid presentation

quality. That didn't prove to be the case here.

the opposite direction, however, provided that
this laid-back balance is not achieved at the

Though it did add aslight veiling compared
with the Mod Squad unit, the 208's line stage
was superbly clean, with excellent bass weight
and afreedom from electronic glare. Not only
is the luxury of remote control of volume
addictive, Ifeel the 208 is good enough when
used as apreamplifier that those whose priority
is to get the best CD sound should seriously
consider using a208 as the heart of the system,
its line inputs used to take tape and tuner sources
or even the output of an auxiliary phono stage.
(The review sample was not fitted with Meridian's own $250 phono stage, so Ican't comment on its sound.)
Ialso used the 208 to drive the Meridian
D600 active loudspeakers that Ireviewed ayear
or so ago (in ol.12 No.11), its two optical digital
outputs allowing each speaker to be driven
separately. This proved to give the best sound
Ihad heard from these speakers. If you own
D600s, you should seriously consider acquiring a208. Taking an analog feed from the 208's
fixed outputs in order to compare Bitstream

of music's high frequencies. My tastes veer in

expense of suppressing detail, and detail is
something the 208 has no problem in decoding. The piano sound on my recordings on the
Stereopbile and HFN/RR Test CDs was both
harmonically and spatially correct, the piano
image suspended unambiguously in the space
between the loudspeakers.
Dispensing with the control unit and driving the power amplifiers straight from the 208's
variable outputs gave an even more musical
sound, something that surprised me considering that Ihad felt the 208's line stage to be alittle veiled compared with the Line Drive. Used
in this way, the 208 approaches Class Aperformance in the magazine's biannual "Recommended Components" feature. My only criticism would be aslight leanness to its lower
midrange.
Reviewing products in isolation is useful in
that it gives you abroad idea of their absolute
merit. Stereopbile readers, however, need to be
told of aproduct's relative performance, how

D/A conversion with the 13600's oversampling
multibit DACs wasn't possible, however, as it

it stacks up against the current benchmark
products. Ihad on hand the Kinergetics KCD-

didn't prove possible to match levels closely

40 and Meridian 206 CD players that Ireviewed
in Vol.13 Nos.1 and 7, respectively, and the

enough for rigorous comparison.
Used as aconventional CD player with its
fixed outputs feeding the Mod Squad control
unit, it was immediately obvious that the 208
produced one heck of afine sound: open and
detailed, with excellent bass extension and a
solid, deep, well-defined soundstage. There
was little of the sense of treble hash that so
often overlays digital sound quality. If you've
heard Wendy Carlos's excellent recorded essay
on reconstructing the sounds of real instruments with synthesizers (Secrets of Synthesis,
CBS MK 42333), you'll be familiar with my feeling that, no matter how closely its advocates
say their efforts approach reality, synthesized
174

Meridian 203 and Stax DAC-Xlt Bitstream and
multibit processors. Icarried out two sets of
tests with the five units. The first set was with
the reference processor or player feeding the
208's line input and the 208's variable outputs
feeding the power amplifier; A/B switching
could thus be performed with the 208's remote
control. In this situation, however, the 208's
line stage is in circuit for every source. As it
might be felt that the active circuitry would
homogenize any differences, Itherefore carried out asecond set of tests with all the units'
outputs driving the Mod Squad Line Drive Deluxe, this in turn feeding the power amplifier.
Stereophile, December 1990

All interconnects were lm lengths of Audio-

on going down compared with the 203. Curi-

Quest Lapis. My impressions that follow are
based on the results of both sets of tests.
My first comparison was with the Meridian

ously, this reminded me ofJ. Gordon Holt's ex-

203 processor that has been so enthusiastically
reviewed by Bob Harley and Sam Tellig in

jitter clock signal to the DIA processor in addition to the time-multiplexed stereo audio datastream via aseparate optical link. Perhaps—
and this is abig perhaps—the better bass per-

recent months. Retailing for $990, the 203 basically packs the Bitstream DIA circuitry from
the 208 into asingle box, omitting the absolute

perience of the two-box Sony RI CD playei the
transport of which supplies an accurate, low-

formance of the 208 is due to the fundamen-

phase switch and error indicator light. For the
comparisons, the 203 was driven from one of

tally lower jitter offered by an integrated player.
(See my discussion of the audible effects of jit-

the 208's optical data outputs with alm optical
fiber link supplied by Meridian. To show how

ter in the appendix to this review.)
The next comparison was with the Meridian 206, this player using the traditional 16-bit,

critical level matching is with CD player tests,
Tom Norton and Iwere listening to the 203,

4x-oversampling Philips chip set. In my review

referring back to the 208; we had listened to a
couple of tracks just out of curiosity, conclud-

of the 206 last July, Ihad remarked that it was
the best player to use this chip set that Ihad

ing that the 203 was more detailed and dynam-

heard, even better than the massive two-box

ic. But: "The 203 sounds louder," said Tom. I Philips LHH1000. In particular, Ifelt the 206 to
have excellent bass weight, well-defined imagagreed. It was—by just 0.5dB! Though this
would introduce two more sets of contacts into
the 203's signal path, Ihad to lower its output
with series potentiometers to match the 208's
level before proceeding with my more critical
auditioning. (All levels were subsequently equalized within 0.1dB at lkHz.)
At first, it was hard to hear any difference
between the 203 and 208 in either of the test
conditions. lbnally, the units were almost iden-

ing with good depth, and arefreshing freedom
from the grainy treble so typical of ordinary CD
replay. With aStereopbile test CD playing in
each machine, the tonal differences between
them were alittle easier to hear than with the
203. The older player was both somewhat
brighter and more forward in the midrange and
sounded "louder" as aresult. The flute on Stereopbilds Poem album was consequently more

tical—which is to be expected, given the fact

full-bodied on the 206, while piano perhaps

that both of them are from the pen (pen?) of the
same designer and feature identical DACs and

had somewhat more harmonic richness than
on the 208. Low frequencies were similar,

output stages. But after several tracks had been

though the 208 did occasionally sound thin-

played, Ibegan to feel that the 208 was slightly

ner in the lower midrange, the 206 having more
midbass slam. As aresult, the leading edges of

more open in its sound quality. Ifind the purist
guitar and double-bass recording on the Stereopbile Test CD, with its fragile recorded acoustic,

bass instruments, the rosiny guttiness that starts

to be particularly good at revealing small differ-

the woody thrum of well-recorded doublebass, had alittle more bite via the 208, though

ences in soundstaging ability. The 208 was that

they had their full weight with the 206.

little bit better at enabling you to hear the way
in which the guitar transients were reflected

Again, however, even though the multi-bit
player was no slouch in this regard, the Bit-

from the Chapel of Loretto's stone-faced walls.

stream player was that little bit better at decoding the sense of space in arecording. On both

By contrast, the 203 presented the instruments
as though they were in asomewhat less reverberant, more anonymous-sounding acoustic.
But it was close. Icould happily live with the
203.
Isaid above that the two Meridians were
tonally almost identical. The "almost" is be-

my piano recording and Robert Harley's guitar and bass recording on the Stereopbile Test
CD, there was just that essential bit more of a
sense of sonic reality via the 208. And on Peter
Mitchell's organ recording on the same CD, the

cause ultimately Ifelt that the separate proces-

ostinato offbeat eighth-notes at the work's
beginning were more easily placed in space.

sor had a rather less-well-defined, less extended low-bass register. The 203 was leaner;

getics KCD-40, aplayer that has received uni-

though the 208 had afatter midbass region, it

versal approval in the high-end press for its

also had alow bass which seemed to just keep

musicality? Again, tonally, there were audible
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How did the 208 stack up against the Kiner-
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differences between the two players. The Kiner-

from the Stereopbile Test CD on the 208, its

getics was softer-toned in the highs, the 208

fixed outputs feeding the Mark Levinson

leaner in the lower mids; both fell slightly

No 20.5s directly, then comparing that sound

behind the 206 in bass weight. But spatially, I

with that of the original 15ips analog master

was hard put to hear any difference. Both had

tape with the balanced outputs of the recorder

asimilarly solid sense of asoundstage hanging

(a Revox PR99, my A77 on which the record-

between and behind the loudspeakers. Both

ing had been made suffering from senility),

had equally valid presentations of the music.

again feeding the Levinsons directly. There was

The 208 is obviously up there with the best-

therefore no preamplifier or volume control

sounding players and processors. It seemed

of any kind to degrade the sound. Loud-

appropriate therefore to put it in the ring with

speakers were the Monitor Audio Studio 10s,
interconnects AudioQuest Lapis. As Imen-

the best-sounding CD sound Ihave heard, that
from the Stax DAC-Xlt, aprocessor which both

tioned earlier, the 208 sounds particularly fine

gets the closest Ihave heard to analog and costs

on this track, decoding an excellent sense of

acool $12,000! Again, one of the 208's optical

space and throwing awell-defined piano image

data outputs was used to feed the processor.
With the exception of the occasional listen-

joyed the sound of the 208 in isolation, the tape

But when Iplayed the tape, as much as Ien-

ing session at LA's or RI-I's, Ihadn't listened to

had asense of solidity, of reality, that tran-

the Stax for some months—since Icompared

scended the sound from CD. Okay, no matter

it with the 206, in fact. With the first track to

how good the player, aCD is only as good as

bounce back the laser beam, Jennifer Warnes's
"Ballad of the Runaway Horse" from Rob \Wasserman's Duets (MCA MCAD 42131), that feel-

log signal, from microphone or tape recorder,
had been transferred to digital. In this case, 1

the A/D converter with which the original ana-

ing, as Sam Tellig put it, of there being "more

had used the Nalcamichi A/D to transfer the

there there" came back in spades. Not only did
Miss Warnes's lispy contralto hang there in

analog tape to R-DAT, aprocessor which had

space between the speakers, but there was a

seemed to sound very good. But even played
on the otherwise excellent-sounding 208, it

believable but admittedly totally artificial sense
of space occupying the loudspeaker end of the

was like comparing superb, even enjoyable hi-fi

room. "Delicious" is the only word to describe

ity of the real thing.

with something that had much of the palpabil-

the spatial spread of the accompanying "Ooohs"

Operationally, the 208 was adoddle to use,

that come in the second verse as decoded by

track access being fast and the remote-control
functions intuitive to grasp. Unlike the 206, the

the Stax. Switching to the Meridian closed-in
the sense of space slightly but also flattened the
individual images within that space. It was still

control logic now allows tracks to be selected
directly with the "Next" button or the numeric

excellent; it just didn't have the same degree

keypad, without the "Play" button having to

of palpability as the Stax. Tonally, the more ex-

be pushed. Like the 206, though, the 208 still
ignores subsequent commands while it is act-

pensive processor presented the voice with

The 208's midbass was also fatter than that of

ing on the current one; you can't control volume, therefore, while the player is searching
for aselected track, which is aminor incon-

the Stax, the tube processor having lows that

venience.

somewhat less of aphlegmy edge, the 208
sounding alittle leaner through the midrange

were as deep but more cleanly defined.
All things considered, however, the 208 produced some of the finest sound from CD Ihave
heard in my listening room, even if, as Larry

Measurements
Looking first at the 208's preamplifier section,
the output impedance from the variable out-

Archibald remarked after we had spent an after-

puts was alow 12.5 ohms, meaning that the

noon auditioning the Infinity Modulus system
fed by the 208 and the Linn, "Your LP player

208 should not be fazed by long or very capaci-

still sounds better." Idecided, therefore, on one
final listening test, one that Irarely try as, with

impedances. The maximum output level (for 1%

tive cables, or low power-amplifier input
THD) was ahefty 10.02V RMS, this obtained

the exception of the Stax, Ihave yet to hear CD

with a1.02V RMS input and the volume con-

replay come close. This was aparticularly cruel

trol at maximum (64). (With aCD, this maxi-

test, as it involved playing the Chopin track

mum output was obtained from aOdB signal
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with the control set to 57.) The volume control

Intermodulation levels also measured less than

itself showed excellent channel matching, the

0.01%. Channel separation was also excellent,

difference between channels averaging less
than 0.05dB from level 64 down to level 16, be-

as can be seen from fig.3, being greater than
95dB across the band with the undriven input
shorted.

low which the difference reached amaximum
of 0.3dB at the lowest setting (1). The steps
themselves varied between 0.7dB and 1.3dB
in aregular pattern.
The line stage is non-inverting, but its fre-

Miming to the CD player section with all
measurement taken from the fixed outputs,
fig.4 shows the frequency response, with a
slight amount of passband ripple visible from

quency response showed asomewhat anom-

the digital filter. The de-emphasis error (fig.5)

alous behavior. With the volume control at

shows the somewhat anomalous behavior that

"64" and a100mV input level, the response

Robert Harley also found in the Meridian 203's

drooped by 1.2dB at 20kHz, as can be seen

performance last month. Channel separation
was better than the 206; at worst, it was 78dB

from the bottom curve in fig.l. Yet at lower settings of the volume control the response
peaked up in the top octave by afraction of a

at 16kHz. The output impedance from the
fixed outputs was alow 12.6 ohms, while the

dB, again as shown in fig.1, implying that the

maximum output level was 0.86dB higher than

HF rolloff of the 208's line stage is inversely
proportional to the volume control setting,

510 241515124 nISPIISP 0104.,21./
-26

11510

24 MK Ili 14:5:62

something Ihave not seen before. Apart from
the premature rolloff when the volume control is near maximum, Idoubt that this will be
audible, however.
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Distortion levels for the 208's line stage were
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astonishingly low. Fig.2 shows the THD and
noise measured with aIV input and the volume
control at 48 averaging 0.03% across the band.
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Fig.2 Meridian 208, line input THD+Noise, 1V
input, V/C at "48" (right channel dashed)
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Fig.5 Meridian 208, de-emphasis error (right
channel dashed) (0.5dB/vertical div.)
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the 2V standard at 2.208V. (Actually, Ican't

player plays the dithered 1kHz tone at -90.31dB

remember when Imeasured aCD player that

from the CBS Test CD. (The dithering means

had atrue 2V maximum output level: presuma-

that any distortion apparent on this tone is due

bly every manufacturer wants his player to

to the player's electronics and not to the coarse

sound that little bit louder than the competition in the dealer's sound room, hence the over-

signal quantizing at this level.) Note the absence
of power-supply noise and of HF distortion

all creep upward.)

harmonics in the resultant spectrum (fig.8).

A 1kHz squarewave at maximum level repro-

Listening to both the 128x-oversampled bonger

duced with the Gibb's phenomenon "ringing"

track on the Chesky Test CD 0D37) and the
CBS fade-to-noise track revealed atotal absence

due to the linear-phase bandwidth limiting
206, the 208's output is polarity-inverting. Flip-

of harmonics and heterodyne-type (shortwave
radio) whistles superimposed on the pure tone

ping the polarity is apiece of cake with the

as it descended into silence some 120dB down

remote control, however; owners should remember that the 208's CD output signal is non-

from peak level. Looking at the waveform of
an undithered 1kHz tone (fig.9), the stepped

inverted when the red polarity LED is lit. (This
inversion is achieved by inverting the digital

audio-band noise, reinforcing the 208's excel-

datastream from CD; the switch therefore has

lent low-level resolution. (See fig.10 in the Stax

no effect on the 208's analog inputs.)

review, August 1990, p.110, for the best low-

(fig.6), this unclipped. As with the Meridian

Robert Harley enthused about the 203's
linearity last month; the 208 was equally
superb, as can be seen from fig.7, computed by
the Audio Precision system from the data gathered while the player reproduced the 500Hz

waveshape can just be made out, overlaid with

level resolution we have measured.)
Error correction was among the best Ihave
experienced—Meridian does claim much-im
1
,
41•10 1112C1S102 111103 .2421 NIR1411.0 11
2.41

fade-to-noise with dither track on the CBS Test
CD. Almost equaling the performance of the
$12,000 Stax, the 208's actual output level is
within afraction of adB of what it should be
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down to below -100dB and within +2dB to
-114dB! (The curve shown is for the left channel; the right channel was identical.) The excellent linearity was confirmed by sweeping a
bandpass filter across the audio band while the
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Fig.8 Meridian 208, dithered 1kHz tone at -90.31dB
with noise and spuriae, right channel dashed
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,

-
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Fig.6 Meridian 208, 1kHz squarewave at OdB
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Fig.9 Meridian 208, undithered 1kHz tone at
-90.31dB
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Fig.7 Meridian 208, departure from linearity, left
channel
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Fig.10 Meridian 208, HF intermodulation spectrum,
300Hz-30kHz, 19+20kHz at OdB
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proved error handling. The only tracks on the

Conclusion

Pierre Verany Test CD to give the 208 any trou-

If typical CD sound resembles shaped and tex-

ble were those featuring one or more 2.4mm
gaps in the spiral data path—extreme groove

tured noise, Meridian's 208 joins that select
group of components that more closely approaches the ease and spectral purity of good

damage!
Finally, Iexamined the 208's intermodulafion performance with asignal consisting of
aLl mix of 19 and 20kHz tones, the composite
waveform reaching apeak level of OdB. The
spectral analysis of the Meridian's output is
shown in fig.10; there are no intermodulation
products visible, apart from residual spikes at
18kHz and 20kHz, some 70dB down from the

analog sound. Yes, Istill preferred the ridiculously expensive Stax processor, but remembering that the 208 costs aquarter that highflying component's price, and considering that
it includes asuperb-sounding, remote-control
line-level preamplifier, and that it is, at least in
the eyes of this audiophile, beautiful, it can

19kHz level. The aliasing product at 24.1kHz

almost be considered good value for money.
Buy it and live happily ever after. But to be

(44.1IcHz-20kHz) can be seen at -55dB, shown
by the cursor position; though better sup-

good transport—something like the Marantz

pressed than with machines using the Philips
4x-oversampling, 16-bit linear chip set, it is still
alittle higher in level than with the very bestsounding players.

honest, if you have an older CD player with a
CD94, for example, or even the Meridian 206—
you can probably get quite close to the 208's
sound with the f990 Meridian 203. Now that's
abargain!

Jitter, bits, & sound quality
Jitter is not what digital sound quality induces
in the listener; rather it is the instability in the

and had explained tomcat the 1990 WCES that

clock signal that controls exactly when the analog waveform is sampled in the original A/D

ity was not so much its use of Bitstream technology but amuch-improved transport and

conversion, or when the digital word input into

data-recovery electronics, Ithought it worth

aDAC results in an analog voltage being pro-

looking further at the subject of jitter.

one of the factors behind the 208's sound qual-

duced at the chip's output. "So what?" is the

In arecent issue of the Journal of the Audio

response of digital advocates, `As long as adigital one is recognized as aone and adigital zero

Engineering Society, Steven Harris of Crystal
Semiconductor looked at the effect of timing

as azero, then how can there be any difference

jitter on A/D converters. 2Included in his paper

in sound?" goes their argument, normally culminating in afervently expressed "Bits is bits!"

was aBasic program for simulating the effect
of any amount or kind of timing jitter on any

Would that things were that simple. As my
violin teacher used to say (and Lewis Lipnick

converters running with any bit resolution at

frequency or level of sinewave signal with A/D

still does say), "The right note in the wrong

any sampling frequency. The program outputs

place is the wrong note." It's the same with digital data. Uncertainty in the precise timing of
that digital one or zero results in aloss of system

adata file consisting of the integer numbers

resolution, with audible effects on the finally

representing the digitized sinewave; with a16bit system these range from -32,768 to +32,768.

recovered analog signal. In November's "Industry Update" (Vol.13 No.11, p.78), Stereopbile's

It was amoment's work to write acouple of
extra program lines so that these time-data files
could be imported by the DRA Labs MLSSA

Dutch correspondent Peter van Willenswaard

software. Icould therefore synthesize the action

neatly showed how an uncertainty of well be-

of jitter on adigitized waveform and examine
the resultant analog effects with the MLSSA sys-

low Ins—one billionth of asecond!—in the
timing accuracy of a16-bit digital datastream
resulting from an original analog signal sampled every 22.7, atime interval nearly 23
thousand times larger, equated with aloss of
one bit's worth of resolution. As Meridian's Bob
Stuart was the first engineer Ihad ever read
who discussed the effect of digital data jitter,'
Stereophile, December 1990

IIn Stereopbile Vol.9 No.2, March 1986, where he said in his
interview with J. Gordon Hok (p.110) that One least significant
bit of amplitude is equivalent to 200 picoseconds of time. ..
if
the timing is off, the output ...will not correspond in amplitude to the digital code."
2"The Effects of Sampling Clock Jitter on Nyquist Sampling
Analog-to-Digital Converters, and on Oversampling DeltaSigma ADCs," Steven Harris, JAES, July/Augu» 1990, Vo1.38
No. 7/8.
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tern's post-processing power in its distortion
analysis mode.
(The Harris program is specifically intended
for A/D converters, where not-totally-synchronous sampling produces data which are then

1t1

î

-a

-191.0
-60.9
-01.•

read with ahighly precise clock—something

6000.•

that is easy to synthesize. The situation with a
CD player's DACs, where nominally highly pre-

16000u6.0 -

î

Neu 0uctue Moult* -

cisely clocked data are decoded with adegree
of time uncertainty in the sample timing, is
clearly the mirror image. The implications of
these simulations will clearly, therefore, be
transportable to DACs.)

4\-l-v•A"'""pmeeeeitic.

Iset up the parameters for a16-bit ADC sam-

,•• .9.990 -

pling at 44,100Hz—the CD standard—and syn-

î

pour Uulee• 1100•11•60 - 6.0

thesized aseries of unfortunate 10kHz sinewaves afflicted with jitter ranging from none
to 2ns peak-peak (je, the exact sample time can

-••••

vary by +Ins or -Ins), with the jitter either ran-

61111.•

dom (white) noise or a1kHz sinewave. Ichose

M.5/4.4 illeu.

1kHz, not because it is typical of the kind of frequency ajitter signal might have, but because
it represents areadily identifiable spurious signal. Jitter of Ins is typical of agood D/A processor (though Robert Harley tells me that the
phase-locked loop that reclocics the ciatastrtzun
in the common Yamaha S/PDIF receiver chip

rPOOMO•113. - 1.0

-80.•

is specified at no better than 5ns jitter). The
MLSSA FFT program was then used to examine the spectra of these signals, which are
shown in figs.I through 3.
The four graphs in fig.] show the effect on
a10kHz signal at the 16-bit system's maximum

160 0
lu 1.6969.6 -

Fig.1 The simulated effect of jitter (frequency 1kHz)
on a16-bit ADC with a10kHz tone at OdB
sampled at 44.1kHz: from top to bottom: zero
jitter: 2ns p-p jitter: 400ps p-p jitter; 40ps
p-p jitter

level (OdB) of jitter having this 1kHz periodicity.
The top graph shows the spectrum of the pure

hue 39•clu• Nuelliod• -

10kHz signal with no jitter. A single spike at
10kHz rises above noise components that lie
between 112dB and 122dB down. (Summing
all these noise components in an RMS manner
will give the theoretical 98dB dynamic range
of a16-bit digital audio system.) The second
curve has had 2ns p-p of 1kHz jitter applied to
the data. While the noise components remain
the same in level, note that sidebands at 9kHz
and IlkHz have sprung up on either side of the

-00.•

-013.•

Ineuruu - 1.12

Fig.2 The simulated effect of 2ns p-p jitter
(frequency 1kHz) on a16-bit ADC with a
10kHz tone at -20dB sampled at 44.1kHz
roue Sualue 1.1.614* -

fundamental, at -83.9 and -84.4dB respectively. This 1kHz spacing is, not coincidentally,

-10.0

the exact frequency of the jitter signal. Manipulating the purely digital data has therefore
changed the final analog signal, something that
the "bits-is-bits" school of commentators would
have you believe to be an impossibility. The
final two graphs in fig.1 show the effect on the
analog spectrum when the jitter amplitude is
180
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Fig.3 The simulated effect of 2ns p-p white noise
jitter on a16-bit ADC with a10kHz tone at
OdB sampled at 44.1kHz
Stereophile, December 1990

40ps-40 trilliontbs of asecond! With reduc-

data; it will usually have anoise-like character.
In addition, the data in aCD player are reclocIced

ing jitter amplitude, the sidebands drop until
they eventually disappear back into the noise.

with crystal precision from aFIFO (first-in,
first-out) RAM buffer, or have the clock signal

lowered, first to 0.4ns (400ps) and then to

Fig.2 shows what happens to the sidebands
when the IkHz jitter amplitude is kept constant

extracted and stabilized with aphase-locked

and the signal is reduced in level (the sidebands

duced in the datastream by the CD player's laser
pickup or present in the data output by the
transport feeding the processor will therefore

drop with the signal, keeping the same -84dB
relationship), while fig.3 shows what happens
to aOdB, 10kHz signal when the jitter signal is
changed from apure tone (which is unlikely)

loop (PLL) in aD/A processor. Any jitter pro-

be very much reduced in level. (Though any
jitter introduced at the time of the original A/D

to random (white) noise. By comparing fig.3
with the top graph in fig.1, it can be seen that

conversion will be treated as an intrinsic part
of the signal, as in my simulations above, and

the addition of 2ns' worth of jitter has lifted the
entire analog noise floor by 10dB. In other

will be preserved intact.)
Nevertheless, these results tie in with work

words, 2ns of p-p noise jitter reduces the simulated signal resolution from 16 bits to less than

of any kind needs to be less than 200ps or so

by others that indicates that 16-bit data jitter

15! 3
If you think about it, it is to be expected that

if it is not to produce measurable effects in the
analog signa1, 4 which in turn means that even

digital-domain jitter prior to the DAC will pro-

though the data are reclocIced, the crystal clock

duce effects in the analog domain. With data
representing asinewave signal, every time the
sampling instant is late it is as though the shape
of the reconstructed sinewave has bulged out
alittle at that instant. Conversely, if the sampling instant is early, the final sinewave shape
will appear to have been sucked in alittle. For
agiven sample time indeterminacy, the relative
effect of that bulge or depression in the sinewave shape will be greater the higher in frequency that sinewave. Data jitter therefore has
amore severe effect on high than on low frequencies.
A shape change on asinewave is the fundamental description of analog distortion, and
with jitter can be seen to produce an effect very
similar to classic frequency modulation. In the
case of apure noise jitter, the reconstructed
sinewave shape will be overlaid with that noise,
giving the reduction in dynamic range seen in
fig.3.
Are these effects audible?
At the AES Convention in Montreux earlier
this year, Isat in on aworkshop examining the
audibility of peculiarly digital distortion, including the effects of jitter. On pure high-frequency tones, low levels of sinewave jitter
could easily be heard. Jitter, however, is unlikely to consist of apure sinewave applied to the

3In his paper, Dr. Harris examined whether his simulations
were correct by building an experimental setup whereby precisely known quantities and types of jitter could he injected
into an A/D circuit. The measured effects corresponded very
closely to those predicted by the program.

Stereophile, December 1990

in the CD player or the PLL in the processor
that do that reclocking need to hold their
word-to-word timing accuracy to better than
10 parts in amillion. And that time precision
needs to be preserved during the digital data's
travails on its way to the DAC, something that
in my opinion is, frankly, unlikely.
The audible effect of jitter suggested by these
simulations would be to add asignal-related
grundge and lack of resolution as the analog
signal's noise floor rises and falls with both the
signal and the jitter, while any periodicity in the
jitter—at the power-line frequency and its harmonics, for example—will throw up frequencymodulation sidebands around every spectral
component of the music. The "clean" nature
of the original analog signal will be degraded,
"fuzzed up" if you like, to produce the typical,
flat-perspectived, often unmusically grainy CD
sound.
Does anyone still feel that "bits is bits"?
—John Atkinson
4Although other writers have felt that hit-hit jitter is important.
Ican't sec that this matters, as all this affects is the exact ['Me
the stream of 16 ones and zeros is fed into the DAC .Nserial-toparallel input register Aone remains a one and azero azero;
in this respect, the "bits is bits '• proponents are correct. Consider an abacus: it makes no difference to the result how fast.
how slow, or how unevenly its user manipulates the individual
beads. All that matters is the final state of those brads. If you
need your abacus to produce its answer at a specific instant.
however, then any variation in that time will have an effect.
Similarly, jitter in the word-ivord timing, which will affect
the exact time at which the DAC puts out its analog voltage or
an ADC takes io analog sample, and which has been examined
in this appendix, teems to me to be what is important here.
With jitter applied to the lbtaNtrram, bits may indeed still he
bits, but only if you never convert them to analog—a truly Zen
situation!
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THE LISTENING ROOM
Thomas J. Norton
MS-DOS (IBM compatible) room analysis program. Requires DOS 2.11 or better, 256k of RAM,
and Hercules-compatible, CGA color, EGA color, or VGA color monitors. Price: $29.95. Available direct from Sitting Duck Software, RO. Box 130, Veneta, OR 97487. Tel: (503) 935-3982.
How often has it happened, and to how many

siders the boundary effects from the nearest

buyers? You buy that long-anticipated new pair

walls (the primary culprits): floor, rear wall,

of loudspeakers—the ones with all the rave

near side wall and, optionally, the ceiling.

reviews—that sounded like dynamite at your

The user begins by entering the dimensions

friend's house. Or (less likely) in the dealer's
showroom. Checkbook lighter by agrand or
(probably) more, you agonize over the place-

of his or her listening room at the prompting

ment. Flanking the window or straddling the
doorway? Two feet out from the wall or five
(and will Ibe able to get away with the latter

of the program. At that point the computer calculates the standing-wave pattern for astandard
"starting position" —with the listener against
the back wall, his or her ears 36" from the

with the local decorator)? Does the whole

ground, and the loudspeakers in the front
corners—and graphically displays the results.

room need to be rearranged, with possible

The display is in color; those without color

major disruption to domestic tranquility?

monitors can still get full use out of the pro-

Finally, your best guesses having been made,
you sit down to listen to the first few bars of

gram, but the black and white display is slightly
less easy to intuitively interpret and use. At this

music. Aaaaargh! The Listening Room Blues.
Setting up apair of loudspeakers to give their
best in aspecific environment is something of

point the user moves the loudspeakers and the

an art. We've all done our share of moving,
tweaking, listening, and moving again, seem-

(clearly noted on akey on the screen display—

ing,ly ad infinitum. Wouldn't it be nice if there

listener around the monitor screen in three
dimensions, using specific command keys
reference to the manual is helpful, not vital, in
this program). As the loudspeakers and listener

were away that we could determine the opti-

are "moved," the display changes, indicating

mum placement for our loudspeakers without
pushing and shoving them around the room

anew standing-wave pattern within the room.

for days (or weeks) of experimentation?

up by any two opposing room surfaces) are

The room's axial modes (the standing waves set

That's apparently what the folks at Sitting

labeled L, W, or H on the display, depending

Duck Software! thought. They did something

on which pair of opposing surfaces caused

about it. Their program, which will run on

them. Tangential modes (which involve two

most IBM-compatible personal computers

pairs of room surfaces) and oblique modes

with graphics support, is designed to do let

(which bring in all six room surfaces) are

your fingers and computer keyboard do most
of the work, not your back.

ignored; their effects are generally far less significant than those of axial modes.

The Listening Room performs two primary

The object is to minimize or avoid severe

functions. It will graphically show, at 10Hz

standing- wave patterns at the listening position. A "target area" on the screen, ranging

intervals from 20-220Hz, peaks and nulls (at
the listening position) due to standing waves.

from +6dB to -4dB, is highlighted; positioning

The program also looks at boundary effects—a

should be adjusted until as many of the modes

separate phenomenon in which reflections off
of adjoining surfaces reinforce or cancel the

as possible are within this range—dose to OdB,

primary radiation from the loudspeaker, caus-

during this exercise will bring up anew display:
the boundary analysis for the currently selected

ing peaks or dips in the response. The default
setting in the program, which may be manually altered, considers reflections occurring
within the first 20ms. The program only con-

if possible. Using the Fl command at any time

placement. The objective on this display is to
minimize severe, broad dips between 50Hz and
300Hz.
A few words here about what this program

ILove that name!
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will not do: The program's author does not curStereophile, December 1990

rendy recommend it for me with dipole radiviois—
though it would seem to be appropriate for
loudspeakers which are bipolar in the low end
(with front and back radiation in phase), such
as the Mirage M-3. It cannot account for the
effect of acathedral or vaulted ceiling. Provision is made within the program to disregard
the effect of the ceiling; this option should be
selected if your ceiling is not flat. 2 It will not
account for other room idiosyncrasies—such
as openings into other rooms and hallways,

.6
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ing waves to some degree. It cannot combine
the relative impacts of the standing-wave pat-
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variations in wall rigidity, 3and room fumishings—
all of which will affect the strength of the stand-
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to give any kind of "all-encompassing" display.
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And, of course, the program only gives you
information about timbrai changes caused by
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placement, taking no account of whether or
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not aspecific placement will be optimum for
other factors—such as soundstaging.
And if you haven't already figured it out from
the above, The Listening Room is very much
amanual, hands-on program. It will calculate
and display the modes for any given room
setup, but won't choose a"best fit." That's up
to the user, and is perhaps the most difficult
part of the entire exercise—only if you're
exceptionally fortunate will you find asetup
which doesn't involve compromises. More
than likely you'll find several arrangements,
each involving various tradeoffs; that's when
you must get down to actually listening to each
computer-assisted setup to select the layout
providing the best overall sound quality. The
Listening Room will help you narrow down
your choices; it won't make the final decision.

7/111.

Fig.2 Boundary analysis at l'stening position in 14'
by 12' by 8' room, "fi st guess" speaker
positioning
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you can expect. The figures shown are from
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puter owners. Since the problems of small

e-28

for a "first-guess" arrangement—one you
2 Sloped ceilings have a less pronounced effect on the scuidingwave patterns in a room than flat ceilings. In that respect, they
are superior. Though their effect is smaller, however, it Is 2150
less predictable.
3 The program assumes a constant reflectivity coefficient (0.9)
across the entire frequency range, which makes at least some
provision for nonrigid walls, although a quite general one.
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might choose as reasonable without access to

listener and loudspeakers are each athird of the

acomputer setup program. (All dimensions in

way from the front and rear walls, respectively.

the room plot—right side, fig.1—are in inches.)

The Listening Room can access this setup

The woofer here has been placed 12" off the

immediately at the touch of afunction key.
According to the documentation, however, this

floor—perhaps a"floor-standing" system on
alow stand. The standing-wave diagram is not
bad, but we should be able to do better. The
boundary analysis (fig.2) shows adip centered
at just under 100Hz, and another at 250Hz. The
numbers at the upper-right-hand comer of the
graph area are an aid topossibiy indicate which

is not generally the best possible setup. Neither
are two other "rules": the "Rule of Modified

daries may serve to minimize or eliminate this

rear walls may be "toggled off" (as may the ceiling, as discussed above) to study the isolated
effects of the remaining boundaries.
Experimenting with The Listening Room
proved to be alearning experience. But that is
part of its value: within the limitations of the
program, you just might find yourself developing anew awareness of how rooms interact
with the loudspeakers and listener. Icould
describe in pointless detail my many false starts
and unrewarding detours, but to no end; as
with any computer program, the user must ulti-

shown in fig.3—not asetup Iwould have intuitively chosen for this room. But the standingwave pattern was much improved, and the
boundary plot in fig.4 was marginally improved,
though dips remained. It is impossible (or so
it seemed from my experimentation with the
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mately develop afeel for it through actual use.
The Listening Room's basic operations are simple to learn. Ultimately, with my hypothetical
example, Iarrived at the room configuration
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dip. As afurther aid in determining the cause
of aspecific dip in the response, the side and/or
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loudspeakers and boundaries may be responsible for individual dips. Je, 105 LSpkFN.Y/ means
that the distance from the left loudspeaker to
the front wall in isolation would result in adip
at 105Hz. But reflections from other boun-
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program) to totally eliminate such dips in arealat very low frequencies which is evident in all
of the boundary plots is normal low-frequency
room reinforcement. Which is agood reason
for not wanting aloudspeaker which is anechoi-
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you have avery large room).
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There has been some discussion of late over
the use of certain "rules" in setting up alistening 1130M, one of which is the "Rule of Thirds"—
in which the left and right loudspeakers are a
third of the way in from the sidewalls and the
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world room—especially asmall one. The rise
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Fig.6 Boundary analysis at listening position in 14'
by 12' by 8' room, Rule of Thirds speaker
positioning
Stereophile, December 1990

Fifths" and the "Thirds/Fifths compromise,"

not along the wall where most of us have to

both of which are also accessible by function

place our turntables. The Listening Room also

keys. None of them provided astanding-wave
plot as good as those in either fig.1 or fig.3,

lets you choose between live, average, or dead
room acoustics—which Idid not find made
much of adifference at the frequencies of con-

although the boundary analysis of the Rule of
Thirds looks promising (see figs.5 & 6). But
note the left/right loudspeaker positioning
required in this room by the Rule of Thirds, and
the distance from loudspeakers to listener!
As you can see, however, you are unlikely to

cern. And several degrees of resolution may be
selected for the plots. The tradeoff here is time
vs ultimate resolution of the full depth of the
dips on the boundary plot. The time differences were not significant on my computer.

arrive at asingle computer solution which will
be unequivocally "the best." Ultimately, some

There is one resolution setting called ShowAve,

actual experimentation with positioning will
be required, with the computer solutions as

for five adjacent points in the symmetrical
mode; in the asymmetrical mode it averages

guides. Again, the value of this program is in
its ability to limit the range of possibilities, not
give you an immediate, obvious answer. And

which gives the average of the boundary plot

the two channels, then gives the average of five
adjacent points on the combined curve.
As in any computer program, the author is

it is for that reason that afully automated program is unlikely to see the light of day. If you

easily able to make continuous changes. We've

ever see such aprogram, you can be sure that

less than amonth, and already there have been
updates. You can now toggle off the standing-

the programmer has decided on the "appropriate" tradeoffs. While The Listening Room can
be tedious to use, it ultimately leaves certain
qualitative decisions in the hands of the user—
where they belong.
As a "real-world" check, Ialso fed the
dimensions of my actual listening room into
the program. It turned out that the positions
Ihave most recently used for loudspeaker
setup were close to optimum, given the limitations imposed by room access and the large

had what we thought was the latest version for

wave indicators for H, W, or Lseparately to
make the plot less busy and allow you to concentrate on one opposing pair of walls at atime.
In our version, while the results may be printed
out at any point to retain ahard copy of your
progress, it's not possible to store asetup to disc
for later recall. The most recent version allows
you to store and recall one setup.** And one new
version of the program supports a math
coprocessor.

(and not readily mobile) equipment area to one

No computer program can do more than

side of the room. This necessitates aslightly
asymmetrical loudspeaker layout—which The

work with the inputs provided or substitute for
intelligent analysis of the output. And it won't

Listening Room can accommodate readily. The
boundary plots for this setup were less promis-

priate computer. If you do, or have access to

do you much good if you don't have an appro-

ing than the standing-wave diagram. Since

one—or one of anumber of dealers who pro-

change in the room layout is planned which
will allow amore symmetrical loudspeaker

vide setup assistance based on this program —
The Listening Room can provide you with a

placement, there will be further experimenta-

valuable supplement to your own good judgment and careful experimentation. Used intelligently, Irecommend it. At the price, it's agen-

tion as part of an ongoing study of this room's
response. Stay tuned.
Ihaven't discussed some of the program's
other features. Treat the "listener" position as
your turntable location, and select the best
positioning for siting your LP playback—
except that you are now looking for lowfrequency nulls, not flat response. Unfortunately, these nulls are usually in mid-room,
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uine bargain.
4Ididn't feel that this was enough. There should be away to
store to disc as many setups as you desire. It would also have
been nice to immediately recall any given setup for illStaflt211Cote comparison with the setup currently being worked. Imentioned this to Bill Fitzpatrick, the program's author. He apparently implemented it immediately—it will be available on new
ersions of the program.
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STAX Knows.
STAX knows how important your
music is to you. So we design our
electrostatic earspeakers with
the idea of bringing you closer
to the original performance in
every way.
Our Lambda Signature is
the benchmark earspeaker by
which all other headphones are
judged. The
Signature employs the most accurate acoustical
transducer in the world today. That is why the
Lambda Signature reproduces all of
your music with perfection and grace.
STAX electrostatic transducers not
only give the Lambda Signature a
sound that is "next to none," but this
design principle gives all our models a
distinct sonic advantage over other
headphones.
They are
comfortable, too —thanks to thoughtful
ergonomic design.
So before you purchase just any
headphone, think about it. You're
serious about your music. Go to a
STAX dealer and enjoy it as never
before —truly for the first time.

Pictured top SR-Lambda Signature earspeaker with SRM-TI Direct drive amplifier.
Center: SR-Gamma Pro earspeaker with SRD-7 Pro adaptor.
Bottom, SR-80 Pro earspeaker with SRD-4 adaptor.
Stair Kogyo, Inc. 20620 S. Leapwood Ave., Carson, CA 90746

STAX

M USIC IN THE M IDDLE
OF THE COUNTRY

I

met Leonard Slatkin during arecent visit
to England. Before Icould speak to him,

Barbara Jahn

he had to settle, with both RCA and the
LPO's manager, upon dates, programs, and

soloists for his extensive range of concerts and
talks with

recording. Iwasn't at all surprised to overhear
plans centering mainly on English music. I

Leonard Slatkin,

asked Slatkin if this was what he believed Eng-

conductor

lish audiences wanted from him ...
Leonard Slatkin: It seems to me, outside of

of the

English music. So, afew years ago, Ibegan to

St. Louis

much, that maybe amore worldly view of it all

England, there's very little identification with
think, since Ireally do enjoy the repertoire very
might not be so bad and might arouse some
Symphony

interest in repertoire which seems to be sitting
there quietly, doing nothing. All musicians have
certain areas of focus; on tour with my own
orchestra, the St. Louis Symphony, it is gener-
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ally thought and expected that we will do

mark will be Just alittle bit faster than is phys-

American and probably Slavic repertoire, which

ically possible to do. But ultimately, wouldn't

we love recording. At home, it doesn't mean I it be ashame if we all said that this music is so
English that only the English should do it? If

don't do everything else, because a Music
Director of amajor orchestra must run the

gamut of repertoire. But the image outside of
home is different. When I'm in German countries I'm doing Strauss and Mozart; Itry to bring
some American and English music there, but
for the most part they don't want to hear it.
BarbaraJahn: The English, Ithink, have been
a little wary of non-English conductors in
Elgar You 've come along and broken the mold.
In tbis respect, wasn't it daunting to take on
our music?
IS: Maybe along time ago it would have been
alittle more risky, but you have to remember,
Boult and Barbirolli were contemporaneous
to acertain degree with the composers they
championed. Now there are very few people
left who either knew them or worked closely
enough with them to be able to be so-called
authentic practitioners. So, whether you are
English or American, the time has come to look

that were the case, would it communicate itself
to the listening audience in any other country?

Wouldn't it be ashame if
we all said that this music
is so English that only
the English should do it?

When in German countries
I
try to bring some American
and English music,
but for the most part
they don't want to hear it.

at this music with at least one generation having passed, and, because of the time in which

Maybe it takes aslightly fresher view, from the
outside, to put this music into amore international scope. But I'm not consciously thinking
about that when Ido it. There's something in

we live and the accessibility of other people's
performances, understanding certain traditions

the music that moves me, and gets to me, and
that Ifeel comfortable with.

that are passed down, and ultimately having in

IU: You talk of Elgar's rubato as obvious. ..It

front of you the composer's text—which is

hasn't been obvious to certain other conductors!

supposed to tell us all we need to know. Idon't

LS: No, because they have been so influenced

think it's aproblem investigating this literature
whatsoever. Idon't think of myself as conduct-

by the people who were contemporaries of
Elgar and Vaughan Williams. Then you're deal-

ing Elgar in aspecifically English manner be-

ing with imitation, and imitation is never nat-

cause Ithink, as we approach the end of the

ural, never something that you can feel. Ican

century, the music itself doesn't speak in quite

honestly tell you that in the case of Elgar's

the so-called English manner that it might have

works, Ihave listened to surprisingly few re-

done 40 or 50 years ago. We can now begin to
see Elgar as amuch greater parallel with Strauss

cordings to shape what I've felt. In fact, my first
impression of the Second Symphony came

and Mahler; you can see the influences on Elgar

from Sir Georg Solti; Iheard him do it with
Chicago when they were on tour in Minneapolis.

that made his music speak the way it does. It
would be foolish in the First Symphony not to

Iwas amazed and overwhelmed by how wonderful it was. Iwas stunned by the sheer vir-

have in the back of your head certain elements
of the First Symphony of Brahms —the slow

tuosity of the work—I didn't necessarily think

introduction to the last movement, the yearning slow movement.

ately got the score and began to form my own

about whether it sounded like Elgar. Iimmedi-

One thing that has come up afew times: people keep talking about the Elgar rubato, and I

opinions about it, and I'm not so sure that that

keep thinking that it's anatural musical one. It's

that piece aside from my own.

wasn't the only performance Iever heard of

not Elgar—it's the way the music flows, period.

The First Symphony was alittle different;

It's quite clear in the music, for the most part,

Idid know it from other people's recordings.

what Elgar wishes us to do. Some of his indi-

I remember listening to both Boult and
Barbirolli—who had very different approaches

cations on the page don't lend themselves in
apractical manner; sometimes ametronome
188
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Audiophile Receiver.

The NAD 7400 Receiver

A Contradiction In Terms?
NAD is the world's leading manufacturer of reasonably priced, high
performance audio equipment. Since 1978, their products have won
universal acclaim for their brilliant sound and their unique, innovative
engineering. The 7400 Receiver is aanother perfect example of NAD's
continued commitment to extraordinary performance at affordable prices.
Unlike most companies, NAD doesn't believe in compromising performance at the expense of convenience. The 7400, for example, combines the
same power amplifier as their exceptional model 2400 Power Amp. In fact,
while modestly rated at 100 watts/channel, the 7400 can produce in excess
of 370 watts/channel of clean dynamic power.
Furthermore, the preamplifier and tuner sections of the 7400 are virtually identical to the highly acclaimed Preamplifier/Tuner model 1700. The
combination of its sections makes the 7400 aworld-class audiophile separate system in aconvenient single chassis. The 7400 even includes NAD's
System Remote Control which not only controls the 7400, but several of
NAD's cassette decks and CD players as well.
As Leonard Feldman stated in his August 1989, Audio Magazine
review, "A receiver such as this, ifauditioned by dyed-in-the-Wool adherents to the
separate components approach, may actually convert afew to the all-in-one school.
NAD has always offered components that deliver alot for
their price. The NAD 7400 continues this worthwhile
t
ra dition .*
With the 7400, you no longer have to sacrifice
performance for the sake of convenience. We invite
you to visit your local authorized NAD dealer to
audition the 7400. You'll discover that this "Audiophile" receiver isn't acontradiction at all.
575 University Avenue/P.O. Box 9124
Norwood, MA 02062-91241Tel: (617)762-0202

NAD

* Reprinted with permission
from Audio Magazine, ©1989
Diamandis Communications.

der right away what the nature of tradition is:

these days with this music, just as we don't with

Boult was headlong, Barbirolli very relaxed.

Gershwin or Ives, or even Copland. For so

Mine falls somewhere in between, Iguess, but
not consciously. It's just what I've arrived at in

many years, even Ithought this music could
only be played by American orchestras, but it's

astudy of the work. It's just the same with the

simply not true. Different countries will have
certain idiomatic qualities that we in America

Enigma; it's purely an arrival of certain decisions based on certain feelings, and having

wouldn't necessarily care about, particularly

immersed myself in Elgar's life Ifelt there was

the woodwind and brass sonorities, but basi-

adarker side to this piece than I'd realized in
the past.

cally the style is comfortable—the LPO and
Rattle have put out Porgy and Bess, and you

Vaughan Williams, in the symphonies, is
speaking more directly in an international language, even though you would suspect in the
first three that he's not.
Bj: And yet be seems archetypically English.
LS: But he goes down very well in the States.
We are in the middle of asort of VW discovery;
Ican't think of any major orchestra that doesn't
incorporate one or so [of his] works in the
course of aseason. [At this stage we were interrupted by tbe arrival of letters.]

won't see anyone in America raising eyebrows
about it. They may feel they don't like it, but
that is for reasons having nothing to do with
the forces.

I

fmusic can't
transcend borders it's relegated
to avery small place
in musical history.

This is the most important one for the day.
It'll show the great, high level that we artists

Bj: Does it sound idiomatic?

work at! Ifollow baseball teams and every day

LS: It sounds fine.
.If music can't transcend

now they Fax me the results of the St. Louis
Cardinals' match. There are six weeks left in
the season before the playoffs begin, so you

borders it's relegated to avery small place in
musical history.

hope your team comes to the top of the division and makes the playoffs. They are currently
two games behind, but we don't have avery

Bi: Wben you recorded Walton Iwith the LPO,
they hadn't played it for 17 years and you felt
that the St. Louis, who don't bave the Walton

tradition in their blood, could bave done it
good pitching staff and we're worried. But I just as well. So why record Elgar with the LPO
don't know, baseball's afunny game—anything
rather than St. Louis?
could happen. It's very exciting. Ilove watching it, and Igo in and broadcast and help to

LS: Because it is prohibitively expensive [to record] in the States. It costs four times as much

announce games. [Replacing the letter in its

and it seemed that under the current contract

envelope Slatkin continued from exactly

with RCA, there was acertain repertoire—the

where he'd left off!)
Iwas recently discussing soloists for the Sea

Slavic and American repertoire—that would
be more suitable to do with my own orchestra

Symphony [with the concert promoters and

and would be more saleable for the company,

RCA] and they came up with this whole set of

as opposed to the English repertoire which

names; when Iproposed somebody else they

they could do here. Iwant to be represented
on record with my own orchestra; that's the

said, "Are they steeped in the English tradition?" and Isaid, "The poetry is by Walt Whitan English or an American singer?" If the text

fairest way to get an idea of what we are doing,
but for practical reasons we can't do more than
five or six records aseason in St. Louis. Ihave

is what inspired the piece to start with, perhaps

good relationships with the LPO and the Phil-

man, what difference does it make whether it's

we should be thinking alittle bit differently

harmonia. Ienjoy working with them and they

about this.

get along well with me. So it wasn't on nationalistic grounds at all.

It was interesting when we were recording
Elgar's Kingdom because simultaneously with

Bj: So it's true that the record-buying public

the English text is German, and the score's by
Novelo, who was doing the complete English

feels more secure in discs of American music
when you are conducting the St. Louis. ..

edition. That means Elgar certainly envisaged
performances in German. Idon't see problems

ductor doing English music, even with an En-
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LS: Yes, but that'll change. An American con-
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EVERYMAN'S POWER AMP
And every woman's too. Counterpoint's

New Generation" SA-220

power amplifier fulfills the hybrid promise. Tubes and MOSFETs
share a synergistic partnership of vacuum tube performance and

solid state reliability. Every music lover dreams of a power amplifier
that may be regarded as a final purchase. The SA-220 Power

Amplifier is superlative in its natural clarity. explosive dynamic

abilities, and three dimensional soundstaging and imaging.
The SA-220 can be used with virtually any loudspeaker system,

regardless of wat,:age, current. capacitance. or even fractional
impedence requirements, and still maintain its faithfulness to the

music. Counterpoint's "APC" protection circuitry is unique in that it
protects loudspeaker and amplifier without degrading s8nics. By

now, you might suspect that "Everyperson's" power amplifier is

affordable by very few. Please take another look, we've saved the
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moderate price for last.
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Ihave to say that the AE1 is one of the finest, most

This is without doubt awholly remarkable loudspeaker,

transparent cone speakers I
have heard.
...As far as I'm concerned, it redefines the art of

and astunning endorsement of the well developed
metal cone bass units.

miniature speaker design.

...on current showing the state of the art miniature,
bar none.

John Atkinson, Stereophile, Sep 1988,

...to the author's knowledge, the most awesomely
dynamic and articulate miniature ever made.
Alvin Gold, Hi-Fi Choice, Jun 1988

ACOUSTIC ENERGY
For information call:
Acetrain, Inc.
[600] 527-7161

gush orchestra, begins to show people that there

Bi: You 've received awards for adventure-

is something more. I'll be very pleased when

some programming of contemporary music

two things happen: one, when I'm asked to do
some American music in England, and two,
when I'm asked to do English music back
home. But I've done some English things like
the Tanis Fantasia with my orchestra.
Bi: That was recorded by Telarc..
LS: Yes, that's right. I'm proud of it, Ilike that one
Bi: Ifind it interesting that it was another
American, André Previn, who bad great suc-

How is that economically viable? 7Wentietbcentury music is still notfinancially sound ...
LS: No, and ten years from now we are going
to be listening to twenty-first century music.
What Ido in St. Louis is to try to balance the
unusual pieces with the standard works. You'll
never see aprogram completely of twentiethcentury music; Idon't like it. What happens is
the audience inevitably gets to voting for what

cess with English music in our country.

they like and what they hate For the same rea-

LS: Yes. He's had along association with your

son Iwon't do an all-Beethoven program; there

country.
Bi: And then there was your Walton Sym-

is no balance. Adventuresome programming
means putting in anew piece that wouldn't

phony Ithat was hyped up as the challenge to

normally attract an audience and balancing it
with awell-known soloist or asymphonic

bis version.
LS: Well, Istill hold his Walton 1as greater than
mine, and they can set up the competition all
they want to. You know, it was very funny. Igot

work that they really want to hear. So, if we
have Itzhak Perlman as soloist, Iknow the
house will be full, it doesn't matter what else

the loveliest note from André when mine came

Iprogram, so Imight as well give the audience

out. He waxed enthusiastic about it, and al-

the chance to hear something unique We were

though it wasn't planned, I'd just sent him a

talking here about how to program some of the
VW Symphonies because they really don't sell

note about his Dvorák E-minor which Ireally
enjoyed so much. It's funny, people sort of set

well. Some I'll record without performance
because they can be worked out in the studio,

us up in competition, yet we are the best of
friends and have awonderful time discussing

others need performance. So, we'll do the 6th

things together. There is no competition be-

Symphony in the first half of the program and

tween us: Ido things the way Iwanna do them
and he does them the way he wants to do them.

Carmina Burana in the second. Ilike the
piece, it's fun to do, and balances pretty well

Bi: So you are now recording alot of Ameri-

with the 6th; it was written around the same

can and English music. Is there adanger of

time. Hopefully afew of the audience who

becoming typecast?

have come for Carrnina Burana will go away

IS: When you think about it, most of the very

with some respect for VW 6—they might not

fine collaborations between orchestra and con-

have heard it otherwise. So it's the same thing

ductor have centered around certain repertoire:
with Solti/Chicago we think of Mahler, Bruckner, Strauss; with Szell/Cleveland you think of

with anew piece Idon't want people compar-

Mozart, Beethoven. Ormandy with the Philadelphia, Bernstein with the New York—there

ing two new composers; Iwant each piece to
live on its own. Iwish we could do that with
records, but we can't. It would be fun to make

was acertain focus and, even though we may

arecord of such variety that you couldn't make
acomparison.

not be in that category and that's not for me to
judge, there is afocus of repertoire that we are

gories?

known for. But if you come during the course

LS: Oh sure, that's why Itend to record in

of aregular St. Louis season you'll see everything represented: Baroque, classical, contem-

cycles. So the Elgar will appeal to acertain
crowd, and although Istart with one VW rec-

porary.

ord, when people know we are doing acycle

BJ: So you are saying people buy in cate-

I
don't like aprogram completely of twentieth-century music;
the audience inevitably gets to voting for what they like
and what they hate.
Idon't want people comparing two new composers.
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KITS ARE BACK

AND BETTER THAN EVER

In response to today's escalating cost
of high-end tube electronics, SONIC
FRONTIERS is pleased to introduce the
SFM-75 MONO TUBE POWER AMPLIFIER KIT. Our kit products offer the discriminating audio enthusiast an opportunity to enjoy premium quality sound
at an affordable price $1575 US
($1795 Cdn.) per pair.
Accomplished tube electronics designerJoe Curdo (featured in both GIASS
AUDIO and THE AUDIO AMATEUR)
was enlisted to help achieve the exacting
design and performance goals of the
SFM-75.
The main design premise for the
SFM-75 was to achieve the highest level
of harmonic accuracy, correct tonal
balance, realistic soundstaging, lifelike
dynamics and overall musicality possible. This was accomplished by integrating leading edge tube technology with
brand name components of uncompromising quality. As well, the SFM-75
has been designed for the highest

degree of reliability and ease of assembly
(approximately 15 hours per pair)
in the DYNACO tradition.
This conservatively rated 75 watt
per channel amplifier utilizes such
notable components as: HOLCO,
VISHAY, SOLEN, WIMA, WONDER
CAP, REL-CAP, GOLD AERO, EDISON
PRICE, CARDAS AND TIFFANY which
assure reliable, high-level performance.
In addition, the SFM-75 possesses
alarge conservatively rated power
supply (with appropriate regulation),
acustom-wound wide bandwidth
output transformer, and is totally user
adjustable with respect to its world-wide
A.C. power requirements and output
configuration. The SFM-75 delivers all
this in arobust 46 lb. (21 kg) package.
As the initial product in our line of
high performance tube electronics kits,
the SFM-75 Mono Tube Amplifier is the
only audiophile-grade product available
to offer true value for money in
today's high-end market.

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR INQUIRIES WELCOMED

SONIC FRONTIERS INC.
181 KENILWORTH AVE, TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA M4L 3S7

PHONE (416) 691-7877
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they will probably buy all of them. They may

Boston Symphony in the Koussevitsky days:

not like them all, of course. ..1 guess there'll
be people who hate what Ido and won't get
anywhere near it ...
[laughe

it's astring-oriented sound—I come from a

}bu 've been with the St. Louisfor 11 years
now. Can you see what progress you've made?
Was there acertain direction you wanted to
go in, and aspecific reason for staying with
them for so long?
IS: Eleven years is ashort time by certain standards. By European standards, no; almost every
English orchestra turns over every six/seven
years. But there have been wonderful collaborations in the States in the past: Ormandy was
with the Philadelphia for 43 years, Szell was in
Cleveland for almost 30 years. Those days are
over.
BJ: Why is that?
LS: Because we have demands put on us by the
worldwide community and, in the past, sea-

family of string players [Leonard'slathe; Felix,
and bis motben Eleanor Allen were botbfound
ing members of the great Hollywood Quartet].
It's not that my wind and brass players are not
superb, they are fantastic, but overall what
makes them fantastic is their ability to blend
into the string sonority itself. Most people do
remark that we don't sound like atypical American orchestra at all, and Itake that as acompliment. Alot of orchestras coming to Europe
don't know how to adjust to the smaller halls
you have here. We're used to playing in these
2700 to 3000 seat auditoriums at home and in
England, for the most part, the halls are alittle smaller. In St. Louis, even though we do
have alarge hall, it is very luxurious and resonant, and we don't force our sound. We play
in avery refined and slightly more cheerful

sons were not so long and the repertoire wasn't

manner, and we take that sound of our hall out

so broad. In the course of ten years, I've been
through the Beethoven cycle three times. Forty

to every place we go.

years ago you couldn't have imagined that kind
of situation. Ilove where Iam; I'm not planning
to go anywhere else, we are all growing together. But it helps not to repeat apiece for at
least three years so that, when we come to it
again, we are all fresh and not just playing it to
death. Itry to rethink my approach each time.
But when Istarted in St. Louis—I knew the
orchestra because I'd been its assistant—it
seemed it needed just alittle bit of apush for
the rest of the country, let alone the world, to
take it seriously. So Iembarked on aplan, with
the management, to record extensively and to
tour. Ialso did alot of going out into the community and fund-raising. If Iwas to leave now,
at least 1could say Ileft with people knowing
something about the St. Louis. But I'm not
going to leave until other things have been
accomplished: Ineed to establish afinancial
base of security for the orchestra. Some orchestras are facing terrible financial crises; some

Wetake the sound
of our St. Louis hall
every place we go.

Ithink one thing that helps us is that we are
not in acity where there is any competition.
We can grow musically at our own pace. Very
few touring orchestras come in. It's not like
New York, or London, where every night there
are two, three different orchestras to choose
between, coming in with two, three programs
they do very well. Ican afford to try out some
pieces that Imay not be sure that I'd do very
well, and many times Idiscover that Ireally
don't do them very well, and Iwouldn't want
another public to hear them! But in St. Louis
the orchestra and the public know that. So the
overall plan was to let the world know about
us and, now that they do, we must keep that

have disappeared in major cities. Eleven years

level and try to improve upon it, to let people

ago it was alittle hard to see if we could get this
far, but we've been very fortunate and Ihope

know that you don't have to be in New York or

it will continue that way. Ithink we bring apar-

to stop being surprised that there are other
good orchestras. We all know that there are

ticularly unique sound and style to our playing.

Boston to hear afine orchestra. I'd like people

BJ: Which is. ..?

really great orchestras that can give really lousy

LS: A combination of American and central

performances just the same as there are inferior

European playing. It's very rich and virtuosic,
close to what you would have heard from the

orchestras that, just once in awhile, can rise to
high occasion. Those of us in what we call the

Philadelphia in the Ormandy days and from the

second line can play consistently night after
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night in avery fine manner, more often than not

missed it. Then she finally unlocked it and I

rising above the ordinary because we have to.

practiced very hard.
Iregret that, in away, we were so shut off

BJ: Your musicians play a lot of chamber
music too. Presumably that trains tbem to listen bard and blend. ..
LS: Our orchestra has aseries of 14 chamber
concerts given by most of the musicians in

from the rest of the world; there was very little else except music in our house. But Isuppose if Ihadn't had that kind of upbringing, I
probably wouldn't be here today talking to

different combinations. Many also appear as

people about music And maybe she was right,

soloists with our orchestra in major subscrip-

because Iwould have been alousy baseball
player!

tion concerts. There's one concert each year
I'll devote to featuring just the members of the
orchestra, and not just the principal players but
also the rank and file, the back of the violins,

BJ: Ibelieve Maestro Giulini toldyou that the
way you conduct your life should affect your
music! What else do you do?

the second flute. This gives people achance to

LS: Iread: in the evening, what's by the bed-

hear the wonderful quality of the players, but
mainly it gives the players the chance for

stand? Aspy novel, amystery, science fiction;

respect they don't get when just sitting in the

things to take me away from what Ida Newspapers are important to me. Iwatch asurprising

orchestra. All these things have added to avery
stable orchestra. We've had very few defections

amount of television, perhaps just to escape.
Iwatch mindless entertainment that Idon't

over the last 11 years; most changes have been

have to think about. I'm avoracious moviegoer.
After I've finished here I'll have two weeks'

through retirements or deaths. Ithink that's avery
good testament to the orchestra—they are happy

holiday at home. We've just bought an old

sitting there in the middle of the country.
BJ: When you were achild and you were sur-

house that we're renovating, and Iwill catch

rounded by musiç was there pressure on you
to be amusician?

up on all the television shows Imissed in the

LS: Quite the opposite.

summer—they're being taped for me. I'll go to
baseball games when my team is in town (when
it comes October I'm depressed for three

BJ: But you were so saturated by it that nothing else entered your bead?

months because there's no baseball). Ilike
snooker; I'm alousy player but Ilike watching

LS: live, nothing else ever did, but my parents

it. Ilove to cook. That's what Ireally miss when
I'm on tour—I can't be in my kitchen with all
my utensils, burning things. Like almost all

were constantly telling us not to go into music,
that it was amajor sacrifice. I'll tell you an interesting story about that: when Iwas about 13
or 14, Iwas practicing piano when, from outside the window, one of my friends called,
"Come play baseball." My mother said, "Hey,
you're not going out there until you've finished
your practice," and Isaid, "No, I've been practicing for acouple of hours, Iwanna go now"
She said, "If you go out there, when you come

musicians, Ilove to eat. Unfortunately, when
Iget back Ihave to have my annual physical,
when my doctor will say, "You're too fat," and
my cholesterol level is still too high.

I

would have been
alousy baseball player!

back the piano's going to be locked up." To a
13-year-old American boy this was awonderful
thing to hear! Out Iwent, and after however

BJ: You must be veryfit, though. Conductors
tend to reach ripe old ages.

long it took Icame back in and, sure enough,
my mother had locked up the piano. For three

LS: It's fantastic aerobic exercise. Forty minutes
of Elgar 1is more strenuous than what most

or four days Iwas in heaven, and then Iwent
to my mother and said, "I'd like to play the

athletes go through. It's wonderful for the
heart, it's terrible for the legs and lower back,

piano now," and she said, "No, you obviously

it's also afantastic outlet for emotion. Most peo-

don't want it badly enough. It doesn't mean

ple think that off the podium Iam cool and

that much to you." And Isaid, "Can't Ihave

reserved, but Isometimes use the concert to

baseball and my piano too?" and she said, "You
have music then you have baseball when you

get out frustrations, anger, love, and all the feel-

have finished what you are meant to be doing."
Well, Icried. Ireally wanted the piano back; I
Stereophile, December 1990

ings that are in the music Ican literally become
all the emotions that the music intends, and
that's really good.
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erdi, Mozart, and Wagner are greater
composers, and Carmen is, quite simply, abetter opera—more fuiely crafted,
richer, and with deeper characterization. Giacomo Puccini was apopularist, amelodramatist, but his Madama Butterfly is one of the
few "sure-fire" opera experiences, and no selfrespecting opera collection should be without
one (or even two or three), lack of snob appeal
or not. It was the first live, complete opera I
ever saw, and I'm certain that its lyricism, drama,
and emotional potency helped convince me,
at 16, that opera was valid and could speak to
the mind and the heart. The heroine's innocence is so unassuming, her sadness so absolute, that only aheart of stone remains unmoved. It is the tragedy of asmall person, and
pardon me, Aristotle, but we're rarely as touched
by the miseries of royalty as we are by those of
people who have nothing else Butterfly's music
is beautiful and telling, and Butterfly is awonderful character.
Madama Butterfly is an opera whose characters we must believe; having agood time, just
listening to pretty sounds, isn't enough. In the
cast breakdown, here's what is needed; Suzuki,
Butterfly's mezzo-soprano maid, must be devoted, sympathetic, and wise, and have avoice
which blends with the soprano's in the Flower
Duet. Sharpless, the baritone, knows what a
mistake Pinkerton is making and tries to warn
him; it also falls upon him to break the bad
news to Butterfly. He must be avuncular and
disapproving, as well as adiplomat. The tenor,
Pinkerton, must be aperson, in tone and attitude, who Butterfly would fall for—he refers
to himself as a"Yankee vagobondo," and he
must have acertain swagger and appeal. He
also, we must believe, feels genuine love—at
least, infatuation—for his bride He's not despicable, just carefree enough to be destructive
Though absent from the entire second act, he's
very important—a bad Pinkerton can ruin Butterfly.
Then there's the heroine. Needless to say,
there must be aremarkable singing actress in
the title role—Butterfly flops without asuperb
Butterfly. By characterization, the soprano
should be alyric—Butterfly is only 15 at the
opera's start, 18 at its close—but the stirring
Stereophile, December 1990
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climaxes and Puccini's orchestration all but

when the heroine sights Pinkerton's ship in the

demand abigger voice. If the voice is too dra-

harbor—"He has returned and he loves me,"

matic, on the other hand, then we won't believe

she sings rapturously—and it should over-

the soft, girlish moments. The 18-year-old

whelm. But the leader must also be sensitive

girl/woman who has no recourse but suicide

to the intimate moments and be able to define

must have many colors in her voice. On discs

the other characters through tempi. This is a

there's the further, peculiar fact that the so-

sensuous work. The score, even with its refer-

prano must sing in such away as to make avis-

ences to traditional Japanese themes, is not par-

ual impression—we should be able to "hear"

ticularly subtle, and while it takes alot to ruin

afacial expression or tilt of the head.
And of course, there's the conductor. While

it, it takes an equal amount to put areal stamp
on it.

this opera is not considered a "conductor's

The overall assignment is tough. Passable

opera" the way Falstaff or the Ring are, the per-

performances of this opera abound, great ones

son in charge must know how to shape the per-

are rare. Happily, Butterfly has fared surpris-

formance, figuring out when and where it

ingly well on discs over the past five decades,

peaks. The opera's emotional climax comes

attracting the cream of the lyric and spinto

Synopsis— Madama Butterfly
The plot is well-known and does not uy the credi-

ously full of bad news. The two sit together while

bility: the tenor, avaguely good-old-boy Ameri-

Sharpless reads to Butterfly. Pinkerton wonders

can Naval Lieutenant named B.F. Pinkerton, is

in the letter whether or not Butterfly still remem-

being shown around the house overlooking

bers him. She's stunned to imagine that she could

Nagasaki Harbor he's rented for his bride-to-be,

forget him. Sharpless attempts to tell Butterfly

Cio-Cio-san, by the marriage broker, Goro. Enter

what he knows about "that devil of aPinkerton"

Sharpless, the American Consul; over awhiskey,

but cannot. He asks her what she would do if

Pinkerton explains that he's marrying this 15-year-

Pinkerton %sere neser to return. In aheart-wrenching

old geisha and renting ahouse—and each has a

outburst, Butterfly says she could go back to being

999-year lease which he can break whenever he

ageisha, but that she'd rather die. She shows

wants to. He even proposes atoast to the American

Sharpless the child she has borne Pinkerton and

woman who will someday be his "real" wife.

asks him to leave. Suddenly 3cannonshot is heard

Sharpless warns him that Butterfly may be more

and Butterfly, gazing through aspyglass toward

serious than he, but Pinkerton won't listen— he's

the harbor, spots Pinkerton's ship. Ecstatically, and

carefree, entranced by his own actions, having a

with pride in her own faith, she sings "He has

good time. Butterfly and her entourage enter. After

returned and he loves me." The act ends with

some chitchat, she tells Pinkerton that she's given

Suzuki and Butterfly strewing the room with

up her religion in honor of his own. We also learn

flower petals and abeautiful offstage humming

that her father was asked by the Mikado to commit

chorus. All is hushed, and we wait with Butter-

ritual suicide and that he obeyed. After the brief

fly, Suzuki, and the baby all night as they gaze

ceremony, her uncle, ahigh priest, enters, enraged,

through ahole in the screen.

and denounces her for giving up her tradition.

As Act III opens, Butterfly goes offstage to put

Horrified, all leave She and Pinkerton sing apas-

the baby to sleep. Sharpless and Pinkerton arrive—

sionate, rapturous love duet.
Act II takes place three years later. Suzuki, But-

with an American woman who waits in the garden. Suzuki immediately realizes the truth, and

terfly's maid, is praying Japanese style; the more

Pinkerton sings an aria of remorse. Butterfly re-

Americanized Butterfly is immobile. Pinkerton

enters; when she realizes that the woman outside

has been gone for avery long time and the house-

is Pinkerton's "real" wife, she accepts her fate

hold is almost out of money. Butterfly, telling

quietly, asking only that the woman he happy Ask-

Suzuki that she knows that someday Pinkerton

ing to be left alone, she takes her father's cere-

will return, acts out the circumstances and pre-

monial knife from its sheath and reads its inscrip-

cisely how she'll feel when he returns in her aria,

tion: "With honor dies who cannot live with

"Un bel di." Both her innocence and her faith have

honor" Just then Suzuki pushes into the room with

remained unbroken. Sharpless enters with Goro,

the child, and Butterfly sings aheartbreaking farewell

who has been trying to get Butterfly to consider

to him, urging him to go and play As she commits

anew marriage, which she has steadfastly refused

suicide, Pinkerton's voice is heard calling her name,

to da Sharpless has aletter from Pinkerton, obvi-

and he enters in time to see her fall over, dead.
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soprano crops and abunch of great tenors. The
average is surprisingly good, and acouple are
crucial. There are 12 versions available and I'll
deal with them all, but first, three out-of-print
sets deserve mention.
The earliest was once on CBS, dates from
1949, and is worth hearing for the fresh Butterfly and Pinkerton of the young Eleanor Steber and Richard 'flicker—both natural and

"Ricker is quite rightly an American braggart
Pinkerton, but he lacks cool, and Erich Leinsdorfs leadership is coldly workaday. Price fairly
devastates in the big moments—the aria, the
sighting of the ship, the death scene—but I
don't believe her for five minutes and neither
will you. Abiker geisha we don't need. You'll
revel in her gusher-like tones, but they're living
proof that singing isn't sufficient.

vocally enchanting, if not very deep. In 1960,

The 1940 set starring Toti Dal Monte and

Victoria de los Angeles was partnered by Jussi

Benjamin° Gigli (2 EMI CDHB-69990, ADD)

Bjürling on Angel. The singing is simply gorgeous (a cracked high C from Bjeerling at the

is amatter of taste: Some loathe it, others swear

love duet's close notwithstanding) and los

by it. Dal Monte, alight coloratura who tailored
Butterfly to her vocal needs, is all small moments,

Angeles is remarkable, but no more so than in

using her light voice with great affection—so

the earlier set, discussed below. Mario Serenfs

much so that if you don't buy it right away it

Sharpless and Gabriele Santini's leadership

can cloy until you want to hurl the discs away

were dull (and don't help Bjürling's joyless

like frisbees. Her studied, itsy-bitsy portrayal

approach), so only Bjfirling fanatics (and who
can blame them?) and los Angeles completists

is nonetheless fascinating; she can make you

will actually need this set. Third is amost peculiar set, once available on London, which dates

der on reverence—it's pathetic, believably sad,
and we can see every move she makes. Gigli is

from the mid-'70s and stars Montserrat Caballé.
She's surprisingly moving (and uses her famous
piano to great childlike effect), and her sing-

his voice, and his tone was rarely more acombination of virile lyricism than it is here. Con-

ing is beautiful enough to make one's head spin.

ductor Oliviero De Fabritiis leads quickly, with

But Caballé's real-life husband Bernabé Marti

energy and grace. This set is an all-or-nothing
proposition, but Ican't recommend it without

is her strained Pinkerton, and conductor Armando Gasto is so terrified of the diva that he

cry. Her love and devotion for Pinkerton bor-

fabulous—there's sex appeal and laughter in

warning.

leads with no thrust whatever. In general, this

Another such "problem" set is the recent

set is aflop, but Caballé is areal surprise, def-

one led by the ever-controversial Giuseppe

initely worth alisten.
Because the primary criterion for success in

(3 DG 423 567-2, DDD, reviewed in Vol.12

the heroine is believability, two sets can be

No.7). The tempi are so erratic and slow that

Sinopoli, with Mirella Freni and José Carreras

ruled out, despite how alluringly they're sung.

you may lose consciousness at times, but be

Irefer to those starring Renata Tebaldi (London

patient. Freni is in glorious big voice, able to

411 634-2, ADD) and Leontyne Price (RCA
Italiana -2 RCA 6160-2-RC, ADD). The former
has much to recommend it: Carlo Bergonzi's

vocally worn in places, is adandy Pinkerton
when Sinopoli doesn't drag him down. Teresa

convince at all times, and Carreras, though

Pinkerton is honeyed and seductive, the young

Berganza's Suzuki is the loveliest on discs. The

Fiorenza Cossotto is afine, full-bodied Suzuki,

entire scale of this reading is very big; overall,
it packs awallop—Puccini as German opera,

and 'Mho Serafin's leadership has anice inner
tension. And while Tebaldi is no slouch dramatically (she sounds genuinely afraid when faced
with the proposition that Pinkerton might not

but convincing on its own terms. This is not a
first Butterfly, but like the Dal Monte, it's important as ancillary listening.

return), she's areal letdown in the little mo-

In 1957, RCA decided to take apair of its new-

ments. Every time she has to laugh girlishly she

ish stars and set down asmall-scaled Butterfly.

sounds like amaniac. If we spot the prima
donna in the shy episodes, as we do here, the

Valletti (2 RCA 4145-2-RG, ADD), is asort of

show doesn't work. But her voice was never

"Butterfly-ette," very pretty and refined, with

The result, starring Anna Moffo and Cesare

creamier or more lush, and as sheer singing I sweet voices and nice characterizations which
one forgets all too quickly. Erich Leinsdorf,
can't dissuade anyone from hearing it—it's
even less inspired than with Price afew years
quite an accomplishment.
later, might have made areal statement about
Price isn't recommendable at all. Richard
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the privacy of the story, but he was obviously
in too much of arush. Apity, since the singing

2, ADD). Freni is always lovely, her voice totally
fresh—when she takes and holds the optional

is so nice, but there's no urgency here.
A recent set pairs Anna ibmowa-Sintow and
Giacomo Aragall under Rouslan Raichev (2

effect is otherworldly, as it should be. Ibelieve
her every move, even if they aren't as vivid as

Capriccio 60-009-2, DDD). Both leads are in
excellent voice, ibmowa-Sintow aparticularly
effective, large-scaled heroine, and Aragall
never sounding better. But Alberto Rinaldi is
an awful Sharpless, and conductor Raichev's
mopey, unidiomatic leadership (he, the orches-

high D- flat at the close of her entrance, the

Scotto's. Pavarotti pours out the most luxurious sound imaginable, and we know what Butterfly sees in this amiable guy. Christa Ludwig
is all class as Suzuki; only Robert ICems remains
dull as Sharpless. But it is von Karajan who will
either make you love or hate this set. (No one

tra, and chorus are Bulgarian) sinks the ship
fast. Aperformance with Veronilca Kinces, Peter

ever told him that this was not aconductor's

Dvorsky, and Lajos Miller under Giuseppe
Patané (2 Hungaroton HCD- 12256/7) is nice,

huge Tempi are slow, but he only occasionally
loses tension. (Some critics feel their minds
wandering; Idon't.) The climaxes are unbeliev-

due mostly to the heroine's in-depth portrayal,
but you'd be hard-pressed to recall any special
moments. It just goes by, due mostly to Patané's
Italian in-a-strange- land leadership.
Of the remaining five, four are crucial. I'll risk
war by stating that Iprefer Renata Scotto's second recording to her first (one is from '66, the

opera.) His reading is entirely symphonic, and

able under his leadership (and London's biggei than-life recording)—never have Iheard such
asound when Butterfly shows her baby to
Sharpless; never has the sighting of the ship
seemed so apocalyptic. This set is almost literally aknockout, but listen before you buy—

other from '78). The first (2-Angel AVB-34068,

you may find it out of proportion to the drama.

A?D) is led with great warmth by Sir John Barbirolli and boasts the marvelous Carlo Bergonzi

Ilove it.
Two mono recordings complete the picture
and you should own them both. One, from

and Rolando Panerai as Pinkerton and Sharpless. This is aperformance impossible to dislike—everything is right. If Scotto had not rerecorded the opera 12 years later we'd be satisfied, but she really provides herself with stiff
competition in '78 (2 CBS M2K-35181, AAD).
Here Lorin Maazel's leadership is not as compassionate as Barbirollfs, but it's sexier. Placido
Domingo's Pinkerton, while as handsome and
robust as one would like, does not compare in

1954, has the strongest all-around cast available: Victoria de los Angeles, Giuseppe di Stefano,
and Tito Gobbi, with Gianandrea Gavazzeni conducting (2 Angel CDCB-49575, ADD). De los
Angeles understates—her Butterfly is afragile
creature whose happiness is as complete as her
misery; she's all innocence, and when she
languishes, we feel it. This always wonderful
singer has away of attacking and swelling a

telling moments with Bergonzi's; he could be

note which goes straight to the listener's

just about any tenor character. Ingvar Wixell,

soul—it's ancient Sephardic religious music

though impressive, can't touch Panerai as Sharpless. Then why vote for Scotto II? Because in

secularized, and it's breathtaking. Di Stefano
is amost charming Pinkerton, close to Gigli;

Scotto Ithere's afeeling that she's not inside the

he and Gobbi banter back and forth in Act Ilike

role yet, and in II she is Butterfly. From her

truly superior-feeling Americans in abackward

entrance to her death we never feel cheated or
as if we're in the presence of anyone other than
ayoung Japanese girl: Her head tilts, she smiles,
she loves unquestioningly; she feels rage at
Goro, she exults in the return of her husband,

culture. His tone is golden, and there's genuine remorse in Act III. Gobbi has the highest
profile of any Sharpless—leave it to this great
singing actor to make this guy really caring and
heavily opinionated. Gavazzeni's conducting

she's on the verge of collapse when she realizes
that the lady in the garden is Mrs. Pinkerton.

is the opposite of von Karajan's —he never

And her death scene is inevitable and terrify-

action forward with what at first may seem like

ing. Don't miss this one.
And if you only want stereo, the other neces-

abandon, but isn't. You won't doubt this story
for aminute.
The other must-have mono is with Maria

sary performance is Freni first, with Luciano
Pavarotti, Christa Ludwig, and Robert Kerns,
under Herbert von Karajan (3 London 417 577Stereophile, December 1990

lingers. He makes his points by driving the

Callas, Nicolai Gedda, and Mario Boriello, with
von Karajan again at the helm (2 Angel CDCB207

Are you killing your records
with ablunt instrument?
Protect your valuable record collection. Replace your phono
cartridge or stylus today Send for our free brochure.
Shure Brothers, Inc., 222 Hammy Ave., Evanston. IL 60202-3696
(708) 866-2553

SHURE
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.
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TICE DOES IT AGAIN!!!
'343

Tice Audio Products
is proud to announce
apowerful new
technology -"TPT".
TPT is amaterial treatment
system which significantly
reduces electron noise.*
Normally, electrons flowing
through aconductor move in
asomewhat random
and chaotic
manner.

TICE PULSE TECHNOLOGY

TPT enables electrons to move in a
more direct path eliminating their
chaotic movement and the electron
noise it creates.
The benefits of TPT treated products are:
Less Electron Noise, Greater Clarity, Improved
Imaging Capabilities and
Better Focus.

* Electron noise
should not be confused
with power line noise

Zel
AUDIO PRODUCTS INC.

Watch for upcoming product
announcements on
TPT technology!

Look for our other fine products:
POWERBLOCK. TITAN, MICROBLOCK, POWER EXTENDERS
and THE VARIABLE VOLTAGE CONTROLLER

2140 Pond Road. Unit #3 •Ronkonkoma. NY 11779
(516) 467-5254 Fax (516) 467-5309
Call or writs for more Information.
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47959, ADD), recorded in 1955. Boriello's
Sharpless need not concern us—he's neither

entirety it's an awesome performance. von
Karajan is slow here too, but keeps everything

good nor bad. Gedda is young and caressing,
easy to relate to and very believable at all points

intimate, the opposite of his later, very public
reading with Freni. There's anightmarishly bad
tape splice at the point where Butterfly goes
to get her baby to show Sharpless—the
engineers wait adeadly two seconds before the

in the drama. He loves his Japanese wife—he
just doesn't know how damaging he can be.
But it's Callas who opens our senses as if we've
never heard this opera before One would think

orchestral attack after the words "Ah! m'ha

her unsuited to such asmall character, this erstwhile Tosca, Lady Macbeth, Norma, and Kun-

scordata?" This may sound petty, but when
you hear it you'll want to write nasty letters to

dry, but, as usual, one would be wrong. This

Angel. (This was where aside-break occurred

is achild we're hearing; she's putty in Pinkerton's hands, and everything is anew experience
to her in her newfound happiness in Act I.

on LPs, but it's no excuse.)

When Sharpless begins to read the letter, most

Freni/von Karajan. If you can deal with mono
(and the sound is actually quite good), both de

If you insist on stereo, you must have the second Scotto and you'll be blown away by the

sopranos sound eager; Callas is in adream state,
which makes her awakening into the reality of

los Angeles and Callas paint glorious portraits.

returning to the life of ageisha all the more horrifying. Just considering the possibility almost

Then there are the dal Monte and Firni/Sinopoli.

destroys this Butterfly. She defends herself
against Goro's suggestions with avengeance;
she absolutely won't let his ideas get in the way

don't tell me about it.

And if Butterfly doesn't affect you at all, well,

of her faith. In the "Flower Duet" she's so
happy she giggles while singing. And the big
moments are gigantic —"Un bel di" becomes
amini-opera, and when she sights the ship, we
look too. Her death scene is shattering. In its

e
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Micro
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Something
Wonderful
is About to Happenf
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Audio Express Delivers!
Audio Express offers:
1) no-risk home trial on cables
2) prompt shipment (usually 2nd Day Air!)
3) an ironclad satisfaction guarantee.
Cary Audio
The new Cary Audio SLP 70 pre-amp: more features,
same excellent sound and build quality
still only $995.00

Call today for the Cary Audio line brochure. The Cary SLP 70 pre-amp features an
all tube circuit with aphono stage and four active line level inputs
Cary SLP pre-amp: 5995.00
Cary SLP pre-amp active line unit only: 5845.00
CAD 5500 CD processor: $995.00

Mono Bloc amplifiers -SenSafiona/
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AS-One, Kimber KCAG (silver).
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Kimber KC-1. etc.
Call for details
on no-risk
home trial
program!

Speaker Cables
Audioquest. Aural Symphonies.
Cardas, Kimber, Monster, Straight
Wire. TARA. Audioquest Clear.
Green. Cardas Hex, Quad.
TARA Quantum, Kimber 4TC
Kimber 8TC. etc.
Call for details on no-risk
home trial program!

100 watt KT-88 $2995.00 pr
35 watt/channel stereo amp $995 00
Call for brochure.
All Cary products shipped ground

CD Stoplight
CD treatment for improved
clarity. resolution
and ambiance.
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Sonex
Sones Jr. sound absorption pant ,'
2' x2' x2* (charcoal or beige)
$49.95 /4Shipped Ground

Straight Wire-Maestro

Navcom/Audioquest
Vibration Dampers

Top quality speaker 8
interconnect cables
Call for prices

Target Standesign
Speaker Stands and 2to 5shelf racks
available. Call for sizes 8 prices.
All racks
& stands
shipped
ground

Navcom Silencers
The latest in vibration technology
Component size $62 00/4
Audioquest-Sorbothane Feet
CD Feet $21 95/4
Big Feet $34 95/4

Aural Symphonies 5159 00
Cardas Hex $189 00
Distech 5169 00
TG $119 00

Wider Selection of "Best Buys"
Faster Delivery. 2nd Day Air!
Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Call: 1-800-866-5575
NoiseTrapper

For Records

"I did hear asignificant
improvement with the
Audio Express unit over
the raw A/C outlets..."

Signet /AT OC -9 phono cart. Call
Nifty Gritty fluids and brushes. Call
Last Record Care Products Call
Record Sleeves
50 $13.95 500 $109 95
Other quantities available

Robert Hew; AP , ' 19 90
(Vol 13,

Record mats Audioquest $32.95

No 41 Stereoohde

Try NoiseTrapper. the most effective,
economical way to improve your sound
NoiseTrapper AC isolation 8filter
$299 00
Shipped UPS ground
$8.95

Record Cleaning Brushes
Hunt Brush $19.95 Audioquest $9 95
AO Cartridge Demagnetizer $79.95
Sumiko Blue Point cartindge. Call

Recommended Component'. October 1990, (Vol. 13, No. 10), Sterewhile

Grado
Still the best in low price cartridge.
ZTE.1 $19.95 ZF3E+ $29 95
Other Grados: Call

Kinergetics/BSC
Kinergetics KBA-75 Class Aamp
$1495.00
Kinergetics/BSC Subwoofers: Call
All Kinergetics shipped ground

All items are shipped UPS
2nd day air unless otherwise indicated.
Accessories: One item: $4.25
Turntables and stands: $12.95
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Electronics: $8.95
Business hours: M-F 9am-7pm CST
Closed Saturday and Sunday
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Add 3% for American Express.

Navcom CD Rings
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HIFI HERETIC. Summer '89
Best buy :table, arm. and
Bullet cartridge $389.00
(shipped ground)
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the vibration damping properties
of pure Navcom Call

-Top
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American Express. and Optima.
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shipped
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Edison Price Music Post $39.95/2 pr.
Audio Prism 6500 Antenna Call
Shure Stylus force gauge $12.95
Sumiko Tweek 514 95
TRI Wonder Solder 8 Capacitors
Resista Resistors. Call

1-800-580-5575 Texas only
3800 North Lamar Austin, TX 78756
FAX 512-323-5574, Service: 512-323-5575
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Compact Disc Edge Treatment
Improves Clarity dDefinition

Sam Teffig -Stereophile Magazine,
Vol. 13 No. 5, May 1990
"As far as what Ithink, the CD Stoplight has the
greatest effect of any CD tweak Ihave used yet.
This is the missing element that makes digital, in
my system, sound better than analog-assuming an
excellent recording, of course."
Dr. Michael Gindi -Sounds Like Magazine,
Issue Numbe' Eight
"Simply amazing! In fact, the degree of sonic
improvement Iheard from treating my discs with
CD Stoplight is greater than that which I've heard
from switching from agarden-variety CD player
to a 'you-won't-believe-the-price' outboard processor using the latest computer technology
available'

Write, Call or Fax for technical

data and dealer nearest you.

'The improvement was astonishing."
Dick Mabee, Stereophile Magazine,
VOL. 13. NO. 3. March. 1990

FludioPrism
A Division of RF Limited
P.O. Box 1124, Issaquah, WA 98027
Tel: 206/392-0399 •Fax: 206/392-8413
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RECORD REVIEWS

Minoru Nojima's new Reference Recording of
music by Ravel is even better, it turns out, than
last year's Nojima Plays Liszt.

Charles Lloyd's Fish Out of Water—more than just
aForest Flower for the '90s.

Classical
BACH: Cbristmas Oratorio, BWV 248
Barbara Schlick, soprano; Michael Chance, alto; Howard
Crook, tenor; Peter Kooy, bass; Chorus & Orchestra of
Collegium Vocale, Ghent, Philippe Herreweghe
Virgin Classics VCD 90781-2 (2 CDs only). DDD. TT:
2:29:30

Philippe Herreweghe leads performances of
Bach which are astonishingly beautiful, and
this one is no exception. His engineers (rarely
identified, and not here) and he are definitely
of one mind—they prefer amatte finish to a
glossy one. This worked splendidly with his
St. Matthew Passion (the most mystical I've
ever heard) and other works, but the Christmas
Oratorio—a joyful collection of cantatas—
needs ashinier patina than most of the Bach
masterworks in the repertoire.
At first Iblamed the lack of dazzle (not to
mention razzle) on the pitch—yes, it's at 415
again—a half step below written, and this
always (and particularly in D-major trumpetand-drums sections) makes the performers
sound like they're on 'ludes. (Yes, Iknow, pitch
has slipped up ahalf-tone since the 18th century, but Idon't like this practice. And just for
the record, A=440 was already common in
Monteverdi's day, so "authenticity" is in the ear
of the beholder.) So Icompared Herreweghe's
Stereophile, December 1990

with Hamoncourt's (on Teldec), section by section; the latter is also at 415 but it's far perkier,
both acoustically and attitudinally. Herreweghe
seems to lack the celebratory abandon which
Harnoncourt (for one) brings, say, to the opening chorus. Hamoncourt's tympani makes you
want to applaud; Herreweghe's sound like
Ernie Kovacs's Nairobi Trio used to look. He
doesn't want to dazzle, and he and his engineers
have made sure that he won't.
But it is beautiful. The singing is gorgeous
and meaningful. Tenor Howard Crook takes
both the Evangelist's and tenor soloist's music,
and he's ravishing in both. Michael Chance's
alto singing is likewise stunning—just listen to
his "Schlafe, mein Liebster" in the second
part—the first note alone will set you reeling.
Barbara Schlick never fails to please; her rhythmic and tonal accuracy make this music seem
far easier than it is. Peter Kooy is alight-voiced
bass who nonetheless makes his music come
to life, and he has no trouble vvith the coloratura.
Chorus and orchestra share Herreweghe's
outlook as well: they sing and play with style
and grace, but rarely swing their collective hips.
The chorus's diction is exemplary (as is the
soloists')—another plus. This may just be an
alternate view, and if you don't need the spar213
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Bayerischen Rundfunks, Symphonie-Orchester des
kle, this is for you. But bear in mind that the
Bayerischen Rundfunks, Colin Davis
recorded sound is not—cannot be—accidental.
Philips 422 358-2 (CD only). Wolfgang Schreiner, prod.;
It makes the music sound as if heard through
Hans Schmidt, eng. DDD. TT: 65:24
an aquarium—very odd indeed. It's part of the
show, and you either like it or you don't. I If you've always thought of Bruckner the way
you used to feel about the pretty but fat girl in
wouldn't do without Herreweghe or Harnoncourt —but Iwish they'd pick their Aup to 440.
high school—"she has such aniceface. .."—
—Robert Levine
this performance of the composer's F-minor
Mass won't change your opinion. It's amassive
BRAHMS: Symphony 2, Alto Rhapsody
work, with subtleties which are hard to pinMariana Lipovsek, contralto; Claudio Abbado, Berlin Philpoint, but Eugen Jochum (on DG) has proven
harmonic
that these subtleties can be found. Davis has not.
DG 427 643-2 (Cl) only). Gunther Hermanns, eng.; GünMuch of the work of the mass is done by the
ther Breest, prod. DDD. TT 59:32
orchestra, and Davis provides suitably grand
gushes of sound which will make your speakers
This release cannot be recommended. For one
thing, Abbado observes the first-movement
very happy. The problem is that these gushes
don't do anything but gush—there's no meanrepeat, making that movement disproportionately long and disregarding Brahms's ultimate
ing behind them. If you couldn't quite make
view that the repeat should be ignored. If the
out the Latin text, you'd never know it was a
religious work. (Compare with Jochum for
performance were more animated, transparent, and cohesive, however, one might live
proof that the religious fervor can be located
with this misjudgment. But Abbado vacillates
and expressed.) The "Gloria" lacks the ecstatic
merry-making it should have, and, in general,
between permitting the pulse to lag and whipthe whole affair is full of freelance meditation
ping it up arbitrarily, and does further damage
by imposing afew tasteless Luftpausen that
on sound—an unmoving performance.
The orchestra and chorus are splendid, and
sound like intrusive hiccups. Listen, for examsoloist Karita Mattila shines, particularly in the
ple, to the first movement where the sudden
"Hosanna." The ambience is grand, but this
gasps produce rhythmic and aesthetic whipwill neither elate nor stir you—you'll just feel
lash, and note the finale's coda where Abbado's
as if you've eaten too much. —Robert Levine
seeming inability to sustain the pulse weakens
the music's climax. And why, one wonders,
does the conductor ignore Brahms's specificaBUSONI: Piano Concerto
tion of an important dynamic swell at the close
Garrick Ohlsson, piano; Cleveland Orchestra, Men's Choof the second movement? And why, too, is the
rus (Robert Page, die), Christoph von Dohninyi
texture so thick that many key details are lost?
"'flare CD-80207 (CD only). Jack Renner, eng.; Robert
Woods, prod. ODD. TF: 71:45
Indeed, more of the score can be heard in the
BUSONI: Piano Concerto
comparatively restricted sound of the nearly
John Ogdon, piano; Royal Philharmonic Orchestra; men's
four-decade-old Toscanini recording, where
voices of the John Aldis Choir; Daniell Revenaugh
the texture is always sharply focused, the color
EMI CDM 769850 2(CD only). Christopher Parker, eng
richer, and the detail more pointed. Certainly
Suvi Raj Grubb, prod. ADD. rn 68:42
Abbado could learn from Toscanini how
When the late John Ogdon's ground-breaking
rhythm can be steady yet supple Among cur1967 recording of Busoni's leviathan Piano
rently available recordings, the "lbscanini (on RCA,
and one of that conductor's greatest achieveConcerto was first released, it was highly
acclaimed both as apowerhouse performance
ments) is musically magnificent, but the sound,
and for the score's unusual musical values.
if fine for its vintage, is unquestionably boxy
Thoroughly unconventional in its five moveby modern standards. Among more recent
ments, it is some 70 minutes long and conaccounts, that of Dohninyi (Teldec) may well
cludes, Beethoven-like vfith amystically conoffer the best combination of musical and
ceived choral finale based on Aladdin by the
sonic virtues. The performance of the Alto
early 19th-century Danish poet Adam Gottlob
Rhapsody that fills out the Abbado disc will not
Oehlenschlâger. Completed in 1904, the conjustify its purchase. Lipovsek sings well, but
certo's sprawling style is barely post-romantic,
seems more concerned with vocalizing the
partly Lisztian/Wagnerian, but sometimes also
notes than with projecting the music's pecureminiscent of Brahms, though with an Italian
liar gloom. A disappointing release.
—Mortimer H. Frank
caste (as in the fourth-movement Tarantella).
In its large scale, it even has some resemblance
to Mahler. An intriguing, multi-varied, semiBRUCKNER: Mass No.3 in f, "Grosse Messe"
cerebral work, the final two movements may
Karita Mattila, soprano; Mariana Lipovsek, contralto;
Thomas Moser, tenor; Kurt Moll, bass; Chor des
perhaps be the most immediately accessible to
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San Jose, California's new high
end dealer. Now the south bay
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Brasfield, First Sound, Music
Reference, Jadis, Audioquest,
Cardas, and Coda Technologies.
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experienced in our relaxed homt
style listening room with no inte
ruptions and no pressure from
overaggresive salespeople.
by appointment
408-255-0735
P.S. call for our free newslettel

First Sound Reference II Passive Preamp

the first-time listener, who might be forewarned that, with some patience on his part,
the concerto can prove to be apiece of considerable impact.
Ogdon's powerful, fire-eating perfomiance,
with adequate but commendable playing by
the Royal Philharmonic under the American
Busoni specialist Daniell Revenaugh, was the
very first recording, but two more versions precede the newest entry by Garrick Ohlsson,
Christoph Dohninyi, and the Cleveland
Orchestra. These, which Ihaven't heard, are,
respectively, by pianist Boris Bloch with Christoph Eschenbach conduçting (Schwann 86
106), and Volker Banfield with conductor Lutz
Herbig (Classic Produktion Osnabrück 999
017-2), but it would be hard to imagine that
they could be more impressive, pianistically,
than the two under consideration. So far as the
differences between the EMI and lélarc performances are concerned, the advantage is slightly
in favor of Ohlsson/Dohnányi for reasons of
slightly tighter, more virtuosic orchestral playing and sonics that are simply superior in terms
of separation, warmth, and cleanness. Both
pianists roar through their difficult parts with
enormous energy and vitality, but, unfortunately, EMI's climaxes tend to be raucous.
EMI, otherwise satisfactory, is here outclassed
by more impressive state-of-the-art reproduction from Telarc.
—Igor Kipnis
DVORAK: Piano Quartets, Opp.23 & 87
Ames Piano Quartet
Dorian DOR-90125 (CD only). Craig D. Dory, Brian C.
Peter, Doug Brown, engs.; Antonin Kubalek, prod.
DDD. TT: 69:51

There are many things easier than finding
words to praise aperformance that you know
is not among the best. If Ifinally recommend
other interpretations over those of the Ames
Quartet, it is with the admonition that you'll
be missing some fine music if you pass these up.
The Ames is one of the few full-time piano
quartets, and their experience playing together
is evident in these two beautiful works by
Dvorak. Beyond their tight ensemble work are
intriguingly original conceptions. Phrases are
shaped and paced in novel ways that sometimes do—and sometimes don't—succeed.
In the Op.87, for instance, the opening movement has an almost winded quality that seems
to impede the flow of Dvorák's ideas but at the
same time throws those ideas into arefreshing
new light. It is this originality that will catch
your ear, but the unexpected ritards and
diminuendi may also catch you up. Compared
to the fervent, singing lyricism of the Juilliard
Quartet with Rudolf Firkusny, the music seems
slightly earthbound, but there is still abeguiling
Stereophile, December 1990

freshness of approach.
Similarly, the second movement of Op.23
opens in arather dour vein, only to snap to life
in the middle section. This is in distinct contrast to the Beaux Arts Trio with Walter Trampler, whose lush cantabile pervades the entire
movement. Again, the work is cocked abit
askew, and although the Beaux Arts/Trampler
may be the performance you'd choose to listen to most often, the Ames can still seduce you
into wanting to hear their unique view from
time to time.
Working against the Ames is awarm sound
quality that gives both works aleaden character. Many may like the full-bodied tilt toward
the cello and lower piano ranges, but it could
be abit much for some systems and tastes. The
upper frequencies also seem to struggle for
emancipation from the overbearing thickness.
You can hear lots of hall, however. These works
were recorded in the much-vaunted (by
Dorian) acoustics of the Troy, NY, Savings Bank
Music Hall, which Ihave found to be somewhat
dull and suffocating both on this CD and on
Dorian's recording of Julius Reubke's piano
sonata played by Jean Guillou. To borrow a
term from the equipment reviewers, this disc
is highly system-dependent.
What the Ames Quartet offers is asingular
and cohesive approach to these works with
excellent musicianship and ensemble. Their
special accent can be contagious, if not as ultimately endearing as the other performances
mentioned.
—Robert }lesson
DVORAK: Symphony 6, h, Nature's Realm
Libor Pesek, Czech Philharmonic Orchestra
Virgin VC 90791-2 (CD only). Vaclav Roubal, cog.; Zdenek Zahradnik, prod. DDD. IT: 58:09
DVORAK: Symphonies 7 & 8
Libor Pesek, Royal Liverpool Philharmonic Orchestra
Virgin VC 90756-2 (CD only). Mike Clements, cog.;
Andrew Keener, prod. DDD. TT: 75:09

It would be difficult not to feel predisposed
toward aperformance of Dvorák given by a
Czech orchestra under aCzech conductor, so
to evaluate this Symphony 6without bias is no
mean feat. Nevertheless, Ithink it is fair to say
that Pesek really does have an instinctive empathy for the idiom, even though he reflects that
in arather more relaxed, laid-back approach
than we are used ta The first movement, given
without exposition repeat despite ample time
allowance, sets the tone: beautifully sung, with
delightfully balanced woodwind interjections,
and that edgy, thin string tone so characteristic
of this orchestra and so well captured by the
Virgin team from The House of Artists in Prague
The spirited Czech dance, the Furiant, so
beloved of Dvorák in many of his composi217
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tions, appears in asymphony for the first time
here. Pesek points the contrast of its themes
and rhythms with great flexibility and allows
the exuberant Finale its head, even though the
strings cannot always articulate cleanly at the
ferocious speeds asked of them. The /n Nature's
Realm overture, the first of atrio also containing Carnival and Othello, is joyous but simple
and unaffected—a charming coupling to such
aworthy disc.
For Symphonies 7 and 8—no one could
deny the generosity of this package —Pesek
returns to the Royal Liverpool Philharmonic
Orchestra with whom he recorded the "New
World" Symphony. Predictably the string tone
is warmer, more wholesome, and virtually perfect for the dark-hued sobriety of Symphony
7, especially as Pesek avoids the ominous quality that so often pervades its performances by
continuing in his characteristically relaxed
manner. Again the recording is excellent, apart
from jarring ambient cut-off at the close of the
first movement.
Symphony 8 is rather more driven, as it
should be, but still as lightweight in its textures
and attitude. This suits the folk elements of the
work, which dance with agentle lilt, but may
not satisfy everybody in the furious momentum of the Finale. So, for those building a
library or extending an existing collection, this
disc can be warmly recommended. If your
requirements are for arather more gutsy display, try Dohnányi on London (421 082-2), a
two-disc set which includes Symphonies 7, 8,
and 9.
—Barbara Jahn
GIORDANO: Andrea Chestier
Maria Callas, Maddalena; Mario del Monaco, Andrea
Chenier; Aldo Protti, Gerard; Maria Amadini, La Contessa; Silvana Zanoli, Bersi; Lucia Daniell, Madelon;
Enrico Campi, Boucher; Enzo Sordello, Fleville; Mario
Cunt°, Incredibile; others. Chorus & Orchestra La
Scala, Milan; Antonio Votto
Live performance, January 8, 1955
Rodolphe RPA 232551.52 (2 mono CDs only). A?D. TT:
10831

Andrea Cbenier; occasionally dismissed patronizingly by certain types of sanctimonious music
analysts, is, for countless others, ahighly entertaining example of verismo (realistic) opera;
one that highlights many of the pros and afew
of the cons of that diverting theatrical form.
Essentially asinger's opera, it demands three
luscious, spinto voices (soprano, tenor, baritone) capable of projecting strong vocal personalities. Ensemble homogeneity, always welcome of course, takes aback seat to hyperemotional arias and duets.
This celebrated performance of January 8,
1955 nearly satisfies that formidable mandate—
but the show almost didn't happen. Superstars
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Callas and del Monaco were due to appear
together in Verdi's Il trovatore at Milan's Teatro
alla Scala when del Monaco asked management
to substitute Andrea Chenier. To the surprise
of cognoscenti, Callas, hardly the most cooperative of colleagues, agreed, even though she
had never sung the work. This necessitated her
learning the soprano role in just afew days. Her
reason for acceding is open to speculation.
Insiders suggested that it may have had something to do with Renata Tebaldfs (Callas's
archrival) success in the opera, often in tandem
with del Monaco. Would that the opera world
had both aCallas and aTebaldi performing currently.
Although the role of Maddalena is neither
particularly lengthy nor demanding, Callas's
unique imprint, identified by that quite extraordinary intensity, insight, and verbal-cum musical nuance, transforms even relatively
mundane passages into revealing significance.
Her singing of "La mamma morte," climaxed
by an animated, if not completely tamed high
B, puts all other modern recorded versions
(including her own on arecital disc) in the
shade. Ihave seen Tebaldi in this work—
partnered by del Monaco on a couple of
occasions—and while she sang with great tonal
beauty (up to high B- flat, that is) and looked
lovely, neither she, nor anyone else since the
'30s, fleshed out the character with such total
command as Callas.
In the title role, del Monaco is, well, del
Monaco! 'ffanslated, this signifies that one can
expect exceptionally imposing, powerful vocal
virtues adulterated by lapses of taste. Agenuine
kmore diforza (a rare breed) secure to electrifying high B- flats, he employed alimited range
of dynamics and tone colors. Ibelieve that he
would have preferred to sing with greater
finesse, applying mezzo voce and diminuendos
more judiciously, had he possessed the requisite vocal control. His Chenier is an invigorating, if sometimes rough, oral experience
infinitely more the revolutionary than the poet.
The final duet, transposed down asemitone—
as it was when del Monaco sang at the Met, and
is for Domingo—is almost overpowering in its
unrestrained fervor.
Gerard, the baritone character, has been
likened to ahumane, benign Scarpia. Requiring
asimilarly powerful, plangent, darkish sound,
which Protti provides, it is also best served by
aperceptive actor-singer. This, Protti isn't. A
solid rather than inspiring artist, he lacks a
clearly defined vocal and artistic personality.
The mere mention of some of his baritone contemporaries immediately conjures up the identifying timbre of their voices. Not so with Protti. He sings with ringing freedom but with little
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subtlety or histrionic distinction.
The conducting is similarly uninspired.
Some tempo choices—for example, the frenetically paced, untidy opening pages—seem
both wrong-headed and willful. Conversely,
there are places where Votto appears to be following rather slavishly just behind his soloists.
Thanks largely to the volcanic chemistry
provided by Callas and del Monaco and the
contributions of an effective supporting cast,
this performance is synergistically momentous.
Rodolphe's packaging and production is on
amuch lower plane. The libretto is only in Italian and two important roles (MadeIon and
Roucher) are not identified on the cast list. But
the most detrimental factor for prospective
purchasers is the distorted, blasting sound
reproduction which the mind is unable to
accept even by the last scene. Even making
allowances for 1955-vintage bootleg standards
of taping, and bearing in mind that this opinion
is expressed by one who still plays 78s and has
collected "live" performances since they first
appeared, it's difficult to derive much enjoyment from this set. My 25-years-old LP pressing is far more listenable. Even at budget price,
and this CD set isn't, Icouldn't recommend the
release.
—Bernard Soil
MUSSORGSKY-RAVEL: Pictures at an Exhibition
SCRIABIN: Poem of Ecstasy
Neeme Jârvi, Chicago Symphony
Chandos CHAN 8849 (CD only). Brian Couzens, prod.;
Ralph Couzens, eng.; Mitchell Mellen location ere.; Paul
Smith, asst. mg. DDD. TT: 52:53

Considering that the Chicago Symphony has
made recordings virtually every year since
1945, it's scarcely surprising that their most
recent recording of Pictures at an Exhibition
would be their sixth since 1951. What is totally
unprecedented in the history of musical careers
of orchestra personnel is the fact that these six
recordings of Pictures, which cover atime span
of nearly four decades, feature the same principal trumpet player, the celebrated Adolph
Herseth.
For the 1951 recording, Mr. Herseth, his CSO
colleagues, and conductor Rafael Kubelik
became involved with apiece of audiophile
history, ablockbuster recorded by Mercury
Records with asingle mike, which sounded
more like areal orchestra than anything they
had ever heard previously on records. Mr. Herseth was in his late twenties at the time, and had
only recently recovered from injuries suffered
in an auto accident which would have finished
the career of any normal brass player. Yet he
returned to his newly appointed seat, and has
gone on to become one of the world brass
community's most honored citizens, who by
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virtue of his position has played akey role in
creating the CSO brass legend.
Today, in his late sixties, he occupies achair
endowed in his name by an anonymous donor,
and performs like amusician half his age. For
this recording of Pictures, he is, in fact, the last
"original cast member" from 1951, but it is a
testimony to the longevity of his colleagues that
three key low-brass players were still present
in 1981 when Solti recorded the work for
Decca/London, and have only themselves
retired within the last several rais at ages of 70+.
As if that weren't feat enough, this recording also features Scriabin's Poem of Ecstasy,
which, within its 20-minute span, is one of the
great all-time tests of power, stamina, endurance, and musical expression, for the principal
trumpet.
Chandos has exercised professional courtesy
in identifying Mr. Herseth in the album credits,
along with CSO contrabassoonist Burl Lane,
who doubles on saxophone for Pictures' "Old
Castle." In crediting principal tubist Gene
Pokorny, however, they seem to have made an
assumption based on knowledge of what Ravel
scored, but ignorance of common practice and
what actually took place in Chicago. The particular tuba played in Parisian orchestras at the
time Ravel scored Pictures was ideal for the
high tessitura of "Bydlo," but this has not
always been the case with orchestras elsewhere. It has been more than acceptable practice for "Bydlo" to be performed on the euphonium by amember of the trombone section.
With the CSO, principal trombonist Jay Friedman has played "Bydlo" most often over the
past 20 years, and does so very beautifully in
this recording. Mr. Pokorny, agreat player who
has recently been appointed to one of the
profession's most celebrated tuba chairs, surely
has afine "Bydlo" in him. Perhaps we'll hear
it next time.
Crediting the right tuba player for the wrong
reason isn't Chandos's only mistake. They utilize the services of Mitchell G. Heller, engineer
of WFMT's CSO broadcasts. Aside from the DG
crew that struck it rich when they taped Bernstein's Shostakovich 1and 7, Heller probably
knows more about how to tape the CSO in
today's Orchestra Hall than all the record company crews put together. So they get Mr. Heller
to help them mike the orchestra, then they
bring in former StarKist beauty Charley Mina
to add some artificial reverb for "good taste."
The reverb on this recording is not so pronounced as on the Schmidt Symphony 2, but
it is nonetheless quite obvious.
Unlike the Schmidt, which was live, these
two works were taped in sessions following a
weekend of subscription performances. With
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four to choose or consolidate from, they would
have been better off doing just that, as WFMT
did for its broadcast series. Not only did the
broadcast sound more immediate and natural
without Charley Mina's post-production, but
the performances were better as well.
Jârvi's rubati, underlinings, and telegraphings ahead seem effective somehow in the presence of the public—in a"studio" recording session they seem merely willful and self-indulgent
efforts to make "his" Pictures different from
all the others.
The Scriabin strikes me as awork which
should be heard as asingle take, live. The broadcast, if edited from more than one of the performances, has been done very well. The manic,
erotic obsessiveness of the music has rarely
been better revealed. Mr. Herseth holds forth
with his renowned endurance far more effectively on the broadcast than on the recording,
during parts of which he is reduced to forcing
through waves of fatigue. The final note of
Poem, amagnificent C-major chord, is played
as aroundly unified high-tension fermata on
the broadcast. On the recording, there's avery
ugly crescendo at the end of the chord from
the trumpet, of all things.
Chandos, can't you get anything right?!!
—Richard Schneider
RAVEL: Miroirs, Gaspard de la Nuit
Minoru Nojima, piano
Reference Recordings RR-35 (LP), RR-35CD (CD). Keith
O. Johnson, eng.; J. l'amblyn Henderson, prod.
AAA /DDD. TF: 49:21

When Iand so many other reviewers lavished
praise on Minoru Nojima's 1987 US debut
recording of the Liszt Sonata (RR-25, Vol.11
No.4), we risked accusations of gushiness and
lapsed critical judgment. Indeed, several commentators Irespect wrote very different opinions. ,Iremain firm in my enthusiasm for that
record, but must confess that it set high and
perhaps unrealistic expectations for Nojima's
second Reference album, of Ravel pieces.
At times it's hard to believe that this is the
same pianist as in the Liszt, playing the same
piano in the same hall. Though the Reference
people report using the same recording gear
in asimilar configuration, the sound they capture is notably different, and, intentionally or
not, more felicitous to Ravel's music. The Liszt
was arecording of sweeping contrasts, generating asolid, powerful sound, then an airy
whisper. Keith Johnson captures this Ravel
more closely, imbuing it with apellucid, liquid sense. It's the roundness of Nojima's tone
INotably Neil Levinson in Fanfare and Clark Johnsen in aprivate correspondence.
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you come away remembering. The close perspective gives aperhaps exaggerated but precise definition to the piano's size and of the
pianist's right and left hands.
Reference's CDs keep getting better, though
this one is still not as airy or present in sound
as the LP One hopes they get better yet, for this
LP is the last to be pressed by JVC, which is
leaving the vinyl business. Future LPs will have
to come from whomever Reference can enlist
from the dwindling ranks of pressing plants,
and will likely be of poorer quality. Both CD
and LP suffer from the intrusion of an extraneous buzz at several points. Reference is at aloss
to explain its source An annoyance, but hardly
devastating to Nojima's playing.
And fine playing it is! As we've come to
expect from his Liszt, Nojima subsumes his
playing in the essence of each piece. In the
impressionistic opening of "Noctuelles" he
brings an exquisitely realized randomness and
eccentricity in the musical pulse, really suggesting the flight-paths of the moths. Compare this
with Pascal Roge's London recording, its
phasey, regular, minimalist approach admitting
of no personal statement, becoming accumulatively banal. Nojima's flexible line suggests Perlemuter's on Nimbus, though Nojima, playing
at the height of his technical powers, does not
gloss over technical detail as must his septuagenarian colleague. (And Nimbus's distant,
ambient sound is the antithesis of the Reference approach.) Nojima is tellingly introspective in "Vallee des cloches:' giving the chimes
the right sense of distance and timelessness—
but how can this introspective performer dispatch "Alborada del gracioso" with such
panache? His playing of the glissandi here is
effortless, the final ascending diminuendo ending as abreath.
In Gaspard de la nuit the pianist again gets
under the music's skin. "Ondine" is so seductive you can understand why so many have followed the water-nymph to awet grave Nojima's
"Le gibet" attracts scant attention to itself; only
after listening will you remark at the bleak,
macabre lightness. And his "Scarbo" makes fine
use of shading and silence—quite acontrast
to Ivo Pogorelich's inspired, egomaniacal banging out of this tableau on his DG record. Idon't
know if Nojima can challenge Pogorelich in the
last moments of this tableau, where the young
Yugoslav beats his wings so mightily. But
Nojima, no less perfect in technique, sustains
abarely repressed terror to make the closing
bars quietly startling.
Perhaps the only reason Ido not enthuse as
extravagantly about Nojima's Ravel as Idid for
his Liszt is that the Ravel is better served by stereo recordings, notably Pogorelich's and also
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Argerich's of Gaspard. The latter, also on DG,
is awayward, mercurial statement that has held
up beautifully for 15 years. That Nojima's new
record deserves mention in this company
bespeaks it as excellent.
Reconfirming Reference as aclass act, there
is included afine sleevenote essay by pianist/
critic Harris Goldsmith, and areprint of the
Bertrand poems which inspired Ravel to write
Gaspard. A rare marriage, this issue: strongly
recommended for music lovers, audiophiles,
and the literary-minded.
— Kevin Conklin
SCHUBERT: Symphonies 1& 4
Roy Goodman, Hanover Band
Nimbus NI 5198 (CD only). DDD.
58,47
SCHUBERT: Symphonies 3& 5, Overtime in the Italian Style
Roy Goodman, Hanover Band
Nimbus NI 5172 (CD only). DDD. IT: 58:29

The Hanover Band has gained considerable
polish and virtuosity since making its first
recordings, and director Roy Goodman is
clearly amusician of taste and intelligence.
These traits are especially evident in his lively
and beautifully balanced account of 3, where
winds and brass cut through with telling point
and vibrance. Indeed, one of the virtues of
these two discs (part of aprojected traversal of
the Schubert symphonies) is the piquant color
of period instruments. Yet despite this and
other merits, these performances cannot compete with the best available For one thing, the
recording is far too resonant, the excessive
"hang" time often blurring detail that Goodman's small ensemble would, in better acoustic
environs, expose It's about time that producers
wake up to the reality that All Saint's Church,
Tooting (the site of these recordings) is adreadful hall for music. 2
Over and beyond this fault, it is clear that
Goodman's ensemble has neither the virtuosity
nor tonal sheen to match that of other groups.
Details are sometimes fudged, and the kind of
spit-and-polish precision typical of the finest
orchestras is absent. And Goodman himself,
for all of his well-intentioned impulses, does
not seem to have the authority or insight
needed to produce the expressive phrasing,
long lines, and highlighting of inner voices that,
in the best performances, expose the quintessential Schubert. The nervous intensity of 4,
for instance, is often missing, the songful exuber2I've attended anumber of sessions in this hall, which lies
just 15 minutes away from the Hi Fi News & Record Review
editorial offices, and cannot agree more. Yes, an orchestra can
produce abeautiful sound in it. but its obstructed physical layout and long reverberation time significantly interfere with
the communication between conductor and the back desks
of the orchestra, making it totally unsuitable for anything but
chamber-music making, in my opinion.
— JA
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ance of 1somewhat tame, and the cantabile
lightness of 5lost in surprisingly (for aperiodinstrument reading) thick textures and heavy bass.
As examples of what these works may have
sounded like in Schubert's day, these performances have some value. But they pale alongside those of Karajan (EMI), Marriner (Philips),
and Wand (RCA), all of which offer greater
expressivity, finer orchestral execution, and
better overall sound. Goodman observes all
exposition repeats, but wisely eschews gratuitous repeats in the reprise of third movements
in each work.
—Mortimer H. Frank
SIBELIUS: Songs, Von: Opp.3, 17, 36, 37, 46 No.4,
& 88
Anne Sofic von Otter, mezzo-soprano; Bengt Forsberg,
piano
BIS CD 457 (CI) only). Robert von Bahr, eng. & prod.
DDD. IT: 57:02
WOLF/MAHLER: Lieder
Anne Sofie von Otter, mezzo-soprano; Ralf Gothoni,
piano
DG 423 666-2 (CD only). Karl-August Naegler, eng. &
prod. DDD. TT: 58:58

Swedish mezzo Anne Sofie von Otter is appearing on disc with amazing regularity at the
moment, but this is hardly surprising when you
consider her unique brand of highly refined
musicality She brings by turn, both to Sibelius's
Swedish and Finnish songs and the single
example in French ("Les Trois Soeurs Aveugles"), just the right degree of simplicity or
pathos. This recital is quite amixed bag: there
are strophic and through-composed songs,
love songs and lullabies, songs of ample melody,
and others that merely develop asingle phrase.
For those new to this repertoire, it would be fair
to say that the contrast in styles and moods is
as colorful as achild's kaleidoscope, but the
emotions expressed are far from puerile Sibelius
certainly had something to offer in this genre,
and it is pleasing that von Otter goes some way
toward rectifying his unjust neglect in this field.
The Wolf and Mahler song selection on DG
is much more familiar territory. Iwould have
preferred to hear afew more lively examples
from Wolf to offset the gravity of the four
Mignon songs and "Gesang Weylas," but there
is arefreshing lightening of texture and emotion in "The Tease" and "The Shepherd."
Where there seems to be lack of contrast, this
is probably brought about by the uniform way
von Otter tackles the slower, more emotional
songs: swelling notes in the same way, adding
vibrato at predictable points, broadening her
tone at asimilar juncture in each phrase. Yet
there is still an intense beauty and wholesomeness to all these songs that makes them worthy
of ahearing—especially in light of their wonderful coupling.
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Von Otter's selections from Mahler's Wunderborn songs are full of delightful characterization, àla Fassbaender. She can be witty and
playful or threateningly forbidding. Also
included are two little-known settings from
Molina's Donjuan, and two of Richard Leander
For each, von Otter's reading is as idiomatic
(and therefore as adaptable) as one could hope
Both recordings are perfect in terms of balance
and clarity; both are highly recommended.
—Barbara Jahn
STRAUSS: 7bd und Vert:lid-sing, Metamorpbosen,
Till Etdenspiegels Lustige Streicbe
Herbert Blomstedt, Staatskapelle Dresden
Denon CO-73801 (CI) only). Claus Struben, eng.; Takashi
Baba, prod. DDD. TT 67:54
STRAUSS: Tod und Verkliirung, Metamorpbosen,
Drei Hymnen
Felicity Lott, soprano; Scottish National Orchestra, Neeme
Jârvi
Chandos ABRD 1374 (LP), CHAN 8734 (CD). Ralph Couzens, eng.; Brian Couzens, prod. DDD. TT: 71:29

It is aparticularly interesting and apt exercise
to couple 7bd und Verkleirung with the "in
memoriam" Metamorpbosen, written in the
twilight of Strauss's own life. Here he was
mourning the devastation of Munich in the
final months of World War II, but the drive to
complete the work after an abortive start was
the compounded grief felt at the destruction
of both the Dresden and Vienna Opera houses.
Written for 23 solo strings, this nearly halfhour-long elegy inevitably invites much interwoven counterpoint. It can become adry academic exercise, as in Blomstedt's hands, for he
concentrates on the letter of the score rather
than its spirit. Jârvi's interpretive demand could
not be more of acontrast. Though not as technically tight, his performance is emotionally
much bigger, and surely its warmth and ardor
secure just the degree of emotion that Strauss
must have felt. The Chandos recording, with
nothing to choose between LP and CD quality, is as typically ardent.
Jârvi's 7bd und Verkldrung is driven by the
same urgency, but its spontaneity is never
allowed to dilute the rich sensuousness of its
themes and sounds. Blomstedt here shows
himself to be the master craftsman from the
opening bars: every detail is carefully graded,
his soloists are asked to produce only the most
beautiful of sounds, and clarity in all things is
the watchword. But, as drama builds, it is Jârvi
who carries you away, engulfed in waves of
opulence—to hell with detail here, it's the
mood of this music that is all-important.
Jârvi's trump card is played by the inclusion
of the little-known Hymnen, the second of
which quotes the childhood theme from 7bd
und Verklarung. These are beautiful but
Stereophile, December 1990

intensely difficult orchestral songs that extol
alove of nature, freedom, and humanity. Felicity Lott, with her thorough grounding in operatic Strauss, is the perfect exponent. She
negotiates each virtuosic hurdle with confident
if not always easy-sounding assurance, and
shows the cycle to be as sumptuous an outpouring as the Four Last Songs. Blomstedt,
already fighting alosing battle, falls out of the
running with an over-relaxed and strangely
effete Till Eulenspiegel.
—Barbara Jahn
SZOKOLAY: Blood Wedding
Erzsebet Komlossy, Mother; Femme Szonyi, Bridey,room,
Margit Szilvassy, Neighbor; Andras Farago, Leonardo;
Stefania Moldovan, Wife; others; Hungarian Radio &
Television Children's Chorus, Hungarian State Opera
Chorus & Orchestra, Andras Korodi
Hungaroton HCD 11262-63 (2 CDs only). Janos Matyas,
prod.; Laszlo Csintalan, mg. ADD. TT: 105:54
From the opening bars of this opera the listener
knows he is in the grips of some powerful
storytelling. At first the music sounds like Bartók at his most disruptive, then there are hints
of early Schoenberg. But then it's time to stop
intellectualizing and second-guessing and realize that it's going to be an idiom both familiar
and original. There are abundant melodies and
much of the music is tonal; only when death
is spoken of (or imminent) does Szokolay use
the twelve-tone row.
Federicco Garcia Lorca's play is abeauty, and
it's practically operatic even without music.
Alberto Ginastera has written an opera on the
subject which I've heard parts of—it evokes
pain handsomely. Szokolay never tries to sound
Spanish, and this is courageous; indeed, he
concentrates on the universality of the depth
of emotion inherent in the work. The mother
is in astate of near-lunacy throughout and the
composer sustains it (so does the singer here—
remarkably). It's almost too much—it never
lets up. This recording (some 20 years old, by
the way) made me yearn to see the opera on
stage; it must pack awallop. The third act suddenly stops being earthbound and grows
spacey —both the Moon and Death become
characters. (The Moon is atenor whose vocal
line hangs out around high A, B, and C; Death
is adeep contralto—he's disguised as abag
lady.) It works—that's all Ican say.
The performance and recording are about
all one could ask for. The stereo separation is
abit artificial (that is, characters who are speaking to one another are not together; apparently
this was done to clarify the vocal lines); Ihave
no complaints. The Hungarian language does
not trip off the tongue, but short of Lorca's original Spanish, what would? Hungaroton has
wisely supplied a booklet with intelligent
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essays, list of cueing points (and who's singing),
and aHungarian-English libretto. If you like
your tea strong and the idiom doesn't bother
you, you'll never forget or regret this.
—Robert Levine

Classical Collections
BOSTON CAMERATA: Noël, Noël!
French Christmas Music, 1200-1(,00
The Boston Camerata, The Boston Shawm & Sackbut
Ensemble; Joil Cohen, din
Erato ECD 2292-45420-2 (Cl) only). Ysabelle Van WerschCot, prod.; David Griesinger, eng. DDD. TT: 62:47

Idon't know if anyone (with the possible
exception of the prodigiously erudite J.F.
Weber) has ever sat down to the enormous task
of cataloging all of the medieval and Renaissance Christmas albums. In any event, there are
an awful lot of them; every major early-music
ensemble appears obligated to do at least one.
Not only that, but they have proven so popular
that your local classical FM station will, as the
Yuletide approaches, actually take abreak from
Erich Kunzel and play selections from one or
more of these collections.
The point of the above is that Christmas
music may be many peoples' only experience
of medieval or Renaissance compositions. I'm
glad, therefore, that Joël Cohen and his colleagues have done such agood job with this
CD. To be sure, the first three selections (subsumed under "Midnight in Bethlehem') feature
the "stagey" effects that have distressed me
about one or two previous Boston Camerata
releases, but the remainder—by far the bulk
of the disc—is well-played and expressively
sung. The range of material covered is considerable, but appropriate to this sort of record.
The variety of sound which can be very
pleasing in an anthology of this kind is
provided here by the use of no less than nine
vocalists, all of whom assume solo or small
group roles. There are particularly fine contributions from tenors William Hite and John
Fleagle, and mezzo Laurie Monahan (the latter
two being members of the excellent Ensemble
PAN). Idon't care much for Cohen's own singing, but it is by no means obtrusive.
Sonics are typical of Erato's Boston efforts—
timbre is good enough, and voices are well
balanced, but dynamics and resolution are a
bit limited. This should not, however, put you
off what is avery worthwhile release.
—Les Berkley

STEPHEN HOUGH: The Plano Album
Music of MacDowell, Chopin/Liszt, Quilter/Hough, Dohnányi, Paderewski, Schleizer, Gabrilowitsch, Richard
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Rodgers/Hough, Woodforde- Finden/Hough, Friedman, Saint -Sains/Godowsky, Rosenthal, Godowsky,
Levitzki, Palgren, Moszkowski
Stephen Hough, piano
Virgin Classics VC 790732-2 (CD only). John H. West,
Mark Vigars, Craig Dory, engs.; John H. West, Craig
Dory, prods. DDD.
63:02

This admirable melange of popular encores of
the past (Paderewski's Minuet, "The Swan"),
some less-well-known examples (Palmgren,
Gabrilowitsch), and Stephen Hough's own
expertly conceived and pianistically grateful
arrangements (Richard Rodgers, Quilter) is, to
my mind, agreat fun collection, one to be thoroughly enjoyed when heard either selectively
or in consecutive sequence. The weight of the
repertoire rests on the many favorites of so
many pianists of yesteryear, and the 29-yearold prize-winning Englishman has obviously
got those performers' sounds and styles very
much in his blood. In all ways, this is brilliant,
scintillating playing. The piano reproduction
is extremely even but rather too distant for any
ideal representation of color and intimacy, this
perhaps being the only criticism that one could
level. Overall, however, if the term "a good
read" is an acceptable one to describe abook
to be savored, Stephen Hough's album just as
surely deserves to be called "a good listen."
—Igor K ipn is

Show Music
BOSTON POPS ON BROADWAY 1990: Music of ibe
Nigla
John Williams, Boston Pops Orchestra
Sony SK 45567 (CD only). Thomas Z. Shepard, prod.; Bud
Graham, mg. DDD. TT: 72:39

The package from Santa Fe contains five CDs:
some more stuff by Kurt Weill, Frederica von
Stade singing pop, and this one. Wait, there's
anote on it from RL: "Not for review Unless.. .?"
Makes sense; Richard knows Ifind Pops arrangements of show music to be generally tepid,
lacking in theatricality. Good thing he didn't
ask me to do areview. Might as well play it,
though. Hmm. "Everything's Coming Up
Roses" sounds a bit like elevator music.
Advance to track 2: "No One Is Alone," from
Into the nods. Lovely arrangement, especially
the use of strings. Let's see who did it. Aha!
Angela Morley, arranger for Lerner & Loewe's
highly underrated movie version of The Little
Prince. Talented woman. A Bernstein medley
is next. "New York, New York" drags. %%Ice up,
guys! Andrew Lloyd Webber gets his turn —
Don't Cry for Me Argentina" arranged like a
cross between Ravel's Bolero and the "Theme
from Bonanza." Morley did not do this one.
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Skip to "Miss Saigon." At least they're up to
date; Miss Saigon is coming to Broadway next
season. Great arrangement, sounds alot like
the London original. Ah, no wonder—it's by
William D. Brohn, the show's own arranger.
Also, the sound seems alot smoother than the
usual multitracked digital job. What's this small
print—"For this recording 20-bit technology
was used for 'high definition sound." Isuppose
this means that all previous CBS releases were
in low-definition sound. Now they tell us! Does
sound good, though. Better give it the full CDtweak treatment: CD Stoplight green paint
around the edge, Monster Soundring. The
sound is even more open, more dynamic.
Quite terrific, in fact. Not spectacular in the
overhyped hi-fi sense, but with alot of subtle
detail. Natural timbres, nice sense of space.
Maybe 20-bit technology (whatever that
means—probably new A/D converters) does
make adifference. Let's see what they've done
with "Love Changes Everything," from Aspects
of Love. Interesting: shorn of those inane lyrics,
the tune is really not half-bad. Gorgeous
sound. And there's still "Music of the Night,"
from Phantom, arranged by Morley. Maybe I
should review this record. Richard, what do
you think?
—Robert Deutsch

Jazz
STEPHANE GRAPPELLI: My Other Love
Stephane Grappelli, piano
CBS MK 46257 (CD only). Paul Goodman, eng.; Thomas
Frost, Bob Thiele, prods. DUD. TT: 5351
STEPHANE GRAPPELLI: May Fools (Soundtrack)
Stephane Grappelli, violin; others
CBS MK 46256 (CD only). Henri Renaud, Conseiller
DIM. TM 49:52

Although the violin has never found asolid
niche in the jazz mainstream, such fiddle
masters as Joe Venuti, Eddie South, Stuff Smith,
and Stephane Grappelli have demonstrated that
the instrument can be acompelling jazz voice.
Indeed, Grappelli—who first attained international prominence for his collaborations with
guitarist Django Reinhardt in the early 1930s—
continues at 82 to captivate audiences around
the globe with his ebullient, swinging style.
My Other Love, however, is dedicated to
another side of Grappelli's artistic personality,
that of solo pianist. Not that his pianistic talents
have exactly been kept under wraps in the past;
during live performances he often lays down
his bow to back up other soloists at the keyboard. But here, for the first time on record, he
performs alone—a setting that severely challenges
any improvisor's inventiveness and ability to
sustain alistener's interest. While the undertaking is certainly both admirable and heartStereophile, December 1990

warming, Imust admit that the outcome
impresses me more as avaluable historical document than as a memorable musical experience.
Amajor surprise is the extent to which Grappelli's string and keyboard approaches differ:
the former is typically of the uncomplicated
swing variety with few extra notes, while the
latter is extremely florid and consistently pays
homage to the influence of Art Titum. In Grappelli's hands, all of the 15 songs (standards like
"Ain't Misbehavin'," "Time After Time," "Tea
forlWo," and "Satin Doll") surge and sway with
rubato, often settling into aswinging, abbreviated
stride groove. During the rubato segments
melodic lines are copiously decorated with trills,
runs, tremolandos, and arpeggios: if Grappelli
does not possess the finesse and lightning
touch of Tatum (who does?), he is nonetheless
impressively fleet of finger. That fleetness,
however, results in textures that generally seem
more rhythmically busy than vital and involving. And there's even less happening below the
surface despite some sensitively honed moments,
most notably in "W OSleepy People "A Foggy
Day," and arousingly energetic "Tea for 'Rim."
Three of the selections are Grappelli's own, the
best of which is the appealing, minor-mode
"Jaqueline."
Although the piano sound is abit on the brittle side, there's agood sense of presence; Iparticularly appreciate the realistic localizing of
the sound source in contrast to the many
recordings in which the piano keyboard
appears to stretch from one side of the room
to the other. In all, this CD makes for pleasant
if not very absorbing listening. It should be of
particular interest to stalwart Grappelli fans.
Asked by director Louis Malle to write and
perform music to his film comedy May Fools,
Grappelli found himself on the more familiar
terrain of violinist and composer. The soundtrack CD contains 17 (mostly) brief segments
of the score, written for chamber-size jazz
ensemble. No knowledge of the film is necessary to savor the combination of nice tunes and
fine solo contributions from Grappelli, guitarists
Marc Fosset and Martin Taylor, and pianist
Maurice Vander. In addition to Grappelli's original music, his arrangements of"Tiger Rag" and
"L'Internationale," guitarist Fosset's Brazilianundertoned "Pic-Nic" and Moret-Barde's "La
Fille du Bedouin," also integrated into the film,
are included here.
The octogenarian violinist's playing is as
masterful as ever, acompelling mirror of his
years of experience and deep roots in the music
of the '30s and '40s. The harmonic and melodic
sense of his writing is much closer to the present, however, ranging from such lush and
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lovely entries as "Fly-Tox" and "Rivere" to the
straight-ahead stomper "Adele." In contrast to
Grappelli's swing-inspired improvisations, Fosset, Taylor, and Vander are neo-boppers to the
core, each turning in several facile but imaginative solo moments. An accordian adds an oh,
so French touch to "Valse du Passe" and "L'Internationale." Unfortunately, it sounds as if it
were recorded in an empty rail terminal and
pasted in later. The recorded ambience in
general is somewhat larger than life, which,
depending on how disturbed you are by such
"enhancement," should not intrude very heavily on your enjoyment of good, mainstream
swinging that not infrequently grabs your full
attention.
—Gordon Emerson
CHARLES LLOYD QUARTET: Fist, Out Of Water
Charles Lloyd, tenor sax, flute; Bobo Stenson, piano; Palle
Danielsson, bass:Jon Christensen, drums
ECM 1398 (841 088-2). TM r:50
KENNY WHEELER QUINTET: The Widow In The
Window
Kenny Wheeler, fluegelhom, trumpet; John Abei.....inbie,
guitar; John Taylor, piano; Dave Holland, bass; Peter
Erskine, drums
ECM 1417 (843 198-2). TT: 61:17
Bode: CD only. Jan Erik Kongshaug. mg.; Manfred Eicher,
prod. DUD.

This pair of recent ECM releases brings us new
music from two master musicians who have
not been studio leaders for some time—more
than ten years for Lloyd, seven for Wheeler.
That seems far too long, but if it takes that kind
of time to come up with what Lloyd and
Wheeler have to say on Fish Out Of Water and
The Widow In The Window, then perhaps
most other jazz musicians—and fans—have
much to learn about patience.
After "discovering" Gabor Szabo, Keith Jarrett, Cecil McBee, and Jack DeJohnette, and
after selling more than amillion copies of his
1967 "crossover" album Forest Flower—jazz
even hippies could love—Charles Lloyd
dropped out of the music scene in 1969 to
spend most of the next 20 years in meditation
and other spiritual pursuits. He emerged briefly
from Big Sur in 1982 to make two live recordings with French pianist Michel Petrucciani, but
there's been little since then.
But as serendipitously as Forest Flower captured astrange confluence of musical and cultural genres at astrange time in America, Fish
Out Of Water is afar finer, wiser work — in a
word, it's Lloyd's best. This new date teams
Lloyd's shifty sax, creamy and troubled by
turns, with three-fourths of the Bobo Stenson
Quartet. This is surely one of jazz's finest and
most underrated rhythm sections, right up
there with those of Miles (Garland/Chambers/Joe Jones, Hancock/Carter/Williams),
Stereophile, December 1990

Coltrane (Tyner/Garrison/Elvin Jones), even
Brubeck (Wright/Morello). Stenson's band has
played together, on and off, for 20 years, and,
sans Stenson, formed the rock over which
purled Keith Jarrett's piano cascades in Jarrett's
"Belonging" recordings. The effortless, egoless
bass of Palle Danielsson consistently disappears; one hears so much what he doesn't
play—an essential absence. Jon Christensen
remains one of my all-time favorite drummers:
spare, delicate, full of crunch when that's called
for, full of nuance and silence when it isn't. And
with Bobo Stenson's own clarity without brittleness, intelligence without grandstanding,
and pulse without push, it all adds up to wise,
weathered, world-class trio playing.
Fish Out Of Water should silence all those
who've mumbled over the years that Lloyd
OD'd on OMs—this is timeless, peerless, excellent music, and Lloyd's chops seem to have
only improved through disuse (compare his
lively but ragged work on Chico Hamilton's
1963 Man From 7Wo lebrlds, for example). The
first and title cut is the spirit of Lloyd's original "Forest Flower" raised far beyond that early
composition's almost too-easy, unexamined
peace; one hears the maturity, the grace, the
implicate order of each moment met, appraised,
and acted upon in serial singularities of conflated time and space. And to those of you for
whom the label "New Age" connotes flaccid
complacency and unadventurous pseudomusic, or who might even have heard Lloyd's
mid-'70s Beach Boys recordings—"New Age"
music this is not.
"Haghia Sophia" is an aptly modal cloud of
atmosphere àla Jarrett's "Oasis" on Nude Ants
(also with Danielsson and Christensen). After
a long intro, "The Dirge" falls into aslow,
bluesy swing, Lloyd wailing while perfectly in
control. "Bharati" is sultry, sexy, ajazz Saleberezade, Lloyd's sleek playing as full of blood
as avampire's wetdream. And after he's done,
the rhythm break is astudy in the possibilities
of jazz-trio telepathy.
"Eyes Of Love" could be an instant standard,
music for quaffing cocktails at God's own bistro. But things do heat up with rumblings from
Below—after along layout following his false
start, Lloyd rides larger and larger swells until
he floats in an unexpected calm.
I'd say that Fish is aForest Flower for the
'90s, but too many hard-core jazzers would
take that to indicate alack of substance and
edge. They'd be wrong. Lloyd's chops are just
rough enough to keep things interestingly on
that edge, as does his trademark trick of long,
sustained tones preceded by restless arpeggios
(as in the first bar of "Forest Flower" itself). The
music is smooth without being slick.
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Fisb... is tender, gentle, loving, wellseasoned jazz that refuses to lose itself in glib
platitudes. The compositions—all Lloyd's—
are strong; as Ilistened, Iconstantly had the
impression that Lloyd was playing definitive
versions of standards Icouldn't quite put my
finger on. Fish Out Of Water is probably the
most inaccurately titled jazz album in history—
at 52, Charles Lloyd is fully submerged in his
element.
Kenny Wheeler is now 60, believe it or not,
and The Widow In The Window is only his fifth
album (as aleader) in 15 years. My, but it was
worth the seven years since Double, Double
)bu. Look at the band: John Abercrombie, John
'Iltylor, Dave Holland, Peter Erskine—and that's
just the core-group of Kenny Wheeler's 19piece Large Ensemble, whose recording (also
on ECM) may even have been released by the
time you read this.
With the exception of his first, Gnu High,
Kenny Wheeler albums (Deer Wan, After 6,
Double, Double You) listen like Knut Hamsun
novels read: darkly brooding, with hints of
menace amid great tenderness. Wheeler fully
experiences each note before he plays another.
His fluegelhorn/trumpet voices are lonely,
mournful without being lugubrious, awesome
in the elegiac finality of his never-busy statements over constantly shifting chordal foundations. His music always seems suspended,
harmonically and metrically—it floats with
tensile strength, as if sprung—a melancholy
bouyancy, with absolute control of tone and
dynamics. Like no other music but Sibelius's,
Wheeler's spare sounds remind me of the
northern seas—cold, gray-green, not to be
treated lightly, with huge, dark shapes of tragedy
always moving dimly beneath the surface.
Reflective, sad, remarkably intelligent music
that demands to be taken seriously.
Of the six cuts that comprise Widow, the first
four, longer ones are the meat. The longest
(14:43), "Ana," after aclimbing, mounting introduction, breaks off for abass meditation by
Dave Holland; then the band enters for along
ensemble passage topped by Wheeler's keening trumpet. John Taylor's crystalline piano
reprises the intro, the pace slows, and the band
seems to recall what they've just been playing,
this time reflecting in sorrow.
'Aspire" lets John Abercrombie swing alittle
more straightly than usual, while "Ma Belle
Hélène" sails with smooth, quiet urgency
under acool, urbane, steel-and-glass Taylor
solo. The title cut's arching, aching primary
theme, and the floating-in-place ensemble
work that follows, with Wheeler's hot-brass
squeals in places where other bands don't even
have places, is tropical heat unsodden by monStereophile, December 1990

soon humidity.
"Hotel Le Hot" similarly simmers rather than
sizzles, though it's still the most uptempo cut
here, and most like what Wheeler's done on the
Dave Holland Quintet recordings released in
the '80s: jumpin' In, Seeds of Time, and The
Razor's Edge. And "Now, and Now Again"s
sprung balladry is as close as Wheeler gets to
whimsy or standards.
But the tunes drift in and out of each other
on first or second listening; it takes afew hearings to first take them apart, then reassemble
them in one's own aural image. This is music
you can marry.
It's great to hear Peter Erskine, an excellent
drummer who doesn't always play so, percussing with more restraint and judiciousness than
he often does. Dave Holland plays the Yggdrasil
bass 3Jack Casady of the Jefferson Airplane
always claimed for himself. John Thylor—who,
with Wheeler and Norma Winstone, makes up
Azimuth, an ECM trio with three albums—
chooses his notes with exceeding care. Only
John Abercrombie seems abit out of place, if
only for his electric guitar's relative crudity of
tone in this sumptuously (if not accurately)
recorded, otherwise acoustic, session.
But that's the merest quibbling. The Widow
In The Window consititutes aworking definition—
or paraphrase—of jazz as the purest music, the
soul of poetry, aschematic of taste. Remarkable
Both of these discs receive the usual round,
fat, reverb'd, multi-miked ECM treatment 4
guaranteed to sound perfect on harsh, hashy,
mid- to low-fi systems. If Iwanted atechnically
inaccurate recording, I'd want Manfred Eicher
to produce it. Such aproduction style is hardly
contradicted by my velvety Vandersteen 2Ci's,
but my taste admittedly runs to the mellifluously euphonic anyway. Nothing wrong here.
—Richard Lehnerr
BitANFORD MARSALIS QUARTET
Branford Manes, tenor & soprano sax; Kenny Kirkland,
piano; Robert Hurst, bass; Jeff "Din" Warts, drums. Mo'
Better Blues only: ltrence Blanchard, trumpet; Cynda
Williams, vocal
Mo' Better Blues (Soundtrack)
Columbia CK 46792 (CD only). Larry DeCarmine, Patrick
Smith, Rob Hunter, engs.; Bill Lee, Delfeayo Marsalis,
Raymond Jones, prods. MD, DUD. TT: 37:45
Crazy People Music
Columbia CK 46072 (CD only). Patrick Smith, Tim GeeIan, engs.; Delfeayo Marsalis, prod. DDD. TT: 64:37
3Yggdrasil is the ash tree in whose branches nests the world,
for those not up on their Teutonic mythology.
4In the liner notes to the Kenny Wheeler album, Steve Lake
Cans this "a clear-eyed understanding of the differing demands
of the concert platform and the studio." Of course, an audiophile would point out that there's no reason other than con.
vcnience to use astudio at all, but Ican live with producer
Manfred Eicher's aural vision. In fact, Ido.
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Branford Marsalis's soundtrack to Spike Lee's
recent film Mo' Better Blues has about half a
short album's worth of music you'd want to
hear more than once. The other half consists
of two barely-differing five-minute versions
of W.C. Handy's "Harlem Blues" sung by musical and dramatic newcomer Cynda Williams.
But, as so often happens in films about jazz, she
ain't singin' jazz. Williams falls somewhere
between the pop sensibilities of Laura Nyro
and Liza Minelli, with alot of Broadway belt
thrown in; okay if you like that sort of thing.
There's along piece of quasi-Rap about jazz,
while "Pop 'Ibp 40:' Denzil Washington's minirevue of 'Ibp 40 radio incorporating Spike Lee's
contempt for "love songs," worked alot better on the screen.
What's left, besides two pleasant but sentimental compositions—one for jazz quintet,
one for orchestra—by Lee's father Bill, are
three too-short tracks with Branford Marsalis's
current quartet, trumpeter Terence Blanchard
sitting in. It's great to hear Branford playing
with atrumpet again—first time since he left
Wynton's band. "Say Hey" features Marsalis
with his Wayne Shorter mask on, "Knocked
Out the Box" has some great, wild squealing
by Blanchard, while "Beneath the Underdog"
twists through many mercurial changes in its
mere five minutes.
Three or four different producers had their
ways with this record, but the results are
monochromatically mid -fi: little or no soundstage, multi-miking, you've heard it all before.
What you'll wish you bad heard before is the
intensity of Branford's new Crazy People Music,
astraight-ahead, no-quarter, D9 Caterpillar
bulldozer of an album. After the tone—dark,
noble, deadly serious, awesomely accomplished—is set with Marsalis's own "Spartacus:' the mood is continued with bassist
Robert Hurst's "The Dark Knight," a long,
mournful jag of restless grief; Branford's solo
is probably the best non-ballad work he's ever
done on record, while Kenny Kirkland's piano
chimes bluely. Hurst's intonation and strength
and solidity of tone are marvels—he sounds
like ahuge player.
Marsalis calls his "Wolverine" "sort of an
Omette -type tune," and no one will disagree,
except that I'd much rather hear Branford do
it than Omette. Kirkland's demonic syncoparions are breathtaking—McCoy Tyner without
the bombast—and surprise even Manes, who
makes it back to his mike late. Full of skewed
crazy people humor—grab the ending.
The edge is danced on even more wildly
with "Mr. Steepee"; the tenor/drums break is
mathematical passion; the whole tune reaffirms
my wonder at the miracle of jazz, of human
Stereophile, December 1990

beings creating music of this quality at this
speed at this level of commitment.
"Rose Petals" is Keith Jarrett's 1975 tune
(from Shades) wailed as Dewey Redman never
could. In fact, this is asuperior version in every
way, each musician far more mature than were
KJ and his band in '75. Kirkland solos la Rachmaninoff toward the end, and, all in all, this
goes Branford's Jarrett/Garbarek tribute on
Random Abstract ("Lonely Woman") one mo'
better.
The version here of "Random Abstract" is
almost as furious as the one on 71-ioJeepy; this
time it's Kirkland's strut, lines running long,
abandoned when an even better idea explodes,
with Stravinskian chordal blocks over Marsalis's ferocious honks. And it's not free blowing. We're finally allowed to relax that creative
tension with the final cut, "The Ballad of Chet
Kincaid," by Quincy Jones and, yes, Bill Cosby—
straight late- '60s Bluenote-style blowing.
Producer Delfeayo Marsalis gives us his standard immaculate if sterile sound, but he's
improving, as proved last year by the entirely
acceptable sonics of 7kioJeepy. Except for the
piano, the instruments are full-bodied, even
if you'll be endlessly frustrated as to just where
in the "soundstage" those bodies are.
Still: state-of-the-art jazz by men who love
the music so much it hurts. Recommended?
Very. ..
but keep $15 handy for Bunky Green's
Healing the Pain (review on the way).
—Richard Lehnert

Rock
BOB DYLAN: Under tbe Red Sky
Columbia C 46794 (LP), CK 46794 (CD). Ed Chemey,
eng.; Don & David Was, prods. AAA/AAD. TT: 35:31

Ididn't buy this album the day (9/11 /90) it
came out because Iwas standing in line with
JA and his wife, Laura, trying to scalp a$30
ticket for Bob Dylan's Santa Fe concert. I
shoulda stood home.
Dylan performed not one song from Under
the Red Sky—not abad idea, as it turns out—
and sang only "Man in the Long Black Coat"
from last year's vastly superior Ob Mercy. Other
than that, it was aphoned-in two-hour greatest
hits package. Most of the time Istood on my
bleacher seat fuming at this arrogant little creep
as he garbled lines and dropped whole verses
on nearly every song. I've never attended a
more cynically performed concert—it seemed
inconceivable that any of these songs (with the
possible exception of "Long Black Coat")
could mean anything at all to someone so
spiritually absent. The delirious audience
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seemed to be applauding the skinny, blacksuited, black-booted figure for wearing the correct period costume and simply surviving long
enough to give a concert in—gasp!1990. Sorry, not enough for me. Dylan had a
lot more to say when he didn't say nearly as
much.
All of which made me hope even more that Oh
Mercy had not been afluke, that Under the Red
Sky would continue Bob Dylan's reawakening to
himself. Iwas disappointed, to put it mildly.
Red Sky's best lyrics superficially resemble
those of the batch of 1967 songs represented on
disc by The Basement Tapes, but don't be fooled.
Though "Unbelievable" may sport lines like "Kill
that beast and feed that swine, /Scale that wall
and smoke that vine, /Feed that horse and saddle
up the drum," it all adds up to little more than
what you've just read. "10,000 Men" and "Cat's
in the Well" are aimlessly mysterious AAB blues
that sound like Dylan mumbling in his sleep during apretty interesting dream, but Ithink you had
to be there. 'TV. Talkin' Song" is about listening
to some soapboxer harangue aHyde Park crowd
about—surprise!—the evils of TV; there's ariot,
then Dylan's unbelievably pat, lame, cynical conclusion of "Later on that evening, Iwatched it on
TV." Christ. Dylan's attitude throughout the
album is summed up in "Born in Time": "No
more of this, /'Fakes too much time, takes too
much will, /It's too revealing." Right, Bob.
Gotcha. Not ahint of irony, either.
Yes, yes, yes, George Harrison, Stevie Ray &
Jimmie Vaughan, Robben Ford, David Lindley,
Elton John, and David Crosby are all here—even
Al Kooper (!), giving the album its only thrills with
his patented Bob Dylan "Rolling Stone"
piano/organ rolls—but such star turns almost
always bode ill anyway. Lowest common denominator time.
Still, Red Sky is not atotal waste of time.
"10,000 Men" is in the bluesy tradition of
"From the Back of aBuick 6," and the album's
best song, "God Knows," is humbly about
what God knows and what Bob doesn't. Bob's
best work has been about God for ten years
now anyway.
Musically and sonically, the album is mush.
The Was boys have given us asuper-processed
tape of Dylan's usual off-the-cuff studio noodlings, and the CD's vocals are pretty harsh
compared to the LP.
Word has it not only that Dylan returned to
Columbia after two albums' worth of asylum
on Asylum because CBS had threatened to
release the Royal Albert Hall concert, but that
it also took CBS years to talk him into releasing
The Basement Tapes, which Dylan never much
liked. So what gems does Dylan want to give
CBS? Down in the Groove, Knocked Out
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Loaded, Real Live, Live at Budokan, Under the
Red Sky. Icould goon. Dylan shouldn't. Does
he need the money that badly?
—Richard Lchnert
RONNIE HAWKINS & THE HAWKS: The Best of. ..
Rhino R2 70966 (CD only). James Austin, prod. AAD. TT
45:13

Ronnie Hawkins, agenuine razorback from
Huntsville, AR, will be remembered for three
things: "Mary Lou," his 1959 cover of the
Young Jessie tune; "Who Do You Love," his
1963 version of Bo Diddley's out-there singlechord macho fantasy that Howlin' Wolf helped
make ablues standard; and the fact that the
Hawks lineup backing Hawkins on that second
cut were none other than Levon Helm, Robbie
Robertson, Rick Danko, Richard Manuel, and
Garth Hudson, aka Levon & the Hawks, aka
The Canadian Squires, aka The Honkies, aka
The Crackers, aka The Hawks, aka The Band.
Ronnie Hawkins represented the Indian
Summer of Rocicabilly: Elvis was in the Army
and Ronnie was up in Toronto, isolated like
some lost B-movie jungle full of Rock formations found nowhere else in the world. With
the Hawks, the band was two Arkansans and
four young Canadians fighting the not-so-hot
fight against Canadian winters and honkie reticence, avoiding starvation and stardom with
about equal success.
What we got here, in painfully harsh AAD
(except, miraculously, for the two best tracks),
is 15 cuts of pure GI Rockabilly juiced with 1
jigger of R&B, 1of stoned-out 1970 Muscle
Shoals funk, and 2of absolute crazed gonzo
classic rock'n'roll. Listen and ye shall hear.
Colin Escott's copious liner notes and David
Booth's Roulette Records (whose archives
Rhino has recently bought) "Sessionography"
are strangely non-committal about just exactly
which tracks which members of The Band play
on, but Ithink I've got ahandle on it. (Thanks
to the Third Edition of Greil Marcus's Mystery
»win —the best book ever written about
American popular music—and Rob Bowman's
excellent liner notes to The Band's 7b Kingdom
Come compilation.) Levon drums on 17 of the
18 tracks (the last, the 1970 "Down in the Alley,"
features aDuane Allman "so ripped he couldn't
remember doing the session," sez Ronnie);
Garth doesn't play on any; and the other three
play on the 8 later tracks (9/59-3/63). King
Curtis blats classically on "I Feel Good," and
there's one early original tune each by Levon
("Baby Jean") and Robbie ("Hey Boba Lou"),
the last of which is sorta neat in aminor-keyed,
re-heated Elvis kinds way, though no hint, no
way, of the Great American Songwriter/Guitarist to come.
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No, you have to wait until 1963 for any of
that, when Hawkins released the doublebarrelled single "Bo Diddley"/"Who Do You
Love." Here's where you find out why Dylan
wanted these kids to back him on his 1966 tour;
here's where you find out what Zimmie meant
by "that thin, wild mercury sound"; compared
with the 1959 "Hey Boba Lou," here's what's
meant by "development," "growth," "chops,"
"energy," "balls"; and here's what Robbie
meant when he said, "We had one thing on our
minds: Stomp."
"Who Do You Love" is an ass-kicker, mean
music all the way to the end of the fade, Ronnie & the Hawks sounding like some primeval
rock band that somebody with atape recorder
was just lucky enough to stumble on. Imean,
these guys sound way too tough to even bother
about anything as wimpy as recording. This is
some of the most vital, elemental, direct rockI've ever heard. And these two tunes, the
only ones on the album in glorious mono, are
also the only ones that sound live in the studio.
Or barn. Or cave, primordial soup-kitchen,
whatever. Robbie's guitar is so distorted, so tortured on "Who Do You Love" that you can
barely hear the pitches. But who cares about
pitches? As some old Appalachian bluegrass
banjo master once said when asked what notes
he was playing on aparticularly tasty lick,
"Notes? Ain't no notes on abanjo—yjust play
the damn thing."
To his everlasting credit, Ronnie Hawkins
rises to the occasion with his best-ever recorded vocal on "Who Do You Love," matching Dylan's future Royal Albert Hall 5"No Quartet'!"
Kommandos of only three years later yell for
throat-shredding rebel yell in astone rock
masterpiece. Forget Hawkins's middle-aged
camel-walk buffoonery on The Band's film/
album The Last Waltz—this is the real thing,
by apack of desperate rockers with nothing to
lose Rock hasn't gotten any more vital than this
ragged glory in the intervening 27 years. Worth
the price of admission for this 2:41 alone.
Recommended? Gimme abreak.
—Richard Lehoert
TANITA TIKARAM: The Sweet Keeper
Reprise 26091- I(LP), -2 (CD). Peter Van Hooke. Rod
Argent, prods. DDA/DDD.

rr: 47:37

Tanita Tilcaram's voice is husky, dark, and disconcerting on first hearing, seemingly alien to
the girl peering out from behind the stone column on the album's cover. As you settle into the
music, you become more comfortable, the
voice fitting the persona.
5For the record, the legendary "Royal Albert Nall" bootleg
was actually recorded in Manchester.
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Tikaram is an extremely talented musician.
In addition to her singing and guitar playing,
she wrote the music and lyrics and helped with
the arrangements on this, her second album.
Production is excellent, thanks to Rod Argent
and Peter Van Hooke They know when to keep
their hands off the controls. As aresult, the
music speaks in direct, immediate, often terse
terms. For example, "It All Came Back Today,"
an elegy for lost love is simply scored for flute,
accordian, violin, and acoustic guitar. The
introspective, bittersweet tone of the song is
heightened by the sensitive accompaniment.
Mitch Dalton's insistent guitar forms the foundation on which the tale is told; the flute, violin,
and accordian add the exclamation marks. Captured in intimate sound, the song is compelling and grabs your heart-strings.
Tempo and mood change on "Sunset's
Arrived." Mark Isham sits in on this one, his
influence unmistakable The trumpet patterns
remind me so much of his work with Van Morrison, as does the bouncy groove. This tune
works. So does "Love Story," abass guitar/vocal
duet. John Giblin's bass line (step aside, Rob
Wasserman) is stunning, the perfect accompaniment to Tilcaram's wistful vocal. Sonny
Landreth's tasty bottleneck licks put the finishing touches on an involving performance.
Tilcaram pulls out the stops on "Harm In
Your Hands," the album's closer and my favorite From the first synth notes you know you're
in for an epic. The song starts slowly, quietly.
Mark Isham's Harmon-muted trumpet weaves
in and out of the vocal tapestry, the room awash
in delicate soundscapes. The atmosphere
created by this arrangement is thick enough to
slice The gears shift when drum and guitar are
subtly added, and what started out as amelancholy tone poem is transformed into an upbeat,
rollicking celebration, all involved going
full-tilt.
Without a good recording, it would be
harder to appreciate the skill with which the
arrangements are put together. Fortunately this
recording, one of the better popular recordings
I've heard lately (thanks to Simon Hurrell's
engineering), does not disappoint. Bass is
exceptional: extended, tight, and palpable
(John Giblin on "Love Story," for instance). The
midrange is fine (check out the Kreisler String
Orchestra), the treble pristine, with instruments suspended on their own cushions of air.
Soundstaging is convincing, with good depth
and often startling three-dimensionality (listen to the separation between Tilcaram and the
acoustic guitar about 3:00 into "Harm In Your
Hands"). The unique quality of Tilcaram's voice
is captured well, each nuance of its sultry,
throaty character revealed through the close
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Tilcaram's humming toward the end of
"It All Came Back Today" is especially lifelike.
Her presence in your room should be holographic.
If you're looking for relief from the pablum
which passes for popular music these days,
check out The Sweet Keeper. Real tunes dealing with real-life experiences in asensitive,
unique way spell involvement. Add intelligent
production and quality recording, and you
have arecipe for success. Ihope Tanita Tilcaram
gets the exposure she deserves. The world of
popular music will be the better for it. Highly
recommended.
—Guy Lemcoe
VARIOUS ARTISTS: Hard Casb
Special Delivery SPDCD-1027 (CD only). Johnny Q,
James Saunders, Dave Kenny, ems.; Richard Thompson, Peter Filleul, prods. DDD. TT: 46:23

Don't you just hate reviews that start, "God
knows how you'll find acopy, but ..rand end
". ..
the best album I've heard all year." Well,
here comes another one. But this time there's
ahappy ending.
Nat Hentoff once said, "You know you have
agenuine social movement if there are good
songs to go with it:' Well, if that's true, Margaret
Thatcher had better begin making her retirement plans. This soundtrack album from aBBC
documentary series about the British economy
pulls no punches, and the thoughtful, fervent
songs about work, money, and the often tenuous relationship between them are aimed
squarely at No.10 Downing Street.
The album opens with this thought from
Richard Thompson's "Time to Ring Some
Changes": "This old house is tumbling down/
The walls are gone but the roof is sound."
That's aline Woody Guthrie would have been
proud to sing; it establishes the album's balance
between irony and anger. The fellow folkies
Thompson enlisted for the album admirably
follow that lead.
Unlike so many musico-political statements
which are long on passion but short on logic,
Hard Cash is refreshingly free of polemics.
These are people songs, not about overthrowing the government or rioting in the streets, but
about the work-a-day goals of afair wage and
adecent place to live in exchange for ahard
day's work. Cuts like June Tabor's version of
"The Jute Mill Song" dramatize the quiet dignity of that struggle and the human cost of falling short of that minimum standard.
The artists know that this national disgrace
leaves plenty of blame to go around, and they
dole it out carefully. One by one, the singers
tackle the issues, from supply-side economics
(Clive Gregson's "The Great Provider"), to education (Ron Kavana's "Living Wage"), to crime,
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petty and otherwise (Thompson's "Dear Mrs.
Rita" and Michael Marras "Guernsey Kitchen
Porter"). As for the other side of the story, the
singers frequently assume the voices of the
powers that be, simultaneously acknowledging
and dissecting the counter-arguments.
But Hard Cash doesn't absolve the working
men and women of responsibility for their own
plight. Songs like Clive Gregson's "Good With
My Hands" take issue with the self-pity and
apathy that got many workers into this mess in
the first place. And worst on the album's succession of sinners are the "self-made men"
who've risen up from the working class and
now rather like being exploiters instead of
exploitees.
The musicianship more than matches the
quality of the songs. Thompson and his trusty
Stratocaster chip in with tasty solos and fills on
10 of the 14 tracks, and bassist Andy Brown and
ex-Fairport drummer Dave Mattacks hook up
nicely. The sound quality varies from cut to cut:
Purely acoustic artists like Kavana, Martin Carthy, and the Watersons are recorded cleanly and
without gimmicks, but on the more heavily
produced numbers, particularly Thompson,
the sound is abit Wet; Mattacks's drum kit
sounds like aLinn drum,' all attack and no texture. But if the producers indulged in abit too
much knob-twiddling, the processing power
never intrudes on the music. Both CD and LP
preserve the generally excellent sound quality, but Igive anarrow edge to the vinyl, which
has slightly more detail and abetter-defined
soundstage.
While Hard Cash is an album about British
problems by British artists, don't think it
doesn't apply to us. Change the references and
the same stories could refer to the working
stiffs of the Reagan/Bush years. Maybe it's only
amatter of time before we get alittle social
movement going here, too.
Now for the payoff. After acouple of months
of living with the CD and debating whether I'd
inflict this review on you, Icame across asmall
cache of copies at the Greenwich Village Tower
Records. Folk buyer Tom Cochran tells me the
album is available through Tower's mail-order
department (692 Broadway, New York, NY
10012) at $9.44 for the LP and $13.99 for the
CD. Add $3 for shipping, and New Yorkers kick
in the appropriate sales tax. Order it. Now.
By the way, if anyone from PBS is reading
this, how about abroadcast of the documentary that inspired this terrific music?
—Allen St. John

6Isn't it adelicious irony that the company that reinvigorated
vinyl playback in the 70s and the company that emasculated
recorded rock in the 80s share the same name
— JA
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brands, the best values, the
finest equipment in the world.
Equipment you won't find at
other audio stores.
If you're interested in highend audio, you owe it to
yourself to visit Park Avenue
Audio whether your budget is
$500 or $50,000. Ask for Yetkin.
And listen to what his ears
have to say.
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B&K products are among the finest
values on the market today. Simple
classic design combined with raw power
is their trademark.

JSE speakers are amongst the most
accurate in the industry. Their clarity
and focus is outstanding.
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Padaudio

425 Park Avenue South (29th St.)
New York, NY 10016 (212)685-8101
Hours:10am-6pm Mon:Sat.,10am-7pm Thurs.

Famous Marcbes and Dances
Ponchielli: La Gioconda. Dance of the Hours; Grieg:
Sigurd Jorsalfar, Homage March; Mussorgsky:
Cbovansblcbina, Dance of the Persian Slaves; Berlioz:
Harold en Halle Pilgrims' March; seven others
Laserlight 15 621. TT 58:00
WAGNER: Magic Fire Music
Orchestral adaptations from Tannbauser, Die Walküre,
Giitterdammerung, Das Rbeingold, Die Meistersinger
von Nurnberg, Lobengrin
Laserlight 15 612. TT, 56:00
RAVEL: Bolero
Smetana: The Moldau; lthalkovsky: Romeo andJuliet;
Liszt: Les Preludes; Ravel: Bolero
Laserlight 15 503. 17: 63:00
MENDELSSOHN: Symphony 4("Italian"): A Midsummer Niglit's Dream
Laserlight 15 526. TT: 64,00
VIVALDI: The Four Seasons
Also: Concerto in C for Mandolin. Strings, and B2550 Continuo, RV 425; Concerto in d for Oboe, Strings, and
B2SSO Continuo, RV 454; Concerto in C for 'hvo Trumpets, Strings, and Basso Continuo, RV 537
Laserlight 15 518. TT 64,00
(Delta MUSk 2275 SCarmelina Avenue Los Angeles, CA
90064, Tel: (213)826-6151)
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I

stood in front of the bin of bargain CDs in
the classical department of my local Tower
Records with what must have been an astonished look on my face. The display had been
there for some time, apparently, but Ihadn't
noticed it on prior visits. At least two dozen
titles were there, from an unknown (to me)
label called Laserlight. They encompassed a
broad spectrum of light classics (some would
say "warhorses"!), although aMahler 1and several Beethoven symphonies were included. I
was floored by the price—S3.44 per disc! Impassible, Ithought. There's gotta be agimmick.
We're constantly reminded (or should be)
that things which seem too good to be true
usually are. But the only gimmick Icould find
was the use of recordings of little- or lesserknown orchestras and conductors, though not
in all cases. All of the discs come packed in standard jewel boxes (no cheap cardboard liners),
have decent artwork, program notes (with one
exception in the five reviewed here), and are
IAccording to my Norton's Unabridged Dictionary, 2 classical
"%VW home" is apiece of music so popular with audiences that
it is almost never played in alive concert
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Model 1.5 Tonearm
Graham Engineering
SL-1 Reference Preamplifier
Convergent Audio Technology

Lectron fhl 50 Power Amplifier
Debut Turntable Basis Audio Manufacturing

Superior Sound Through
Advanced Technology
Acoustic Energy
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Jadis

Magnum Dynalab

Nitty Gritty

TEAC Esoteric

Airtangent

Coda

Janis

Merrill

Ryan Acoustics

Tara Labs

Audio Prism

Convergent (CAT)

Kebschull

MEA

SME

Tera TV

Audio Quest

Day Sequerra

Kinergetics

Monster Cable

Sonus Faber

Van Den Hul

Avalon

Eminent Technology

Klyne

Morch

Sofa

Wadia

Basis Audio

Ensemble

Koetsu

MSB Technology

Sumiko

Well Tempered

Benz

FM Acoustics

Lectron

Yankee Audio

Graham

Muse
Music Reference

Symphonic Line

Berning

PRECUSEIULI L.a.J

MC)

*Superbly Furnished Listening Environments
*Unique Component Comparison Studio
*Advanced Systems Engineering Expertise
*Innovative Biamplified Sound Systems

Call: (805) 523-3005
For an audition
12277 Arbor Hill Street
Moorpark, CA 93021

all digitally mastered. The latter, of course,
guarantees nothing except fairly recent recordings. A 30-year-old recording of, say, the
Chicago Symphony or Vienna Philharmonic
has genuine historic value for abroad audience,
but a30-year-old performance by the Plovdiv
Philharmonic (one of the orchestras represented
here) might be of less interest, except perhaps
to Plovdivians. And, last but not least, all of
these discs have generous playing times—
clearly marked on the front cover (an example
of honesty in packaging that Iapplaud and
challenge full-priced labels to emulate). The
longest disc—not one of those reviewed
here—was, at 69 minutes, close to maximum
capacity for aCD.
Still, the important stuff—performance and
sound—could hardly be judged standing
around adisplay rack, so Idecided to take the
plunge and risk seven bucks on two of the
recordings. What Iheard aroused my reportorial instincts and convinced me that awritten
review was in order; Ipurchased three additional discs to obtain amore representative
sampling.
A telephone call to Delta Music, the Los
Angeles based distributor of Laserlight (and
also of the better-known Capriccio label)
provided me with additional information and
confirmed some impressions garnered from a
close inspection of the liner notes and disc
labels. The engineering and artwork is done in
West Germany (the program notes are in German and English), but the discs sold in the US
are manufactured here. Many of the recordings
are licensed from existing tapes, after qualitycontrol checks by Laserlight engineers. The
low cost is made possible by lower royalties to
the less well-known artists involved and by the
decreasing costs of CD mastering and manufacture.
The potential market for these recordings is
broad, ranging from the serious collector filling
gaps in his or her collection for asmall monetary outlay (or perhaps wanting to sample the
work of the artists represented) to the nonclassical listener getting ataste of unexplored musical terrain on the cheap. As acontributing editor for hardware (and a bit out-of-water
mucking about in the music-review columns),
my criteria for evaluating these recordings did
not extend to judgments concerning the definitiveness of the performances (or lack of it).
Such pronouncements seem abit pointless in
any case, considering the price. Irestricted my
observations to an attempt to answer three
questions. First, is the performance technically
competent, with decent ensemble work and
polished individual performances (the lack of
which might indicate either less-than-first-rank
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musicians or cost-cutting on the editing stage)?
Second, is the performance likely to engage
and maintain the interest of the average listener? And third, is it sonically convincing?
With one possible exception, Ican report
that all of the recordings Isampled exceeded
my minimum criteria with room to spare. The
only really disappointing effort is the Wagner.
Two orchestras are represented on that disc:
the Sophia Radio Symphony is the less effective. Its performances of the GOtterdiimmerung and Meistersinger excerpts seem tentative, its ensemble work abit ragged. The
Budapest Symphony, on the remainder of the
selections, is adefinite step up, but this remains,
to my mind, the least desirable of the five discs.
The best? Clearly the Vivaldi, where the
Budapest Strings and Neues Bachisches Collegium Musicum are technically superb, their
performances spirited and thoroughly enjoyable. The Mendelssohn comes in a close
second—the musicians of the Philharmonia
Orchestra London (one of the better-known
orchestras represented on these discs) attack
the "Italian" symphony with relish. In the
accompanying A Midsummer Nigbt's Dream,
the Budapest Philharmonic is no less capable.
Famous Marches and Dances contains spirited
performances (also by the Budapest Philharmonic) of the familiar—will Iever be able to
listen to "Dance of the Hours" without visualizing tutued elephants?—and the less familiar
(the delightful "Pas de soldats" from Rossini's
William 7144. And Bolero (played here by the
Hungarian National Philharmonic Orchestra)
is, well, Bolero—except for the concluding
bars, where conductor Adam Fischer makes an
alteration which Iwon't spoil by giving away.
Ienjoyed all of the performances on these
discs, except as noted on the \Wagner, and feel
that Idefinitely got my money's worth —
something Ican't say about anot-insignificant
number of $15 CDs.
As Iwrite this, I'm still in the process of getting my primary system set up; all of my auditioning of these recordings was therefore done
through Stax Lambda Pro headphones. These
are excellent phones for critical listening, but,
like all headphones, do distort the soundstage
and perspective of recordings intended to be
heard over loudspeakers. With that in mind, I'll
restrict my comments on imaging and depth
to the observation that none of the recordings
appeared to follow purist microphone
techniques—but the multimiking and spotlighting here only occasionally detracted from
my listening enjoyment. The overall balance
of the recordings tended to the bright and
slightly cool and lean, but the same may be said
of the Staxes. Occasional digital artifacts were
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ur 17th century architecture
houses a tantalizing array
of 21st century audio gear as well
as thousands of compact discs.
The Digital Ear offers a
distinctive blend of audio
hardware, displayed in four
elegantly appointed sound
rooms.
Our audio/video specialists
excel in personal, professional
service, offering consultation
and custom installation.
In addition, Digital Ear
features over 30,000 CD's. You'll
find one of the most comprehensive selections of classical,
rock and jazz, as well as, country,
folk and blues. Open 7 days.

Featuring...

and Krell Digital
Acoustat, Adcom,
Air Tight, Angstrom,
Arcam, Audioquest, B&W,
California Audio Labs,
Denon, Energy, Hafler,
Eminent Technology,
Krell and Krell Digital,
Lexicon, Luxman, MFA,
Meitner/Museatex,
Pioneer Elite,
Pioneer Video,
Proton Video,
Sony ES, Sony Video,
Stax, Velodyne

Digital Ear, 13011 Newport Ave, Tustin, CA 92680 (714) 544-7903

present in the form of aslightly furry quality
at low levels, especially on strings, and occasional congestion on brass. But Ididn't anticipate the best Telarc/London/EMI sound quality, so Iwasn't disappointed when Ididn't get
it. What Ididget was sound which was dramatically superior to that which Ihad anticipated
at the price. And sound which never interfered
with my enjoyment of the music.
If these recordings sold for $10 or even $8,
competing with the established artists and
(sometimes) better sonics of the major labels'
bargain CDs, they would probably attract little
interest. But at well under $4, 2 they fill an
important void. Iconsider their single most
important contribution to be the likelihood
that they might attract the attention of the nonclassical music lover who decides to experiment, wouldn't dream of risking $15 on asingle, full-priced classical CD, but might buy
three or four of these. They'll also make terrific
gifts for such an individual. But they need to
be displayed where the pop music fan is likely
to see them, not buried back in acomer of the
classical section.
It's also no secret that the major record companies are making out like bandits in their profit

margins on MI-priced compact discs. No wonder the LP is fast disappearing—the per-unit
profit potential just can't compete. Anything
which puts downward price pressure on the
majors is, in my judgment, aplus. The Laserlights appear to be well-equipped for just such
afrontal assault. Even if (as Isuspect) they turn
out to be of something less than demonstration
sonic quality when heard over good loudspeakers, Iwon't regret the investment. Ihave
already received significant musical enjoyment
for asmall outlay. Isn't that supposed to be the
bottom line?

Addendum
After submitting this report, Ireceived acopy
of the current Laserlight catalog. There is a
slightly broader selection of symphonies and
concertos than Ihave implied above, including anumber of boxed sets. Acomplete boxed
set of the Beethoven symphonies, for example,
is available on five CDs ($17.20 at Tower). I
would still not refer to the Laserlight catalog
as esoteric or even adventurous, but it does
provide abroad selection of works from the
standard classical repertoire—nearly 100 discs.
There is also aselection of classic jazz recordings and something called the International
Passport series. All of the recordings are also
available on cassette.

2The manufacturer's suggested retail is actually $4.95, but
they appear to be widely discounted.
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MANUFACTURERS' COMMENTS
PSB Stratus loudspeaker
Editor:

ospace industry. It is my wish that the above
efforts result in products that bring as much

Whoops... Because your "Recommended
Components" issue plays such an important
role in the industry, we are concerned about

dard seems to have brought to Arnie Balgalvis.
A. J. Conti

an oversight in the October issue's feature

Basis Audio Manufacturing

which reports that the PSB Stratus has been

pleasure to purchasers as the Debut Gold Stan-

deleted from Stereophile's recommended list,
and that this model has been replaced in the

Icon Parsec loudspeaker

PSB line by the Stratus Gold.

All of us at Icon would like to thank everyone

Idon't know how this misunderstanding
happened, but the Stratus is still very much a

at Stereophile, and in particular John Atkinson,

part of the PSB line. The Stratus Gold was

We are extremely gratified that John found the

introduced at last June's CES as the new topof-the-line; at the same time, we also intro-

areas, and to ultimately represent an "excellent

duced an improved version of the original

value."

Stratus—at no increase in price.

Editor:

for his great review of our Parsec loudspeaker.
performance of the Parsec to excel in so many

We were most impressed with the depth and

"Recommended Component"-type listings

rigor of John's investigation, and applaud his

are always tricky, and Isuspect that there might
be an addendum published in the near future.

are, of course, very pleased that John (and lbm)

heroic analysis of the Parsec cabinet. And we

As the Stratus is the mainstay of our line, and

found the high-spirited nature of the Parsec

probably the PSB product that American con-

cabinet to have only aminor effect, in very

sumers and dealers are most familiar with, we

specific instances, upon their enjoyment of the

trust that Stereophile will set the record straight.
Gordon A. Simmonds

music.
Speaking personally, Iwas especially glad to

President, PSB Speakers

see John note that "without adealer's margin

Iapologize to PSBfor my misunderstanding

apparently passed on all the savings to his cus-

concerning the Stratus 's deletion and confirm

tomers." When Ifounded Icon, it was my desire

that it will be reinstated in "Recommended
Components"
—JA

to audiophiles of modest means. It has been my

to be allowed for in the price, Dave Fokos has

to make high-quality sound more accessible
experience that audiophiles who have to work

Basis Debut Gold Standard
turntable
Editor:
Iwould like to thank Stereophile for reviewing
our Debut Gold Standard turntable. lam especially impressed with Arnie Balgalvis's thor-

long and hard to purchase new equipment are
often those with the greatest appreciation for
the rewards of high-end audio John was quite
correct in quoting my vision of afuture where
"all manufacturers sell their products directly

oughness in so critically studying the techno-

to the end user" so that "even the audiophiles
in Dead Horse, Alaska can have access to all that

logical and constructional characteristics of our

the audio community has to offer." However,

product. Iagree that sound is the most important issue, but in the price range of most high.

Ifeel it is important to include the second half
of my vision, in which today's audio dealers
would evolve into service-oriented businesses

end equipment the consumer also deserves the
finest construction and execution available.

such as custom installers and paid audio con-

As agraduated Mechanical Engineer, Ihave

sultants. In this way, not only would audiophiles

tried to apply all of my theoretical education
with years of experience in industry to produce
our products. Ievaluate our products based on
listening experiences as amusic enthusiast and

have access to products from all manufacturers,
they would also have available to them the full
range of services currently offered by audio
dealers, the only difference being the elimina-

audiophile. We manufacture our products and

tion of the temptation to offer advice biased by

apply quality-control criteria learned in the aer-

sales commissions or the products stocked in
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the back room.

mentary-action" shunt-switch to all units

Finally, we invite Stereopbile readers to audi-

shipped to customers. (Bob Harley has it right

tion apair of Parsecs (or Lumens) for themselves. As John concluded, "You have nothing

in his comments as to my personal abhorrence
to running signals over auto-mute relay contacts!)

to lose considering the manufacturer's 30-day,
money-back guarantee, and everything to gain
in the way of hearing your music played with
plenty of meat on its bones."
Thanks again.

In the case of the fairly small, but important,
inaccuracy in the de-emphasis mode, we owe
Harley (and therefore Stereopbile) our grate-

"Cool" Dave Fokos

ful thanks for drawing this to our attention. It

President, Icon Acoustics

was acombination of tiny deviations in two

Bitwise Musik System One

resistor/capacitor values (1k74 calculated, 1k82
actual; 10n6 calculated, 10n22 actual). Very fortunately, the Stereopbile review preprint ar-

Editor:

rived sufficiently early for us to correct this (by

We would like to thank Dick Olsher for his
thorough, insightful, and valuable review. As

additive trim-values) in all shipped-out units.
By the time this issue hits the streets, our

design philosophy, we apply strict engineer-

Manley Analogue-to-Digital Converter should

ing principles in conjunction with critical

be available (of course, with asample also in

listening tests. Dick's careful evaluation of the

Harley's competent hands). This will comple-

Musik System One has given us new insight and

ment our D/A's value in the leading mastering-

perspective for future improvements.

rooms we deal with. The D/A's primary use is
in the monitoring loop of the ubiquitous indus-

We are very proud that Dick finds the Musik
System One to possess an "analog-like liquidity." Our design reference has been live music

try-standard Sony 1630 final-master recorder
(thus allowing the engineer to more exactly

and the best analog playback systems. Therefore, our hope is to bring digital playback to that

sound like on the eventual CDs purchased by

reference level.
Realizing the sensitivity to digital cables, we
are shipping the Musik System One with the

know what the CD master he is preparing will
your readers), and also in the playback loop of
the playback 1630 driving the final master 1630

AudioQuest Video Zinterconnect. Our objec-

in the editing/assembly process. Similarly, our
20-bit Analogue-to-Digital Converter will be

tive is to minimize or completely eliminate the

employed in the mastering process, where the

cable dependency in the future. Again, our sin-

master tape is actually a30ips (or 15ips) analog
tape—still avery popular (thanks be) format

cerest thanks to Dick Olsher and Stereopbile
for your kind words and balanced assessmept

favored in Hollywood and New York studios.

of the Musik System One digital audio processor.
Sean Yang

We mention these latter points in the reader's

President, Bitwise Audio Technologies

VTL Reference D/A converter
Editor:
We feel truly honored by Robert Harley's

interest in knowing that our converters will
make their inherent high-quality impact on the
actual (and critical) path of bringing publicly
released CDs up to abetter high-end standard.
We sincerely thank you and Robert Harley

favorable findings in his perceptive and author-

for aconscientiously executed review.
David Manley

itative review of our VTL Digital-to-Analogue

Vacuum 'Ibbe Logic

Converter; especially so because this is our first
plunge into leading-edge digital engineer-

Esoteric P-2CD transport

ing ...
and against some formidable compe-

Editor:

tition.

Thank you once again for the opportunity to

structive criticisms: first, concerning the need

Harley makes two (accurate, of course) con-

have our P-2 CD transport auditioned and
reviewed by Stereopbile. What more can you

for some "muting" arrangement, and second,

ask for than to have your CD transport called

the error in the "de-emphasis" EQ. In the case
of the "mute," we too had arrived at asimilar
conclusion shortly after the Stereopbile review

a"landmark product"? Perhaps that The Eso-

unit was delivered, and fitted amanual "mo-

Our primary goal in designing the Esoteric
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teric P-2 is innovative in design and extraordinary in execution ...a technical tour deforcer
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SUPERLATIVE MUSICAL PERFORMANCE
OPTIMIZED FIDELITY
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1. Tonal fidelity ensures the faithful reproduction of the exact timbre of
each specific musical sound.
2. Spatial fidelity ensures the accurate re-creation of the positions and
"feel" of instruments in three dimensional space.
3. Transient fidelity ensures the clarity of subtle musical details necessary for asense of realism.
4. Dynamic fidelity ensures the preservation of musical contrasts that
are crucial to musical enjoyment.
Rave Reviews: "The CS3.5 is the finest, most accurate
loudspeaker I've had the pleasure of reviewing... one amazing
loudspeaker."—Bruce Bartlett, lie Performance Review, April 88.
"In sum, the Thiel designs clearly belong to the select minority of
speakers that are properly respectful of the music."
—Hans Fantel, New York Times.
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Innovative exudes solicitude for customers, even the small buyer, and emphasizes
follow-up and service... —David Denby, New York, Feb. 19,199

OUR BRANDS
Adcom, Apogee, Bang & Olufsen, Boston Acoustics, B&K, California Audio Labs, Celestion,
Conrad-Johnson, Creek, Dahlquist, Denon, Klipsch, }Clyne, Krell, Linn, Martin-Logan, Mirage,
MIT, Monster Cable, NAD, Nakamichi, Proceed, PS Audio, Revox, Spectral, Thiel, and more.

OUR FACILITY
Innovative Audio's 6000 sq. ft. facility allows us to perform specific comparisons which include
tumtable vs. CD, tu mtable vs. turntable, CD vs. CD, speaker vs. speaker, tapedeck vs. tapedeck,
and comparisons among electronics.

DELIVERY, I
NSTALLATION AND REPAIR
We deliver and install at reasonable rates throughout the entire region. In the event you need
service, we offer afree loaner for units purchased at Innovative. Service is performed on our
premises. Delivery, installation and repair is available seven days aweek.
Located just five minutes from Wall Street. Easy to reach by subway or car. Parking nearby.
WE'RE IN THE NYNEX YELLOW PAGES.
(212) 619-6400 OR (718) 596-0888.

77 CLINTON STREET, BROOKLYN HEIGHTS, NY 11201
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CD transports is to provide adatastream for the

to the P-2. Ilook forward to their opinions.

D/A converter that is as pure and unadulterated

The key question in most audiophiles' minds

as possible. We believe that our Vibration-Free
Rigid Disc-Clamping System, which Bob describes in detail (and is at the heart of all Eso-

(and the one Iget asked most frequently) will
likely be, "How much improvement do Iget
sonically in going from my CD player's digital

teric CD transports), plays the lion's share of the

output to a$1000 transport to a$2000 trans-

role in creating the sonic improvements that
Bob heard, along with our proprietary CN servo

port to a$4000 transport? What's the difference in sound?" My recommendation is to go

system. Servo feedback can induce current
spikes that could conceivably show up as inter-

be your guide. You will hear the differences;

ference or noise in the output signal.

then you will have to evaluate the cost/perfor-

Although the VRDS mechanism reduces
tracking-servo activity as far as it is physically
possible, it cannot be eliminated entirely due

and do some serious listening and let your ears

mance ratio as it applies to your own system.
As to why we continue to hear differences
in digital products that have no basis in empirical measurements, you will get as many differ-

to random disc defects, and the need to advance the laser pickup assembly and adjust the

ent opinions as people that you ask. There is

rotational speed of the disc as it is played. The
CN servo system is designed to protect against

still so much about digital audio that we are still
learning that Ican only be thankful that we can

residual interference from this source of radi-

hear these differences as we develop new tech-

ation. It essentially uses alow-pass filter to

nologies and new products so that we as an

eliminate any potentially destabilizing elements

industry can continue to push the edge of the

from the servo signal, and helps to minimize

digital envelope and produce and develop the
best-sounding products that we can.

vibrations in the optical assembly. No doubt
the components we selected in electronics and

Mitchell R. Witten

chassis construction as well as the overall cir-

Sales and Marketing Manager
Esoteric, adivision of Teac America, Inc.

cuit topology also play amajor role in what
Bob heard during his audition of the P-2.
The disagreement among audiophiles as to
whether the transport or the D/A converter

The Listening Room
computer program

plays the most significant role in the accurate

Editor:

reproduction of compact discs is an interest-

Sitting Duck Software appreciates Tom Nor-

ing one. Bob states that he strongly disagrees

ton's careful and comprehensive review of The

with the contention that the transport has as

Listening Room computer program. As Tom

much or more influence on the reproduced

states, software is seldom finalized because it

sound than the D/A converter, and that the
overall system performance is much more de-

is so easily modified. This proves to be areal
consumer advantage because user suggestions

pendent on the converter.

can be rapidly incorporated into the product

Although Iagree with his contention that a
$1000 transport with a$4000 converter makes
more sense than a$4000 transport with $1000
converter, Ihave found through my own personal listening experiences, at home and in

for the benefit of both past and future purchasers. Because of this, we solicit user comments/suggestions and are happy to add features which will make the process of speaker/
listener placement less tedious.

many of the demonstration rooms and homes

Unfortunately, as suggested in the review,

of our Esoteric dealers, that differences in

there are few dealers using the software for the

sound among CD transports (including our
own) are much more concrete and obvious

dealers selling the product. Indeed, our mail-

benefit of their customers and, currently, zero

than are the differences between high-quality

ings to alleged mid- and high-end dealers, half

D/As, where Ifind differences to be much

of which advertise in Stereopbile, were met
(apparently) with aresounding yawn. So, too,

more subtle and subjective (much like comparing fine loudspeakers or phono cartridges).
Bob and Stereopbile will have an opportunity

were our efforts in advising the major mid- to
high-end speaker manufacturers of how they

to test the validity of my own experience soon

could benefit, in the long run, by recommend-

when they audition the P-10 and P-500 transports and have an opportunity to compare them

ing the program to those who purchase their
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In-House Test Lab * 30th Year of Tube Sales
POWER TUBES
Singles
6E305
6L6GC
6L6GC
6LF6
EL34
EL34
KT88
300B
6550
6550
6550A
7591A

(Philips-STR387)
(China)
(Siemens)
(China)
(China)
(W E )
(China,
(Philips/ECG)
(GE)

750
17 00
12 50
20 00
14 00
12 00
25 00
195 00
19 00
40 00
25 00
20 00

MP
16
34
25
40
28
24
50
390
38
80
50
40

00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00

MOT
32 00
68 00
50 00
80 00
56.00
48 00
100 00
76
160
100
80

00
00
00
00

PRE-AMP TUBES
5AR4/GZ34
5U4GB
6AN8A
6F07/6CG7
6DJ8
6DJ8
6DJ8
6JK6

(El)
(Jan Philips)
(USSR)

10 00
10.00
10 00
10 00
750
10 00
10 00
14 95

12AT7
(US)
12AU7A
(E))
(E))
12AX7
(China)
12AX7A
LM-12AX7/A .. (Low Noise)
12BH7A
5751
(Philips/ECG)
7199

ARS ELECTRONICS
ELECTRONIC TUBE SPECIALISTS
7110 De Cells Place • PO Box 7323
Van Nuys, California 91406
Fax:I8181997-6158 •Telex: 215706 MISE)

(818) 997-6279
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650
5.50
5.50
6.50
12 00
9.95
7.50
14.00

SHIPPING & TERMS
2 Day All SlO 75
Ground UPS S8 75
UPS C O D Cash or
Cash in Advance
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Cashiers Check/Cash
675°, Sales Tax in Ç.
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SHIPPING *
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interest continues to elude us, particularly since
almost everyone has, one way or another, ac-

That your conclusion was that the Studio lOs
"join that select group of minimonitors with

cess to the requisite computer.
On the plus side, interest is picking up, thanks

which Icould happily spend the next 10 years
listening to music" is praise indeed.

to the reactions of those who are aware of how

"Single Flow Reflex" simply means that the

critical apart the room plays in the satisfactory

speaker is tuned by asingle port (several designs use two or more ports). It is the case that

reproduction of recorded music. Where agreat
deal of experience might give one the ability
to properly locate the listener and speakers in
agiven room, Ican't believe that intuition
could play apart. In fact, although many to
whom Ihave talked remember from their
physics classes what standing waves are, most
are surprised to learn that standing waves can
form in their very own living rooms and affect

turbulence can be detected in the port (this
cannot be totally eliminated), although, as you
note, efforts have been made to minimize it. By
placing the port at the rear of the speaker, this
effect is completely masked under normal
listening conditions. Perhaps the tradeoff is that
positioning of the speakers "correctly" in a
room is slightly more time-consuming, but the

the sound systems. Feedback from users of

results, as your review eloquently states, are

the program invariably contains aform of the

well worth it.

phrase, "The program recommended placements in areas other than what my intuition
would have suggested." If one can intuit speaker
placement, factors such as "my wife will kill me

Robert Sinclair
Director of Sales & Marketing
ICevro International, Inc.

Noiserrapper vs Tice

if Iput the speakers there" probably play a

Editor:

dominant role.

In response to George Tice's comments on the

Iagree with Tom in that an anechoically flat
low-frequency system is, in most cases, not the
best choice My own woofer installation, which
has had its positioning decided upon by "The
Listening Room:' has aQts of 0.5 and the lowfrequency level is more than adequate, given
the reinforcement provided by the room and

Stereopbile reprint policy in the October issue
(p.293) and, more particularly, his feelings
about the NoiseTrapper product and its marketing:
Your reprint policy seems straightforward
to me. It appears that Mr. Tice feels that any
Stereopbile review is then proprietary to the

the fact that Ican add atouch of boost if Ifeel

manufacturer, rather than published informa-

it's needed. Iwill have to admit that, at first, I

tion available to us. Of course, the magazine has

missed the artificial low-frequency enhance-

the right to control and distribute the information of its contributors.

ment that some standing-wave modes were
providing, but as time passed Ibecame increas-

Likewise, Ido not agree that Mr. Tice has a

ingly aware of the gain in bass "quality." The

proprietary right to the category of line con-

tradeoff was more than equitable, and although

ditioners, regardless of merit, date of product

older recordings seem atad thin, the newest

introduction, or anything else. (I suspect the

or remastered releases appear to be "on the
money." All things considered, it may come to
pass that Qts values of 0.5 and proper position-

notion of power-line filtering predates stereo

ing will become the standard of the mid- to
high-end segment of the industry.
Bill Fitzpatrick
Programmer, Sitting Duck Software

Monitor Audio Studio 10
loudspeaker
Editor:

reproduction.) In afree market system, different products compete.
As to the complaint that ageneric phrase like
"specifically designed for audio" is used in two
pieces of literature: 1) Iam not surprised, and
2) we had no knowledge of Tice's prior use
(nor, in fact, would we have cared, because we
regard the phrase as generic). In fact, the NoiseTrapper is specifically designed for audio use.

Studio lOs in November. It is atextbook exam-

Contrary to Mr. Tice's recollection of our telephone conversation, Itold him that our transformer had been custom-designed for us, for

ple of balancing the subjective (listening) with

use in this particular product. Idid not then,

Thank you for your thorough work with the

the objective (measuring) criteria and coming

nor do Inow, see any point in having Mr. Tice

to awell-reasoned and reasonable conclusion.

call our designer to find out exactly what was
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done to give it the performance it has. Would

fact that Wadia's multiple DAC method legiti-

Mr. Tice tell us the exact design of his transformer? Idoubt it.
Besides, we say that the Noiserrapper as a

mately produces 64x oversampling.
The so-called oversampling controversy is
only acontroversy in the minds of our compe-

whole is specifically designed for audio use, not

titors. Our response has been published in a
Wadia Technical Bulletin titled "Smart DACs"
(enclosed), and is also available to others on
request.

just the transformer. Perhaps Mr. Tice does not
realize that the Noiserapper uses both atransformer and a 10-element EMI-RFI filter network. We found that the transformer and fil-

Poor Low-Level Linearity?? We are also sur-

ter network in combination yielded abetter

prised that Stereophile would say our low-level

sonic result than atransformer alone.
On abrighter note, the Noiserapper is now

linearity is poor when the error is less than one
CD LSB and is traded off against 1
/
2 LSB of

available through many retail stores—instead

dithering. The low-level linearity of all our
products is very good even according to your

of Audio Express only. The discerning reader
will note that the price (now $299) went up
before the "Recommended Components"
issue—so please, no comments on how recognition raised the price! Even at the new price,
we think the Noiserrapper is still the best value
available.

Mark Lyon
Audio Express

own tests, which indicate less than a5µV deviation, where the smallest unit of change your
test computer can produce is 15µV (ref OdBV).
Most recording engineers we know recommended dithering after the DSP process, and
we are the only ones who actually do it.
Our view on oversampling, and adiscussion
of Wadia low-level linearity, are both covered

Wadia 2000

in the enclosed pre-print authored by Abel

Editor

Graham, who writes for the Application Specif-

We have just received our copy of the October

ic Computer Industry. Wadia will make copies
available to interested Stereopbile readers.
Finally, your test computer needs acheckup.
The latest published graphs of our squarewave
response had the Gibb's overshoot on each end

issue of Stereophile; and appreciate that the
Wadia 2000 was given the highest sonic rating
in the "Recommended Components" section.
Certain factual errors are confusing our customers and many of our dealers have called us,
asking for clarification.
Burr-Brown DAC chips: All Wadia processors
currently use our own DAC components. At

at different levels. The only way this could happen is phase distortion in the test equipment.
Don Moses
Wadia Digital Corporation

this time, they are made to our specs by Analog Devices, and one other qualified vendor.
This may change from time to time. We do not
know the source of Stereopbile's information.

As explained in September (p.211), we bad
inadvertently measured the Wadia square-

We do not use Stan Curtis's Cambridge CD-1

wave response with an anti-aliasingfilter in
circuit in front of the storage 'scope. Thisfilter

DAC design. This is evidenced by the patent

added spurious leading-edge ringing to the

office's recent action in determining novelty

waveform. Our apologies to Wadia.

—JA

over all prior art. Stan Curtis was (is) brilliant.
In our view, he was very close to the ultimate

Manley and Modjeski

time-domain and transient performance in

Editor:

DAC design. The improvements we made over
his original method will not be disclosed until

The overriding tone of Roger Modjeski's taste-

our patent issues. Repeated attempts at reverse-

less letter (September 1990, Vol.13 No.9) was,
first, insufferably arrogant in the insults he

engineering have failed to discover the transversal formula that is key to our success.

anguished" designer; second, facetious (and

64x "Controversy": From amore "objective"
perspective, we fail to understand why you
would, for the third time, make reference to

selfserving,ly irresponsible in its quasi-factual
content pertaining to the industry of tube man-

what has become anon-issue among those who
are technically knowledgeable. Dick Powers

ufacture, availability, voltage ratings, and quality
control.

of UltraAnalog, for example, has confirmed the

Since the gloves are off, Iwill spell out some
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directed at me, the "confused and emotionally
unsound) toward tube-swapping; and third,
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frank stuff Iwas reluctant to raise in our previ-

its screen ...
never found areliable Russian out-

ous letter (Vol.13 No.2, p.215), which sought

put tube. ..
the designers/manufacturers are

mainly to underline the importance of following agiven manufacturer's recommendations.

confused and laboring under misapprehensions and hence (by implication) RAM is the

Roger advocates output-tube swap-over experi

fountain of (remaining) good tubes and knowl-

ments in his amplifier, thereby offering, he

edge.. .etc. Not true, not even slightly true, and

notes, nine sonic variations. Quite the opposite, Iwould have thought, of today's educated

I'm not holding still for this negative propaganda. It is precisely this type of generalizing
and mumbo jumbo spread by tube merchants

high-end system thinking ...
so be it. We unequivocally do not condone this practice in our
equipment, preferring rather the concept of a

that pushes up tube prices, helps keep consumers in the dark, causes them worry, and

totally designed entity; the overall circuit, input

feeds the "antediluvian" notion some folks

and driver sections, power supplies, with out-

hold of tube technology.
Sadly, it is not only "negative propaganda"

put tube and transformer interface being consummately balanced and optimized within a
given model; we elect to present awell-ordered,
flat-calibrated, non -experimentational finished piece.
While addressing modifications (because we
so view tube switching in our equipment), let
me tell you that unhampered-by-knowledge
"tube rolling" carries on apace: our brand (like
Stereopbile) is distributed worldwide and we
have seen, under the catchall of "upgrading,"
output tubes being replaced with: 6L6s: workable in apinch but only 0.9A drawn on heaters

and quasi-factual information that some tubemerchants disseminate—sometimes downright falsehoods are knowingly uttered, such
as: A) the overprinting of "KT88" we have seen
on GE 6550As by alarge corporation that really
ought to know better; B) a"select-and-brand"
tube house's (not RAM) head man offering me
Chinese KT88s which he willfully lied about
as being from "a tube manufacturing plant we
own in Canada" (!); and C) statements like
"Actually we have purchased afinancial interest
in the Yugoslavian tube factory." This last state-

(a little more than half of EL34 heater current);

ment is totally untrue and totally impossible

6146s: totally wrong, inadequate screen-vol-

since this particular factory is very much government-owned and not even the senior direc-

tage handling; 7027M: different pinout/intemal
link causing catastrophic failure. Also input
tubes: 12-anythings being swapped willy-nilly,
and 6201s being replaced by 6922s! (This last
by adealer (no longer) who "heard that selected 6922s sounded better.. .") And it doesn't

tors are able to buy shares. Why oh why cannot tubes be marketed with the simple correct
facts?
Roger's main business, RAM 'ftibe Works, is

end with tubes; it goes on to include binding

primarily that of vending tested, selected, and
re-branded vacuum tubes of varied prove-

posts, input jacks, internal wiring, capacitors,
resistors, and tube sockets. Now that Roger has

nance. Tube "set-matching" is another RAM
service; again comes the implication that

explained that the output transformer need

"smart audiophiles" should opt for "matched"
output sets. We note that the RM 9has only one

only loosely match, it seems the (chrome) chassis is the only component safe from "improvement." (But don't bet on it; probably some

bias adjust control, making "matching" almost
mandatory. ..
and with the three "sonic op-

aftermarket axe-grinder is sweating in his base-

tions" of EL34, 6550, and "KT88," why, yOu

ment right now on aKryptonite chassis.) Most
of these things are promoted and sold under

need not just amatched "quartet" or "octet,"
but awhole damn "big band" of matched out-

the smiling banner of "the designer/manu-

put sets. (My biggest problem with single bias

facturer doesn't know what he is doing and/or

controls and tube-matching is that my comprehensive range of test equipment does not

is too cheap to fit my parts in the first place."
And here is where Itake most serious issue
with Roger's letter, for it concerns his subtle
"after-marketing" that would have you believe,

include acrystal ball to predict and control that
all the matched tubes age identically (and how

inter alia: the waning tube industry is in a

does one go about replacing just asingle failed
tube?).

shambles ...
pathetic quality control. ..
not
making 'em like they used to. ..
no modern
output tube can handle more than 475V DC on

sive (I did not say "unjustified" or "extortionate"; xhours of genuine work are put in, and
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Tubes from this type of service are expen-
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the effort has to be fairly paid for). Especially

shuts down production of conventional tubes

noteworthy are the volumes of RM 9amplifiers

10-12 months hence. Richardson's sells 1160

produced (ca 250 pieces in four years, as stated

million annually (in tubes! though audio or

in Roger's response to DO's Stereopbile review), and also the number of tubes processed/

"receiving" tubes probably account for only
15% of that), and they've planned to expand

handled by RAM (30,000 to 40,000 pieces in

their specialist manufacturing arm upon GE's

12 years, as stated by Roger in the letter now

cessation. Verily, they have agreat deal of money
invested in the industry of vacuum tubes.

under reply). May Iplease state that VTL builds
and ships worldwide about 250 pieces of tube
electronics every month? We use about 30,000
tubes in our manufacturing process every year,
and sell afurther 8000 or so annually to over-

But we do not only deal with Richardson;
we deal firsthand with the expert people at the
El (Elektronska Industrija) factory in Yugoslavia, who have an annual production capacity

seas distributors, dealers, and private hobbyists.
Trust me, please; Ido not reveal these numbers

of nine million tubes. We deal also with the

in apower-race spirit. The quantities reveal that

supplied us with data of the most up-to-date

we unquestionably need to deal directly with

technical specifications such as has not been
published since RCA, lbng,sol, and Sylvania in

manufacturers as distinct from tube merchants
or test/select/re-brand services. These quantities further tell that we continually know the
true world tube manufacture-and-supply posi-

premium Russian factories who, like El, have

their primes. And through their properly authorized factory representative, we buy certain
types (mainly 12AX7A and 807s) from the

the future.
Exceptionally, we do business with the

Shugang/Beijing (multi) factories.
So the fact is that while the number of sources
is decreasing, the quantity, constancy of supply,

mighty Richardson Organization of La Fox,

and dedication to quality are increasing. Actu-

Illinois, which is both merchant and manufacturer: they'll be the last and only American

ally, the closure of majors like ECG/Sylvania,

tion and bave to do so to responsibly plan for

manufacturer left when MPD/General Electric

Classé Audio
from

Jemstone
•

Mullard-Osram UK, and soon General Electric,
are inextricably interlinked: it was/is the pres-

Classé Audio has made
high end Audiophile caliber products available to
thousands of satisfied customers for over ten years.
Classé has achieved an excellent reputation for making asuperb line of amplifiers and PreAmps giving
their customers the build quality of the finest
products at afraction of their normal cost. Jemstone
Audio is proud to have on display the DR 5 & 6
PreAmps and DR 8& 9Power Amps. We invite you to
hear these outstanding products as soon as possible.
Jeffrey E. Morris
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sure of price combined with the quality of
tubes being manufactured by the likes of China,
Russia, and Yugoslavia, and the inroads these
giants have made in world tube marketing, that
contributed to the squeeze felt by tube manufacturers with high costs of wages and other
(may Isay "Western"?) overheads. llingsram
of Hungary was another recent casualty.
Though it may well be that the tubes passing through Roger's hands cannot handle more
than 475V safely on the screen, it is categorically not so with the tubes we use and specify.
We demand and get tubes that meet "bookspec," such as the currently built GE 6CA7/
EL34 and 6550A; moreover, the EL34 we get
from Yugoslavia exceeds book-specs. Our

c)
F-7 PART

II
WE'VE EXPANDED
O AGAIN...
TO ELEVEN SERIOUS
E LISTENING ROO VS.
1
CENTRAL OHIO'S

newly arrived KT90, the result of almost a

EXCLUSIVE

year's planning and codevelopment with repeated laboratory visits to Yugoslavia, exceeds

DEALER

both 6550A and original British KT88 specs
with aplate dissipation of 46W; our KT90 eas-

Adcom
Counterpoint

ily handles up to 850V on the plate and 650V
on the screen-grid; it is truly abreakthrough
in modern audio-tube technology.
Ihave to report that we have so far used over
10,000 pieces of aspecific Russian factory's
build of anear bulletproof 5881 /KT66 derivative, and about half that number again of 807s
from another Russian factory specializing in
transmitting tubes. We haveproved not only
an insignificant (less than 0.5%) failure rate, but
also useful life in the +10,000-hours league and,
very importantly, sample-to-sample consistency that borders on amazing. In the case of
the 807 type, and with reference to Roger's
"ain't making 'em like they used to," we carefully compared the current Russian build to the
best samples of brand-new-in-box RCA "IAN"
types (Joint Army Navy, and they supposedly
don't come better than that). The results were
overwhelmingly in the Russian 807s' favor in

FOR:

Krell
Krell Digital
Mirage M-1
Mondial
Mod Squad
Sumiko/O.C.O.S.
SME 5
Spectral
Spectral Digital
Sota Cosmos
Theta Digital
Thiel CS 5
Vandersteen
Wilson Watt Ill
Puppy

[

PRotMESSIVE
Aural°

every parameter.
Let's hear it now, for (and against) China.
Please be under no illusions: the Shugang/
Beijing factories know how to make excellent
tubes, as shown by their almost universally
used 12AX7A and our continuing experience
with their 807s. But, and this is abig but, they
do (sensibly, for their balance-sheet) build to
aprice-point ...you get what you pay for. A
prime example of this is the Chinese KT88 iteration: We have tested abatch of these faithfully
every 12 months or so to monitor their progress, and have found them unsatisfactory even
Stereophile, December 1990

614/299-0565
1764 N High St, Columbus, OH 43201

when used 200V under "book-spec." We believe that Shugang is capable of building an

SimplyPhysics Isodrive
CD clamping system

audiophile book-spec KT88 that would have

Editor.

to retail in the $50460 area, but for now they

Peter Mitchell's tantalizing mystery with the
Esoteric transport's superior handling of the

prefer to build for alarger and less demanding
customer base. (This information is from the
lips, first-hand, of their properly authorized
factory representative) What I'm talking about

CD disc over astock Philips or astock Philips
with Mod Squad damper ("Industry Update,"
Vol.13 No.9, p.43) is no mystery to me For over

here is what are correctly called "average commercial grade," built for economy, somewhat

drive transport damping kits for Philips decks.

de-rated from full spec, and priced accordingly.
The Hungarianniangsram "slimline" EL34 was/

two years we have sold thousands of our Iso-

is just such atube; it was sold extensively to

The Isodrive is afull-disc clamping system that
locks the CD and itself into the center of spin—
the drive hub itself!

Telefunken and Siemens (and brand-marked
so), and in lightweight duty was not a"bad"

idea. And it is not as well executed! Iwould like

tube per se. Used in aDynaco or Mullard "520" amplifier with 400-425V, it would run just
fine. The same applies to its use in less powerful

The Esoteric, in fact, is ablatant copy of our
to send you an Isodrive-modified Philips unit
such as the CD80 to compare as adigital transport against any other!

guitar amplifiers, where it was extensively sup-

Why do these full-CD-clamped transports

plied in a"selected" replacement variety by the
test/select/re-brand corporation which special-

work better? Ifeel it's the reduced servo correction for 1) speed, 2) focus, and 3) tracking

izes in the supply of tubes to the musical instrument industry. We continually refused to buy
these because we proved that they cannot func-

(pen), and also the reduction in bitstream "jitter." Why didn't the Mod Squad damper im-

tion at or even near published EL34 design

ter of spin, it doesn't clamp the entire CD at the
periphery first (flattening!), and it is stamped

spec. Curiously, their own true spec and designcenter maxima were never published by their
manufacturer either, which is mainly the way

prove jitter? Because it doesn't lock to the cen-

instead of precision-machined. Maybe that's
why it's discontinued!

it goes with lesser-priced commercial grades.
Re. Special Test Requirement: Iam sorry to
note that Roger, ". ..
as far as he knows ...,"

(full-disc clamping) that are the most effective!

feels this to be a"soubriquet," or marketing

SimplyPhysics

I'm glad to see you are now finding CD tweaks
Rick Roberts

gimmick; the initials STR followed by anumber
tell a tube (or other precision component)
manufacturer that aspecific list of exacting

Digi-Clear

technical tests must be performed to meet or

We wish to thank Sam Tellig for saying Digi-

exceed the customer's ordered criteria or they

Clear does appear to improve CD sound [in
Vol.13 No.9].

cannot be shipped. (Interestingly, the ones that
do not meet the original customer's STR are still
sold, often at alower price, to bulk distributors,
and then go on their merry way to those who
retest, select, and re-brand them.) Any interested reader who would like acopy of the full
spec of our KT90 and its Special Test Requirement is welcome to write; we'll mail one with
pleasure.
In closing, Iwant it known that it is not in
any way within Roger' province to (superciliously) "dash David's hopes" Iply my trade with
surefooted engineering training and 30-odd
years of dedicated tube experience It is actually
those folks panning for gold (and gem-like
tubes) that rely on hope.
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Editor:

As to the statement that lens paper is more
likely to scratch polycarbonate than cotton
balls, we must disagree. One has to go no further than the eyeglass industry to see the benefits of lens paper. It is used extensively in the
optical field to clean polycarbonate lenses. A
CD is, in part, apolycarbonate lens. Sam was
right about the brush. The product he received
was apre-production sample We now include
a13mm plug in the bottle to remove most of
the Digi-Clear from the brush in order to make
its application easier.

David Manley

Priced at $19.99, one bottle of Digi-Clear will
treat over 1000 discs. At 2C adisc, we feel that's
agood value.
William Hobson

Vacuum Tube Logic

Liquid Audio Products
Stereophlle, December 1990

Transparent Audio Marketing
& Finyl

treatment products and discovered that by
applying Finyl to the edge and center bole the

Editor:

effect is greater than using amagic marker or
paint.

\Ve have just made amajor breakthrough in the
application of Finyl. The product is even better
than we had realized.
Finyl improves the sounds of CDs because
it lets more light get into the disc, thereby mini-

disc from acting like amirror and allows the
light to pass out of the disc. The effect of treat-

mizing spurious and unwanted reflections from

ing the outer edge and inside hole with Finyl

the polycarbonate surface Treating the surface
with Finyl improves clarity and reduces harshness. We now realize that Finyl can do much

is even greater than just treating the surface.
To treat the outside edge, spray some Finyl

more to improve CD sound.
There is another phenomenon happening
with CDs that has been addressed by edge and
center-hole treatment with magic markers or
paint. Once the light gets into the CD it bounces
around horizontally inside the disc by reflecting off the edge and center-hole boundaries,
much as if these boundaries were mirrors.
Some of this reflected light is bounced in such

Because of Finyl's Optical Impedance Matching property, it prevents the boundaries of the

on the buffer and rub it around the edge. To
treat the inside edge, spray Finyl on acotton
ball or soft cloth and apply. We are working on
finding the best way to make all three applications, and will keep you advised.
A good demonstration for customers, and
certainly agood way for reviewers to proceed,
is to first apply Finyl to the outside edge only
and listen. Next, apply Finyl to the inside edge
and listen again. Finally, apply Finyl to the sur-

away that it affects the photodiode The magic-

face for athird listening. Each of the treatments

marker or paint approach improves the sound

adds anew improvement to the sound. Or, you

by absorbing much of this light at the boun-

can go from an untreated disc to athree-way

dary, thereby reducing reflection. Most keen
listeners have recognized the validity of this

Finylized disc for maximum impact in an AB
demo.

approach. Irk compared Finyl to twisting edge-

Transparent Audio Marketing

Why Music Lovers
Buyfrom
Square Deal.
Square Deal auditions
virtually everything — but carries
only the best models of the best brands.
You get to choose from the cream of the crop!
A quiet expert is always on hand for your
inquiries or to take your order. Your major
credit card is welcome.

'Square Deal
456 Waverly Avenue
Patchogue, New York 11772

Local: (516) 475-1857
Others: 1800 332-5369

ADS •AKG
Alphason •Apogee
Arcici •Anston
B&O •B&W
Boston Acoustics
C.A.L. •Carver
Classe Audio •CWD
Dahlquist •Dual
Electro Companiet
JBL Pro Urei
Lexicon •Magnum
Mod Squad
Monster Cable
NAD ••Nakamichi*
Onkyo •Ortofon
Sonographe
Sony ES*
Straightwire
Sumo •Terk •Tice
Velodyne
& More!
*In-store sales

Since 1925. We must be doing something right.
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Experience the Magic of Music with the

Maston Audio Reference System
Also featuring:
Aragon
Audible Illusions
Cary Audio Design
Maston Audio
Musical Concepts
RoomTune
Ryan Acoustics
Straight Wire
Wadia
Audition us at

Audio Illusions
17920 E. 10 Mile Road. East Detroit, Michigan 48021
open every day 10AM-8PM, Sunday and Wednesday by appt only
(313) 772-8822

SERIOUS

At Woodbridge Stereo we take our business seriously by choosing only the best
designed components in the world. Our audio/video professionals keep in step with the
latest technology. Our customers get no-nonsense information, assistance, and service
Adcom •Audio Research •Bryston •B&W •CAL •Dahlquist •Denon •
Esoteric •Forte •Fosgate •Grado •Infinity •Janis •Lexicon •
Magnepan •McIntosh •Mirage •MIT •Monster Cable •Nakamichi •
Oracle •SME •Snell Acoustics •SOTA •Spica •Stax •Sumiko •
Threshold •Theta •Velodyne •VPI •Wilson Audio

woodbrid estereo
Locations Throughout New Jersey
Woodbridge •Montclair •West Caldwell •Princeton •West Long Branch
(201) G36-7777
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>
RKORDS
Chesky 128X Oversampled
Digital Jazz Recordings
CD ONLY

JD 39 David Chesky/The New York
Chorinhos — This recording features
acoustic guitar and piano in an intimate
setting. One of our most dynamic CDs
which will surely challenge many stereo
systems ability. NEW
JD 45 Ana Caram/Amazonia — The
follow-up to her successful debut album,
"Rio After Dark." Unbelievable vocal
transparency. NEW
JD 40 Herbie Mann/Caminho De Casa —
An exotic album of Brazilian flavored jazz
by world-renowned flutist Herbie Mann
and his group Jazil Brazz •
JD 38 John Pizzarelli/My Blue Heaven —
"Sweet-tempered, laid back, small band
swing with vocals ala the King Cole Trio
with abit of Frishberg tossed in."
Cashbox (June 9, 1990)
JD 37 Jazz Sampler & Audiophile Test — A
Prescription for Your Stereo System and a
must for any serious audiophile.

Chesky Classical
128X Oversampled
CD Only

CD 35 Strauss: Der Rosenkavalier Suite
(RCA Sym. Orch.)/Ravel: Bolero (Royal Phil.
Orch.)/Tchaikovsky: Romeo 8 Juliet
Overture-Fantasy (Nat'l. Phil. Orch.) —
Charles Gerhardt, conductor
CD 36 Brahms: Piano Concerto No. 2Gina
Bachauer, Antal Dorati/London Sym. Orch.
Strauss: Salome — Dance of the Seven Veils,
Antal Dorati/Royal Phil. Orch.
CD 41 Rachmanindf: Concerti 4&
1/Rhapsody on atheme of Paganini —
Earl Wild, Jascha Horenstein/Royal
Philharmonic Orch. NEW
CD 42 Stravinsky: Petrushka — Oscar
Danon/Royal Philharmonic Orch. — The
Rite of Spring — Rene Leibowitz/London
Festival Orch. NEW
CD 44 Earl Wild: Chopin 4 Ballades —
4Scherzi. NEW
Chesky CDs are available in Fine Audio
and Record Stores.
Also available by Direct Mail. Send check,
money order or Visa/MasterCard:
CDs $14.98 plus $3.00 postage and handling
(add 81
/% tax in New York) to:
4

Chesky Records

P.O. Box 1268 Radio City Station, NYC 10101
Call to order 1.800.331.1437 or (212) 586-7537 (in NY state)
write for moil order information. Dealer inquiries invited.
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Gifted
Listener
Audio
....j t samusic lover, you
have the gift to
appreciate the subtlety in
both the music and the
performance. You complete
the experience.
We understand this, and
we share your enthusiasm.
Our exceptional
components, meticulous
setup, and honest advice
allow you to relive the
excitement in your home.
Come visit us, or call for
an appointment. You'll like
our standards. And you'll
find we're just small
enough to listen to you.
These brands are on display:

Analogic • Ariston • Audioquest
B&K • Celestion • Dynavector • ET
Euphonic Technology • Forte • Fried
MIT • Koetsu •Goldmund •Magnum
Mirage • Onkyo • SME • Premier
Nitty Gritty •Phantom Acoustics •Sims
Meta Research •Somise •
Sumiko
Talisman •Threshold •Wadia Digital

sarA •

•Accessories •Books
•Recordings
5866 Old Centreville Road
Centreville VA 22020

703.818.8000
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WHERE TO BUY STEREOPHILE
ALABAMA
Auburn
Accurate Audio
110 E Samford Ave
Huntsville
Audio Video Lab
2801 Newby Rd 9Af
ALASKA
Anchorage
Shimeks
405 E. Northern Lights Blvd

Encinitas
North County Stereo Vision
131 N El Camino

San Francisco
Sounds Alive
731 Florida St

Encino
Sound Factor West
17265 Ventura Blvd

Stereo Plus
2201 Market St
Tower Records
2525 Jones St
Ultimate Sound
141 Kearny St

Fair Oaks
Pinkerton Audio
6716 Madison Ave. Ste 8
Fairfield
C&M Stereo Unlimited
2020 N Texas

ARIZONA
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
Mesa
18214 Dalton Ave
Hi- Fi Sales
810 W. Main St
Grass Valley
Alta Buena Stereo
Phoenix
214 E Main St
Sound Alternatives
4126 E. Lewis
Hollywood
World
Book 8. News
Tower Records
1652 Cahuenga Blvd
3949 E Thomas Rd
Irvine
Scottsdale
Soundquest
Esoteric Audio
4120 N. Marshall Way, Ste 1 4255 Campus Dr $116
Tucson
Leucadia
Wilson Audio Ltd.
Music by the Sea
2900 E Broadway
542 N Hwy 101
Los Angeles
ARKANSAS
Paris Audio
Little Rock
12401 Wilshire Blvd
Creative Sight ASound
Radio Active Sound
400 N Bowman. Ste B-3
1278 Westwood Blvd
Mission Viejo
CALIFORNIA
Videolaser
Arroyo Grande
28451 Marguerite Pkwy
Central Coast Audio
Monrovia
123 W. Branch
Brooks
Berdan. Ltd.
Berkeley
110 W Olive Ave
DB Audio
Mountain
View
2573 Shattuck Ave
Sound Goods
Audio Chamber
391
San
Antonio
Rd
1717B University Ave
Newport Beach
Music Lovers
Audio by Design
1510 AWalnut St
1000 Bristol SI N
Tower Records
Oakland
Classical Annex
Pro Audio
2585 Telegraph Ave
383 40th St
Beverly Hills
Orange
Christopher Hansen Ltd
Absolute Audio
8822 W Olympic Blvd
1232 N. Tustin
Burlingame
Future Sound
1118 Burlingame Ave
Shelly's Stereo
6836 De Soto Ave
Upscale Audio
8381 Canoga Ave
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
5825 Manzanita Ave $4
Claremont
Audio Basics
976 W Foothill ,e139
Colma
Serra Stereo
4947 Junipero Serra
Cotati
Zone Audio
7880 Old Redwood Hwy
Cupertino
Elite Electronics
20149A Stevens Creek Blvd
Dublin
Stereo Plus
6767 Dublin Blvd
El Toro
Tower Records
23811 El Toro Rd

Palm Springs
•
David Rutledge Audio
675 N Palm Canyon Dr
Palo Alto
Audible Difference
805 El Camino Real
Western Audio Imports
4191 El Camino Real

Pasadena
GNP Showcase
1244 E Colorado Blvd
Riverside
SpeakerCraft
3627 Merrill Ave
Sacramento
Keith Yates Audio
2440 Fulton Ave
Neal's Speakers &Stereo
1728 Fulton Ave
Paradyme Audio/Video
1720 Fulton Ave
San Diego
Stereo Design
9353 Clairemont Mesa Blvd
Stereo Unlimited
3191 Sports Arena Blvd
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San Jose
Paradise Sound
860 S Winchester
San Luis Obispo
Audio Ecstasy
786 Higuera
Santa Barbara
Audio Vision
612 N. Milpas
Mission Audio
215 W. Mission SI
Santa Cruz
Cymbahne Records
1336 Brommer Street $9A
Santa Maria
Jeff Lynn Audio
5455 Esplanada Ave
Santa Monica
Optimal Enchantment
522 Santa Monica by appt
Shelley's Stereo
2212 Wilshire Blvd
Sausalito
Music by Design
107 Caledonia St
Sherman Oaks
Tower Records
Classical Annex
14623 Ventura Blvd
Simi Valley
House of Audio/Video
1970-4 Sequoia
Stockton
Private Line
Home Entertainment
88 W. Castle St
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
22926 Hawthorne Blvd
Upland
Audio Haven
1937 W. 11th St
Van Nuys
Audio Den
15600 Roscoe Blvd
Venice
Armadillo &Company
928 California Ave
Walnut
Audio Best
2411 G Joel Dr
West Hollywood
Tower Records
Classical Annex
8840 W Sunset Blvd
Westminster
Audio Today
14306 Beach Blvd
Woodland Hills
Laser's Edge
20929 Ventura Blvd $24
Paris Audio
20037 Ventura Blvd
Wilson Audio Video
Entertainment
20044 Ventura Blvd

COLORADO
Boulder
AD Systems Ltd.
2525 Arapahoe Ave
Listen Up
2034 E. Arapahoe
The Stereo-File. Inc.
1939 Pearl St
Cherry Creek
U.S Tech
248 Detroit St
Colorado Springs
Listen Up $3
230 N Teion
The Sound Shop
528 S Tejon
Denver
Listen Up
999 S Logan
Sound Hounds
1575 S Pearl
U.S. Tech
111 S Madison
Fort Collins
Audio Junction
2727 S College Ave
Sound Hounds
646 S. College
Westminster
Westminster Newsstand
5088 W. 92nd Ave
CONNECTICUT
Bristol
Sound Unlimited
169 Church SI
Danbury
Carolyn Stereo
146 Old Brookfield Rd
Fairfield
The Sound Source
1955 Black Rock Tnpk
New Haven
Take 5Audio
105 Whitney Ave
New London
Roberts
90 Bank St
Stereo Lab
140 Bank SI
FLORIDA
Boca Raton
Vern's Electronics
3259 N Federal Hwy
Clearwater
Rising Sounds
28901 US 19 N
Fort Lauderdale
Audio Center
4134 N Federal Hwy
Fort Pierce
Sound Insights
2302 S US 1
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
3505 Southside Blvd $10
Largo
Sound Creations. Inc.
3690 East Bay Dr
Melbourne
Sound Gallery
912 -B E New Haven
Miami
Audio by Caruso
13831 S Dixie Hwy
Audio Plus
6214 S Dixie Hwy

Sound Components
11927 S Dixie Hwy
Pensacola
Audio Distinction
5710 N Davis Highway $1
Pompano Beach
Stereo Shoppe
1650 N Federal Highway
Tampa
Audio Visions
14306-F N. Dale Maybry
Audio Visions
3953 W Kennedy Blvd
GEORGIA
Atlanta
Stereo Shop
2774 Hargrove Rd
Stereo Video Designs
6300 Powers Ferry Landing
LlIbum
Musical Designs Inc
4462 Burns Rd
Martinez
The Stereo Shop
104 Chamilla Dr
Rossville
Chattanooga Valley Audio
40 Cora Ann Dr
Tucker
MG Audio
4880 Lawrenceville Hwy
Music Music Music
4023 Lavista Rd
HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Direction
3184A Waialae Ave
The Audio Shoppe
800 S Beretania $207
Tower Records
611 Keeaumoku St
20/20 Stereo
660 Ala Moana Blvd
ILLINOIS
Barrington
Stereo Images of Barnngton
718 W. North West Hwy
Champaign
August Systems
901 N. Prospect Ave
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
114 W. Church
Chicago
Chicago Speakenvorks
5700 N Western Ave
Funtech
4041 N. Milwaukee
Sound Choice
928 W. Diversey Pkwy
Superior Audio Systems
833 N. Milwaukee
Victor's Stereo
8E Erie St
Chicago Heights
Audio Enterprises
202 Halsted
Murphysboro
Sabin Audio
1313 South St
Naperville
Quintessence Audio Ltd.
20 W. Jefferson St
Normal
Glenn Poor's Audio Video
106 E. Beaufort
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Peoria
Sound of Peoria
105 E. Arcadia
Rockford
Absolute Audio
4227 Maray Dr
Saint Chafes
Audiophile St Charles
411 S. 2nd St
Skokie
Rosine Audio
4525 Oalçton St
Springfield
The King's Stereo
225 Highland Ave
INDIANA
Fort Wayne
Authentic Audio
3584 N. Wells
Indianapolis
Audio Workshop
5357 N. Keystone
Tone Studio
820 E. 64th St
Ye Olde Hi Fi Shoppe
824 E 64th Street
IOWA
Davenport
Audio Odyssey
1718 E Kimberly Rd
Iowa City
Hawkeye Audio
401 S Gilbert
Mahon
The Audio Room Ltd.
1426 Twixt Town Rd
KANSAS
Lawrence
University Audio
2319 Louisiana St
KENTUCKY
Louisville
Sound Gallery
9916 Linn Station Rd
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys
Audio Specialties
711 Jefferson Hwy
Metairie
Audio Resource
3133 Edenborn Ave
New Orleans
Octave's
112 University Pl
Tower Records
408 N Peters St
Wilson Audio
8001 Maple St
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Playing by Ear
5615 Belair Rd
Soundscape
406 W. Cold Spring Lane
Ellicott City
Gramaphone Ltd.
9005 Chevrolet
Frederick
Audio Ceu Audio Shop
326 N. Market St
Laurel
Needle in aHaystack
14270 Baltimore Ave
Lutherville
Gramaphone Ltd.
10801 Tony Dr
Rockville
Absolutely Sound!
833 E. Rockville Pike
Needle in aHaystack
785 Rockville Pike

Silver Spring
OEM Audio
9330 Georgia Ave

MASSACHUSETTS
Arlington
Audio Vision
1060 Massachusetts Ave
Boston
Audio Studio
303 Newbury St
Listening Studio
23 Stillings St
Looney Tunes Records
1106 Boylston St
Tower Records
360 Newbury St
Brookline
Audio Studio
414 Harvard St
Cambridge
0Audio
95 Vassar St
Looney Tunes II
1001 Massachusetts Ave
Dartmouth
Sound II
576 State Rd
Framingham
Natural Sound
401 Worcester Rd
Northampton
Sound and Music
351 Pleasant St
Peabody
Clearly Audible
255 Andover St
Worcester
O'Coin's
239 Mill Street

MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
SKR Classical
539 E. Liberty
School Kids Records
523 E. Liberty
Bad Axe
Grewe Systems, Ltd.
112 S. Port Crescent
Birmingham
Almas HiFi Stereo
395 E. Maple
Dearborn
Almas HiFi Stereo
15031 Michigan Ave
East Detroit
Audio Illusions
17920 Ten Mile Road
East Lansing
Jemstone Audio
325 Grove Street
Farmington Hills
Almas HiFi Stereo
29401 Orchard Lake Rd
Ferndale
Hi -Fi Specialists
22346 Woodward Ave
Grand Rapids
Spectrum Electronics
2019 Eastern Ave SE
Stereo Showcase
2440 28th Street NE
Rochester
Audio Video System
3250 Rochester Rd
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
4128 N. Woodward Ave
Saginaw
The Listening Room
1305 Court St
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MINNESOTA
Hopkins
Audio Video Dimensions
1011 E. Excelsior Blvd
Hi End Audio
740 11th Ave S.
Minneapolis
Audio Perfection
7401 Lyndale Ave S.
HiFi Sound Electronics
1226 Harmon Pl
St. Paul
House of High Fidelity
157 N. Snelling Ave
MISSOURI
Cape Girardeau
Stereo Salon
1424 N. Kings Highway
Kansas City
Primus Audio
1104 Baltimore
St. Louis
Best Sound Inc.
1131 S. Brentwood Blvd
Flip's Stereo Place
9556 Watson Rd
Great St. Louis Sound Co
1341 S. Lindbergh, Ste 1
NEVADA
Las Vegas
Tiger Tech
1550 E. Tropicana Ave
Tower Records
4700 S. Maryland Pkwy
Union Premiums
1325 E. Flamingo
Reno
High End Stereo
959 W Moana Lane
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Amherst
Audio Ensemble
2Pouls Way
Hanover
Camera Shop of Hanover
47-51 S. Main St

Sea Girt
Monmouth Stereo
2133 Hwy 35
Shrewsbury
Monmouth Stereo
450 Hwy 35
Tom's River
Rands Camera and Hi Fi
1841 Hooper Ave
lhtnton
Hal's Stereo
Lake Lawrence Plaza
Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave
Westfield
Stuart's Audio
544 North Ave E
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Absolute Audio Store
1540 ATramway Blvd NE
Hudson's Audio Center
7611 Menaul NE
Page One Newsstand
11200 Montgomery NE
Santa Fe
The Candyman
851 St. Michaels Dr
Downtown Subscription
130 W. Palace
Galisteo News
201 Galisteo St
Rare Bear
1303 Ceriillos Rd
Santa Fe Sight 8. Sound
500 Montezuma, Ste 109
NEW YORK
Albany
Altair Audio
1980 Central Ave
Mom's Music Systems
Windsor Plaza, 98 Wolf Rd
Batavia
Unicorn Audio
206 E. Main St

Binghamton
JSG Audio
NEW JERSEY
1437 Front St
Chester
Buffalo
Professional Audio
Speaker
Shop
Consultants
3604 Main St
57 E Main St
Canandaigua
Deptlord
Audio Nouveaux
Hi Fi Connection
71-73 S Main St
136 Rt 41
Fairport
Englewood
Fairport Soundworks
Stuart's Audio
30 State St
3Grand Ave
Lake Grove
Hackettstown
Audio Den Ltd.
Marcel Associates
Smith Haven Plaza
57 Wood Duck Cl
2021 Nesconset Hwy
Marlton
Latham
Hi Fi Connection
Clark Music in Albany
RD 1, Rt 73
1075 Troy Schenectady Rd
Millburn
Liverpool
Professional Audio
Audio Excellence
Consultants
4974 Alexis Dr
182 Essex St
Lynbrook
Morristown
American Audiophile
Sight and Sound
373 Sunrise Hwy
60 Speedwell Ave
Merrick
South Street Stereo
Performance Audio
20 South St
2064 Sunrise Hwy
Northfield
Sound Inc.
Mount Kisco
Accent on Music
900 Tilton Rd
175 Main St
Princeton
Woodbridge Stereo
Fox and Sutherland
127 Village Blvd US Route 1 15 S. Moger Ave
Ridgewood
Nanuet
Sounding Board
Eardrum Audio Video
75 Franklin Ave
148 E. Rt 59

New York City
Electronic Workshop
10 E. 8th St
Lyric Hi -Fi Inc.
1221 Lexington Ave
2005 Broadway
Park Audio
425 Park Avenue S.
Stereo Exchange
687 Broadway
Sound by Singer
18 E. 16th Street
Tower Records
692 Broadway
1961 Broadway
Patchogue
Square Deal Radio
and Television
456 Waverly Ave
Pleasantville
Audio Excellence
343 Manville Rd
Rochester
Paul Heath Audio
217 Alexander
Rowe Audio
1737 Mt. Hope
Sound Concepts
2314 Monroe Ave
Roslyn
Discriminating Ear
Harbour View Shoppes
1518 Old Northern Blvd
Scarsdale
The Listening Room Inc.
590 Central Park Ave
Secaucus
Harvey Electronics
600 Secaucus Rd
Stonybrook
Esoteric Sound Systems
Coventry Commons, Rt 347
Syracuse
Clark Music
2922 Ene Blvd E.
Gordon Electronics
2739 Ene Blvd E.
Superior Sight and Sound
2780 Erie Blvd E.
Walton
Audio Classics
US Post Office Bldg
West Babylon
Audio Visions
1067 Montauk Hwy
Lyric Hi Fi
146 E. Post Rd
NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
1263 Kildaire Farm Rd
Durham
Audio Visions
4600 Chapel Hill Rd
Pineville
Higher Fidelity
10201 Rodney St
Raleigh
Audio Advice
3532 Wade Ave
OHIO
Centerville
Stereo Showcase
1516 State Rt 725
Cincinnati
Stereo Lab
11419 Princeton Rd
4582 Montgomery Way
Stereo Store
7842 Cooper Rd
Columbus
Needle in aHaystack
2384 Wellesley Lane

2'I

Progressive Audio
1764 N High St
Dublin
Audio Encounters
4271 W. Dublin
Granville Rd
Fairbom
Audio Etcetera
2626 Col. Glen Hwy
Findlay
House of Hindenach
229 N Main St
Heath
Threshold Audio
605 Hebron Rd
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
12611 Madison Ave
Miamisburg
Stereo Showcase
Prestige Plaza 5
Toledo
Jamiesons Stereo
5431 Monroe
University Heights
Atlantis Home
Entertainment Systems
2220 Warrensville Rd

OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City
Audio Dimensions
10407 N. May Ave
Tulsa
K-Labs Premium Audio
4715 East 41st St

OREGON
Portland
Hawthorne Stereo
1428 SE 36th St

PENNSYLVANIA
Berwyn
Sounder
747 Berwyn Ave
Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr Stereo
1016 Lancaster Ave
Erie
Custom Audio
1550 W 26th Street
Hermitage
Sounds Good To Me
2481 E State St
Philadelphia
All That Jan
617 S 24th St
Chestnut Hill Audio
149 N 3rd
Sound Service Company
8010 Bustleton Ave
Tower Records
Classical Annex
537 South St
Pittsburgh
Wok's Audio
3047 W Liberty Ave
Selinsgrove
Stereo Shoppe
19 N Market St
South Hampton
Classic Car-Tunes
1029 Street Rd
Willow Grove
Sounder
1100 Easton Rd

PUERTO RICO
Hato Rey
Nova Electronics
Guayama yPonce de Leon

RHODE ISLAND
Providence
Ocean State Audio
304 Thayer St
)

SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
Sound Advice
2821 Ashland Rd
Upstairs Audio
746 Harden St
Greenville
American Audio
597 Haywood Rd
Sound Source
2516 E. North St

TENNESSEE
Knoxville
Hi Fi House
8373 Kingston Pike Ste 900
Memphis
Underground Sound
2125 Central Ave
Nashville
Cumberland Audio
4119 Hillsboro Rd
Nicholson's Stereo
115 19th Ave S
Tower Books
2400 West End Ave

Le Drupe
2146 S Highland Dr

VERMONT
Burlington
City Stereo
207 College St
S. Burlington
Audio Den
100 Dorset St

VIRGINIA
Bailey's Crossroads
Audio Buys
5177 Leesburg Pike
Skyline Mall
Centerville
Gifted Listener
5866 Old Centerville Rd
Danville
Aeolian Products 8Svcs
215 Main St
Falls Church
The Sound Exchange
228 W Broad St

Richmond
Audio Art
2215 Broad St
Amarillo
Audio Wealth
Sound Systems Ltd
8047 W Broad St
2502 Paramount
Roanoke
Austin
Audiotronics
Audio Systems
4235 Electric Rd
3800 N Lamar
Virginia Beach
Cochran Corp
Digital Sound. Inc
2830 Real St
6477 College Park So
Marcum Electronics
6009 Burnet Rd
WASHINGTON
Beaumont
Bellevue
Beaumont Sound
Hawthorne Stereo
5925 Phelan
13107 Northrup Way
Dallas
Richland
Audio Insight
Tin Ear
13929 N. Central Expwy
704-A Symons
Krystal Clear Audio
Seattle
5330 Longview
Definitive Audio
Omni Sound
6017 Roosevelt Way NE
19120 Preston Rd
Spokane
Preston Trail Audio
Hals Stereo
17194 Preston Rd #159
W 313 Sprague Avenue
El Paso
Tacoma
Soundquest Inc.
Stereo Shoppe #2
6800 Gateway E 10
11007 Bridgeport Way SW
Garland
MJM Audio
WASHINGTON, DC
4125 Broadway
Needle in aHaystack
Houston
1990 KSt
Audio Concepts
Serenade Records
2200 Southwest Fwy
1800 M St NW
Esoteric Ear
13158 Veteran's Memorial
WEST VIRGINIA
Pkwy
Beckley
StereoWorks
Hi Fi Farm
2470 S Dairy Ashford #285 1708 Harper Rd
Lubbock
Morgantown
The Sound Wave
Sound Investments Inc
Salem Village
467 High St
4601 S Loop 289 #13
WISCONSIN
McAllen
Eau Claire
Videorama
Elite Audio
1301 Pecan
1498 S. Hastings Way
Odessa
Madison
Harold's Electronics
High Performance Audio
2809 Andrews Hwy
402 S Park St
San Antonio
Wisconsin Rapids
Concert Sound
Salon I
Audio
7103A Blanco Rd
2551 8th St S.

TEXAS

UTAH

Ogden
The Hi Fi Shop
2236 Washington Blvd
Salt Lake City
Audition Audio
2144 Highland Dr

CANADA
National Distributor
DeWinton, Alberta
Ruehle Marketing
Box 24. Site One, RR1

ALBERTA
Calgary

KW Audio
344 17th Ave SW
Loyalty Sound
1107 8th St SW
Sounds of Music
220 7th Ave SW
Edmonton
Audio Ark
10746A 124th St
Audio Plus
9934 82nd St

BRITISH COLUMBIA
Coquitlam
Austin Books
1105 Austin Ave
Kelowna
OA Audio
1561 Pandosy St
Vancouver
Book Warehouse
632 W Broadway
The Sound Room
2803 W Broadway
Victoria
Sweet Thunder Records
575 Johnson St

MANITOBA
Winnipeg
Creative Audio
214 Osborne St S

NOVA SCOTIA
Halifax
Atlantic News
5560 Morris St

ONTARIO
Brampton
Audio Concepts
8Strathearn Ave
Chatham
Absolute Sound
425 Clair St
Concord
Audio One
3200 Steeles Ave W
Hamilton
McMaster University
Bookstore
280 Main St W
Thompsons Select Audio
610 Upper James St
Village Audio— Westdale
1059 King St W Unit 2
Kingston
House of Sounds
277 Pnncess St
Vern Napier Camera
333 Princess St
London
Multimag
150 Dundas St M3
Milton
Sound Man
629 Main St E.
Oakville
Oakville Audio
2347 Lakeshore Rd W #3
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
903 Carling Ave
Euphonies
687 Bank St
Stereo Trading Post
242 1
/ Bank St
2
Peterborough
The Audio Room
300 George St N
Rexdale
Audio Empire
1011 Albion Rd

Thornhill
American Sound
9108 Yonge St
Stereo Factory
7616 Yonge St
Toronto
Classic Audio
1894 Lawrence Ave E
Executive Stereo
896 Queen St W
Great National Sound
615 Queen St W
Toronto Home of
Audiophile
150 Dundas St W
Waterloo
Sound Stage
56 Regina St N
Whitby
Whitby Audio
223 Brock St S.
Windsor
Audio Two
324 Pelissier
Audio Venue
131 Park St

QUEBEC
Anjou
Son-Or
7339 St. Zotique
Montreal
Cinaphonie Audio
6479 Beaubien East
Quebec
GO R.A.
131-18 Rue E
Ste-Foy
Rotac Electronics
2873 Ch Ste-Foy

AUSTRALIA
National Distributor
Thornbury, Victoria
Audio 0Imports
649 Burwood Rd
Hawthorn 3122

AUSTRIA

Salzburg
Wired for Sound
Karl-Heinrich Waggerl Strasse 1

BERMUDA
Hamilton
WM International. Ltd
61 Church St

DENMARK
National Distributor
Graestad
Matrix
Bylyngen 4, Blistrup
Copenhagen
Hi- Fi Entusiasten
Tagensvei 162
KT Radio
Vesterbrogade 179-181
Aalborg
KT Radio
Noerregade 19-21
Aarhus
Cilf aHi -Fi
Ny Munkegade 65
KT Radio
M P Bruunsgade 36

FRANCE
National Distributor
Toulouse
Acoustic Precision
24 Chemin des Sauges
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GREECE
National Distributor
Athens
Videorythmos
6Siyitanidou St
176 76 Kallithea

SINGAPORE
National Distributor
Audio Suite-Flair System
06-02 Da Jin Factory Bldg
362 Upper Paya Lebar Rd
Complex
112 E Coast Rd

HONG KONG
The Sound Chamber
Suite 1001. Dina House
11 Duddell St
YK Audio
Room 201, Man Yee Bldg
60 Des Voeux Rd

SPAIN
National Distributor
Valencia
Sorte Audio Elite
Padre Jot re. 22

ICELAND
National Distributor
125 Reykjavik
Stein' HF, S Danielsson
Skulagata 61
ITALY
National Distributor
Lucca, 55100
Sound and MUSIC
Via Mazzarosa 125
JAPAN
National Distributor
Tokyo
AXISS Corporation
210 New Kokusai Bldg
3-4-1 Marunouchi, Chiyoda-Ku
MEXICO
Mexico DF 06600
Audiorama SA
Marsella 71
NETHERLANDS
National Distributor
2611 RV Delft
Tannoy Netherlands
Ezelsveldlaan 52
Amsterdam
RAF HiFi Stereo
Riinstraat 142-150
NEW ZEALAND
National Distributor
Petone, Wellington
R Britton Ltd
3Sydney St
REPUBLIC OF IRELAND
National Distnbutor
County of Dublin
55 rhin S" HI.ickrou,
SAUDI ARABIA
National Distributor
Jeddah
Audio Tech
PO Box 14369

TAIWAN
Taipei
Taifu Electronics Corp
6F. No.57-1. Sec.2
Chung Ching South Rd
THAILAND
Bangkok
Audio Suite
350/1-2 Petchaburi Rd
Focal (Thailand)
207 Bangkok Bazaar
Raiadamn Rd
Future Land
Amarin Plaza. 3rd Floor
Pleonchit Rd
Pathumwan. Rumpinee
SM8M Marketing Co
Peninsula Plaza. 3rd Floor
153 Raladamri Rd
UNITED KINGDOM
National Distributor
Wilstead, Bedford
Moth Marketing
10 Dane Lane
Glasgow 02
Music Room
221 St. Vincent St
London
Audio T
190 West End Lane
Douglas Brady Hi Fi
18 Monmouth St
Covent Garden
KJ Leisuresound Ltd.
26 New Cavendish St
Sound Information
13 St. John's Hill
Manchester
Music Room
50 Bridge St
Reading Barks
Reading Hi Fi
Haros Arcade. Fnar St

PHILIPS
FB 1000
H sWx D
54 , 14/06
154 lbs ea.
List Price
$4000 pr.

featurí

WEST INDIES
JAMAICA
Kingston
Dataline Equipment
8Systems
25 Waterworks Circuit

VANCE]) AUDIO
919-481-3880

Kildeírrjetrnt
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Cctre

To Russia with Sam!
Did you know Lenin loved music so much he had to STOP
LISTENING lest he forget about overthrowing the Czar? (This
is true.) The Revolution might never have occurred if hi-fi had
happened sooner. Vladimir Ilyich might have stayed home to
read Stereophile!
Now you can experience the land of Lenin—of Tchaikovslw,
Rachmaninoff, Shostakovich, Pushkin, Tolstoy, Dostoyevsky—
with Sam! Tour Moscow, Leningrad, Odessa, Suzdal (maybe),
Tashkent, Samarkand. This is atour for music/art/culture
GLUTTONS! By day, your eyes will pop out—the Kremlin, the
Hermitage, the mummified relic of Lenin himself! By night,
your ears will be serenaded.
We leave March 28 from New York via capitalist Finnair. Return
April 10. Price and itinerary still not firm, but dates are. MOST
people who went on the first tour are GOING AGAIN! You'll
have congenial fellow travelers!

Only $2895 (I think)
Double Occupancy

For information on the experience of alifetime, write:
Russia Tour •P.O. Box 1198 •Ridgefield, CT 06877

electronics
AUDIO RESEARCH
BRYSTON •DENON
KLYNE •MAGNUM
N.A.O. •THRESHOLD
loudspeakers
INFINITY •M &K
MARTIN LOGAN
PARADIGM •THIEL
VANOERSTEEN
phono 8, c.d.
CARNEGIE •DUAL
EMINENT TECHNOLOGY
GRADO •MERIDIAN
ORACLE •SME
SONOGRAPHE •SOTA
SUMIKO •THORENS
VPI •van den HUL
cables
Audioquest •M.I.T.
MONSTER /SIGMA
other good stuff
A.S.C. Tube Traps
C.W.O. furniture
The PHANTOM Shadow
a Fine Collection of
real recorde *c.d. discs

Over the past eight years, we've been chosen
by these eight manufacturers to be their
exclusive dealer for all Long Island:
Audio Research
Bryston • Klyne
Martin Logan
Oracle • Proceed
Thiel • Threshold
Visit us...We'll become YOUR choice, too!
4 Large Music Rooms • Private Demos by Appointment
Delivery and Expert Installation throughout Metro New York
"Nothing matters but the music!" Lermontov, The Red Shoes (1947)

lAudioVeene

"WM! !UMW v Wilfiffelf

v

AUDIO MART
RATES: Private, eso per word, $10 minimum on phone-in ads; Commercial, $1.90 per word, $76 minimum
on all commercial ads. PAYMENT: All classified ads must be prepaid with order. Phone-in ads are credit card
only: Master Charge, VISA, American Express. MAIL TO: Stereophile, Classified Ad Department, PO. Box
5529, Santa Fe, NM 87502, or CALL: (505)983-9106. DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first working day of the
month, two months in advance of the issue in which your ad will appear. No refunds.

For Sale
FRIED STUDIO IV SPEAKERS with updated treble
dome and Tiptoes, Denon DE-70 dynamic processor and equalizer Both in perfect condition. Best offer
for each. Steve, (609)488-4494 evenings.
PK R&D ACOUSTAT 1+L See Stereopbile 4 /
88. $1095.
(717)432-9433.
1.5m PAIR MONSTER M1000 MKT! interconnects,
$99; 13' pair Monster MI speaker cable, $120; 13' pair
Hitachi lo-ofc speaker cable, $90. (408)268-5914.
APOGEE SCINTILLAS, recently updated, taupe with
silver ribbons, perfect, $2300 ($4395 new). (912)
681-2943.
KEITH MONKS RECORD-CLEANING MACHINE.
(608)233-4799.

KLYNE SK-5A, BLACK face plate and knobs option,
acrylic top, great sound! $2150; PS Audio 200CX,
$1250. Don, (415)864-5566.
AUDIO RESEARCH SP-9 PREAMP, 2extra tubes, mint
condition, $1190. (717)655-3930 after 4pm EST
REVIEWER CLEANS OUT HIS CLOSET Pioneer CID900 laserdisc player (digital), $300 plus shipping; JVC
BN-5 Biphonic processor, $100; Franklin mint One
Hundred Greatest Recordings Of All Time, $1200;
Dennessen PRD, $150; Audionics Space & Image Composer $300; dhx 4I1X dynamic-range expander $509.
Most prices include UPS shipping. Write to Bill Sommerwerck, do Stereophile, 208 Delgado St., Santa
Fg NM 87501.

B&W MATRIX 802 SERIES Il speakers with factory
warranty, black finish, used only afew hours, must
sell, $3000 OBO. (602)776-1772.

60 YEARS IN BUSINESS-WE MUST be doing something right. If it's amuch-in-demand audiophile product, we're likely to have it for immediate shipment.
Consult with one of our quiet experts or just order
US- warranteed components directly. Visa/MC. Ask
for Steve K. or Dan W, Square Deal, 456 Waverly
Ave, Patcbogug NY 11772. (516)475-1857 or (800)
332-5369.

PS AUDIO 5.0 PRF.AMP, $375; Yamaha PX-2 lineartracking turntable with Goldmund mat, clamp, and
Koetsu Black cartridge, $375. Bob, (717)421-2884
days.

IQS SERIES 401 FFT SPECTRUM analyzer, consists of
Apple Ile computer with dedicated expansion boards
and monochrome monitor. Performs FIT, spectrum,
and waterfall analysis. A valuable aid for speaker

ELECTROCOMPANIET AW -250 AMP, new, $2395;
EC1A preamp, $1257, full 5-year warranty. Call Dave
(616)842-1596.

CARVER LOT AMP, 200Wpc in 8ohms, 1000W in
mono, bridged, mint, original boxes and manual, still
under warranty, $380. Kevin, (516)627-4802.
ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS OUR SPECIALTY! Vacuum-tube controlled. Latest technology and modular
design. "Risk-free" 30-day home trial. Uncompromised performance at factory-direct pricing. Call or
write to: David Lucas, Inc, Dept. S
e924 Hulton Rd.,
Oakmont, PA 15139, (412)828- 1967.
MICHIGAN RESIDENTS TAKE NOTE! VE carry: Dawn,
Carver VEll-liunpered, NEC, Forte, Nalcarnichi R-(MI
Threshold, Conrad-Johnson, ProAc, SOTA, TDL
Speakers, KEF, Polk, Energy, Monster, Straight Wire,
Stax, Nalcamichi, NAD, Niles, Ortofon, Sumiko, VPI,
CV/D, and more. Professional consultation and installation. The Listening Room, 1305 Court Street„Saginaw, MI 48602. (517)792-3816.
TORUMAT PRODUCTS AVAILABLE: TM-7X1-1 improved LP cleaner-conditioner lt-2 electrical contact
Enhancer lbrumat "'turnable Mat and Clamp. Products
have been reformulated or redesigned for optimal performance. Dealer inquiries invited. lbrsanat Ca, 8081
Dick Cook Rd., Loomis, CA 95650, (916)652-6074.
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designers. Microphone not included, $1000. (209)
583-9513 after Gpm PST
AUDIOQUEST AND STRAIGHT WIRE high-performance speaker, interconnect, and video cable products. Replace your current cables with superior-quality
cables and rediscover your music system. AudioQuest
Midnight speaker cable, 10' pair, $138; AudioQuest
Ruby interconnects, 3' pair, $59.95. Call for pricing
on other professionally terminated cables. Cable Concepts, (614)761-8933, Fax (614)761-8955.
TRIPPLITE POWER CONDITIONERS, LC-1800,
$259.95, and rack mount LCR-2400, $369.95, will
protect your system from surges, high/low voltage situations, and line noise. Call for pricing on other line
filters and conditioners. Cable Concepts, (614)761 8933, Fax (614)761-8955.
A USED HIGH-END DEALER IN CALIFORNIA-ARC,
Aragon, Cello, C-J, Krell, Levinson, MIT, and Threshold. Buy and sell by UPS/COD. Call Sera* (209) 2987931 or Fax (209)297-0359.
STEREOPHILE COLLECTION-SEPTEMBER '85 to
present, complete, good condition, $150. Pete (503)
298-4021 days, (503)296-2939 evenings.
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HIGH END.
NOT HIGH PRICED.
qudlogueSt
B&X
Beyerdynamlc
California Audio Labs
Celestion
Counterpoint
Creek
Grado
Harmon Kardon
The Mod Squad
Monitor Audio
Onkyo
Philips
Proton
Revolver
Snell
SpIca
Vandersteen
Target
Wadla

§

716-377-6530
30 STATE STREET
FAIRPORT, NY 14450

Allis Audio •Acoustic Energy
Audioquest •Audible Illusions
ASC •B&K •Sonata •Cardas
Celestion •Classe' Audio •Coda
Technologies •Dynaudio Monitors
Esoteric Digital •Kimber •KU'
Custom •Lexicon •Ensemble
Entec •Mission/Cyrus
Magnum/Dynalab •Mod Squad
PSE •Philips Audio/ Video •Niles
Rega •Sims •Sonus Faber •Stax
Sonrise •Sound Anchor • TaraLabs • Target • Tera/ Video • Tice
Power Block • Velodyne • BBT
FOR INFORMATIoN

WIWI N

\

301-890-3232
FREE INFORMATII I Mein

Js
A•u•D•I•0

(

RI

DRESS (

/11 RIoNS111.1.1-...
VAN)l.A
IL

D 20866

MOO 8103819

VISA, MASTERCARD
& AMERICAN EXPRESS

III1ÜU$&I1 N&
mmm.. GOOD
From NAD
to conrad-johnson.

".41 'DIOPHILESTEREOSOITIIERN STYLE"
MAIN DISH
• Demonstration facilities second to
none (we accept appointments).

Celestion to Mirage,

modest to the ultimate.

Come meet some of the nicest,
easiest-to-talk-to folks in audio!

AUDIO=DEN
You II hear the difference

802-863-4398
100 Dorset Street
So. Burlington, VT 05403

• Serving our clients for over 17 years.
The finest in audio components. NAD
Spectral, Nestorosic, Quad. Counterpoint, KEF bAcoustat, Stag, Martin
Logan, and Memll.
• The home of Mernll products.
• Expert Advice from audio designer,
George Merrill and his staff.

DESSERT
"THE SWEETEST SOI .VIS IN THE SOUTH"
• All That Jazz Plus" — Our own record and CD store featur-

ing a heavy concentration of analogue and Compact Disk
treasures including imported jazz.
2125 Central Ave •Memphis, TN 38104•901-272-1273
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FREE SHIPPING FROM in/between audio: Gold Aero,
AudioQuest, Aural Symphonics, Apature, Chesky,
TARA Labs, Esoteric Audio, Straight Wire, DNM,
SimplyPhysics, Dynavectog Cary Audio Design, Nitty
Gritty. For your in/between needs, call (503)638-5767
for afree catalog.

rwo PAIR

11' MIT MUSIC HOSE 750 speaker cables
$350 OBOE (206)641 -8019.
HIGH-END AUDIO IN CENTRAL NY—We are your
newest source for Merlin, PS Audio, B&K, TARA,
Cardas, and Arcici products. Call Mark or Rich for
sound advice—sound price. Signature Sound, PO.
Box 2814, Liverpool, NY 13089. (315)622-9066/4137.

KRELL KMA- 100 AMP, $3200; Rowland Coherence
One preamp, $2400; Sony 705ESD CD player, $700;
MIT Shotgun interconnect, 10' pain $800; MIT speaker
cable, 8' pair, $600; Cello Palette equalizer, $8000.
(518)664-6000 days, (518)371-1844 evenings and
weekends.
VTL 225 MONOBLOCKS, 8months old, $2995; Mod
Squad Deluxe Line Drive AGT, 8months old, $850,
Stereopbile Class A. (203)655-8013, askfor Vincent.
M&K V-113 powered subwoofer ($850), asking $620
ORO; Merlin Signature 3B+ speakers with 12' AQ Blue
cables ($2735), asking $1250 0130. (914)255-1813
days.

TUNA DELIGHT: Mac MR78, $775; Mac MR77, $350
(will trade for Carver TXI1A plus $100); Yamaha T85,
$195; Kenwood 8007, $100. Other items: 2Bryston
4Bs, $595, $750; Thorens 126 Mk.III, $450; Dynavector Ruby, 30 hours, $225; Nakamichi IA CD player,
$125; F.S.S Eclipse amplifier real woofer master, $295.
(313)949-4567.
MAGNUM DYNALAB FT101 TUNER, mint, $475.
(508)429-1716.
HARMAN/KARDON PM655 INTEGRATED AMP,
60Wpc, sell $200; Paradigm 9SE with metal M-40
stands, cost $770, sell $450; 1ac Z800X 3-head cassette deck, cost $500, sell $150, all mint condition.
(518)273-3103, leave message.
KEF 103.2, LIKE NEW, $595 plus shipping. (313)
949-4567.
LUXMAN LV117 INTEGRATED AMP. High current
110Wpc, on-boad DAC, audio-video inputs, under
warranty, new $1300, sell $500; Grado Signature MCZ
cartridge, $100; Kenwood Model 615 analog tuner,
$75; Martin-Logan Sequel II loudspeakers, $1800;
Gary, (407)658-6213.
COLLECTOR QUITS! MUST SELL 100 hard-to-find
classic and high-end items. Send for free printout.
Richard Kate Box 2412, 7bluca Lake CA 91610. Call
(818)377-5264 anytime.

ADS M-15 Black, never unboxed, retail $1900, best
offer over $900. (314)278-4130.

B&W MATRIX 2SERIES Il LOUDSPEAKERS, 2-way
with metal tweeter, perfect condition with original
boxes, manuals, warrantee, 1.5 years old, $850; Target

REVOX A- 7 " Asking $295. Details: (207)878-3953
evenings.

Hi- 15 floor stands, welded steel, shot-filled, floor
spikes, 1year old, $95. (302)475-4294 (DE).

i.11Actio Leaqes
Classé Audio
Counterpoint
Naim Audio
PS Audio
Luxman
Hafler
Belles
Eastern Pa's Prender High End

Sonus
laber

Denon

Audio specialists
B & W
immigge)Vandersteen
Martin-Logan
Energy
Velodyne
Lexicon

For Information
& Literature

Optonica
Proton Video
Day Sequerra
Magnum Dynalab
Theta Digital
California Audio Labs
VP! • Dual • CWD • Straightwire
Sonance • Suniiko. ...& more!

215-391-1200

5980 Hamilton Blvd •Wescosville, PA 18106
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Please Call

301-890-3232
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AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS

One of the ten best buys in audio

B

OSSO -999 Vl6

AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET
AUDIO OUTLET

The last one you'll buy

MORCH

DP6. tJP4 Tonearms extraordinaire

PSE

Superlative sound, worth the trip

QUICKSILVER AUDIO

Pre-amp and mono block-WOwi

ROTEL

Steal of the century

1B, 2Ci. 3, 4

(201)239-1799
615 Bloomfield Ave Verona, NJ 07044
Call for fairest prices on accessories

SOUND THAT
SPEAKS FOR ITSELF
AUDIO RESEARCH • B & W • CWD
GRADO • INFINITY-IRS BETA & GAMMA
• LUXMAN

•

M & K

• MONSTER

NAKAMICHI •ONKYO GRAND INTEGRA
PIERRE LURNE • SHURE SURROUND
SME • SOTA • SPECTRAL

• STAX

SUMIKO • SUMO • TERA • THIEL
VELODYNE • WADIA • WILSON WATT

SINCE 1968

0001EILIS1111.11
SIMONIES
(402) 397-4434
7511 Pacific • Omaha. NE 68114

2- 8

FM tuners, affordable excellence

MERRILL TURNTABLE

The legend continues

,Fliffis

MIT

Keeps on disappearing

MAGNUM DYNALAB

Guaranteed smiles

(914) 666-0550

•

Ribbons, 3, 6, 600, 700, 7000

KIMBER KABLE-KCAG

VANDERSTEEN

11:00am-6:00pm M-F

LEXICON

Audio's best kept secret

CELESTION

TICE POWER BLOCKS & TITAN

Sound advice
without the price

MAGNEPAN

K

Bargain high end

BELLES RESEARCH

S
OUNDS
OFMUSIC I
N
11-IEIR PUREST F
ORM
r
illE

Exclusive South Florida "Para Labs
lbmporal Continuum Dealer and
Leading Distributor of...
3A
Ariston
ASC Tube Traps
Audioquest
Beyerdynamic
California Audio
Labs
Carver
Cary Audio
Celestion
Chesky
Clear Image
Conrad-Johnson
Cyrus
Dorian
Energy
Epicure
Fosgate Surround

Infinite Slope
J.S.E.
Mission
Mod Squad
Prophile
Proton Audio
Proton Video
Reference Line
Son«

Sumiko SME
Sumo
Tara Labs Space&
Time
Temporal
Continuum
Thud
Tice
VP'

In Florida

stereo
shoppe

1650 North Federal Ilighway
Pompano Beach, FL 33062
Phone: (305 )942-7074
FREE SHIPPING NATIONWIDE
CUSTOM HOME INSTALLATION
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CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS TEMPEST II SE, 11500.
Bob, (717)421-2884 days.
MAGNUM DYNALAB UPDATE PROGRAM. Factory
upgrading to "Etude" specification available for Fr101 models. See your authorized dealer or call/write
for information. Magnum Dynalab 6509 Thansit Rd.,
BowmansteiIle, NY 14026, (800)448-8490.
SPECTRAL DMC- 10 DELTA preamp, Pm version with
itch Labs attenuator, VISHAY and cap upgrades. Lucite
top, packing, pristine condition, $2999; Spectral
DMA-50 amps, custom mono pair, awesome upgrades
and workmanship, Lucite tops, packing, also pristine,
$5999 for the pair; llurugi cartridge, Spectral MCR,
low hours, $599; MIT 750E speaker cable, two 8' pairs,
$450/900 both; Well-Tempered Table and Arm and
Burugi cartridge, both new in box, $1799; Clements
RT7 ribbon hybrid speakers, Percy mod in rosewood,
mint, $2700. Call (408)283-0792 (CA)
DEALER DEMO/INVENTORY BUY-BACK. Accuphase
C-202 preamp, $2665 ($4100 retail); P- 102 amp,
$2860 ($4400); Jeff Rowland Model 7mono, $3185
($4900); Model 5 stereo, $3575 ($5500); Model 3
mono, 11590(12275); Coherence One presunp, $2600
($3950); Meridian 201 control preamp, $763 ($1090);
202 as above with 2board, $973 ($1390); 205 FM
tuner/timer, $763 ($1090); 207 Pro CD player/preamp, $1350 ($1990); M30 loudspeakers, interactive
system, $1365 ($1950); D600 digital interactive, black.
$3800 ($5490); Sound-Lab Al full-range electrostatic speaker, $6500 (19395). (305)561-4073 mornings (FL).

Western New York's Exclusive

MARK LEVINSON
DEALER

COUNTERPOINT SA12, $700; SA1000, $600; Celesnon SL12Si with stand, $1200; Magnum Dynalab Fri',
1350; Sony CDP6OSESD, $600; VPI HW19 JR. with
Premier MMT, $600; almost perfect (less than one
year), original carton and manual. Call Han, (408)
434-5404.
ARC D76A, SP3A AND FAN BASE, pristine, purchased
as new in sealed boxes six months ago. Also SOTA
Panoramas with Sound Anchor stands, fair condition.
Bob, (203) 529-2289.
BRYSTON .5B PREAMP, 9months old, perfect, $410;
Monster M-1 speaker cable, 15', perfect, 1100. Craig
(608)244- 1872.
SPECTRAL DMC- 10 DELTA PREAMP, two DMA-200
power amps in mint condition, must sell all or part,
best offer. Ray, (305)261-9000 days, (305)389-0591
evenings.
INFINITY IRS GAMMA SPEAKERS, $3900; Goldmund
Memesis 8amp, $3800; Rowland Consummate preamp, $4100; Rowland Model Iamps, $2100 each; all
mint with packaging. Call Joe, (804)971 -3066(VA).
Leave message if machine.
NORTHEAST OHIO: Hales Audio, Convergent Audio
lèchnology, MM (entire line), Klyne, Basis, Kebschull,
Quicksilver, TDL, Eminent itchnology, scrui, Koetsu,
Sumiko, SME, Cardas, Monster Cable, Sigma, Sound
Anchor, Sanus Systems, and more! New arrivals: Klyne
6LX, Eminent itchnology LET-VI, Basis Ovation. The
Sound Resource, (216)751-6363 by appointment.

Audio Haven
Fine Audio Components
We offer only two classes

•APOGEE
•ARAGON
•AUDIO RESEARCH
•AUDIOOUEST
•CHESKY
•DENON
•GRADO
•LINN

•MAGNEPAN
•MIRAGE
•NAD
•NAKAMICHI
•PROCEED
•PROTON VIDEO
•THIEL
•VELODYNE

of components:
STATE OF THE ART
STATE OF THE WALLET
We hope you agree that
nothing else really matters.

Trades Welcome
MC • VISA • AMEX • DIS
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2314 MONROE AVE.. ROCHESTER, NY

716-442-6050

MON.-FRI. NOON-9
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SAT. 10-5

CLASSE

VTL

APOGEE

MIRAGE

MUSE
RYAN

MERLIN

HALES

VMPS

CAL

ROWEN

ROTEL

WELL TEMP

FIRST SOUND

THORENS

GARDAS

BRASFIELD

SHURE HTS

VERSA DYNAMICS

BENZ

EUPHONIC TECHNOLOGY

GRADO

1937 W. 11th Street, Suite G
Upland. California 91786
(714) 982-8110

HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL PA
"Central PA's high end audio shop
for the discriminating listener."

VANDERSTEEN 'Amu. MPRTIC1 LOGiel ET
COUNTERPOINT Well Tempered Lab
Threshold

MIT SDICO

IrlinitY audio research

AJ-JIMICe

-

IRS Series

71-1E

SI 0-"

SI-IOPPE

21 N. Market St.. Selinsgrove. PA •717.374.0150

WHEN YOUR EARS
SAY "HI-END"
BUT YOUR WALLET
SAYS "MID-FI
CALL HCM AUDIO!
•

•

•

PP

• • •

AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR:
Straightwire • Audioquest
Monster • Sota • SME
AR ES-1 • Alpha Genesis
Grado Signature • Sumiko
Nitty Gritty • Stax • B & K
Musical Concepts • Fried
Music Reference •VMPS
Nelson Reed • Taddeo
Celestion • Sony
Standesign • And more!

KM AUDIO
916-345-1341 • FAX 916-345-7269
1015 MANGROVE AVE, CHICO, CA 95926
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Fumphwerks is afull-spectrum audio
service for the music aficionado.
Three progressive, complementary
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r efficient
cassette. Your precious time is cut to au
minimum in locating and purchasing
what you want.
Fumphwerks" is adedicated,
premium quality service. You can expect
peerless service in your pursuit of music.
For busy discriminating people, this is not
only arequirement but also ajoy! Call or
pen for afree portfolio of services/fees and
be on your way to your highest expectations
in music service.
FumphwerksTM
P.O. Box 606
Excelsior, MN 55331
Toll free: 1(800) 55 Fumph"
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Music & Video Systems for the Novia & Connoisseur
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Attbio

t
'
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Consultancy -C.
11510•1 System, -Acoustic Treatment
Installation -

Apogee •Arcici •Audio Prism
AudioQuest •Basis •Benz • Cardas
Chesky •Chicago Speaker Stand
Clearaudio •Cogan Hall •Creek •Delos
Distech •Dorian •Electron Kinetics
Eminent Technology •First Sound
Garth •Harmonia Mundi •Klyne •Last
Lectron •Magnan •Merrill •Mod Squad
Mogami •Morch •Nestorotic •Neutrik
Opus3 •Pro Ac •QED •Rega
Reference Recordings •Rotel •Sequerra
Sheffield Lab •Sims •Sumiko •Superphon
Tara Labs • Target • Tice Audio
Vendetta Research • Wadia • Water Lily
WB T •and More

800-628-0627
Princeton Junction, N.J. 08550
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AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS PREAMP, $399; Polk RTI1T,
$599; B&K MC101, $539; Mod Squad Doe Drive AGE
$399; MIT SGWBT, 15', 8949. (714) 598-7530.
COUNTERPOINT SA-3.1, RECENTLY RETUBED,
transferrable warranty, $650; AR ES1 turntable with
MMT tonearm, aluminum armboard, AQ tonearm
cable and AQ clamp, $400, both perfect and boxed;
two pairs X-Terminators, $30. (701)232-8497.
HIGH-END AND HARD-TO-FIND audio components. Low, low prices! CD players, D/A converters.
turntables, toneanns, cartridges, cassette decks, tuners,
preamplifiers, power amplifiers, receivers, and speakers. Buying and selling. New and used. Foreign and
domestic. Audio America (Virginia). Call (703)
745-2223.
ACCENT ON MUSIC, WESTCHESTER COUNTY, NY.
Now an authorized dealer for Roksan. NAIM 52 in
stock. Also Linn, NAIM, Rega, Arcam, Creek, Epos,
Rotel, Royd, Revolver, Castle, Goodman's, Audio
Prism, AudioQuest, Audiotech, Archidee, Goldring,
QED, Nitty Gritty, Target, Sound Organisation, Lift,
LPs and CDs. 175 Main Street, Mt. Kisco, NY 10549,
(914) 242-0747.
HI-POWER (250W, 8-a-34) MODERN DESIGN (1968
fiberglass PC board, film resistors, capacitors) audio
amplifiers, low distortion 0.2%-20KHz, 19" rack
mount, big meter monitors, all voltages, currents, output transformer has 180 laminations. New $4503, have
3at $1500, each ideal for satellite, subwoofer system.
Lots of other tube gear. V lbgt, 330 SW 43rd Street
#247. Renton. WA 98055.

Looking For
Audio
Equipment'?

SUPERPHON CD MAXX, $WO; Mod Squad Deluxe
Line Drive AGT $700; Sony CDP-X7ESD, $900. Call
Ron, (414) 426-3036 8am- lOpm CST and leave
message
BRITISH FIDELITY BLOWOUT—All products new,
with full manufacturer's guarantee: Digilog D/A converter, suggested retail $995, now $595; B1 integrated
amplifier, suggested retail $549, now $345; MC-2
loudspeaker in premium walnut finish, suggested retail
$749, now $475; REF-2 loudspeaker in premium walnut finish, suggested retail $589, now $375. Limited
quantities—first come, first served. Music & Sound
Imports Inc, 45013 Pike Road, Huntingdon Valley,
PA 19006, (215)953-9222. Visa/MC.
BLOW AWAY B&W, CELESTION, and AE without
blowing big bucks. After 3years' development, San
Francisco Soundworks' newest marvel: 3-way, floorstanding speaker with superb dynamics, bass, and high
WAF. Uncompromised construction, separate timealigned enclosures, world-class drivers, Music Posts—
too many tweaks to mention here. Save $$$ buying
factory-direct, $1400 without finish, or $2200 with
finish. I5-day trial available Call (415)665-0899 anytime, or write 1282 8tb Avenue, San Francisco, CA
94122 and forget those painful dealer mark-ups.
THE GREAT CLEARANCE SALE—FINAL DAYS! B&K,
British Fidelity, Lazarus, Superphon, SAE, Thorens.
British Fidelity B-1, $350. Also featuring Fried, Focus,
Bellas, Melos, Magnum Dynalab, Musical Concepts,
Prtetc, more Stereo Cons:di:ants, Lafayette IN. Phone
(317)474-9004, 3-10pm EST, Mon.-Sat.

HIGH END AUDIO
IN CENTRAL CA
For heights and depths no words can reach,
Music is the soul's own speech.

We carry some of the bet names in the business. Our
relaxed and friendly atmosphere makes it easy for you
to get the right system for your needs.

Home Audio: Adcom •B&K
Counterpoint •Kinergetics •Musical
Concepts •PS Audio •Rogers •Triad
VPI •Mirage
Car Audio: ADS •Boston Acoustics
Denon •Kenwood •Soundstream
Nakamichi •Code Alarm

FINE STEREO COMPONENTS
BRASFIELD •CARDAS AUDIO
CLASSÉ AUDIO •CLEARAUDIO
EMINENT TECHNOLOGY •HALES
MAGNUM DYNALAB •SOTA & MORE
Convenient to reach

CHICAGO
SPEAKER WORKS
Chicago
5700 N Western
(312) 769-5640
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DesPlaines
(Car Audio Only)
1424 Lee St
(708) 299-2260

from anywhere in California

209 298-8888
By Appointment in Fresno

I
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WE DON'T
PLAY
FAVORITES

eael

Expert Consultation
Custom Installation
Featuring:

Only The Cable Company
lets you compare all the top
cables at home by mail*.
Trust your ears.

• Audioquest
• 3A Audio Design Speakers
(from France)
• Ariston (Electronics Turntables)
• Clear Image
• Eminent Technology (Speakers)
• Kinergetics (Preamps,
Amps, CD Players, Tuners)

*39 Brands, 194 cable products.
*Free shipping on export orders.

(The Cable Company)

• Kimber
• MFA (Pure Tube Electronics Preamps, Power Amps)

*CALL TOLL FREE FOR DETAILS:

• PEARL (Tube Coolers)
• Ryan (Speakers)

1-800-FAT WYRE

• Software (many labels) LP's, CD's

or (215) 294-9576, or fax (215) 294-9586

Call for Appointment (Private Demo's)

408-377-3580

MON-FRI
L

11-5 EST

VISA-MC

p.o.box 305, upper black eddy, pa 18972

.
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UNLIMITED
'Sound Advice, Sound Equipment,Sound Deals!'

AFFORDABLE AUDIO
EXCELLENCE
•CREEK •MISSION •EPOS •
•COUNTERPOINT •
•ACOUSTAT •PS AUDIO •
•PIONEER ELITE •TANNOY •
•HAFLER •YBA •SONANCE •
•JBL •HARMAN KARDON •
•LAZARUS •TARGET •
•STRAIGHTVVIRE•REVOLVER •
•MONSTER CABLE •

Audioquest
B&K SModified B&K
Counterpoint
Dahlquist
Electrocompaniet
Eminent Technology
JSE Infinite Slope
Kinergetics
Lexicon
Monster Cable
Sony ES
Spica ... & More
"Established Since 1959"

"We hear Music with our Ears;
We listen with our Minds."
A. Angers, Founder

145 W 26th, NYC, NY, 10001
NY

212-691-5823/24

1-800-443-4249
282

SOUND UNLIMITED
169 Church St., Bristol, CT
(203) 584-0131
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"SOUND YOU CAN MUCH," featuring: AudioQuest,
Barclay, Classé Audio, Grado Signature, Koetsu, Magnum Dynalab, Music Metre, ProAc, Reference Line,
Ryan Acoustics, Sansui/Vintage, Sumiko, Superphon,
Target, Wavetrace, Well-ltmpered. Custom cable terminations. Audio Excellence, Liverpool, 1411; (315)
451 -2707. Visa/MC/Amex.

FORT WAYNE, IN—QUALITY HI-FI: B&K components, Ariston, Rotel, Onkyo, Mod Squad Line Drive
and Prism, Chicago Speaker Stands, Kimber Kahle,
Audio-Wchnica, Linn turntables and cartridges, Linn
loudspeakers, Arcici, Sound Organisation, PSE Electronics, Melos Audio, VPI, Vandersteen. Three Rivers
Audio (219)422-5460.

AUDIO RESEARCH SP7 ANALOG module prearnp,
$500 OBO, excellent condition. Call Doug (302)
678-0100.

CASH PAID for all types used audio equipment. We
buy and sell by phone, top dollar paid. Authorized
dealers for B&K, Ariston, AR, Celestion, Parasound,
Counterpoint, etc. The Stereo Burling OtsUet, 320 Oki
York Rd., Jenkintown, PA 19046. (215)886-1650.

FREE HIGH-END KIT CATALOG. Power amplifiers,
preamps (tube/ic/JFET), active crossovers (tube/ic).
Resista ±1% MF Resistors, Gold RCA connectors,
Mogami cables. Old Colony Sound, Box 243S, Peterborough, NH 03458.
MINNESOTA—AUDIO COMPONENTS OF UNCOMPROMISING QUALITY: Bedini, Shahinian, Arcici,
All-linnpered, AudioPrism, Sumo, Rega, Kinergetics,
Precision Audio, Target, Sugden, Royd, van den Hul,
Sumiko, LAST, LPs and CDs, and more. Audition
Audio (612)331-3861, by appointment.
SOTA COSMOS, THRESHOLD, MARTIN-LOGAN,
Quicksilver, Sumiko, Klyne, MFA, SOTA Siltech,
Unarm, SME, Superphon, Anna-Sphere, Spica, Forte,
Philips, Rol, BEL Wadia, anti MOM. Corner Audio 1204
NW Gilson, Portland, OR 97209. (503)227- 1943.
A WIDE SELECTION of audiophile equipment is available from Audio by Gil Morrison of Detroit, MI!
Featuring the VMPS loudspeaker and Boulder Electronics lines! Custom installation available! Free UPS
shipping! Call (313) 342-2475 for prices and information.

Achieving sonic realism.
Audio by Design was
created by music lovers
and musicians with the
simple goal of offering
the highest level of
musical accuracy
possible.
We offer complete
systems from less than
$800 to state-of-the-art
audiophile and roomto-room remote
systems.
Specialists in
design and installation
of all your audio/video
needs.

AUDJIp

Angstrom •Apogee

Acoustat •MK
California Audio Labs
Conrad-Johnson
Forte •Fosgate •KEF
Lexicon •Monitor

Audio

MB/Ouart •Nakamichi
NHT •Meridian
Mirage •NAD
PS Audio •Rotel
Soundlab •STAX
Threshold •Sonante
Well Tempered Labs
Van den Hut

1000 Bristol Street North
Newport Beach, CA 92660

7141851-0112
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FALL SALE SPECIALS: Lumé J1 with ET2 arm, $2495;
Wchnics SP-10 Mk.III with SME V and Goldmund
mat, $2395; Duet= Il in taupe, excellent condition,
$1195/pair; Wndetta Research SCP-2B phono preamp,
new, $1995; Cello Suite preamp with Palette and PS,
$15,000; Alma-Sphere MA-1 power amps, $3900/pair;
Mod Squad Prism CD player, $950; Barclay CD transport with Wadia optic board, $3200; LFT IV speaker,
$1295/pair; and more. CallJosbua at (800)628-0627.
CD UPGRADE IMPROVES COMPACT DISC playback
to audiophile quality CD Upgrade improves the entire
sonic range: clean biglas, mida, and lows, greatly
increased detail, separation, and placement. Unmatched musicality and vocals. CD Upgrade applies
two components to each CD for truly effective damping, light absorption, and improved drive coupling.
World patents pending. Compatible with all players.
Send $2 for postage-paid introductory single pack.
Compact Dynamics Ca, RO Box 32014, Euclid, OH
44132. Dealer inquiries invited

Your Most Valuable
Component
You are undoubtedly aknowledgeable Audiophile, or
you would not be
reading this magazine. But shopping for a new
component can
be avery frustrating experience. Lack of expertise on the part of many audio salespeople is commonplace, and hype seems to have replaced
honesty. Let's change that; call me today (I answer
all calls personally) for arespite from mediocrity
Ithink you will be pleasantly surprised with my
philosophy of doing business -Galen Carol
Convergent Audio Vendetta •
Atma•Spheres •
SME •
Stay •
Merlin •
Sonographe •Mod Squad Maplenoll •
B&K•
Quicksilver •
Superphon •
Audible Illusions •
Kindel •
ASC •Sumiko •Magnum Dynalab •Kinergetics
Apogee •
Quad •Threshold •
Counterpoint SOTA
•Classe •WATT Aragon •Eminent Technology VPI
•
Calitornia Audio •
Meitner •Spica -and many morel
We carry virtually all cable, cartridge and accessory
lines Free informative Newsletter •Monthly specials on
new, used and demo equipment.

Galen Carol Audio
PO. Box 17562 San Antonio, TX 78217 512-494-3551
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UPGRADE THE
SOUND QUALITY
OF YOUR
COMPACT DISC
...with one dot of DIgl• Clear
DlgI• Clear improves the
optical coherence of a
compact disc plus reduces
static build-up—the results—

ADVANTAGE
OVER 20 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
ACOUSTAT •CELESTION •COUNTERPOINT
ROGERS •NAD •SONY E.S. •HAFLER

J Deeper, wider soundstage
J Open detailed high
frequencies
J Cleaner, sharper low
frequencies

POLK •AUDIOLAB •ELECTROCOMPANIET
IMAGE •ALTEC •LUXMAN •MUCH, MORE!
WE SHIP AN

J More dynamics
One bottle treats 1000 discs
and lasts for one year after
treatment. At S19.99 a bottle
that's only 2 cents a disc!
Send money order for $19.99
plus S2.25 postage and
handling or call with your
MC/ Visa

450 Hwy. 35. Shrewsbury. NJ

201-842-6565
2123 Hwy. 35, Wall Twp./Sea Girt, NJ

201-974-2272

Liquid Audio Products
4928 Odell •St. Louis, MO
63139 •314-771-0820

CJ
MIT

FOR THE LOVE
OF MUSIC

CAL

Ap

B&K

B&

TIMEL

Aragon

WADIA

Audioquest •

SNELL

Apogee-Centaur • Magnum Dynalab • Energy

g,
a•

icksilver
ogan •CAL

FORTE

B&K •C-1 • NAD • Krell • Naim • Spica •

GRADO

Aragon

RAFLER

Audioquest • Vandersteen • Martin-Logan •CAL

LUXMAN
PRECISE
SONRISE
SPENDOR
ESOTERIC

• Bryston

• Sony

ES

• Quicksilver

Apogee-Centaur • Magnum Dynalab • Energy
B&K • C-1 • NAD • Krell • Nairn • Spica •
Arogon

• Bryston

• Sony

ES

• Quicksilver

Audioquest •Vandersteen • Martin-Logan •CAL
Apogee-Centaur • Magnum Dynalab • Energy

DAHLOUIST
CELESTION
THRESHOLD
MOD SQUAD
PROTON VIDEO

A LI I) I()
ENSEMBLE

WELL TEMPERED

2 Pouls Way (Rte 101A)
Amherst, NH 03031
603-886-4742

AUDIO RESEARCH

(Near Green House Cafe)

MARTIN-LOGAN
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LPs SOUND GREAT when treated with Gruv-Glide.
Enhance fidelity, reduce wear and static, improve
tracking, excellent cleaning. See Stereophile review,
December 1986, p.41. $21.95 per kit. Check/MO to
Rozoil Lubricant Ca, Box 19003, Las Vegas, NV
89132.

30-60% SAVINGS TO PURCHASE DIRECT from
Hong Kong! DAT, CD player, amplifiers, and accessories. Ask for pricelists with $2 postage. Winston
Camera & Radio Ca, Ltd., Mail Order Division, 55
Hankou,Road, Hong Kong %lit accept Visa/MC. Fax
(852)369-9313.

AUDIO OUTLET finally has Sims CD Reference Bands
in stock. These new CD stabilizers, made from NAVCOM, are the best-sounding rings on the market. No
adhesives or centering devices needed. Call (914)6660550 today. MC/Visa.

MAKE BEAUTIFUL MUSIC with Solid Core lèchnology interconnect cables! These unique shielded,
balanced cables are guaranteed returnable within 45
days of receipt for refund plus shipping both ways.
At $89/1m pair, model SCT-03 is smooth, detailed,
relaxed, musical. At $119/1m pair, model SCT-04, Cormorant, combines the basic characteristics of the
03 with increased transient quickness, bass control,

PERREAUX PMF5550, 500Wpc mosfet power amp,
115 lbs., 220V peak to peak, 30 amps continuous current, will drive any known speaker, new, sealed (list
$6850), $3197; Acoustat 2+2 with OFC panels, black
and walnut, mint (list $2695), $1295. Ted, (803)
798-0994 (SC).
DAT- 120s: SONY, $10.99, MAXELL, Denon, TDK
$9.99; Fuji, $9.49; Maxell: Wrtex-90, $13.99, MXS-90,
$2.99, XLII -S90, $2.39; TDK: MA-XG90, $10.99, MAX90, $3.49; Sony metal-ES90, $3.99, Denon HDM100, $3.99; That's: Suono-90, $8.99, CDIV-100,
$4.19; S/H, $4.95. Visa/MC. Tape Whrld, 220 Spring
St., Butler; PA 16001, (800)245-6000.
AUDIO BEST: LA, Orange, San Bernardino, California. Hot components: Celestion 3000, TARA Labs
Counterpoint SA100/220, PS Digilink, Audible Illusions Modulus, Music Concepts, Mod Squad, Acoustat,
Spica Angelus, Beyer, Magnum, Fosgate, B&K, Superphon, Music Reference, Spectrum, Rauna, Sound-Lab,
Kinergetics subwoofer, Maplenoll, Systemdek, Grado,
Alphason, Garrott, Monster, Straight Wire, AudioQuest. (714)861 -5413. Appt.

Texas Finest
Audio Store

scr-

and low-level detail; a major statement on sonic
accuracy. Air shipping, $4. Stewart G. Grand, Solid
Core echnology, 3808 iVestview Avenug Wet Palm
Beach, FL 33407. (407)842-7316.
ACCENT ON MUSIC, WES1tHESTER COUNTY, NY.
Now an authorized dealer for Roksan and Meridian.
NAIM 52 in stock. Also Linn, NAIM, Regs, Arrant,
Creek, Epos, Rotel, Boyd, Revolver, Castle, Goodman's,
Audio Prism, AudioQuest, Audiotech, Archidee,
Goldring, QED, Nitty Gritty, Target, Sound Organisation, Lift, LPs and CDs. 175 Main Street, Mt. Kisco
NY 10549, (914)242-0745.
SAN DIEGO AREA: Merlin Signature speakers, the new
Hales speakers (both Cardas -wired), Cardas cables,
Convergent Audio preamps (that marvelous C.A.T.),
Symphonic, Bedini, YBA amps, First Sound passive
line-level preamps (superb), Benz, Sound Anchor.
Demos and trade-ins occasionally. Audio Archives,
(619)455-6326

FIDELITY

QUALITY

d VALUE

AUDIO CENTEn_
JEFF ROWLAND •THETA
KRELL •KRELL DIGITAL

ADS •Analogic •Bryston
B&W •Carver •Classe
Duntech •Dynavector • Encore
Esoteric • Goldring •¡Jales •Janis
Krell •Krell Digital •Morch • MIT
Oracle •Rega •Rote! • Snell
Sony ES • Target • Tice
Wadia Digital

MARTIN-LOGAN •VANDERSTEEN
SPICA •STRAIGHTWIRE •PKOAC
ARAGON •QUICKSILVER •B&K
QUAD •CLEARAUDIO •REGA
SOTA •SME/SUMIKO •ROTEL

B&W DEMO SPEAKER SALE

jiDIO
e INSIGHT
Located In Dallas Texas
2141437-4167
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AUDIOPHILE RECORDINGS & ACCESSORIES

4134 NORTH FEDERAL HIGHWAY
FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA 33308

(305) 566-0233
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IN NEW YORK BY APPOINTMENT (212)874-6904

KRELL & KRELL DIGITAL
B&VV •ADCOM •NAKAMICHI
APOGEE•MOD SQUAD
PRO AC •P.S.AUDIO •ADS
VELODYNE • MIRAGE • B&O
ROTEL •WELL TEMPERED

STEREO
=""-i•
-1- E-.

É

415.861.1044
2201 MARKET ST. •S.F.

Straight Talk...
For 30 years we have provided the best quality. selection. and advice to music lovers throughout the
central U.S. at very
competitive prices.
Adcom • ADS • Alpine
B&O • B&W • Boston
Denon • Esoteric Audio
Forte • KEF • Klipsch
Martin-Logan • Mitsubishi
Monster Cable • NAD
Nakamichi •Onkyo • Paradigm • Phase Tech • Philips
Revox • Senrvheiser • Shure
Signet • SME • Snell • Sony
Sfax • Sumiko • Threshold
Veloctyne •YOMCIKI et more
Phone: 913/842-1811 ere 6
24th & Iowa. Lawrence. KS 65044
Mon-This :lOorn-8pm. Fr & Sat: lOarri-6pm

Apogee
Aragon
B&K
Counterpoint
Dahlquist
Fosgate
Kinergetics
Philips Reference
Premier
SME
Siefert Research
Threshold
VP'

Custom Nome/Office Design & Installation,
12 Sound Rooms, Records & CDs

28r,

Van den Hul
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RICHMOND AUDIO/VIDEO PRESENTS—Wadia Digital processors and transports, including factoryauthorized Wondercap capacitor upgrades for your
Wadia power supplies. Also featuring Barclay Cabernet, Bel, Duntech, MAS, Cardas, Clarity, Tice Audio,
Videkron, Klimo, Pioneer, and more. Call for information or write Richmond Audio/Vide4 pa Box
1111, Staten Island, NY 10314. (718)370- 1916.
KLYNE, ALTIS DIGITAL, ELECTROCOMPANIET,
Celestion SL, Dynaudio loudspeakers, Magnum
Dynalab, Space & Time, Reference Line, Sumo, Distech, Well-Tempered, Thorens, Philips CD players,
Vecteur, Magnasphere, Benz cartridges, Fosgate, many
mote Straightforward guidance !Crystal Clear Audiu
Dallas, TX, (214) 821-2753. Audition evaluations
available.
ACOUSTAT 3s WITH ALL LATEST updates, $750. (212)
689-2514 (NY).

The RACKITrm System

For records, tapes and CDs.

COUNTERPOINT SA220, BLACK face place, mint
condition. Call Brian, (616)676-8185 (MI).

The best record rack in America
Free mailorder brochure
(please mention Stereophile)

Per Madsen Design (415) 928-4509
P.O. Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133

LPs/CDs/Tapes
CALL (800) 525- 1630 FOR THE LARGEST SELECTION of the best-sounding audiophile LPs and CDs,
in print and out of print, from the original RCA Living
Stereo and Mercury Living Presence LPs to the latest
Chesky and Philips reissues of them. Or send $3 for
our deluxe 55-page catalog full of pictures and
descriptions to: Acoustic Sounds, PO. Box 2043,
Salina, KS 67402. Visa/MC accepted. Please see our
full ad on page 85.
NITTY GRITTY LOVERS: manual rotation is truly
one-finger-easy with the Gliding Platter component
kit! Installs in seconds without tools or modifications!
Only $14 US PPD. Check/MO to: KAB Electro Acoustics, Box 2922, Plainfield, NJ 07062-2922. Dealer
inquiries invited.
NEW IMPORT LPs: Classical, jazz, rock LPs from UK.
Europe, and Japan. Out-of-print EMIs, Deccas, Lyritas,
ICingSuper-Arralogue, Japanese Blue Note Limited Edition
reissues, and many others. Pacific Vinyl, 8306 Wilshire
Blvd., Beverly Hills, CA 90211. (213)280-3584.
AUDIOPHILE RECORD WAREHOUSE! Out-of-print
direct-to-disc, halfspeed, Quiex II, and Import Pressings. Great selection of in-print records and CDs. ATE,
Chesky, East-Wind, Mobile Fidelity, Opus 3, Wilson,
and many more. Quantity discounts. Call for free catalog. Elusive Disc, 5346 N. Guilford Ave, Indianapolis, IN 46220, (317)255-3446.
CATERING TO BALTIMORE'S DISCRIMINATING
USTENERS with specially selected lines of top-quality
audio equipment/accessories. Stocking acomplete
assortment of LPs/CDs from artists on US independent, import, and audiophile labels in the following
categories: Avant-Garde, European Progressive, Electronics, Folk, New Age, Classicaljazz, and Soundtracks. Featured labels include: 3Blind Mice, 4AD,
Black Saint, Celestial Harmonies, CMP, Cuneiform,
Dorian, East Side Digital, Erdenklang, Fortuna, Harmonia Mundi, Hearts of Space, Higher Octave, New
Albion, Proprius, Reference Recordings, Rykodisk,
Soul Note, Telarc, Water Lily. Playing By Eat; 5615
Bela& Road, Baltimore, MD 21206. (301)488-5513.
EARLY CLASSICAL LPs—RCA, Mercury. London, etc.
Send 50e SASE for price list to 2602 Park St., North
Myrtle Beach, SC 29582.

MOM
Model 1000: $399 Model 2000: $699

BYPASS
YOUR
PREAMP!

Discriminating audiophiles realize the purest signal path is superior in
accurate music reproduction. Reference Line achieves stunning performance by
optimizing ultra-high quality componentry in apure passive configuration.
Auditions Available Through Select Dealers
P.O. liox 290332, Davie, F1.33329-0332* 303.;370-9960
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200,000 OUT-OF-PRINT RECORDS. Every category—'50s through '705. Catalogs available, but kindly
state your interests. Want lists welcome. Craig Moeree
Box 19231 -hot I, Portland, 0197219.
MOBILE FIDELITY COLLECTION LPs/all UHQR/3
box sets/misc. All sealed, list available, 85000. Call
Art, (213)820-3726.
AUDIO. ..
BY GEORGE has acomplete stock of Reference Recordings, Sheffield Recordings, and Chesky
records. And we art expanding our stock of Opus One
records. lb receive acurrent list without charge, call
(716)377-0432. Leave your name and address or telephone number and I'll get back to you.
MERCURIES, RCAs, MANY MORE out-of-print classical LPs and open-reel tapes. 2000+ listings. Catalog
timing assures overseas collectors equal access. Free
catalog from Polyphony, PO. Box 515C, Highland
Park, IL 60035.

HIGH-END CAREER OPPORTUNITY. Boston area
high-end loudspeaker manufacturer seeks person willing to learn all aspects of the business, and to grow
with our company. You should have astrong commitment to quality and be capable of working with minimum supervision. Knowledge of high-end audio is
necessary. A college degree and/or woodworking
skills are pluses. ‘Ve are an ethical company offering
afun, relaxed, non-smoking working environment.
Start between January and June 1991. Send resume
with salary requirements to M. Maeder; Icon Acoustics,
13 Fortune Drive, Billerica, MA 01821.
LOOKING FOR USED MAESTROS and Symo speaker
cables. (415)864-5566, Don.
PAY TOP SSS FOR: Old-style Quad ES1.s, mint condition, Decca ribbon replacements, one Paragon Epreamp. (204)452-0021 anytime.

AUDIOPHILE LPs—RCA, Mercurys, MFSL, and man)
more. Send name, address, and telephone number to
be placed on my permanent mailing list. Want lists
Buy/sell/trade Everything 100% guaranteed.
Alan Raper; PO. Box 10311, Pompano Beach, FL
33061. (305)943-4711.
THE BINAURAL SOURCE—Exclusive one-stop
source of true binaural recordings for startling headphone listening (also speaker-compatible). Classical/
(me/drama/sound envininments: in all three formats,
from US and Germany. Free catalog: Box 1727S, Ross,
CA 94957, or (415)457-9052.

Wanted
WANTED: SME IV OR SME 309 tonearm, Symo cable,
Record Doctor,JVC XL-ZIOIOTN CD player. Callfim,
(813)351-6007.
TOP RETAIL $S FOR McINTOSH tube and SS, Maranta
tube, '50s and '60sJBL, EV Patricians, Mark Levinson.
(313)229-5191 EST evenings.
WANTED: TEAC Z-7000 CASSETTE DECK. Will consider trade for Tandberg TCA 3014A cassette deck.
George, (216)773-7328 after 6pm.
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Surround Sound Specialists
Custom Installation

Beverly Hills Audio
L.__EX(IIEMENI
IN SOUND

McIntosh
Nakamichi
Linn
Mirage
Lexicon

Nairn
Creek
Magnum
B+K
Rega

8950 West Olympic Boulevard, Suite 202, Beverly Hills, CA 90211 •(213) 276 -2001
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THE STEREOPHILE ADVERTISING STANDARDS
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise that the merchandise and services as
offered are accurately described, and are available to customers at the advertised price. Advertising that
does not conform to these standards, or that is deceptive or misleading. is never knowingly accepted
If any Stereophile reader encounters noncompliance with these standards, please write Nelson &
Associates. 62 Wendover Rd.. Yonkers, NV 10705.

ADVERTISER INDEX
Acoustic Energy
Acoustic Sounds
Adcom
Advanced Audio
AKG
Altis
Apaturs Products
Arcam .

192
85
34

Liquid Audio Products
Lyle Cartridges
MSB Technologies

273
50
80
214

Madrigal Audio
Magnepan
Magnum Dynalab
Maston Audio

214

May Audio Marketing

284
228
64
12,18
114
204
266
206

Arcici ..
ARS Electronics
Audio Advisor

41
256
78-79,92-84.222

Michaelson Audio
Mirage
Mod Squad, The

14-15
32
117

Audio By Design
Audio Center

283
285

Mondial
Monmouth Stereo

66,102
284

Audio Connection
Audio Den

278
96

Monster Cable
Museatex

26
234

Audio Den—VT
Audio Den Ltd

276
270

Music Box
Music Hall

258
71

NAD
New England Audio Resource
Nitty Gritty

189
212
214

Old Colony Sound Lab
Omni Sound

232

Onkyo
Optimal EnchantmeM
Oracle
Panther

292
250
36
209

Audio Designs
Audio Ensernble
Audio Express

282
284
210-211

Audio Gallery
Haven

279

Aud io Images— PA

277

Audio Insight
Audio Nexus

285
236

Audio One
Audio Outlet
Audiophile System,
AudoPrism
AudiciOuest

96
278

Audio Reference
Audio Research
AuchoStrearn
Audio Vision
AuchoVisions
B&K Components
Bay Area Audio
Beverly Hills Audio
Bose Express Music
Bryston Manufacturing
Cable Company
Cardas Audio
Cary Aucho Design

281

212
291

Parasound
Paris Audio
Park Avenue Audio
Per Madsen Design
Philips

76
270
218.244
287
56

62
28
112
260
274

Precision Audio
Precision Audio Utilization
Progressive Audio
ProSona
Reference Line Audio

224,246
286
263
58
287

6

104-105
216
288
260
74
282
77
2

Champagne Audio
Chattanooga Valley Audio

284286

Chesky Records

268

Chicago Speakenvorks
Conrad-Johnson
Counterpoint

281
58,60
191

Ratel
Sanus Systems
Savant Audio á Video
Sennheiser

70
60
280
38

Sequerra Associates
Serra Stereo

206
82

Shure
Signet

208
52

Si Inc
SimplyPhysics
Sixth Avenue Electronics
Sonic Frontiers
Sony
Sound Advice
Sound 8 Music

168
214
72-73
194
42-43
110
256

Custom Electronics
Digital Ear
Digital Systems 8 Solutions

278
248
202

Sound By Singer
Sound Components
Sound Concept, The

Eardrum Audio
Enlightened Audio
Esoteric Audio
Fairport Soundworks
Fumphwerks
Galen Carol Audio
Gifted Listener Audio
Gillett. Tom
Haller
Hales Audio
Hansen. Christopher
Harlequin
HCM Audio

238
190
24
276
280
283
268
274
106
202
252
242
280

Sound II
Sound Unlimited
Soundwave Fidelity
Square Deal
Stay
Stereo Exchange
Stereo Plus
Stereo Shoppe
Stereo Shoppe— FL
Stereophile
Straight Wire
Sumo
Take 5Audio

249
282
68
265
186
240
286
280
278
288
204
116
220

Hi-FiCity

282

Innovative Audio
International Audio

254
1%
230

Teac
Theta
Thiel
Threshold
Tice Audio Products

40
22
48
16,90
208

262
276,277
20

Underground Sound
Valve Amplification
Vandersteen

276
54
46

JáR M USIC
Jernstone Audio
JS Audio
Kevro International
Kiel 's Audio/ Video

286

Kimber Kable
Krell Industries
Landes Audio

8-9
258
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Velodyne
Wadia Digital
Woodbridge Stereo

198-199
226
279

30
200
266
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THE FINAL WORD
Amplifier differences and anecdotal evidence
Stereopbile's pages have lately been filled with

and all non-linear errors (presumably this

the conflict between the Stereopbile philoso-

means all forms of distortion) are kept to trivial

phy of equipment evaluation (as eloquently

levels. But this is atruism! All he's saying is that

expressed by RH and JA) and what is colloqui-

there are no mystical differences between

ally referred to as the AES philosophy.

amplifiers: if there are differences, they are

My first direct contact with this latter point
of view came in 1984 on aTechnics-sponsored
press "junket" to Japan. In addition to enjoying

either linear or non-linear. However, he then
goes on to say that any competently designed

their fabulous hospitality, Ispent extended time

modern amplifier achieves this goal of trivial
defect, and that, therefore, they will all sound

with members of the establishment audio

the same (as long as they're not one of those

press, including one of Higb Fidelity's shining

"audiophile" amplifiers, into which distortions

lights, who was adamant that there were no

have been purposely built so as to distinguish

audible differences between electronics. At this

them both from accurate amplifiers and from

time, Iwas amere schmere in the audio busi-

other amplifiers with different audiophile inac-

ness. Ihad become Publisher of Stereopbfle in
March 1982, and had barely been exposed to

curacies). You can see how he could be lumped

the commercial world's harsh realities. Of
course there were important differences be-

Bob Harley goes back on the attack in "Proving the Existence of Fish" in this month's "As

tween electronics, Ipronounced. Hadn't Ial-

We See It," citing the bombshell dropped by

ready published tens of reviews by J. Gordon
Holt analyzing just those differences? Hadn't

vention. Iam incompetent to evaluate M.

Iheard those differences myself time and time
again? Weren't new, and audibly better, amplifiers appearing every month? Iassumed the
right honorable Editor from Higb Fidelity was
joking—or sadly misinformed. Far be it from

into the "all amplifiers sound the same" school.

Roger Lagadec of Sony at last month's AES conLagadec's thesis—I can only give it some credence based on his impressive credentials and
on Dr. Lipshitz's inability, initially at least, to
counter the thesis presented at the AES. The
extraordinarily interesting point is, however,

me to associate High Fidelity's demise with the

Lagadec's apparent willingness to accept the

nonviability of this point of view, though some

evidence of careful listeners from both the

of you, I'm sure, might draw that conclusion.

professional and consumer worlds, without
scientifically valid listening tests (blind or

The opposition (to audible differences) is
scarcely monolithic. Stereo Review has pub-

double-blind). Basically, he's saying, "Many,

lished comparisons between aPioneer receiver
and aFutterman output-transformerless ampli-

many people raise objections to various aspects

fier costing $10,000 which revealed no differences. David Clark, writing in Audio along with
Stereopbile's own Larry Greenhill, has on more
than one occasion established that an amplifier highly touted by Larry (in the same review,

of digital audio, and their objections are so
often in particular areas: low-level detail, ambience, spatial preseniation. Maybe they're right:'
This is revolutionary! Did you ever consider
how many products you buy, how many actions
you perform, how many wines you drink, how

no less) was audibly indistinguishable from his

many people you choose to befriend based on

"reference." These folks can fairly be said to be
in the "all amplifiers sound the same" school.

blind evaluations? The fact is that no one in the
ordinary course of affairs ever uses blind evalu-

Stanley Lipshitz, of the University of Water-

ations; almost all information is anecdotal. Vir-

loo and the AES, takes great pains to distinguish

tually all of Stereopbile is anecdotal. Iwonder

himself from this band of non-discriminators
(Vol.13 No.11, p.4I): he would never say such

if Roger Lagadec knows what aPandora's Box

athing! He feels that amplifiers are audibly

dence Maybe they —we and you —are right.

he has opened in accepting anecdotal evi-

indistinguishable if all linear errors (frequency
response, phase shift, polarity) are made equal,
290
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YOU CAN HEAR
THE DIFFERENCE!

"It's amazing", most people say, "how much better my system
sounds with AudioQuest' cables. Ican't believe what I've been missing!"

AudioQuest makes afull line of performance engineered cables; speaker,
audio-interconnect, video, S-video, fiber-optic and installation cables.
AudioQuest has spent 12 years continually improving and fine tuning
its cable designs to reduce all types of cable-induced distortion —
and to do it cost-effectively. Many different constructions and four
grades of copper and silver are used depending on the budget.
AudioQuest F-18 speaker cable is one of three
very flat cables which use multiple-solid conductors. The sound is sweet and clean because
• strand interaction is eliminated, while skineffect and resistance are minimized.

AudioQuest
Indigo Hyperlitz'
speaker cable uses
geometry similar to our
4
most expensive cables,
yet is very affordable. The
4
4
clarity, dynamics and sense of
acoustic space are incredible, due
to the constant proximity of the spiraled,
magnetically isolated conductors.

F-18*

AudioQuest Lapis Hyperlitz interconnect cable uses a
patented construction which eliminates strand interaction and
minimizes distortion caused by insulation. Teflon insulation, FPC-r
copper (99.99997% pure), and resistance-welded, direct-gold plated,
FPC'' plugs make this cable sound incredible. The aural invisibility of
this cable is something you will have to experience for yourself.
AudioQuest's absolute commitment to value doesn't mean that all
AudioQuest products are inexpensive. It does mean that the expensive
products are avery good value when used with better systems.
No matter what type of equipment you have,
maximize your system's performance with
AudioQuest cables! Contact your local
AudioQuest dealer and listen for yourself.
You can hear the difference!

audioquest
Tel: 714-498-2770
Fax: 714-498-5112
P O.Box 3060, San Clemente, CA 92674 USA

I
ndigo Hyperlitz•

Lapis HyperUtz *

•All doagrams are F.
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How to make an Onkyo receiver
as good as its competition.

If we wanted to make an Onkyo receiver as good as our competition,
it wouldn't be too hard.
First, we'd remove our heavy duty transformer and oversized heat sink.
Of course, this means less current capability, resulting in compromised
low impedance performance and compressed musical dynamics.
Sonic anemia.
Not to mention thermal overload.
Room to room remote capability would go. If we're not concerned with
performance, why bother with convenience.
As afinishing touch, face plates and chassis would be plastic instead of metal.
So much for structural integrity.
Now, we could do all those things to an Onkyo receiver. But we won't.
Because at Onkyo, our receivers are built to be better.
And that's adifference you can hear—and see.

ONKYO
200 Williams Drive, Ramsey. N.J. 07448 201-825-7950

